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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines four art CD-ROMs produced between 1997 and

2000: Zoe Beloifs Beyond, Adriene Jenik’s Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM

Translation, Simon Biggs’s The Great Wall of China, and Jean-Louis Boissier’s

Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Foregrounding intermedia adaptation

between visual and textual, analog and digital media, these CD-ROMs re

envision literary texts by writers as diverse as Villiers de l’lsle-Adam, Raymond

Roussel, Nicole Brossard, Franz Kafka, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. In its

discussion of these digital artworks, this study proposes new concepts and

theoretical frameworks for rethinking central issues in digital arts, film studies,

and comparative cultural studies. One 0f these issues concerns corporeal

performance in the CD-ROM environment; another explores the interactor’s

reception strategies — reading, viewing, hearing, and feeling — in the digital media

ecology.

These digital adaptations and performances are analyzed in the context of

a media ecological perspective that takes issue with teleological accounts of

digital media. Departing from neo-formalist assessments of digital media and arts

that focus on technological progress and innovation, I emphasize the manner in

which the CD-ROM partakes of an (inter)media genealogy that favours

recuperation, hybridization, repetition, and emulation processes over supposed

technological advancements. The art CD-ROMs I examine do flot wish to

transcend or replace the cinematic imaginary; evolving in an uncanny, subversive

temporal loop, they rather seem intent on reformulating the history of visual

culture and performance.

This dissertation, while paying attention to the materiality of the CD-ROM,

lays more stress on the centrality of cultural issues such as embodiment, gender,

sexuality, race, ethnicity, and subjectivity and argues that the study of the digital

media ecology should center around the survival and reconceptualization of

visual forms and cultural discourses. The four chapters offer close readings of the

visual and discursive constïtuents of the CD-ROMs in which historical, linguistic,

and cultural narratives such as the history of female medïumship, post-femïnist
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translation theory, the Orientalist discourse in Europe, and the archiving of

eighteenth-century visual culture corne back to life in digitized form. As one of the

first sustained studies of art CD-ROMs, this dissertation proposes new concepts

for grounding further analyses of the emergent genre of digital adaptation.

Keywords: film adaptation — digital arts — multimedia — digital cinema.



RÉSUMÉ

Celle thèse explore quatre cédéroms artistiques réalisés entre 1997 et

2000: Beyond de Zoe Beloif, Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM Translation d’Adriene

Jenik, The Great WaIl of China de Simon Biggs et Moments de Jean-Jacques

Rousseau de Jean-Louis Boissier. Théorisant l’adaptation intermédiatique entre

médias visuels et textuels, analogues et numériques, ces cédéroms remanient

dans un environnement numérique des oeuvres littéraires d’écrivains aussi divers

que Villiers de l’lsle-Adam, Raymond Roussel, Nicole Brossard, Franz Kafka et

Jean-]acques Rousseau. Dans son analyse d’oeuvres numériques, celle étude

propose de nouveaux concepts et bases théoriques pour repenser des

problématiques centrales en arts médiatiques, en études cinématographiques et

en études culturelles comparées. Une des problématiques concerne la

performance corporelle dans l’environnement du cédérom; une autre interroge

les stratégies de réception de l’interacteur — lire, regarder, écouter et ressentir —

dans l’écologie du médium numérique.

Ces adaptations et performances numériques sont interprétées dans le

contexte d’une perspective d’écologie médiatique qui s’oppose à certaines

analyses téléologiques des médias numériques. M’éloignant d’évaluations néo

formalistes des arts et médias numériques qui privilégient le progrès

technologique et l’innovation, j’insiste sur la façon dont le cédérom fait partie

d’une généalogie (inter)médiatique qui accentue des processus de récupération,

d’hybridation, de répétition et d’émulation plutôt que de supposés avancements

technologiques. Les cédéroms artistiques que j’analyse ne désirent pas dépasser

ou remplacer l’imaginaire cinématographique; évoluant dans une boucle

temporelle étrange et subversive, ils semblent plutôt enclins à reformuler l’histoire

de la culture visuelle et de la performance.

Celle thèse, tout en portant attention à la matérialité du cédérom, insiste

davantage sur la primauté de problématiques culturelles comme la corporéité, le

genre, la race, l’ethnicité et la subjectivité et soutient que l’étude de l’écologie des

médias numériques devrait se concentrer sur la survivance et la te

conceptualisation de formes visuelles et de discours culturels. Les quatre
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chapitres consacrent des analyses approfondies des matériaux visuels et

discursifs des cédéroms dans lesquelles des récits historiques, linguistiques et

culturels tels que l’histoire de la médiumnité féminine, la théorie post-féministe de

la traduction, le discours orientaliste européen et l’archivage de la culture visuelle

du dix-huitième siècle reviennent à la vie sous forme numérique. En tant qu’une

des premières études soutenues du cédérom artistique, cette thèse propose de

nouveaux concepts pour ancrer de nouvelles analyses du genre émergent qu’est

l’adaptation numérique.

Mots-clés: adaptation cinématographique — arts médiatiques — multimédia —

cinéma numérique.
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Now the future cannot be remembered;
it is rather the object of opinion and hope.

Aristotie. De Memoria

Why preoccupy oneseif with the rise and seif-determination of the cinema,
when one can simply remain content with dreamy hypotheses about

the origin of the theater or about the syncretic nature of prehistoric art?
Roman Jakobson. “Is the Film in Decline?’

Pourra-t-on jamais prévoir ce qui, du passé,
est appellé à survivre et à nous hanter dans le futur?

Georges Didi-H uberman. L ‘image survivante

It is the trope of our times to locate the
question of culture in the realm of the beyond.

Homi Bhabha. “Introduction: Locations of Culture”



INTRODUCTION

At the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles, the visitor can contemplate a

peculiar visual device, a “book camera obscura,” entitled Théâtre de l’univers

(c.1750) (fig. 1, p.228). Combining the book form with the then contemporary

camera obscura, this hybrid object would show “miniature reflections of the

proximate world, and its inhabitants move silently across the stage of the book’s

inside back cover. Within the curtained space of the camera obscura, figures

enter and exit, playing for the observer the fleeting scenes handed out by

chance.” (Terpak 307) The originality of the Théâtre de l’univers rested in the

inclusion of a prominent eighteenth-century visual device like the camera obscura

in print culture’s most important means of dissemination, the book, in a way that

went beyond the intrinsic confines of the illustrated book. What this peculiar visual

object permitted, moreover, was the insertion of theatrical performances in an

optical object that challenged the boundaries of print and visual cultures. There

are a few “books camera obscura” left today, but one wonders what happened to

this fascinating although short-lived device.

In this dissertation, I propose to show that the CD-ROM can be viewed as

the “book camera obscura” of the digital age. Appearing nearly 250 years after

the “book camera obscura,” the CD-ROM may be on its way to a similar fate.

Even though the CD-ROM may seem prepared to face the challenges of

contemporary artistic productions, offering sound, text, and (moving) images on
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one platform, its future remains uncertain in the current media ecology. For, as

recent technological developments lead us to believe, DVD-ROMs and virtual

reality installations will soon make us forget the role that the CD-ROM has played

in the last twenty years. Aiways engaged in an attempt to improve performance

and prosthetic memory, certain designers, artists, and scholars seem only

concerned with what lies beyond the media horizon of the age.1

This orientation in digital media production and research stands in sharp

contradistinction to the perspective found in other fields of inquiry. For example,

in one of the most influential collections of essays on the subject of postcolonial

theory, Homi Bhabha begins his introduction with some considerations on the

way in which contemporary culture would flot focus on what it was or what it will

be but on what the critic calis “a tenebrous sense of survival”. (1) The actors in

Bhabha’s “culture” are not excited about what lies beyond their immediate

temporal and spatial frontiers, thus rejecting some form 0f promise or progress.

Rather, postcolonial subjects would be transitory actors whose shifting identities

are complex sites of hybridization that embody their culture’s very sense of

survival.

Bhabha’s insight, as useful as it may be in the field of postcolonial theory,

could be adopted in film and media studies without much adaptation. lndeed, the

substitution of “culture” for “media” in the preceding paragraph would correctly

account for some of the enthusiastic comments on the cinema’s and digital

media’s negotiations with the beyond. Several film directors and digital artists

dream of the fantastic works they will be able to create when the tools of the trade

actually allow them to go beyond what they can achieve today. Distancing

themselves from their respective media traditions by gazing at what lies ahead,

such artists advocate unknowingly a media ecology that leaves no room for

recuperation, hybridization, and repetition. This teleological attitude seems to

blind them to the manner in which any “new medium” (photography,

cinematography, radio, television, and the computer, to name recent ones) would

not point to the future but paradoxically would take us back in time to preceding

media, allowing us, as Brian Massumi has claimed, “to think (and act and sense

and perceive) the co-operation of the digital and the analog, in self-varying
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continuity.” (143) Because emerging media cannot but duplicate or try to emulate

what already exists, as Boiter and Grusin’s concept of remediation2 has shown,
digital media (with which we are concerned in the following pages) would not

equal going beyond current technological standards but would shed light, in a
temporal loop that is both uncanny and challenging, on the history of visual

culture and performance.

Ihis dissertation proposes to analyze this peculiar temporal loop in the first

study of art CD-ROMs to draw on Iiterary and film theories and on performance

studies.3 Moreover, this interpretation of artists’ CD-ROMs is unprecedented

because it focuses on digital works that have at their basis a literary source and

establishes a dialogue between the literary material and the digital

transformation, thus paving the way for a theory of digital adaptation. It should be

pointed out at the outset that this dissertation neither praises digital media’s

innovations nor denigrates its singular features. This scholarly endeavour desires

to provide the reader with a balanced account of the role of the art CD-ROM, a

function that has neyer been assessed.

In this study I adopt a view of media history that is gaining in popularity and

one of whose aims is to de-emphasize the teleological and market-driven

perspective that imposes digital media as the apotheosis of cinematography.

Contrary to this perspective, I entirely subscribe to Peter Matussek’s daim that

“Das Neue der neuen Medien erkennen wir erst, wenn wir nach den alten

medialen Praktiken fragen, die darin ihre latente Dynamik entfalten.” (81) In other

words, in order to reveal what digital media have to offer, one must, according to

Matussek, explore their “older” modes of signification and see how they are

depioyed in the “new” media.

Actually, whether and to what extent the so-called “new media” are “new”

is a question that remains unresolved. Indeed, the reasons for the unanimous

adoption of this ambiguous term by digital media practitioners, designers, and

scholars are puzzling. As every medium (the book form, cinematography, radio,

television) was “new” at some point, deeming it “new” does not help figure out

C what it can accomplish that preceding media could not.4 A radical reconfiguration

of digital media studies as a vast media ecology is therefore implicitly proposed in
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this dissertation in order to avoid hasty qualitative judgements that may become

commonplace. As Siegfried Kracauer has argued about historical research in a

way that is applicable to media studies: “The position that an epoch occupies in

the historical process can be determined more strikingly from an analysis of its

inconspicuous surface-level than from an epoch’s judgments about itself.” (75)

Only by looking at previous media and supports will we be able to show

how a digital medium is different as opposed to new or better. This non

teleological approach will put the emphasis on what the CD-ROM has borrowed

from other media environments like the book or the film. Already pictured as a

thing of the past, the CD-ROM is a transitory support that will be displaced by the

DVD-ROM; actually, the DVD-ROM is already favoured by artists (and

institutions) who can afford to use it. Doomed to be forgotten due to its lack of

memory and openness — the “ROM” of the CD-ROM is, after aIl, a Read-Only

Memory — the CD-ROM has attracted critical attention as an ïnstitutional by

product (e.g., the museum CD-ROM) and as a pedagogical aid (e.g., in-class

multimedia supplements). However, similar to artists’ books, art CD-ROMs have

not received a great deal of attention from the academy.

In the Introduction I wiII first show how digital media can serve to expand the fleld

and push back the boundaries of the humanities, as several comparatists and film

scholars have argued in evaluations of the future 0f their discipline. This

dissertation itself may be envisaged as an attempt to do precisely that, namely, to

reconfigure the field of literary and film studies. Second, I describe the CD-ROM

itsetf, using a terminology that favours cultural contextualization over technical

descriptions, and I provide the reader with a theory of the support with which this

dissertation is concerned. I then place the CD-ROM in the media ecology in

which it has to be situated to comment on the reading, viewing, and hearing

activities which this ephemeral platform proposes. Using concepts from embodied

affectivity research, I conclude the introduction with the person who explores an

art CD-ROM, whom I wiII cail an “interactor,” and argue that her actions form a

“performance” in the digital realm and that artists now create “performance
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images.” I conclude with some thoughts on the type of vision that is privileged in

the CD-ROM environment, haptic vision.

Whither Literary and FïIm Studies?

Expanding Fields and Institutional Anxieties

This dissertation partakes of comparative Iiterature’s ongoing identity crisis5,

seeking new theoretical and epistemological grounds to explore without

relinquishing one of the discipline’s most important assets, that is, theoretical,

cultural, and linguistic openness. While most commentators on the state of

comparative literature desire to preserve these achievements, others, of whom I

am part, want to add a new kind of comparative work across media that wilI retain

what characterizes the discipli ne’s backg round.

Even though this may seem a radical departure from comparative

literature’s “original” agenda, there seems to be some sort of consensus as to

what direction(s) comparative literature departments may want to follow if they

want to avoid merging with national literature or cultural studies departments.

Already expressed in Charles Bernheimer’s much discussed 1993 “Report” on

the state of comparative literature in the US, the desire to expand the boundaries

0f the field would go so far as to revisit the book form itself because 0f the rise of

digital media: “The material form that has constituted our [the comparatists’]

object of study is in the process of being transformed through computer

technology and the communications revolution.” (Bernheimer 45)6 It is with this

transformation in mmd that Bernheimer pleads for the enlargement of the

discipline and the inclusion of “comparisons between media, from early

manuscripts to television, hypertext, and virtual reality.” (45)

Bernheimer is not the only scholar to have reflected on the future of

comparative literature and to have mentioned the impact cultural studies and

recent media have had. On this subject, J. Hillis Miller has remarked that “One

major force, however, leading to the rise of a cultural studies that tends to

marginalize literature has been the growing impact of new communication

technologies.” (91) More favourably, Andreas Huyssen has mentioned that the

comparatist “should raise the issue of medium (oral/aural, wriften, visual) in ail its
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historicai, technical, and theoretical complexity rather than continue to rely on the

traditional bïnary notion of media cultural as 10w and its high literary other in

traditional modernist fashion.” (“High” 370-371) Whatever their minor differences

may be, Bernheimer, Miller, and Huyssen see digital media as the driving force

behind a comparative literature in an expanded field.

The preceding remarks on the future of comparative literature are not the

sign of a singular disciplinary crisis. lndeed, in film studies numerous scholars

have discussed the future of their discipline in the age to corne. What unites

comparative literature and film studies in their disciplinary anxieties is the way in

which ail commentators aiways turn, sooner or later, to the coming of digital

media in order to envisage what lies beyond the ongoing transformations.

Apparentiy, any serious aftempt to look beyond the current state of academic

affairs must face how computer technologies have challenged both the book and

film forms.

As far as the film forrn is concerned, two positions seem to emerge. On the

one hand, there are those who want to salvage the “best” cinema has to offer,

who strongly reafflrm the cinema’s pioneering role, and who question the

allegedly “radical” nature of the changes brought about by digital media. For

example, Rey Chow has commented that “If cinema has a privileged relation to

questions of identification in modernity, it is because, as a medium, it has been

teaching us about interactivity-cum-commodification since before the notion of

interactivity became packaged, homogenized, and tightly locked into a keyboard

clicking relation with the computer screen.” (“Phantom” 1393) From a more

historical point 0f view, film scholar Dudley Andrew conceives of the cinema flot

as something to be protected but just as another transitory moment in the history

of visual culture:

the cinema should be taken as a transitional medium that carnes forward

from the nineteenth century powerful traditions of narrative and visual

representation. Our students should understand this heritage, should

sense its development in classic, modem, and postmodern cinema even

as new media and new functions in art and entertainment arrive. (348)
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Apparently, what Chow and Andrew have in common is the imminent clash with

digital media they invariably stage when they write on the future of film studies.

One should not be led to think that this disciplinary crisis has flot provoked

more elaborate responses. lndeed, a rather recent field such as cinema studies

has seen various publications and journal issues address the future of the

discipline since the rise of digital media. For example, two challengïng

anthologies, Reinventing Film Studies (2000) and Future Cinema: The Cinematic

lmageny after Film (2003), have tried to move film studies beyond its established

boundaries and have questioned a certain theoretical status quo. With regard to

digital media, Anne Friedberg has commented on the transition film studies must

undergo in order to account for the “new” screens and their “spectators”:

We must add computer screens (and digital technologies), television

screens (and interactive video formats) to our conceptualization (both

historical and theoretical) of the cinema and of its screens ... Spectators

are “users” with an “interface” — variable in versions of remotes, mice,

keyboards, touch screens, joysticks, goggles and gloves and body suits.

Just as the chemically based “analog” images of photography have been

displaced by computer-enhanced digital images; the apparatus we came

to know as “the cinema” is being displaced by systems of circulation and

transmission which abolish the projection screen and begin to link the

video screens of the computer and television with the dialogic interactivity

of the telephone. (440)

As Friedberg points out, what the integration and development of digital media in

the cinema industry and film criticism imply is the coining of a vocabulary that will

describe the work of the “spectator” in an expanded fleld that features embryonic

works.7 Robert Stam and Ella Habiba Shohat point in the same direction: “the

new interactive media allow the participant — the word ‘spectator’ seems too

passive — to forge a more personal temporality and moulU personal emotion. Ihe

screen becomes an ‘activity center,’ a cyberchronotope where both space and

time are transformed.” (395) Even though I would not support any binary

opposition that would take the form of “participation [i.e., interaction] as active

behaviour versus spectatorship as passive behaviour” (395)8, I nevertheless
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encourage the will to redefine the terms we have used to account for both reading

and viewing activities, and especially now that they have enteted digital

environments. Digital media have forced upon us the urging need to reshape and

rethink interdisciplinary work in a way that is unprecedented in the fields of

literature, cinema, music, and art history.9

Digital Adaptation Studies

La vie ou la survie du cinéma dépendent de
sa lutte intérieure avec l’informatique.

Gilles Deleuze. Cinéma 2. Limage-temps.

In the field of adaptation studies, few commentators have felt compelled to reflect

on the coming 0f digital media. One scholar, James Naremore, has pointed to the

impending confrontation between film adaptation scholarship and digital media to

which I refer: “The study of adaptation needs to be joined with the study of

recycling, remaking, and every other form of retelling in the age of mechanical

reproduction and electronic communication.” (15) b my knowledge, however, a

sustained piece of writïng on the subject of digital adaptation has yet to appear.1°

Only Robert Stam, the prominent adaptation scholar who has co-edited two

books and authored another on the subject in 2005, has briefiy addressed how

digital media may transform the traditional film adaptation. In one of the most

comprehensive essays on adaptation to appear in years, Stam warns his readers

that “Adaptation must therefore also be considered in the light of this final ‘post,’

to wit the post-celluloid world of new media: the Internet, electronic games, CD

Roms, DVDs, virtual environments and interactive installations.” (“Introduction”

11) Where Stam seems to err is when he turns to hypothetical digital adaptations

instead of discussing what form they take today.11 Enumerating possible film

editions on DVD and CD-ROM editions of novels as cases in point of digital

adaptation is flot representative of the creative work done by contemporary digital

artists. Bypassing art CD-ROMs, installations, and web sites the way it does,

Stam’s depiction of digital adaptation does not do justice to current achievements.

This dissertation will try to bridge this gap with the examination of four art

CD-ROMs from several critical view points, one of which is inspired by recent

advances in adaptation theory.12 Contrary to what some may argue, I intend to
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show that the emphasis put on the adaptation process is a crucial factor in the

C experience of a CD-ROM based upon a literary work, and avoiding this question

will resuit in a gap in the history of adaptation and digital media.

The four CD-ROMs analyzed below can be enjoyed without knowing on

which literary works they draw. However, I wiIl try to show how the knowledge of

the literary material greatly enhances the pleasure one derives from these works.

Contrary to early films based upon Iiterary materials (e.g., Shakespeare’s plays or

Dickens’s novels) that spectators knew fairly well, one cannot take for granted

that interactors will be familiar with Roussel’s Locus solus or Brossard’s Le

Désert mauve. The analysis of such CD-ROMs must contextualize the cultural

and Iiterary matrix in which the artist’s work takes shape because it often

challenges the “original” content. A corollary of this argument is the mention of

the apparent lack of interest for literary sources on the part of digital media

theorists who have discussed these four CD-ROMs. Even though it would not be

recommended for someone working on a film adaptation to ignore its Iiterary

source, it appears that these same sources can be neglected in the case of digital

adaptations. I will strongly argue against such a hasty dismissal and show how

digital adaptations are deeply complex in their reworking ofthe literary works, and

that such negligence would tend to resuit in a trivial engagement with the work.

My aim is flot to subjugate CD-ROMs to the realm of the book or its main

institutional form, literature; it is simply a commonsensical plea to complernent the

reception of CD-ROM art, a problem that is also found in adaptations to other

digital media.13

Even though film adaptation scholars have flot paid attention to digital

adaptations, this does not imply that digital media scholars have not corne to

terms with this recent work. And yet, in the writings dealing with digital works that

have a Iiterary source, mention is seldom made of the literary work that has

aftracted the artist’s attention in the flrst place. Analyzing a CD-ROM without

mentioning the literary source upon which it is based would be a critical faux pas,

and claiming that it is only an adaptation would be limiting the scope of the digital

work that clearly does not function as a film adaptation in terms of storytelling

practices. On the contrary, this dissertation proposes a renewed form of
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adaptation study that corresponds to what Marie-Laure Ryan has described as

C the analysis of “narrative across media” in which transpositions from a medium

into another would embody “the richest area of investigation” (33).

Media Ecology and the CD-ROM

Media Ecology, or, Digital Media’s Rearview Mirror

Rien ne se perd, rien ne se crée, tout se transforme.
Lavoisier

In the last pages of his second volume on the cinema, Gilles Deleuze makes an

important comment on which media scholars should meditate:

Une théorie du cinéma n’est pas ‘sur’ le cinéma, mais sur les concepts que

le cinéma suscite, et qui sont eux-mêmes en rapport avec d’autres

concepts en général n’ayant aucun privilège sur les autres, pas plus qu’un

objet n’en a sur les autres. C’est au niveau de l’interférence de beaucoup

de pratiques que les choses se font, les êtres, les images, les concepts,

tous les genres d’événements. (Cinéma 2 365)

The French philosopher’s important contribution to cinema studies proposes, in

its final pages, to focus on conceptual intersections and media interference rather

than on a given medium’s singular characteristics.14 This type of perspective has

been adopted in the field of media ecology.15

The current media ecology is closely linked to the non-teleological,

intermedia framework that I advocate in these pages.16 As ecologists study the

various modes of dependence and interaction between organisms living in given

milieu, media ecologists would examine the forms of recuperation, recycling,

reformulation, transformation, transmission, hybridization, and mediation in which

the CD-ROM has evolved”7. It is thought that the twenty-first century media

ecology influences and reshapes cultural products and subjects, the latter living in

ecosystems that determine what they read, see, and hear to the extent that these

spaces tend to be media systems.18 In such a media ecology the survival of the

fittest concerns media life as the most performative media, but media are aiways

caught in an endless loop of reconfiguration, imitation, and emulation that limits

this kind of uevolution.
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A media ecologist is flot preoccupied by what lies beyond; on the contrary,

C she organizes (scriptural, visuai, aurai) information according to the manner in

which a contemporary media revisits the practices of a previous medium or vice-

versa. For example, one might analyze a CD-ROM, as I do in Chapter 1, using

the aesthetics of the panorama and early cinema to conceptualize the work of a

digital artist, or one could, as Joseph Tabbi suggests, examine how “the new

media can help us to see the older, printed book in fresh ways.” (119) This critical

method would not “mean the end of the book so much as a return to its

beginnings”, Tabbi adds, thus showing how media history can use digital media

to iearn about past or iittie-known achievements that couid be erased from media

memory. Far from using an anachronistic analytical method, media ecologists

seek to preserve and reaffirm the presence of past media environments in new

ones in order to neutralize enthusiastic accounts that imply radical breaks within

media history. As Katerina Thomadaki and Maria Kionaris mention, we must flot

underestimate the resources of the past to enhighten current cultural productions

or situations: “Les technologies passées peuvent devenir des déclencheurs

puissants de mémoire culturelle, des catalyseurs pour une relecture critique du

présent, surtout lorsqu’elles témoignent de dimensions perdues. Par exemple, les

dispositifs pré-cinéma ont un potentiel poétique qui ne fait pas a priori partie de

l’apanage des systèmes informatiques.” (“Écologie” 10)

One of the most influential media scholars in Europe is Régis Debray,

whose concept of mediasphere would seem most helpful to understand what is

meant by “media ecology.” Arguing that the history of Western civilization is

characterized by three ages — the Iogosphere, which refers to the oral

transmission of sacred “texts”; the graphosphere, which would begin with the

introduction of printing in Europe and would mark the reign of the book; and the

videosphere, which would cover the audio-visual and screen-based transmission

of texts, data, and culture — Debray’s mediology has had a rather important

impact on (French) media studies and merits doser attention.

0f course, Debray’s videosphere is the one that concerns digitality.

However, from a media ecological point of view, Debray’s rather sketchy concept

of videosphere may face objection because it comes short of underlining how the
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three media spheres allow some space for the recycling, reconfiguration, and

coevolution of newer media that cohabit with older ones, as is the case with the

CD-ROM that coexists with the book, photography, cinema, radio, and television.

Does videosphere equal a peaceful media environment, and can it account for

the death of transitory or ephemeral media in a given sphere? Debray seems to

answer these crucial questions when he daims that

chaque médiaspère est elle-même l’emboîtement des sphères

précédentes, imbriquées les unes dans les autres, avec des parties

vivantes et des parties survivantes, Il en résulte des systèmes instables et

de plus en plus complexes, au fur et à mesure que se sédimentent, dans

d’orageuses coexistences, les générations successives de médias.

(343)

Unfortunately, Debray’s emphasis on media systems has leU to the erasure of the

actors who live in a given media sphere, and, as we know, they are part of the

media ecology.

A similar erasure of the human subject in hybrid novelistic, filmic or digital

spaces can be seen in intermediality studies.19 Focussing only on the material

reconfigurations of media, such discussions tend to downplay the actual human

experience in recent artistic productions that blend reading, viewing, and hearing

spaces. Moreover, intermediality scholars have seemed impervious to the

gender, race, and class issues that are represented in such hybrid environments.

What I propose is the combination of both views — the one that pays attention to

the material and media refashioning among/across media and the one that

concerns the cultural practices and discourses that fuel them — in the analysis of

the CD-ROM environment in order to offer a more complete picture of CD-ROM

art2° I return to the interactor’s task below.

As the reader can conjecture, the theoretical framework within which I

place this dissertation will pay attention to the diversity of influences in a given

medium instead of placing this medium within a chronological list that shows the

evolution of medium in the twentieth century. The development of media, even

though it should flot presuppose advancement or betterment, asks questions that

pertain to the future, In fact, won’t the appreciation and preservation of the CD-
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ROM be the resuit of its correct assessment today, before it vanishes from the

media landscape? Before answering these questions, let us first describe the

digital object under study.

The Art of Ephemerality: What Is a CD-ROM?

The CD-ROM as we know it emerged in the 1980s. It is a compact disc that

contains a “Read-Only-Memory (ROM),” that is, the computer can read the

information inscribed on the disc, but data cannot be inscribed, erased, or edited.

As opposed to RAM — “Random-Access-Memory” — that can be rewritten, the CD

ROM’s constituents are static. It can store information files (texts, documents,

catalogs, etc.), visual data (stiil or moving images), and audio information

(soundtracks). The maximum of information stored on a CD-ROM approximates

650 megabytes, which is the equivalent of close to 650 books or more than a

thousand floppy discs.21 The CD-ROM uses the same laser scanning technology

and replication and mastering procedures as the audio compact disc. 0f course,

the information that is stored on a CD-ROM now concerns textual, visual, and

audio elements. This information is moulded onto one surface in spiral tracks that

will be read by a laser beam once it has been inserted in the computer’s CD-

ROM drive.

The terminology that has been used to describe the CD-ROM has led to

some confusion. For example, the imprecise but widely disseminated description

of CD-ROMs as “multimedia” should be corrected. As media ecologists know,

every media is umultimedia due to the vast array of influences that are combined

to make it take shape. b use a concrete example, the cinema as we know it

today was multimedia from its inception; with the possible presence of a lecturer,

piano accompaniment or orchestra, and moving images, early cinema was a

multimedia event par excellence.

The preceding comparison between early cinema and multimedia is not

fortuitous; indeed, as some scholars have rightly pointed out, the tension between

spectacle and narrative in early films would seem to shed light on the attraction of

the CD-ROM as a “new media.” Tom Gunning describes this situation: “A

discourse of wonder draws our attention to new technology, not simply as a tool,
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but precisely as a spectacle, less as something that performs a useful task than

as something that astounds us by performing in a way that seemed unlikely or

magical before.” Ç’Re-Newing” 45)22 The fantasy scenarios which Gunning

mentions describe perfectly early CD-ROM experimenters who could flot believe

their eyes: before them, on the computer screen, were narratives, images, and

sounds that could be triggered as they wished. The fact that ail this information

could be stored on a regular, compact disc format was amazing. Mesmerized by

the technology rather than by well-crafted plots, early CD-ROM aficionados recall

early filmgoers to a certain extent.23

Once characterized as an impressive and performing media, the CD-ROM

is depicted today as an object that possesses certain intrinsic limitations that

more recent media would remedy: its slow retrieving process, its incompatibility

with certain systems (e.g., CD-ROM5 that can be run only on a Mac), and its

limited memory space, among others. In one of the only collections of essays to

address the CD-ROM, the editor, Greg Smith, notes the medium’s limitations and

possible fate in terms that evoke media ecology: “In fact, some have argued that

CD-ROMs themselves are an endangered species ... the individual CD-ROM’s

memory capacity is now becoming too limited as the complexity of programs

increases.” (4)

But discussing CD-ROMs as though there were only one type is not

accurate, for there exist several kinds. For example, one can buy museum

exhibitions, encyclopaedias, databases, and computer games on CD-ROM, and,

most important for us, art CD-ROMs24. Less weII known than the ones in the

other categories, the artist’s CD-ROM could be likened to the artist’s book in that

it s a personal work destined to few “readers.”25 Moreover, as Erkki Huhtamo

describes it, the art CD-ROM is a distinct digital artefact that is addressed to a

specific audience and that can be identified using at Ieast three criteria: “they

[CD-ROM artworksJ stand out from the mainstream, explore the potential of the

medium, [and] don’t serve a practical (sales) function, at least as their primary

concern.” (310)

Writing in 1996, Simon Biggs, the creator of the CD-ROM analyzed in

Chapter 3, made the provocative comment that “CD-ROM and the Internet are
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relatively new, at least for artists, and it is clear that there is conspicuous lack 0f

‘artware.” (“Multimedia” 321) This severe diagnosis by one of digital art’s

practitioners has been answered by a selection 0f art CD-ROMs that have
appeared Iately.26 Designed by computer experts, fiimmakers, musicians, or
graduate students, the art CD-ROM can be, as Greg Smith argues, “just as

worthy of analysis as films or llterary texts.” (2) CD-ROMs such as Chris Marker’s

lmmemory (1997), Suzanne Treister’s .. .No Other Symptoms: Time Travelling

with Rosalind Brodsky (1999), Tom Drahos’s adaptations27, Nina Menkes’s The

Crazy Bloody Female Center (2000), and Mysteries and Desire: Searching the

Worlds of John Rechy (2000), to name well-known pieces, exemplify artworks

that demand sustained analyses from digital media ecologists and critics.

Probably due to its commercial appropriation and its already fading

position in digital culture, the CD-ROM has not attracted a great deal 0f critical

attention. Even though many CD-ROMs can be either the basis for popular

movies or adaptations of welI-known literary works, adaptation scholars have not

deait with such digital works. As Janet Murray and Henry Jenkins have urged us

to do: “We need to develop an equally horizontally integrated media studies that

can trace the migrations 0f these stories and understand what is gained and lost

as they move across different media.” (37) This dissertation is a first aftempt to

answer Murray and Jenkins’s plea.

But what about the interactor’s presence and performance in this area 0f

investigation? In the last fifteen years or so, performance has been increasingly

associated with technology in performance studies. What form does performance

take in digital environments? Does it resurface in recent digital practices? As the

title of this dissertation suggests, I am interested in the fate of performance and

media ecology in a particular, already fading, media which is the CD-ROM. The

CD-ROM’s media environment forces us to reconsider various modes of

reception which raise performative issues that have not been addressed in CD-

ROM theory and digital media studies.
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Digital Performance: The Interactor, the Performance-Image, and Haptïcs

The Interactor

What manner of theatre is it, when we are at once playwright,
actor, stage manager, scene painter and audience?

W.G. Sebald. The Rings ofSatum

In the following chapters, I wiII use a neologism, “interactor,” to describe the

person who explores a given CD-ROM. Fïrst, one shouid flot be too quick to

associate uiflteractorn with words such as uinteractionn or “interactivity.” Rather, I

wouid like to underline that the prefix “inter-” refers to a transitory movement

between at Ieast two different states, objects, or people. Indeed, as Margaret

Morse has noted: “Inter- — from the Latin for ‘among’ — suggests a Iinking or

meshing function that connects separate entities.” (18)28 In other words,

“interactor” points to the link between the human and the computer, the person

and the interface, for example. The second haif of the term, “actor,” obviously

refers to some kind of performer in the tradition of the theater or film. However,

and I wiIl corne back to this below, “actor” is meant to aliude to the person who is

involved in an activity that showcases her (in)competency. Consequently,

“interactor” is a multi-faceted neoiogism that describes the person siuing at the

computer who has to integrate the human remediation 0f the positions of reader,

viewer, and user that digital media propose. Trying to sum up the task of the

interactor with the words “reader,” “spectator,” “viewer,” “observer” or “user,”

however, seems inadequate to describe CD-ROM art, an art form that summons

ail of these positions simultaneously.

The term “interactor” has been mentioned by at Ieast three media critics:

Janet Murray (interactor), Jean-Louis Weissberg (interactant), and Claudia

Giannelli (InteraktorY Even though these scholars have not discussed CD-ROM

art in particular but digital culture in general, they nevertheless argue that the

name îs much more useful than “spectator,” “observer,” or “user,” for reasons

Gianneffi explains:

Zuschauer und Betrachter sind zwei Termini, die im Zusammenhang mit

der Beziehung zwischen Rezipienten und Werk eine kontempiative und

distanzierte Konnotation haben und deshalb ungeeignet sind, den

interaktiven Bezug auszudrûcken. Das oft verwendete Wort ‘User’ kommt
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vom ‘Nutzen’, den jemand aus dem Computer oder einem anderen

Apparat zieht, was nicht unbedingt einer interaktïven Vorgang bedeutet.

Deshalb wird der Begriif ‘lnteraktor’ vorgeschlagen, der sich aufjene

Person bezieht, die aktiv am Kunstwerk mitwirkt und mit dem System im

lnteraktion triil. (106)

Even though we should be wary of pejorative adjectives like the ones Gianetti

mentions to make her case (contemplative, distanced, etc.), her justifications to

promote the use 0f “interactor” instead of spectator, observer or user draw

attention to the way in which a given term carnes with it an array of practices and

settings that cannot be borrowed without some prior justifications.

Similar to Murray, Weissberg, and Gianetti, I have adopted the term

“interactor” in order to avoid using substantives (e.g., “reader,” “spectator,” “user”,

etc.) that have been adopted without appropriately measuring the cultural,

technologïcal, and instrumental baggage that is attached to them. Even though

digital media critïcism stiil is in the process of forging a vocabulary of its own, I

find that the terms we have used to describe the person who reads a book, who

watches a film, or who uses (or manipulates) an object simply corne short of

being precise enough to be borrowed in the digital media ecology. Whenever one

traverses the virtual spaces of the art CD-ROMs discussed in this dissertation,

one has to read texts, watch (moving) images, and manipulate the mouse and/or

keyboard. Reducing these combinatory activities to one name clearly is

inappropriate. I feel we need a stronger term to describe them, and “interactor”

seems to be a first step in the redefinition of the terminology associated with the

recent media ecology and the production 0f performance-images.3°

Digital Performance and the Performance-Image

The inclusion of performance in a discussion 0f digital artworks is indebted to the

revalorization 0f performance and performative spaces in the work of Eric

Havelock, Walter Ong, Paul Zumthor, and Roger Chartier.31 The emphasis put on

performance is meant to bring back to the fore the idea that poetry was an oral

performance, say, in Homer’s time; that reading was not suent from the

beginning, public readings being very popular events; and that orality/aurality
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were part of early cinema’s tie to performance via the lecturer or music

performance. These three examples display the manner in which an emerging

media or support always seems to rely on performance and aurality/orallty to gain

in popularity. As far as a digital performance is concerned, it recycles numerous

performative practices and entails a combïnation of hearing, reading, and viewing

positions that have to be examined in order to analyze the interactor’s reception

of the work. More broadly, digital media participate in the long transformation that

performance has undergone since epic singers captivated their audiences.

The fate of performance in digital environments has aftracted a number 0f

critics in the Iast ten years or so.32 What strikes the reader interested in CD-ROM

art, however, is the quasi-absence of the study of performance in this medium. In

fact, in several accounts, digital performance tends to equal performance in

virtual reality (VR) installations, bypassing performance in other digital milieus

such as the CD-ROM and the web site. This form 0f essentialist thinking in digital

media criticism does flot seem to have been noticed and has left out crucial

spaces of experimentation. I emphasize this distinction in order to daim that the

description 0f a digital performance in a VR installation may not be compared to a

performance in a CD-ROM environment. Nevertheless, when scholars inquire

into performance in digital media, they want to trace the transformations

performance has undergone in contact with recent technologies. Questions such

as “What becomes 0f the body in a digital performance?” or “What is the nature 0f

liveness in a digital context?” are confronted as digital technologies invade ail

media spheres. More specifically in our context, what shape does digital

performance take in the CD-ROM environment? Interestingly, David Saltz has

argued that digital artists in general do not offer “performance types, but create

interactive performance environments ... withïn which actions are performed.”

(127) The analogy with theater and music performance coming to mmd, one

could argue that in order to bridge to gap between actor and spectator the CD

ROM tends to collapse these roles in the position of the interactor.33

I will flot try to provide the reader with a comprehensive theory 0f digital

c performance. lndeed, such an aftempt would fail invarïably due to the diversity in

digital media; after aIl, CD-ROMs, web sites, and VR installations are very
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different types of digital environments with specific communities, venues, and

configurations, and they wilI demand theories of their own sooner or later. Rather,

I wilI emphasize the notion of performance as we find it in CD-ROM art. The

reader will realize that “performance” is used to describe two types of activities. A

first type of “performance” will be associated with various forms of performative

activities found on the CD-ROMs. For example, Beloffs and Boissier’s CD-ROMs

feature human subjects who perform on the computer screen in a way that recails

filmic performance. Moreover, in the case of a CD-ROM like Jenik’s, it is the

performance of gender that is placed at the center of the piece. With regard to

Biggs’s CD-ROM, it is the performance of Chineseness that we shah investigate.

This first kind of performance is embedded in the digital images that the CD

ROMs present.

The second form of performance concerns that of the interactor, and it

returns us to the aforementioned confusion between “reader,” “spectator,” and

“user” that the term “interactor” wiII try to avoid. In the following chapters, the

interactor will often be said “to perform.” 0f course, this is flot to say that she

actuahly dances, sings, or speaks before an audience. “Performance” is used to

denote a specific cognitive and corporeal behaviour on the part of the interactor.

The various combinatory activities that are asked of the interactor take place

simultaneously before the computer screen, and the processing of the textual,

visual, and audio data must be accomphished in a few seconds. The performance

of the interactor lies in the correct assimilation and manipulation of this

information in order to properly explore an artist’s CD-ROM. Digital competency

and hiteracy are the reflection of this performance.

In what Jon McKenzie has appropriately called the “rebooting of the human

performance paradigm” (90), the function cf performance in digital environments

in general has been transformed into the actions that take place between a

human being and an instrument, interface, or installation. What must be

underscored in this redistribution of performative moments in the dialogue

between computer and human is the corporeal and sensuous rapport with which

perception has been invested lately. The digital performance demanded of the

interactor involves a cognitive and physical engagement with the CD-ROM that is
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scripted by the digital artist in a way that suggests possible choices. It is up to the

C interactor to choose what form of performance (intellectual, sensual, meditative,

etc.) she wants to emphasize. Ultimately, digital performances ask of the

interactor the capacities to recycle reading, viewing, and hearing practices that

were often separated in earlier media. Moreover, such performances demand

that the oppositions between bodies and texts, performance and print culture be

questioned as to their relevance in the digital media environment. W.B. Worthen

has mentioned that what digital performance entails is the fashioning of “new

literacies” that “will arise in the dynamic interaction between developing features

0f the medium and their tactical use, their performance.” (195) Digital

environments such as the CD-ROM demand new reading, viewing, and hearing

competencies whose performance actualizes their hidden potential.

I propose to cail “performance-images” the virtual sites in which the

interactor is invited to read, watch, and hear. In the tradition of the Deleuzian

types of filmic images, these virtual configurations are hybrid in nature: their

surface is meant to be looked at and is designed to be “touched” in order to

trigger other visual, textual, or audio data. Contrary to some digital media critics,

Weissberg argues that such performance-images need not abandon their status

as sites of identification or contemplation. In other words, interpretation stiil is

essential, but it is combined to an action. The combinatorial intersection between

“pure image” and “object” is what characterizes the performance-image. This type

of image that one finds in digital environments embodies a window onto the

virtual horizon of expectation of the interactor whose notion of narrative is

undermined due to the performance-image’s capacity to make more than one

story or scenario coexist. One could even argue that performance-images

perform the very types 0f narratives “post-classical” Hollywood films have

presented Iately. Perception and action do meet in the case of performance

images that blur the distinction between image and object.

This performance-image becomes intertwined with the corporeal nature of

vision, the haptic sense. lndeed, in the CD-ROM environment such performance

images involve two indispensable organs, the eye and the hand. In fact, it is the

very combination of these two that will prevail in the following analysis of four art
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CD-ROMs. As the interactor works het way through the virtual spaces, the type of

vision that is demanded of her tends to be different from that required of the

cinema and television screens. It is the reconfiguration of the relation to the

image that is at stake in performance-images. Weissberg describes the behaviour

this type of image requires: “L’oeil au bout de la main caresse la surface à la

recherche du moindre frémissement révélant une cavité, sonde les zones

prometteuses, espère (et craint peut-être aussi) une révélation.” (230) Ihe sense

of touch being added to the equation, sight would tend to become a more

embodied experience. Having to work in close connection with the computer in

order to transforrn the images on screen, the interactor experiences a form of

vision, haptic vision, that is well known by art historians and that has re-emerged

recently in film studies.

Embodiment and Haptic Vision

On n’en finit pas facilement avec la civilisation de la main.
Roland Barthes. “Image, raison, déraison”

The re-emergence of a concern for materiality and embodiment implies a

renewed interest in corporeality and sensuousness. Whether it be in film or digital

media studies, scholars have corne to picture vision as only one function among

the five of the human sensorium, its central position in media studïes having been

questioned. Arguing against the concept of a visual culture that would appeal only

to the eyes, W.J.T. Mitcheli has argued Iately that “Visual culture entails a

meditation on blindness, the invisible, the unseen, the unseeable, and the

overlooked; also on deafness and the visible language of gesture; it also compels

attention to the tactile, the auditory, the haptic, and the phenomenon of

synesthesia.” (Pictures 343) Similarly, in digital art criticism, a reconsideration of

the work 0f the senses has challenged the unquestioned reign of vision, and the

human sensory-motor activities implicated in the appreciation of digital arts have

gradually rehabilitated forgoffen modes 0f perception.’ Ultirnately, as several

commentators suggest, digital arts on CD-ROM, web sites35, and installation

reconfigure the multisensory reception of artworks in a way that combines

C reading, viewing, and hearing practices.
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The rnost engaging discussion of the role of the senses in digital art is

found in Mark B.N. Hansen’s New Philosophy for New Media (2004). In this study

Hansen examines several digital artworks that reconfigure the role that the

senses have occupied in the appreciation 0f painting, photography, and the

cinema. Hansen defines affectivity as a human attribute that creates meaning out

0f digital images due to its capacity to connect with the body. The digital image

Hansen discusses is one that cannot be analyzed without recourse to an

embodied theory of the image that does away with the seemingly “pure” concept

0f vision. He describes his project:

First: how the image cornes to encornpass the entire process of its own

ernbodied formation or creation, what I shah cahi the digital image. Second:

how the body acquires a newly specified function within the regime of the

digital image, namely, the function of filtering information in order to create

images. And thïtd: how this function of the body gives rise to an affective

“supplement” to the act of perceiving the image, that is, a properly haptic

domain of sensation and, specifically, the sensory experience of the

“warped space” of the body itself. (12)

Criticizing the concept of the digital image like that of Manovich, for whom the

digital reaim ïs the extension of the filmic world and whose neo-formalist account

leaves out human agency and corporeahity, Hansen deplores the erasure of

embodied affectivity in recent accounts of digital artworks. According to Hansen,

the fact that it is the body that interacts and makes things “happen” in such works

cannot be dismissed. One manner of discussing embodied spaces of affectivity

in the cinema or in digital art has been with the reintegration of haptic vision.

What I propose is to use haptic vision to discuss artists’ CD-ROMs.37

The re-emergence of haptic vision in the field of film studies is due to

feminist scholarship’s critique of ocularcentric spectatorship. Critics like Vivian

Sobchack and Laura Marks have emphasized the urge to reinvest the film

experience with a notion of embodied spectatorship that privileges the input of

other senses than sight. Among those favoured is the sense of touch, and

Deleuze defines the haptic sense as follows: “Enfin on parlera dhaptique chaque

fois qu’il n’y aura plus subordination étroite dans un sens ou dans l’autre, ni
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subordination relâchée ou connexion virtuelle, mais quand la vue elle-même

découvrira en soi une fonction de toucher qui lui est propre, et n’appartient qu’à

elle, distincte de sa fonction optique.” (Francis 99) Deleuze’s plea for the

recovery of the haptic sense and the revisionist account of independent video

and film’s appeal to touch seem to be even more overdue in the field of digital

arts in which touch looses the often metaphorical sense it possesses in film

stud ies 38

After film theory’s investment in semiotic and Lacanian models of

interpretation, Laura Marks notes how, in light of haptic vision, we have to

reconsider spectatorship: “Tactile visuality draws upon the mimetic knowledge

that does flot posit a gulf between subject and object, or the spectator and the

world of film.” (Skin 151) What is very interesting for us in this dissertation is that

Marks’s description of haptic vision seems to apply even more to digital art and

echo Weissberg’s description of digital images: “Haptic looking tends to move

over the surface of its object rather than plunge into illusionistic depth, not to

distinguish form so much as to discern texture. It is more inclined to move than to

focus, more inclined to graze than to gaze.” (Skin 162) Fighting decades of

imaginary identification, the intetactor must resist the urge to focus on narrative

and must search the image on screen. Actually, digital environments and

performance-images conform to Marks’s description even more than video or

filmic images do in that the former demand a concrete action in order to unfold

their virtual narratives. Moreover, in the tradition of Aloïs Riegl’s concept, haptic

vision would depend on a certain closeness to the screen provided by, for

example, the close-up shot in the cinema; rather, CD-ROM art cannot be possible

without a close engagement with the computer screen to be effective in a way

that conforms to Marks’s potentially arguable contention that “haptic visuality

requires an active viewer.” (Skin 184)

More importantly, at stake is the return of haptic vision after decades of

optical perception in the cinema. The disembodied visual objects perspectival

painting and classical cinema have imposed over the last centuries have

contributed to the quasi-effacement of a long artistic tradition that emphasized

material feeling. This return of the visual repressed would dovetail with the return
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of previous media in digital environments like the CD-ROM, for, as Marks

comments: “It is timely to explore how a haptic approach might rematerialize our

objects of perception, especiaNy now that optical visuality is being refitted as a

virtual epistemology for the digital age.” (Touch xiii) This “digital age” proposes

works of art that feature performance-images whose closeness and materiality

engage the interactor on the visual level, of course, but whose surface texture

demands to be touched and explored. According to Brian Kelly, the CD-ROM

would offer the interactor a type of vision beyond that characteristic of the

cinema: “we are obliged to work our way through the spatiality of the image,

making CD-ROM spaces tactile beyond haptic vision.” (122) Even though Kelly

succumbs to the “beyond rhetoric” discussed at the outset of this introduction, he

nevertheless points to an important fact: the rather paradoxical depth of an image

that is flat and dematerialized on screen, but that demands to be searched and

touched in order to reveal its potentialities. Being somewhat metaphorical in the

writings 0f film critics, in the digital age haptic vision implies corporeal (re)actions

on the part of the interactor that the film spectator does not have to assume.

This dissertation is divided into four chapters, each focusing on an art CD-ROM.

The first chapter concerns Zoe Beloff7s Beyond (whose Iiterary sources include

Villiers-de-I’IsIe Adam’s L’Ève future and Raymond Roussel’s Locus solus) which

consists of a rereading of the history of female mediums via the performance of

the female body and voice. Chapter 2 looks at Adriene Jenik’s Mauve Deseft A

CD-ROM Translation (based upon Québécoise author Nicole Brossard’s Le

Désert mauve) in terms of its cinemato(holo)graphy of performance, translation,

gender, and autobiography. The third chapter is devoted to Simon Biggs’s The

Great Wall of China (based upon Kafka’s short story “Beim Eau der chinesischen

Mauer”). Focussing on the representation of language and Chineseness, I

examine Biggs’s ambiguous adoption of Kafka’s Orientalist universe. Finally, the

fourth chapter examines Jean-Louis Boissier’s Moments de Jean-Jacques

Rousseau (largely based upon Rousseau’s Confessions and Rêveries du

promeneur solitaire) and its recycling of chronophotography and Rousseau’s

dream of a “book of images.” I envisage the artist’s work as a digital archive of
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Rousseau. A coda follows in which I meditate on the type of artistic memory the

CD-ROM proposes, that is, digital prosthetic memory as mnemotechnology, and

on the (im)possible conservation and archiving of art CD-ROMs.

NOTES

‘The tendency to look beyond current achievements may take subtte forms, as in Isabelle Raynauld’s
statement that “the [digital] medium is a promise — a promise to become more, a promise to change.” “Click
Reading: Screenwriting and Screen-Reading Practices in film and Multimedia Fictions,” Handbook of
Computer Game Studies, ed., Joost Raessens and Jefftey Goldstein (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005) 82.
Raynauld’s is an interesting case in point because ber essay compares CD-ROM fiction to early filmic
storytelling practices, thus showing an understanding for media ecology, but it remains caught in the web of
“promise” qua technological improvement.
2 See Jay David Boiter and Richard Grusin, Remediation: Understanding New Media (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1999).

Pierre Morelli’s dissertation, “Multimédia et création : contribution des artistes au développement d’une
écriture multimédia,” diss., U. de Metz, 2000, is a sustained analysis of CD-ROMs. However, his
theoretical framework is rnuch more formalist than the one I propose in the foliowing chapters. As will be
made clearer, a CD-ROM, as any novel or film, recycles various cultural discourses, and I argue that
treating the CD-ROM as a purely technological device is erroneous. for the type of CD-ROM analysis that
I advocate, see the following examples: Jacques Walter, “Archives historiques, mise en mémoire et
dispositifs virtuels. Les Histoires du Ghetto de Varsovie,” Les enjeux du virtuel, ed., Noêl Nel (Paris:
L’Harmattan, 2001) 67-92, and Jyanni Steffensen, “Doing it Digitaily: Rosalind Brodsky and the Art of
Virtual Female Subjectivity,” Reload: Rethinking Women + Cyberculture, ed., Mary Flanagan and Austin
Booth (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002) 209-233.
‘ W.J.T. Mitcheil cornes to the same conclusion when he questions the use of “neW’ in the expression “new
media.” See W.J.T. Mitcheil, W7wt Do Pictures Want? The Lives and Loves ofImages (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2005) 212. One only lias to think of publications whose titles include “new media.” What
the reader often gets in such writings is flot a general theory of emerging media but a focus on “digital
media.” For similar distinctions, see Florian Brody, “The Medium Is the Memory,” fYie Digital Diatectic:
New Essays on New Media, ed., Peter Lunenfeld (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999) 137. These
distinctions could be applied to another vague term, “multimedia,” to which I return below.

As an example ofthe discipline’s perpetual “crisis,” see two recent publications whose titles either point to
its dernise or its need of initial definition: Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Death ofa DisciÏine (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2003), and David Damrosch, WZ2at Is World Literature? (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2003).
6 Already in 1985, Jeanne-Marie Clerc opened lier study of film adaptation with words that preflgure
Bemheimer’s reflections: “on ne peut dénier au cinéma et aux images appartenant à la même famille
technologique — photographie, télévision, affiches publicitaires — le droit à occuper une place non
négligeable dans la réflexion comparatiste.” Ecrivains et cinéma: des mots aux images, des images aux
mots (Paris: Klincksieck, 1985) 5.

Similarly, Jean-Louis Weissberg daims that we should flot turn to aesthetic concems until we find tenns
to discuss what he calls “acted-images”: “Ce qui nous intéresse ici, ce n’est pas l’appréciation des qualités
esthétiques ou dramatiques des scénographies d’images actées aujourd’hui proposées (jeux vidéo, récits
interactifs, visite de musée par CD-Rom, circulation dans les sites du Web). Ce que nous visons c’est
l’élaboration des concepts appropriés pour les apprécier.” Présences à distance : déplacement virtuel et
réseaux numériques (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1999) 231.
8 For example, see Stam’s rapid recourse to an opposition between “interactivity” and what he cails
“enforced passivity”: “Now the key word is ‘interactivity’ rather than enforced passivity, whence the
obsolescence of the Baudry-Metz style of analyses of spectatorship. Rather than the subject-effect of suture
theory, the interactive participant is ‘recognized’ by the computer, which is informed about his or her
whereabouts in materiai space and in social space.” Film Theoiy: An Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell,
2000) 321.
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Someone unfamiliar with the debates over the future of film studies and the rising importance of
computer-generated imagery (CGI) could al-gue that recent filinic productions have preceded these
academic discussions. films such as Reservoir Dogs, Pulp fiction, Groundhog Day $liding Doors, Lost
Highway, Muiholland Drive, Lola rennt [Run Lola RunJ, and Memento, to name well-known examples,
have afready incorporated the very temporal mechanisms hypertexts and computer games have popularized
in order to challenge the common understanding of contingency, linearity, causality, and memory, creating
what David Bordwell has called “forking-path narratives” or what Jtirgen Felix ternis “post-classical
Hollywood” films. See David Bordwell, “Film Futures,” SubStance 31.1(2002): $8-104, and Jtirgen Feux,
“Hypertext und Korperkino: Lekttiremodelle des postldassischen Hollywood,” Autoren, Automaten,
Audiovisionen: Neue Ans&ze der Medienâsthetik und Tele-Semiotik, ed., Emest W.B. Hess-Lfittich
(Wiesbaden: Westdeutscher Verlag, 2001) 169-183. The pleasure one derives from such films is flot 50

much due to the well-crafied plot but to the film qua temporal and mnemotechnic enigma one bas to
decipher. Film becomes a puzzle that has to be put together in order to make sense, recalling Umberto Eco’s
concept ofthe “open work” [opera apertaJ. Felix goes so far as to argue that “post-classical Hollywood”
cinema demands a new type of”reading” procedure with which digital media may provide us:
“Die Priisenz multipler IdentitAten und nicht-linear-kausaler Handlungskeften im postklassichen
Hollywood-Kino kônnte zumindest auf ein neues Lekttiremodell hindeuten, das nicht mehr einer
literasischen Schrifikultur, sondem der Logik digital generierter Bilderwelten enstammt: einem Hypertext
Verfàhren, das dem Kinozuschauer, oder besser: dem User, der mit verschiedenen audiovisuellen Medien
hantiert, verschiedene Lesepfàde bereitsstellt, und zwar innerhalb eines Ordnungsgeftiges, das in seiner
KomplexitAt untiberschaubar und prinzipiell offen ist fur aile môglichen Bewegungen innerhalb des
medialen Textes.” (179) Fora reconceptualization ofthe “cinema” in digital spaces, see Marsha Kinder,
“Designing a Database Cinema,” future Cinema: ihe Cinematic Jmageiy after film, eU., Jeffrey Shaw and
Peter Weibel (Karlsruhe’Cambridge, MA: ZKM/lvllT Press, 2003) 346-353.
10 One exception could be Anne-Marie Boisvert, “Le poème, de la page à l’écran : interprétation,
illustration, adaptation,” Navigations technologiques : poésie et technologie auXXIe siècle, ed., Olivier
Dyens (Monfréal: VLB Editeur, 2004) 103-122. However, Boisvert’s essay remains caught in the debates
over fidelity criticism.

On page 13 of Stam ‘s essay, the author gives several (interesting, of course) strategies to adapt novels to
digital media. My point, however, is that by looking beyond current artistic efforts Stam’s suggestions risk
being taken for more futuristic pleas that will show no continuity between twentieth- and twenty-first
century films and the digital adaptations to come. Peter Lunenfeld similarly deplores this state ofaffairs:
“The frend is to discuss the implications of technologies (especially where something could go) rather than
to analyze the technologies themselves (where they are).” “Screen Grabs: The Digital Dialectic and New
Media Theory,” The Digital Dialectic: New Essays on New Media, eU., Peter Lunenfeld (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1999) xix.
12 The following analyses ofCD-ROMs are indebted to Robert Stam, Subversive Pleasures: Bakhtin, film,
Culture (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1989); “Beyond fidelity: The Dialogics of
Adaptation,” film Adaptation, ed., James Naremore (New Brunswick, Ni: Rutgers University Press, 2000)
54-76; Alexie Tcheuyap, “La littérature à l’écran. Approches et limites théoriques,” Protée 29.3 (hiver
200 1-2002): 87-96; James Cisneros, “How to Watch the Stoiy of Film Adaptation. Cort&ar, Mtonioni,
Blow-Up,” Intermédialités 2 (2003): 115-131; and Kamilla Eliott, Rethinking the Nove! / film Debate
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).
13 develop the concept of digital adaptation in the following essays: “Hypermedia Macbeth: Cognition and
Performance,” Macbeth: New Critical Essays, ed., Nicholas Moschovalds (New York: Routledge, 2006)
[forthcomingJ; “The Environment, the Body, and the Digital Fallen Mgel in Simon Biggs’s
Pandaemonium,” Mutton in Poputar Culture, ed., Greg Colon Semanza and Laura Knoppers (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006) [forthcoming]; “Interface, corporéité et intermédialité. Sonata de Grahame
Weinbren,” Parachute 113 (2004): 60-69; and “Intermédialité et interpeiformativité : à propos du site Web
Last Entiy,” Intennédialités 1(2003): 139-153.
14 For two publications that use Deleuze’s philosophy to rethink contemporaiy digital and analog cinema,
see Yvoime Spielmann, “Digitalisierung: Zeitbild und Raumbild,” Der film bei Deleuze, ed., Oliver Fahle
and Lorez Engeil (Weimar: Verlag dur Bauhaus-Universitiit, 1997) 496-515; and Patricia Pisters, The
Mafrix of Visual Culture: Working with Deleuze in Film Theory (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
2003).
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Two recent publications, David Thorbuni, and Henry Jenkins, eUs., Rethinking Media Change: The
AestÏietics of Transition (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003), and Matthew Fuller, Media Ecologies:
Materialist Energies in Art and Technoculture (Cam bridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005), are salient examples of
work in media ecology. Moreover, the reader interested in media ecology wilI want to visit the “Media
Ecology Association” web site at <http://www.media-ecology.org>.
16 W.J.T. Mitcheil, in his most recent publication, uses ten theses to orient media studies, among which one
flnds: “A medium is both a system and an environment”; “AIl media are mixed media”; “Images reside
within media the way organisms reside in a habitat.” Mitchell’s theses shape the basis for future work in
media ecology. See W.J.T. Mitcheli, What Do Pictures Want? The Lives and Loves ofImages (Chicago:
Universily of Chicago Press, 2005) 211.
17 Mention should be made ofa Microsoft Press book-length presentation ofthe then emerging CD-ROM,
Steve Lambert, and Suzanne Ropiequet, eUs., CD-R0li The New Papyrus (Redmond, WA: Microsoft
Press, 1986), to understand how media ecology is an academic affair, but it is also used to legitimate new
commercial products.

These media systems, Monique Sicard justly points out, do not go back in time: “Contrairement aux
écosystèmes, le rajeunissement leur est interdit. Les techniques ne font pas marche arrière.” “Eco-medio, la
paire imparable,” Cahiers de médiologie 6 (199$): 89.
19 am referring to publications such as Yvonne Spielmann, Intermedialitat. Das Svstem Peter Greenaway
(Mtinchen: Fink, 1994); J(irgen Mtiiler, Intermediatitât: formen moderner kultureller Kommunikation
(Mtinster: Nodus Publikationen, 1996); Andrezj Gw6d, Obrazy i rzeczy. film miedzy mediami [Images
and Things. Film between Media] (Krakow: Universitas, 1997); Jôrg Helbig, cd., Intermedialitat: Theorie
und Praxis eines interdisziplinaren Forschungsgebiets (Berlin: Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1998); and André
Gaudreault, and François Jost, eds., La croisée des médias, spec. issue of Société et représentations 9
(2000). lii lier most recent publication, Katherine Hayles proposes to adopt the concept of “intermediation”
to discuss recent productions. However, Hayles’s concept bears striking similarity to afready well-known
terms such as “intermediality,” “intermédialité,” or “intermediatitât,” and it remains to be seen if it will
actually supersede the neo-formalist work of Aarseth, Manovich, and Kittler, as she daims it does. hideed,
while I agree with Hayles that we must (re)think the interrelations between media in order flot to privilege
one medium over another, I would nevertheless argue that a concem for “intermediation” must flot equal the
erasure ofcultural markers such as gender and ethnicity from analyses ofembodied subjectivity. Sec N.
Katherine Hayles, My Mother Was a Computer: Digital Subjects and Literary Texts (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2005) pp.3O-36.
20 Hans-Ulrich Gumbrecht also mentions that future work in intermediality studies will have to adopt a
broader, more cultural aiid philosophical perspective. Sec his “Why Intermediality —1f at Ail,”
Intermédialités 2 (2004): 173-178.
21 In terms of media ecology, the CD-ROM is the remediation ofthe floppy disc and the audio compact
disc. This implies that the CD-ROM remediates the phonograph and the long-playing record’s spiral track
(i.e., information that is stored circularly). For a discussion ofthe transformation ofrecorded music, sec
Theodor Adomo’s writings on the record collected in Essays on Music, cd. Richard Leppert and trans.
Susan H. Gittespie (Berkeley: University ofCalifornia Press, 2002).
22 For Gunning’s influential article on early cinema as tension between spectacle and narration, sec “The
Cinema of Attractions: Eariy Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde,” Early Cinema: Space - Frame —

Narrative, cd., Thomas Eisaesser (London: BFt, 1990) 56-62. Peter Lunenfetd elaborates on Gunning’s
ideas as they relate to digital media and deplores the state ofinfancy ofthe fleld: “die artifacts ofdigital
culture are too often ‘media of attractions’ ... Too often, we marvel at the products ofnew media not for
what they mean, but merely for the fact that they are.” Snap to Grid A User Guide to DigitalArts Media,
and Cultures (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000) xix.
2i hi lier essay “Museum (Dis)Play: Imagining the Museum on CD-ROM,” On a Silver Platter: CD-ROMs
and the Promises ofa New Technology, cd., Greg Smith (New York: New York University Press, 1999)
151-183, Mison Trope draws a parallel between early cinema as a “cinema of attractions” (Tom Gunning)
and the CD-ROM’s development. 0f course, as Trope reminds us, there are differences between the highly
collective and noisy experience early films entailed and the individual reception ofa CD-ROM: “The CD-
ROM similarly privileges an (inter)active spectator/user. However, the solitary nature of CD-ROM use
significantly alters the nature ofthis (inter)activity at the level ofparticipatory (or audience) experience.”
(1$0) For other writings that focus on the similarities between early cinema and digital media, sec Scan
Cubift, “Phalke, Méiiès, and Special Effects Today,” Wide Angle 21.1(1999): 115-130; Michael Punt,
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“Parallel Histories: Early Cinema and Digital Media,” Convergence 6.2 (2000): 63-76; Scott McQuire.
“Impact Aesthetics: Back to the Future in Digital Cinema?” Convergence 6.2 (2000): 41-61; Matthew
Solomon, “Twenty-Five Heads under One Hat’: Quick-Change in the I 890s,” Meta-Morphing: Visual
Transformation and the Culture ofQuick-Change, ed., Vivian Sobchack (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2000) 3-20; Thomas Looser, “From Edogawa to Miyazaki: Cinematic and Anime-je
Architectures ofEarly and Late Twentieth-Century Japan,” Japan forum 14.2 (2002): 297-327; Martin
Lister et al., New Media: A Critical Introduction (New York: Routledge, 2002); and Angela Ndalianis, Neo
Baroque Aesthetics and Contemporaiy Entertainment (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004).
24 In their survey ofCD-ROMs, Andrew Dewdney and frank Boyd do flot mention art CD-ROMs. See
Andrew Dewdney and Frank Boyd, “Television, Computers, Technology and Cultural Form,” The
Photographic Image in Digital Culture, eU., Martin Lister (New York: Routledge, 1995) 147-169.
25 For a personal experience with artists’ books, see N. Katherine Hayles, Writing Machines (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 2002) pp. 64-75.
26 for a Iist of art CD-ROMs, see those that were presented at “Contact Zones: The Art of CD-ROM,” an
exhibition curated by Timothy Murray in 1999 (http://contactzones.cit.corne11.edu). Another useful source
will be found at http://www.agencetopo.qc.ca>.
27 Drahos’s politics of adaptation would deserve a book-length study ofits own. Drawing on various authors
such as Kafka, Defoe, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Proust, Zola, Gogo!, and Chateaubriand, bis CD-ROMs have
flot been examined, that is, to my knowledge.
28 In an en!ightening note that retraces how “interactive” went ftom stage performance to computer lingo,
Morse quotes from the O.E.D. and reminds ber reader ofthe meaningffil shifts in the word’s etymotogy:
“the term interactive appears in 1774 as ‘the short performance between two acts’ ofa play, in 1832 as
‘reciprocally active, acting upon or influencing each other,’ and in 1967 as ‘pertaining to or being a
computer or other electronic device that allows a two-way flow of information between it and a user,
responding immediately to the latter’s output.” (32). Fora psychoanalytic engagement with the notion of
“interactivity” as “passive intersubjectivity,” see Slavoj Ziek, “Cyberspace, or, the Unbearable Closure of
Being,” The Plague ofFantasies (London: Verso, 1997) pp. 127-167. for a more balanced psychoanalytica!
account, see Jerty Aime Flieger, Is Oedipus Online? Siting Freud after Freud (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2005).
29 See Janet Murray, Hamïet on the Holodeck: The Future ofNarrative in Cyberspace (Cambridge, MA:
MiT Press, 1997) pp.I 52-153; Jean-Louis Weissberg, Présences à distance: déplacement virtuel et réseaux
numériques (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1999) p?.232-233; and Claudia Giannetti, Asthetik des Digitalen: Ein
intermediarer Beitrag zu Wissenschafl, Medien- und Kunstsystemen (Wien: Springer, 2004).
30 Janet Murray links the word “interactor” to “performance” in a passage that has not received the attention
it deserves and on which I elaborate in the next section: “In e!ectronic narrative the procedural author is like
a choreographer who supplies the rhythms, the context, and the set of steps that wit! be performed. The
interactor, whether as navigator, protagonist, explorer, or builder, makes use ofthis repertoire of possible
steps and rhythms to improvise a particu!ar dance among the many, many possible dances the author has
enabled. We could perhaps say that the interactor is the author of a particular performance within an
electronic story system” (153).
31 For example, see Eric Havelock, The Muse Learns to Write: Refiections on Orality andLiteracyfrom
Antiquity to the Present (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), and Preface to Plato (Cambridge, MA:
Belknap Press, 1963); Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing ofthe Word (New York:
Routledge, 2002); Paul Zumthor, Performance, réception lecture (Longueil, Québec: Le Préambule, 1990),
and La lettre et la voix: de la “littérature” médiévale (Paris: Seuil, 1987); Roger Chartier, “Text as
Performance,” Publishing Drama in Early Modem Europe (London: The British Library, 1999) 1-27,
Culture écrite et société (Paris: Albin Michel, 1996), and forms andMeanings. Texts, Performances, and
Audiencesfrom C’odex to Computer (Philadelphia: University ofPennsylvania Press, 1995).
i2 See Réjean Dumouchel, “Le spectacteur et le contactile,” Cinémas 1.3 (1991): 39-60; Brenda Laure!,
Computers as Theatre (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1993); Jon McKenzie, “Virtual Reality:
Performance, Immersion, and the Thaw,” The Drama Review 38.4 (1994): 83-106; Sue-Ellen Case, The
Domain-Matrix: Peijorming Lesbian at the End ofPrint Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1996); David Z. Saltz, “The Art of Interaction: lnteractivity, Performativity, and Computers,” Journal of
Aesthetics andArt Criticism 55.2 (1997): 117-126; Mallhew Causey, “Postorganic Performance: The
Appearance ofTheater in Virtual Spaces,” Cyberspace Textuality: Computer Technology andLiterary
Theoiy, ed., Marie-Laure Ryan (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999) 1 $2-201; Beat Suter,
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Hyperfikiion und interaktive Narration (Ztirich: Update Verlag, 2000) pp. 150-151; Martina Leeker,
“Theater, Performance und technische Jnteraktion. Subjekte der Fremdheit. 1m Spannungsgefiige von
Datenk&per und Physis,” formen interaktiver Medienkunst: Geschichte, Tendenzen, Utopien, ed., Peter
Gendolla, Norbert M. Schnitz, frmela Schneider, and Peter M. Spangenberg (Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp, 2001) 265-287; Aima Gunder, “Forming the Text, Performing the Work — Aspects of Media,
Navigation, and Linking,” Human IT - Tidskrftfôr studier av IT ur eu humamietenskapligt perspektiv 5.2-3
(2001), <http://www.hb.se/bhs/ithJ23-0 I /ag.htm.>; Inga Lemke, “Verschwinden’ des K&pers —,

‘Wiederkehr’ des K&pers: Theatralisierung und Mthropologisierung in den audiovisuellen Medien,”
Autoren, Automaten, Audiovisionen: NeueAnscitze der Medienasthetik und Tele-Semiotik, ed., Ernest W.B.
Hess-Lûftich (Wiesbaden: Westdeutscher Ver]ag, 2001) 151-1 68; Pierre Morelli, “Recherche d’tme
problématique: du théâtre (texte et/ou représentation) comme modèle conceptuel et analytique de
l’interactivité dans l’écriture multimédia,” unpublished paper, 2002; Markku Eskelinen and Ragnhild
Tronstad, “Video Games and Configurative Performances,” The Video Gaine Theoty Reader, ed., Mark J.P.
Wolfand Bemard Perron (New York: Routledge, 2003) J 95-220; and W. B. Worthen, Shakespeare andthe
Force ofliodern Performance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003) pp.l 69-215.

Adopting the neologism “spectacreur,” Réjean Dumouchel also pictures digital environments as sites of
performance. He says: “Chaque spectacteur performe dans l’oeuvre et le plaisir retiré de cette performance
se projette sur l’artiste qui reste le créateur d’un monde dans lequel le public s’adapte et agit.” (42). Even
though Dumouchel’s comments refer to installation art, the notion of performance can be applied to the CD-
ROM if one takes into account the idiosyncrasies ofthe medium.

Discussing installation art, Louise Poissant mentions how the contemporary interactor “veut toucher,
palper, réapprendre des gestes, découvrir de nouvelles formes de sensations, d’autres couches de
sensorialité et d’autres dimensions de l’espace.” “Interfaces et sensorialité,” Esthétique des arts médiatiques

inteifaces et sensorialité ed., Louise Poissant (Sainte-Foy: Presses de PUniversité du Québec, 2003) 13.
Fora specific look at Internet art in terms ofembodiment, see Christine Desrochers, “De la spécificité

sensori-cognitive d’une nouvelle expérience technesthésique : le site d’art internet,” VISIO 5.1 (2000): 77-
$4. For a more general look at the computer and embodiment, see Deborah Lupton, “The Embodïed
Computer/User,” Cyberspace / Cyberbodies / Cyberpunk: Cultures ofTechnologicat Embodiment, ed.,
Mike Featberstone and Roger Burrows (London: Sage, 1995) 97-1 12.
36 should be stressed that Hansen’s phenomenology, insofar as it constructs a model ofembodied
perception that tums upside down the previous viewing regime, replaces one hierarchy of perception by
another and privileges the human body to the detriment of media materiality. b say that digital installations
have disposed of vision (“vision has, as it were, been assimflated into the body” (232)) seems a hasty
judgement that does not cons ider the often simplistic, mechanistic, and repetitive tasks that are demanded of
the interactor in order for the digital work to unfold. For example, when Hansen says that the interaction
with the mouse renders “the embodied viewer an active viewer” (279), one should ask what it is exactly that
the interaction with the mouse triggers in the interactor’s mmd and body. It seems that certain films and
literary works are much more demanding and challenging physicatly and cognitively (e.g., Fassbindet’s
fourteen-hour long Berlin Alexanderptatz or Proust’s Recherche, to name two extreme cases) than some
digital installations, CD-ROMs, or web sites.

Unbeknownst to themselves, critics ofdigital works sometimes allude to this type of vision but without
identifying the key role haptic vision has played in Western art. For example, in her analysis ofa CD-ROM
adaptation of Québécois poems, Aime-Marie Boisvert makes an interesting remark:
“Plus profondément, l’adaptation fournira au lecteur/navigateur une décompositionlrecomposition de la
lecture comme travail, de la lecture comme écriture ... mais l’intervention de la main qui dans l’oeuvre
numérique a la possibilité d’assister l’oeil à travers les clics et les balayages de la souris permet au lecteur
une pénétration et une intégration bien sfr fictive et virtuelle de sa personne dans l’oeuvre, mais qui lui
représente néamnoins son travail de lecture comme une expérience totalisante avec laquelle il peut “faire
corps.” “Le poème, de la page à l’écran: jnterprétation, illustration, adaptation,” Navigations
technologiques : poésie et technologie au XXJe siècle, ed., Ollivier Dyens (Montréal: VLB Editetr, 2004)
112-113. Without naming it as such, what Boisvert describes is haptic vision. Even though I would not
daim that the body and the work become one (faire corps) in some sort of fantasy scenario of unity or
oneness, they do work together to resuscitate a form of sensuous combination that had been forgotten in the
age of film and television.

The most extensive studies ofhapfic vision in cinema and video are by Laura U. Marks. Sec her hie Skin
ofthe Film: Intercultural Cinema, Embodiment, and thé Senses (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000)
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pp.l 27-193, and Touch: Sensuous Theoiy and Multisensoiy Media (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2002) pp.l -20. for otier writings that either theorize haptics or use haptic vision as a theoretical
framework, see Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Mille Plateaux : capitalisme et schizophrénie 2 (Paris:
Editions de Minuit, 1980) pp. 614-625; Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon: logique de la sensation. v.1 (Paris:
Editions de la différence, 1981) pp.99-l03; Roland Barthes, “Droit dans les yeux,” L’obvie et l’obtus.
Essais critiques 1H (Paris: Seuil, 1982) 279-283; Claude Gandelman, Le regard dans le texte: image et
écriture du Quattrocento au )Ø(e siècle (Paris: Klincksieck, 1986) pp.ll -25; Vivian Sobchack, The Address
ofthe Eye: A Phenomenology ofFilm &perience (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992); Antonia
Lant, “Haptical Cinema,” October 74 (1995): 45-73; Jennifer Fisher, “Relational Sense: Towards a Haptic
Aesthetics,” Parachute 87 (1997): 4-11; Jacques Derrida, Le toucher, Jean-Lue Nancy (Paris: Gaulée,
2000) pp.l41-l4S and pp.337-338; Katerina Thomadaki and Maria Klonaris, “Optique haptique, une
estue1le du regard,” La main en procès dans les arts plastiques. l’oeuvre en procès volume IV, ed.,
Eliane Chiron (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2000) 209-227; Giuliana Bruno, Atlas ofEmotion:
Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film (New York: Verso, 2002); Livia Monnet, “If I Stretch out My Arm
I Touch You, that Is Intimacy’: Haptics in Kawase Naomi’s Katatsumori,” Across Time and Genre:
Reading and Writing Women ‘s Texts, ed., Janice Brown and Sonja Amtzen (Edmonton: University of
Mberta, 2002) 175-181; Zhen Zhang, “Suzhou River : mémoire urbaine et cinéma tactile,” Parachute 114
(2004): 116-129; and Vivian Sobchack, “What My fingers Knew: The Cinesthetic Subject, or Vision in the
flesh,” Camai Thoughts: Embodiment andlioving Image Culture (Berkeley: University ofCalifomia
Press, 2004) 53-84. fischer’s piece is the only one that concems haptics and digital art.
One must mention that a proper history ofhaptic vision needs to begin with Moïs Riegl’s Spatrt’mische
Kunstindustrie [Lute Roman Art Industiy]. In ifiis study Riegi daims that, from Egyptian artistic practices to
those ofthe late Romans, there is a transition from a haptic to an optical vision. Among the concepts for
which Riegi is best ki1own are the Kunstwollen and haptic vision. The Kunsiwollen is the artistic impulse
(or wiIl) that drives any period or historical moment. In his study of late Roman art Riegl distinguishes
between the Kunstwollen ofEgyptian art, Greek art, and Roman art. A modification in a given Kunsiwollen
would provoke a change in the aesffietics ofa period. It is in the transition from Egyptian art to Greek art
that Riegl introduces his concept of tactile or haptic (haptisch) vision and of optical (optisch) perception.
Riegi mentions that the work ofart’s primary purpose is “to create an exclusive and immediate idea ofthe
tactile materiality and the clearly bordered dimensionality of an individual shape.” Late Roman Art
Industty, trans. RolfWinkes (Roma: G. Bretschneider Editore, 1985) 73.
The concept ofimmediacy being at the heart of computer art theory, it is interesting to note how Riegl links
the sense oftouch to the immediate experience ofmateriality. However, we sbould lie cautious not to make
touch as the sense that conveys truth about “reality.” Afler ail, Riegl seems to be positing that there is an
immediate aesthetic experience to lie had, whereas I would argue that ail artistic experience is a mediated
experience. Riegl’s desire for an immediate artistic experience does flot take into account the manner in
which the media themselves impinge on our appreciation ofthe work.

Art historian Donald Preziosi lias gone so far as to argue that “My given visual envfronment, then, is iess
a mise-en-scène than a mise-en-séquence, an enabling device for the production, sustenance, replication,
and setting into motion of multiple signifying practices in various media — the spatial, phonic, chromatic,
and tactile.” Rethinking Art Histoiy: Meditations on a Coy Science (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1989) 154.



CHAPTER J

Back to the Future: Digital Mediumship and the Performance of

the Female Body and Voice in Zoe Beloff’s Beyond

1.1 Introduction: The Work of Zoe Beloif and Beyond

Themes, Films, and Installations

Born in 1958, Zoe Beloif grew up in Edinburgh, Scotiand. She studied painting

and art history at Edinburgh University and College of Art. In 1980 she moved to

New York where she received an MFA in film from Columbia University. She

resides in New York.

Beloif works with a variety of moving image forms and technologies,

including film, stereoscopic projection, and interactive media. Her projects are

philosophical toys1, objects to think through or with. She likes to think of herseif

as an heir to the nineteenth-century mediums whose materialization séances

conjured up unconscious desires in a theatrical fashion. In several recent

installations she explores the mechanisms of mental projection. It is in this

context that in Beloffs art hysteric women and spiritualistic mediums assume the

role of “technological visionaries.”

Beloif has created several analog movies that explore themes similar to

the ones examined in her digital installations and CD-ROMs: Claire and Don in

Slumberland (2002), Shadow Land or Light from the Other Side (2000), A

Mechanical Medium, Lost (1997), A Trip to the Island of Knowledge (1995), Life

Underwater (1994), and Wonderland USA (1989).
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Beloifs recent digital installations include The Ideoplastic Materialization 0f

Eva C., a work in progress, and The Influencing Machine of Miss Natalqa A, an

interactive video installation (2001)2. The former recreates the uncanny

environment of spiritualïst séances held in Algeria and Paris from 1904 to 1912

with the French medium Eva C. (Marthe Béraud)3. The Influencing Machine of

Miss Natalqa A. consists of a large stereoscopic print placed on the floor that

represents the “diabolical apparatus” through which a team of physicians in Berlin

controlled Natalija’s body and manipulated her thoughts. Weating red-green

stereoscopic glasses, the participant probes Natalija’s “mach i ne-controlled”

organs and body parts with a pointer. This action activates the video sequences

representing Natalija’s hallucinations. Beloif currently s at work on another

project that involves stereoscopy, Charming Augustine. This stereoscopic film

concerns one of the most famous asylums, Charcot’s Salpêtrière, and inquiries

into female “madness” and the possibilities of representing such a state.4

Beloif has also created two CD-ROMs, Beyond (1997) (for which I give a

longer description below) and Where Where There There Where (1998). Where

Where There There Where is a collaboration between the artist and the New York

Wooster Group Theater Company. lnspired by Gertrude Stein’s play Doctor

Faustus Lights the Lights, the wotk stages playful investigations of the

relationship between electricity, logic, and language games.

Beloif has received numerous grants and awards. Her films and

installations have been exhibited at numerous venues in the United States,

Canada, Europe, Australia, and Japan. Recent exhibitions and film festivals

featuring her work include the Images Festival of Independent Film and Video,

Toronto (April 2003); “Future Cinema,” ZKM/Center for Art and Media, Karlsruhe,

Germany (November 2002/February 2003); London International Film Festival

(November 2002); and the Whitney Museum Biennial, New York (2002).

Beyond: Visual and Literary Sources

Zoe Beloifs Beyond (1997) is one of the most challenging CD-ROMs produced in

C the last fifteen years.5 Even though it is flot a recent work, it seems that few critics

have endeavoured to engage in detailed studies of this carefully researched
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project.6 intermingling several intellectual, cultural, and artistic traditions, Beloif s

C CD-ROM proposes complex interpretations of certain modem French authors

(Roussel, Villiers, Baudelaire); of a particular discourse on history (Benjamin); of

the nearby simultaneous birth of the cinema and psychoanalysis; and, finally, of

the role of women in the vast phantasmagoria that put their bodies at the center

of what Beloif has called the “dream life 0f technology.” To revisit this daunting

array of sources, Beloif uses QuickTime movies and virtual panoramas in which

she inserts hem own performances.

But what strikes the interactor is not only the various sources involved in

the making but also the manner in which Beyond explores the paradoxes of

desire and the paranormal provoked by technologies of mechanical reproduction

such as the panorama, photography, magic lantern shows, and the cinema. As

Noêl Burch reminds us using words that have inspired Beloif, Edison’s desire “to

have it ail,” that is, to reproduce sound and image, was the desire ‘to extend the

conquest of nature by triumphing over death through an ersatz of Life itself.” (7)

Similar to the manner in which Perry Hoberman’s The Sub-Division of the Electric

Light (1996) resuscitates ancient film and slide projectors, Beloff’s project

combines the panorama and the cinema in their updated digital forms and

functions as an artificial organism in which past dramas and experiences are

replayed and relived in an ambiguous form ofvisual nostalgia and mourning.

In a liftle-known interview, Jacques Derrida touches on these issues and

makes fascinating remarks on a subject that he neyer approached systematically

like philosophy or literature, the cinema. Commenting on recent cinema in an

uncanny way that could very well stand as an interpretation of Belofts use of

Villiers, Roussel, female mediums, and Spirit photography, he says:

Mémoire spectrale, le cinéma est un deuil magnifique, un travail du deuil

magnifié. Et il est prêt à se laisser impressionner par toutes les mémoires

endeuillées, c’est-à-dire par les moments tragiques ou épiques de

l’histoire. Ce sont alors ces endeuillements successifs, liés à l’histoire et

au cinéma, qui, aujourd’hui, ‘font marcher’ les personnages les plus

c intéressants. Les corps greffés de ces fantômes sont la matière même des

intrigues du cinéma. Mais ce qui revient souvent dans ces films, qu’ils
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soient européens ou américains, c’est la mémoire spectrale d’une époque

où il n’y avait pas encore de cinéma. (“Cinéma” 78)

Similar to the manner in which Derrida describes the work ot mourning in both

film technology and images themselves, at the heart of Beloifs project lies the

repetition of traumas and the revival of visual technologies.8 Actualizing Roussel’s

machines and automata that speak for the dead, Beloifs inserts her digital

practice in a revival of sound technology that uses the female body for its

survival. Beloffs own body, moreover, is the medium through which the interactor

gains access to those lost voices of a not so distant past. Her mediumistic

performances of body and voice in digital media are flot innocent acts; they

propose a new program for feminist practices in which performance, as opposed

to representation, could take place. The traditional definition of “multimedia”

seems incomplete: to the representation of sound, writing, and image must be

added performances in which the desire for corporeal and oral presence

becomes fundamental. Beloffs Beyond offers another type of filmic experience

based upon performance rather than representation or reproduction, a type of

performance in which the female body is both absent and present.9

In Belofrs Beyond, virtual panoramas are used to lead the interactor from

one mental space to anothet, a state that she terms a “mental geography.” Once

inside this space (e.g., Canterel’s ice house; fig. 2, p.229), the virtual panorama

becomes “sensitive” because one can click on certain images inside the

panoramas to view a specific QuickTime movie that is associated with the image.

Beloif thus joins the panorama with the very personal cinema that is the viewing

of QuickTime movies in one hybrid visual medium.

The artist has commented on the place that the panorama occupies in her

wotk: “Long outdated forms resurfacing anew in the digital realm fascinated me.

Such are panoramas... Long since forgotten, they now reappear on the computer

as QuickTime VR.” (290)10 The manner in which she revives the panorama

deserves elaboration. The interface links QuickTime panoramas and QuickTime

movies, and the interactor is able to roam free in this environment. She describes

it in more technical terms:
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Very simply, QuickTime VR panoramas are virtual 3600 spaces that one

C can explore by dragging the mouse around the space. They are

constructed by ‘stitching’ together in the computer 12 still photographs

taken in rotation. The viewer can zoom in and out and, by clicking on

‘hotspots’, access the short movies. Beyond contains 20 panoramas and

80 QuickTime movies. (289)

Beloffs CD-ROM is a peculiar digital artefact that positions the interactor

between twa visual worlds: on the one hand, there is the digital environment in

which text, image, and sound can be combined on a disc and with which the

viewer is encouraged to interact and, on the other, the more conventional filmic

world with which we associate the usual silent viewing position. While it is true

that this viewing regime relates to the cinema, it would be unfair to say that it

confines itself to it. lndeed, as Beloif has commented, traversîng the virtual

spaces that the CD-ROM presents is a highly individualistic experience that has

nothing to do with watching a film in a movie theater. Moreover, the use of

QuickTime movies and panoramas enhance a visual experience that borders on

the technological uncanny: the aesthetics of the QuickTime movie recalls the

cinema’s early days, and the virtual panoramas make us time travel to the period

when artists and creators tried to reproduce the illusion 0f movement with

paintings and still images.

On the CD-ROM these uncanny moments stem from the use of digital

technology to represent and recycle a media aesthetics that we thought was a

thing of the past. The actualization of the panorama and the peep show points to

a reading of the past that does flot support the discourse of technological

progress. While it ïs certain that Beloif uses digital tools to create her CD-ROMs,

she nevertheless focuses her attention on past moments in the history of women

and technology that display her ïnterpretation of memory as a discontinuous

space of narratives and repressed moments in which technologies often work to

destabilize out collective conception of tradition and gender relations.

It is not a simple remediation of the cinema that takes place in Beyond. As

I will argue, Beloffs CD-ROM aims to reach beyond not only the cinema but also

the supposed deadness of time and memory itself. As Benjamin’s philosophy of
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history tried to do away with a certain historical memory made of facts and

figures, Beloffs concept of memory does not seem to function as a seif-regulating

repository of past experiences and images either. The CD-ROM adopts an

understanding of memory and the numerous histories that enter memory in a way

that privileges recycling and remediation. The artist’s use of ruins (fig. 3, p.230)

throughout her work points to the way in which discarded objects or debris

possess a virtual future of their own that can be activated by anyone who sees in

them their potential for renewal.

It is in this cultural and epistemological context that Beyond destabilizes

our assumptions about the cinema, psychoanalysis, the evolution of visual media,

and the representation of women at the end 0f the nineteenth century. We know

of the treatment of women by Charcot and of the almost simultaneous birth of

cinema and of psychoanalysis, but we know of it through printed artefacts called

books. Beyond makes a subtler move: it discusses past issues and technologies

while reviving and revisiting their potential for narrative construction using digital

technologies that rehearse past technologies. In other words, a CD-ROM

designed at the end of the twentieth century (re)presents film footage of the end

of the nineteenth century using QuickTime panoramas and movies. In fact, the

use of the panorama, a forefather of the cinema, cannot but be ambiguous. Why

does Beloif need to revive this long Iost form of visual entertainment? As I wiII

suggest, it is the transfer and recycling of forms and structures from one medium

to a supposedly more “advanced” one that is crucial to foreground in the analysis

of the cultural discourses embedded in the work.

Using women’s bodies as my case in point, I argue that Beyond digitalizes

women’s bodies to turn them into digital specters. Beloif seems to be substituting

one manipulation for another: that of Charcot and his photographic apparatus for

QuickTime movies that replay similar moments in the history of the manipulation

and inscription of women’s bodies by visual technologies. lsn’t the topic of

manipulation at the heart of the use of women when we discuss the birth of a

technology or medium? Whether it be in photography or the cinema, women’s

bodies seem to have been appropriated by the images that men (more often than
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flot) would capture. How does a female digital artist reconfigure such moments in

C the history of vis ual media?11

Using two novels upon which to base her work, Villiers de l’lsIe-Adam’s

L’Eve future (1886) and Raymond Roussel’s Locus solus (1914)12, Beloif takes

inspiration from the particular treatment of technology, women, voice,

performance, and reproduction found in the source materials. The fact that

women and technology intermingled in the mïnds of nineteenth-century scientists

is intriguing, and Beloif has tried to unravel the manner in which women were

deprived of agency while machines were granted autonomy. The new “woman”

was one who did flot use tekhne but who became part of it.

These introductory remarks to the analysis of Beyond are flot meant to be

exhaustive analyses of the novels but only pointers to the issues that are crucial

for the understanding of Beloifs project. The flrst part of this chapter wilI discuss

the novels using the critical insights produced by recent cultural histories of

modem technologies of sound, inscription, and reproduction.13 Issues such as the

reproduction of the voice, the fate of the body in the mechanical reproduction of

the voice, the physical and visual manipulation of the female body by scientific

authorities in cases of hysteria, and the staging of performances starring unwilling

women will be explored here to contextualize the analysis of Beyond in the third

part of this chapter. I argue that Villiers’s and Roussel’s novels exhibit the cultural

and philosophical practices at the heart of various fin-de-siècle media such as

photography, phonography, and early cinema in their representations of women,

representations on which Beloif elaborates on her CD-ROM and that relate to

various material and symbolic inscriptions of the female body.

The complex web of fin-de-siècle issues that Villiers’s novel presents

cannot be summed up rapidly. First, I would disagree with Felicia Miller Frank for

whom “the striking predominance of the voice in the text and the accompanyÏng

foregrounding of the phonograph” (143) are the most important issues in Villiers’s

novel. Whereas MiNer Frank desires to revise Raymond Bellour’s and Annette

Michelson’s thesis that it is the representation of the cinema that characterizes

the novel’4, I shah daim that it is technologies 0f inscription with which Villiers is

concerned. lndeed, the phonograph inscribes the voice on a disc, and
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photoscuipture and film inscribe the image on the body or the film. Inscription,

(D whatever form it may take, characterizes Edison’s and Villiers’s projects.15

The American inventor and legendary figure Thomas A. Edison has been

at the center of many publications lately. Whether it be in the field of cultural

studies or in the history of technology, Edison has come to stand for the creator

par excellence, the man whose powerful intellect allowed him to invent the

incandescent light bulb, the kinetoscope, and the phonograph, among many other

inventions. The fact that the novels directly represent (L’Eve future) or refer to

(Locus solus) the legendary figure and, mostly, his invention, the phonograph,

points to the centrality of an inscription device that captured sound and image on

a cylinder of tinfoil and celluloid. How this is to be performed, however, is another

story. Both novels offer a distinct treatment of the voice and of the body, but they

do address the same fundamental issue of reproduction. I will focus on the role of

the phonograph and film but in the context of a multifaceted manipulation of the

female body and voice. It is the manner in which the novels of Villiers and

Roussel articulate these issues that I want to underline prior to looking at Beloif s

CD-ROM.

The topics of reproduction and manipulation have to do with the

technologies 0f inscription that entered the public reaim at the end 0f the

nineteenth century. Following Friedrich Kiiller and Lisa Gitelman, I argue that

inscription is a predominant trope to think the human and the machine worlds.16

Moreover, as Gitelman has shown, inscription is aiways linked to a theory of

reading or legibility that has to be re-evaluated in the context of emerging media.

The spirals on the surface of records were perceived as a reading plane that

could be deciphered by those who knew how to “read” them or who owned the

apparatus to make them “speak.” “For the first time,” Gitelman writes, “reading

aloud was explicitly severed from the human subject. Humans could not read wax

cylinders or discs, but machinery could.” (145) The phonograph provoked a

tevision of the history of the human senses in performance. This performance,

however, could flot be assessed until visual representations were addressed in

their interrelations with aurality. The joining together of two senses, sight and

hearing, led to profound changes in human affectivity. Jonathan Sterne even
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goes so fat as to daim that “At the core of ail these transformations [the

C phonograph, graphophone, gramophone, telephone, radiotelegraphy, and

radiotelephony] (alongside many others) is the isolation, separation, and

transformation of the senses themselves.” (50)

Gitelman’s and Sterne’s turning to the inscription and transformation of the

senses is depicted in the novels on which Beyond draws. In Villiers’s novel the

character 0f Thomas Edison offers a friend 0f his, Lord Ewald, the opportunity to

create the woman of his dreams. In order to be rid of his girlfriend’s shallow

personality, Ewald agrees to Edison’s plan to reproduce Alicia onto a mechanical

body. Using photosculpture, Edison projects Alicia’s physical appearance onto

the android’s body. 0f course, Ewald’s desire is to change Alicia’s personality for

an artificial yet perfect one, but he wants to keep her beautiful femïnine features.

Roussel’s novel ïs concerned with these similar themes of repetition and

resuscitation. The narrator is part of a group of friends who are taken on a tour of

Locus Solus, Canterel’s mansion. Canterel is based upon Thomas Edison, the

great American inventor and central character of Villiers’s L’Eve future. While

Roussel’s narrator describes Canterel’s numerous creations, we soon realize that

the most impressive and uncanny inventions are those that allow the dead to

corne back to life and to indulge in various performances and repetitions.

Whereas a woman performer, Faustine, is brought back from the dead to dance

for the male viewing pleasure, the character of Lucius desires to revive his dead

daughter’s voice with the help of the phonograph, Edison’s own invention. In the

following pages I examine these characters and events in order to set the stage

for the analysis 0f Beloff s digital “commentary” on Vilhiers and Roussel.

Villiers’s tentative titie for his novel was “Edison’s Paradoxical Android.” However,

the focus moyeU from the figure of the inventor to the curious function of the

mechanical woman for the future of humanity, hence the titie we know: The Eve

of the Future (a.k.a. Tomorrow’s Eve). The narrative is fairly straightforward: Lord

Ewald having saved Edison’s life in the past, the former demands 0f Edison that

he grant him a favour in return and create a “perfect” woman based upon his

rather intehlectually “ïmperfect” gïrlffiend. Accepting the challenge, Edison will
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keep the physical appearance of Alicia and produce an android that wiII fulfili

Ewald’s desires. This perfect woman will be called Hadaly.17

Edison’s powers do flot lie solely in his ability to record sound. lndeed, he

uses different visual apparatuses such as photoscuipture and film to reproduce

Alicia’s physical appearance onto the android’s body, and this hybrid art that

combines sculpture with the latest technological finding, photography, allows

what he calis “transubstantiation.” Moreover, being a contemporary of Étienne

Jules Marey and Eadward Muybridge, Villiers must have heard of the former’s

work on chronophotogtaphy and of the latter’s experiments in zoopraxography.18

What is quite uncanny for the reader is to corne across the description of an

invention that resembles the cinema, but ten years before the Lumière brothers

brought it to public attention. In Book 4 Edison shows Lord Ewald a sound film

which features Evelyn Habal, the dancer who caused Edward Anderson’s

downfall. The narrator describes the scene:

La vision, chair transparente, miraculeusement photochromée, dansait, en

costume pailleté, une sorte de danse mexicaine populaire. Les

mouvements s’accusaient avec le fondu de la Vie elle-même, grâce aux

procédés de la photographie successive, qui, le long d’un ruban de six

coudées, peut saisir dix minutes des mouvements d’un être sur des verres

microscopiques, reflétés ensuite par un puissant lampascope. (199)

Somewhat reminiscent of Marey’s and Muybridge’s experirnents, Villiers’s

description of Edison’s apparatus points to the manner in which the body was at

the center of the experiments in movement photography. Moreover, Edison’s

apparatus corroborates my thesis concerning the complementary role in the novel

of the phonograph and the camera as technologies of inscription. As Marie

Lathers points out: “During his recuperation of the past, Edison stresses,

however, that the two recording technologies, the phonograph and the camera,

must be used in conjunction.” (103) Finally, the performing woman (via her voice

or body) is the favourite “site” for this technological inscription, a point Lathers

also envisages when she says that “Cinema allows and in fact encourages this

C possession of both the female voice and body.” (108)19
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Ten years before the publication of Sigmund Freud and Joseph Breuer’s

C Studios on Hysteria (1896), Villiers de l’lsle-Adam’s L’Eve future also marks a

turning point in the literary representation of women. Whereas Freud and Breuer

would depart from Charcot’s physiological account of female hysteria to argue for

a psychological tteatment 0f it, Villiers’s novel dispiaces the problem 0f man’s

misunderstanding 0f women’s desires onto the potentïal role technology could

play in order for man to overcome the dissatisfaction with his female partner.

lndeed, it seems that Villiers did flot want to use psychology in order to “cure”

women; in fact, Villiers’s utopian and often misogynist treatment 0f women

implies that they have to be emptied of their original psychological “content” in

order to fulfil man’s desires. Women seem to function as a technology gone awry:

they have to be “re-programmed” by male scientists in order to function properly.

Villiers uses the symbolic figure of Edison to foreground his symbolic

manipulation 0f the female body.

Whether it be in spirit photography, phonography, accounts of hystetia, or

early cinema, the female body and voice symbolically appear and disappear in

the hands of male artists and scientists. Annette Michelson has mentioned that

we should see Villiers’s novel as part 0f the nineteenth-century’s visual

fascination with female bodies, a fact best represented in the cinema. Michelson

writes: “And may we not then begin to think that [female] body in its cinematic

relations somewhat differently? Not as the mere object of a cinematic

iconography of repression and desire ... but rathet as the fantasmatic ground for

cinema itselT (19). The various instances of vanishing women in early cinema is

only one instance 0f the manner in which the female body was flot only

represented in but also part of the construction of a nascent cinematic

experience, and “The female body then cornes into focus as the very site of

cinema’s invention” (20). This quotation alludes to the subject in the movies that

Edison showed Ewald, a female subject who expresses herseif in performance.

This type of performance would relate to the construction and erasure 0f

the female body. For example, the novel foregrounds the effacement of the

female body in performance. Whereas the representation of the female body

seems to be necessary for the creation of Hadaly and to the invention of the
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cinema, it seems that female embodiment had to be put aside in order for those

C creations to take place. In other words, the female body in performance had to

disappear in order for its phonographic and cinematic representation to be

created.

Rhonda Garelick points out that in the description of the movie projection

quoted earlier Edison does flot discuss Evelyn’s dance but marvels at the te

creation of live movement itself. Edison’s own performance as creator would

overshadow that of Evelyn as female performer. The spectacle of mechanical

reproduction takes over the performance of the body that fuels the image Edison

contemplates with admiration.20 The materiality of the dancing female body

seems to demand too much from the male inventor, and he wants to deal with it

in a manner that will erase its embodied presence. Moreover, isn’t this scene

from the novel reminiscent of the manner in which nineteenth-century audiences

revelled in the spectacle new technologies offered rather than in the nature of the

images or the plot it proposed? As Sterne has noted of early sound

performances: “the performances were also about the technologies’ possïbilities

as media: their potential to be Iinked together in technical and social networks.”

(251) There is thus a double performance taking place in the novel: one involves

the erasure of the female body in performance which is coupled with the

performance that the newest technology offers as spectacle.2’

Another pertinent discourse on performance concerns hysterical women.

On the literary representation of hysteria, Lathers has noted that “the

hysterization of woman that pervades the medical and later psychoanalytic

discourses of the •nineteenth century provides in large part the ideological

foundation of L’Eve future. The text may be read, in fact, as a case study 0f

several incurable hysterics who are replaced by an ideal female fabrication”

(J 14). lndeed, while Méliès was presenting a cinematic spectacle in which some

performances made women appear and disappear, another “magician,” French

neurologist J.M. Charcot, used photography to capture the women who

performed in his staged representations of the spectacle called “hysteria.” In a

manner that recalis Charcot’s female “protégés,” Edison’s android becomes

malleable and can be “re-programmed” to conform to man’s idea 0f “woman” and
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“femininity.” Edison’s and Charcot’s scientîfic projects do look alike upon doser
Ç inspection. What they stage, in a manner on which Beloif will eJaborate in her

digital project, is woman as medium.

A great stage of hallucinating machines, Roussel’s Locus solus is also concerned

with the practices of reproducibility, inscription, and the manipulation of the

female body. However, it adds another issue that was flot approached in the

remarks on Villiers: the desire to taise the dead as part of the desire to create an

invention that would reproduce life mechanically. I wiIl examine two scenes of

reanimation: one concerns Faustine, a reborn dancer, and the other, Lucius’s

desire to reproduce his dead daughter’s voice. At the heart of Roussel’s novel lies

the wiIl to reanimate that is translated into the performance of the female body

and voice.

In his cultural genealogy of sound reproduction, Sterne argues that

reproduction of sounds is linked to embalming. Thought provoking as it is,

Sterne’s suggestion sheds light on the manner in which not only was photography

an inscription practice linked to the struggie against death but also phonography.

The desire to hear the voice of the dead being central in Lucius’s desire to

reproduce his dead daughter’s voice, it seems crucial to look at how this wish

does away with the body that relishes in the quasi-presence of the voice, and

how, ultimately, the body re-enters the picture in such desires to function without

the body of the speaker. As Sterne has wriften: “In contrast, the voices of the

dead no longer emanate from bodies that serve as containers for self-awareness.

The recording is, therefore, a resonant tomb, offering the exteriority of the voice

with none of its interior self-awareness.” (290) Preserving the voice of the dead

came to equal the desire for ongoing oral performances beyond life, embalming

the voïce for a future playing. Roussel’s novel exemplifies such a cultural

practice.

Raymond Roussel and Locus solus have had famous interpreters in the

past. One need only mention the names of Pierre Janet, Michel Leiris, Alain

Robbe-Grillet, and Michel Foucault in order to show that this marginal voice of

French literature has attracted the attention of important figures.23 However, it
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seems that too much emphasis has been laid on Roussel’s art of composition to

C the detriment of other significant issues. As revealed in his posthumous book

entitled Comment j’ai écrit certains de mes livres (1963), Roussel dïscloses how

ho developed his famous writing style that is characterized by the extreme

attention he pays to minute details, long factual descriptions, and contingent word

plays. Yet Roussel’s project, as Douglas Kahn has astutely argued, seems to be

more about the interrelations between visuality and aurality than about stylistic

exercises:

It is also obvious how sound, working inward and outward from the surfaces

of his [Roussel’sJ texts, operates to supply an environmental and corporeal

volume that vivifies and gives dimension to his scenes. lt becomes difficult,

in fact, when confronted with these sonic achievements of Roussel, to place

him so confidently behind the eye atone; instead, one must acknowledge a

tenaciously persistent aurality in an otherwise visualist universe. (72)24

Pursuing Kahn’s hypothesis, I wilI flot emphasize Roussel’s writing style but the

cultural climate in which the resuscitation of the dead, repetition, and scientific

discoveries evolved in a world of aurality and visual performance.

The reader of Roussel’s novel will notice the manner in which the author

places the huma n voice at the center of his plot. The narrator, who is one among

other fnends of Canterel’s to take a tout of his villa, controls the voice of the

inventor. lndeed, this inventor is nover allowed to speak in direct speech: his

wotds are spoken by the narrator who sums up what Canterel said the day ho

visited the mansion. The use of indirect speech is strange considering how

Canterel is modelled after Villiers’s Edison, a character who indulges in hearing

his own voice and in recording other peopte’s voices. At the beginning of the first

chapter, the narratot comments on Canterel’s voice and talents as orator: “Sa

voix chaude et persuasive donnait beaucoup d’attrait à son élocution prenante,

dont la séduction et la clarté faisaient de lui un des champions de la parole.” (70)

As the reader will learn later, technologies of inscription of the voice are more

important to Roussel than what ïs said and who speaks it.

Canterel’s villa is a place where the inventor can devote his life to scientific

reseatch. Among the experiments Canterel conducts in his laboratories, the
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reader notices a certain prediiection for reviving the dead and making them

C perform. lndeed, and it is the aspect in Roussel’s novel that Beloif wiil use at

great iength on her CD-ROM, Canterel is the host of many characters who corne

back to life to perform. Beloif has described Roussel’s mise-en-scène: “Within

each iiftle stage, an actor performs the same melodramatic set piece over and

over again with uncanny exactitude. These scenes become truly strange when

we discover that ail the so-called ‘actors’ are dead.” (292)

As in Villiers’s novel, the notion of performance is linked to a certain

treatment of the female body. In Roussel’s novel the dancer Faustine is capable

of breathing and of performing underwater due to Canterel’s invention, aqua

micans. For the visual pleasure of his visitors, Canterel uses a particular type of

water in which a special oxygenation is renewed periodically, allowing any animal

or human being to breathe normally when immersed. Actualiy, when Faustine’s

hait moves in the aqua-micans, a beautiful music is heard to enhance the visitors’

pleasure. This is the reason why Faustine is known as “la femme à chevelure

musicale.” (65)

As we can see, Faustine is a case of supernatural and uncanny

performance: she can dance underwater, and her hait plays music when in

contact with aqua-micans. She defies the limits of human life, and this is only one

instance of the type of invention that Canterel uses to play God and to give us a

taste of artificial life. He uses Faustine’s body in order to offer his visitors a visual

spectacle in a way that is reminiscent of Charcot’s own staging of female bodies.

The central chapter of the novel discloses Canterels greatest inventions,

vitalium and résurrectine. It is here that Roussel’s interest in repetition and

Canterel’s own indulgence in raising the dead corne to life, so to speak. When in

contact in the person’s brain, vitalium and résurrectine generate an electric shock

that “triomphait de la rigidité cadavérique et douait le sujet d’une vie factice.”

(129) However, Canterel’s invention remains incompiete if mention is flot made of

the manner in which the ghostlike figure re-enacts repeatedly a crucial moment of

its past life. Canterel stages the uncanny spectacle of a dead person performing

through constant repetition a particular dramatic event or trauma: “Par la suite

d’un curieux éveil de mémoire, ce dernier reproduisait aussitôt, avec une stricte
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exactitude, les moindres mouvements accomplis par lui durant telles minutes

marquantes de son existence” (129). The narrator concludes: “Et l’illusion de la

vie était absolue : mobilité du regard, jeu continuel des poumons, parole,

agissements divers, marche, rien n’y manquait.” (129)

One could argue that the most important element to which Beloif returns

constantly on her CD-ROM is the resurrection of voices that she finds in

Roussel’s novel. lndeed, it is the “aurai aspect” of the novel that seems to

fascinate Beloif. In Locus solus Canterel builds a human stage in order for the

resurrected individuals to perform not only his visitors but also before a close

relative. The role of this person is to “reconnaître, aux gestes ou aux paroles, la

scène reproduite” (130). The scene is comprised 0f two people, the resurrected

and the relative, and the ultimate moment is when the viewer recails the given

scene that is constantly repeated. Therefore, aurai performance is linked to

testifying, to acknowledging a voice’s past and to claiming its identity. Beloifs

own digital project can be looked at from the perspective of an address to the

interactor to testify to the ambiguous role women played in performances and

accounts of hysteria, mediumship, spirit photography, and to evaluate the

discourses that imprisoned them.

In Roussel’s novel the restoration of the voice concerns Lucius Egroizard, a

man who lost his sanity “en voyant sa fille âgée d’un an odieusement piétinée

jusqu’à la mort par un groupe d’assassins dansant la gigue” (198). Lucius’s case

links a deadly dance “performance” to the recreation of his daughter’s voice using

the phonograph. Kahn even suggests, problematically we might add, that “her

[Gillefte’s] voice would infer her body, her presence, her very being.» (8f) For if

the reproduced sound of Gillette’s voice comes to stand for embodied agency

and corporeality, Lucius’s desire to revive his daughter is another instance of a

male fantasy that indulges in resuscitating a female voice that serves as the

simulacrum of a complete bodily presence.

A great admirer of Leonardo da Vinci, Lucius is an inventor himself, and he

is obsessed with one idea: to hear his dead daughter’s voice again. One of his

inventions in order to fulfiul his desire is a rudimentary phonograph: “Un appareil

acoustique fort simple consistant en une courte aiguille d’or adaptée à une
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membrane ronde pourvue d’un cornet.” (204) Roussel inscribes madness in his

novel in the character of someone who is obsessed with inventing, inscribing, and

hearing. Moreover, Lucius not only wants to re-create his daughter’s voice but

also other voices. The narrator remarks: “Par le procédé soumis à nos yeux, le

fou, paraissait-il, créait artificiellement toutes sortes de voix humaines.” (207) This

is part of a project that has from the beginning the aim to resuscitate Gillette’s

“entry into speech.” (Kahn 83)

Canterel, of course, uses Lucius and his experiments as a spectacle that

posits reproduction and repetition as crucial in any revival. In other words, it is not

so much Lucius who must be blamed here but Canterel’s selfish reproduction of

the man’s quasi-pathetic wishes. Far from being a purely formai endeavour, as

Robbe-Grïllet has argued25, Roussel’s (and Beloifs) emphasis on the centrality of

the voice and on its inscription bears witness to the fact that they symbolize the

manner in which technoiogy meddles in human existence. Viiliers and Roussel

question the idea that human life can be discussed without recourse to devices of

inscription, technologies that have to be sustained by a dream life 0f technoiogy

that mixes death and rebirth. As Kahn has said of Roussel’s Locus solus: “In

other words, he [RousselJ searches the death that is the past, for a revivification

machine.” (85)

Moreover, the inscription of the voice is staged as a performance in both

Villiers’s and Roussel’s novels. The voice is neyer staged without an obvious

reference to the female body on display and in performance. What is primordial is

that they be staged as visual spectacle, but there is a certain ambiguity at the

heart of the two novels: to record a female voice is to get rid of the body, but the

will to display this very same body on film or in performance re-establishes the

role corporeality plays in technologies of inscription. Both authots seem to try to

evade materiality with references to a dematerialized voice, but this voice has to

be inscribed somewhere and returns to haunt the authors.

Finally, we should bear in mmd Foucault’s words concerning Locus solus in

the analysis of Beloifs CD-ROM: “Étonnantes machines à répétition qui cachent

à vrai dire plus qu’elles ne le montrent ce qu’elles ont à reproduire.” (68)

Similarly, BeloWs best performances are invisible: she uses her voice as a
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performative tool to stage the reproduction 0f female mediums’ voices. It seems

that female mediums, early visual materials, and technology point toward a

treatment of the voice and its performance. The fact that Beloif has based her

CD-ROM upon two novels in which the recording and the reproduction of the

voice is capital confirms this hypothesis.

In a way that recalis Edison’s admonition to embrace the illusion that

sustains human life but that does not go so far in its critique, Roussei’s narrator

seems impressed by the illusion of human life that Canterel stages at Locus

Solus. in the novel performance is subsumed into repetitive moments of fright,

magic, and impossibility. Beloif pushes further the possibility of representing

these moments with the heip of recent technological facilities thatjoin text, sound,

and film. The repetition of performances we watch as interactors focus on the

female body and voice. QuickTime technology generates the virtual environment

in which these performances take place. In the second section I discuss this

intimate digital cinema from a technological and cultural perspective.

1.2 QuickTime Movies in Beyond

Beyond’s Virtual Environment

On Beloifs CD-ROM there are approximately eighty QuickTime movies which are

found in twenty virtuai panoramas. These movies can be played by crossing the

virtual panoramas in whïch the interactor can click on the hotspots of her choice.

Once a hotspot has been activated, the interactor is able to watch the movie

through QuickTime’s miniature screen. 0f course, I cannot describe ail the

panoramas and their related movies, but one example wiII suffice to give the

reader a mental picture of the virtual environment in which the interactor

navigates prior to watching the movies. Moreover, this example concerns some

movies that wiII be analyzed below.

In the “SOM” folder, the virtuai panorama and its related QuickTime movies

concern different case histories (in the form of QuickTime movies) that are

entitied “Faustine,” “Florine,” “Gillette,” “Irène,” “Marceline,” and “Simone.” These

names relate to several sources: Janet’s writings and case studies, Alan Gauid’s

A History of Hypnotism, and Roussel’s novel. The virtual panorama is constructed
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as though it were an insane asylum in which female patients would be separated

from one another. The names of the patients are written on a fake walI, and the

interactor clicks on a name in order to watch the corresponding movie.

In general, we can neyer talk about one QuickTime movie in the case of

Beloif: there are at least two — the one she re-shot and digitized that is projected

behind her and the one the interactor watches that comprises Beloifs possible

performances and the digitized footage of the first movie. Consequently, on

several occasions the interactor’s task is to make sense 0f at least two movies at

the same time. Moreover, this is flot to mention either the possible writing or the

sound/voice-off that may be included in the movie.

The Aesthetics of QuickTime Movîes

Beyond relying on QuickTime panoramas that offer a selection of QuickTime

movies, it is pertinent to look at QuickTime technology in terms of its capacity to

revisit the cultural issues pertaining to digital media. The QuickTime movie is a

particular type of cinema for an audience of one that stages the problematic role

memory, temporality, and realism play in digital culture and in contemporary

cinema. Let us see how QuickTime technology articulates these issues.

In her groundbreaking analysis of QuickTime movies, Vivian Sobchack

discusses the future of memory as staged by the QuickTime technology, and she

also refers to the uncanny work of memory in QuickTime movies. She mentions

how QuickTime movies remind her of a “read-only-memory,” a memory we

associate with the CD-ROM’s in this analysis of Beloff s Beyond. lndeed, the CD-

ROM proposes the experience of memory as database, as a spatial recipient in

which visual, textual, and auraI information is waiting to be called upon by the

clicking of a hyperlink.

The QuickTime images that are found on a CD-ROM interestingly rehearse

the problematic function of memory on this digital plafform. Whereas the desire to

show life in its complete grandeur was the desire at the heart of the birth 0f the

cinema, the QuickTime movie has to let go of this dream to be able to show

c enough. The incompleteness of QuickTime images, compared to those of digital

cinema, points to the ephemerality of human experience and memory. The
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fragility of the pixel contradicts and questions the pretentiousness of Hollywood

C productions that rely on digital tools to produce a spectacle that embodies the

second generation of Bazin’s “myth of total cinema.”

Sobchack compares the QuickTime movie to the conventional film and

argues that QuickTime movies present “discrete, enclosed and nested poetic

worlds: worlds re-collected and remembered” (306). In fact, one can perceive

how the work of memory in QuickTime movies is the work of an agency that

selects bits and pieces of the past that seem to have lost their own original bodies

in order to bring them back to life in altered form. Even though contemporary

directors use digital modes of production, they also face the technological limits of

the very tools that allow them to dream of reproducing true-to-life, realistic worlds.

The QuickTime movie, however, is more humble and unwillingly reflects upon the

fate of memory in the digital environment.

The spatial montage 0f QuickTime memory is flot unrelated to its temporal

vicissitudes. One aspect of QuickTime memory Sobchack underlines is the fact

that its filmic images cannot but remember a time when they were quicker. This

implies an understanding of QuickTime technology as a technology of nostalgia,

or as one that rehearses its nostalgic essence, an essence of absence. The

desire that those films show is to reach the speed and clarity of traditional

cinema. Sobchack’s describes this dream as “Quicklime’s stuffering attempts to

achieve ‘real-time’ movement — or to capitulate and embrace the temporal and

spatial lacunae that visibly mark its expressions.” (306) I would argue that it is not

QuickTime’s role to capitulate but that of the artist who must face the fact that

QuickTime technology possesses technological limits. The artist must address

her own feelings 0f nostalgia and loss before contemporary filmic productions.

This is flot to say that a great piece cannot be produced in the QuickTime

environment, as BeloWs work demonstrates.

lt seems that discussions of QuickTime movies and technology end up

with the attribution of nostalgia. Even though we may be tempted to say that

QuickTime has lost its object of desire, cinema’s realism, there remains a desire

on the part of the artist that may reproduce the very same feelings of Ionging for a

lost object that is found in Quicklime’s unconscious structures. lndeed, when
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Beloif uses doils, puppets, and fake settings, isn’t she trying to revive the lost

C tradition of animation films in which the physical manipulation of objects is crucial

to the making 0f the film in order to give it its illusion of temporal progress?27 lsn’t

she trying to keep alive a tradition of image making that she fears will disappear

in digital productions?

Under these circumstances, the QuickTime movie wouid possess an

aesthetics of its own that Sobchack describes as follows: “the temporal field of

QuickTime ‘movies’ is oneiric and uncanny” (306). Sobchack’s mentioning that

QuickTime’s temporality is that of dreams and the uncanny reminds us of Freud.

After ail, aren’t QuickTime’s movies full of stops and repetitions, gaps in filmic

narration, and memory lapses, attributes that recall the psychoanalytic subject’s

testimony? Ultimately, and more importantly, QuickTime movies do exemplify

Freudian symptoms, but they also perform the difficult task of combining memory,

space, and time. As a matter of fact, Sobchack mentions that “they poetically

dramatize and philosophically interrogate the nature 0f memory and temporality,

the values of scale, and what we mean by animation.” (307) In her article

Sobchack even goes so far as to mention that the “memory box,” that is, the

QuickTime movie, permits “an intensified condensation and concentration of its

visible contents into an aesthetic totaIit’ (313). However, I do not think that we

can talk about an “aesthetic totality” in the case of QuickTime movies and the

images they present. After ail, as Sobchack mentions herself (317), at the heart

of QuickTime movies and digital memories lies the operation of compression, that

is, the reduction of information to its smallest properties. How can we speak of

“totality” when we are dealing with a technology that flaunts its nostaigic nature,

fragmentary memory, and stuttering temporality? in fact, doesn’t the name of the

technology itself, “QuickTime,” point to the illusion upon which rest both the

technology and the desires that animate viewers and artists? QuickTime movies

are neither particularly quick nor are they “movies.” What type of myth are we

trying to construct under the guise of this technology? The point is precisely that

what QuickTime has to offer is flot speed but a meditation upon visual memory

and its relation to the cinema.
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In terms that relate to Beloffs project, QuickTime movies are uncanny and

spectral in their aesthetics; they remind US of early films; and they function as a

kind of double of early films that corne from the future to teli of the fate of the

cinema. As Sobchack mentions: “The miniature, then, is aiways to some degree

secretive, pointing to hidden dimensions and unseen narratives.” (318) This Ieads

Sobchack to cail the aesthetics of the QuickTime movie a “mnemonic aesthetic”

(320) which would be based upon repetition and rhythm. As she points out,

memory boxes “dont only attempt to fix personal memories through repetition,

but they also quote and repeat previous artifacts of cultural memory — especially

privileging those that speak mnemonically to technologies of reproduction and

preservation.” (321)

If Sobchack’s mentioning that QuickTime movies “quote and repeat

previous artifacts of cultural memory” is right, and I believe it 15, it forces us to

envisage QuickTime technology as a citational environment. When Sobchack

mentions that in QuickTime “boxes” “both artist and viewer imaginatively prospect

and inhabit the empty rooms, filling them with their own missing presence in

fragments of autobiography, dream, memory, confession” (319), she is telling us

about the artists’ and the viewers’ imaginary projections and the constant citation

of nostalgic feelings that they perform. The reproduction of photos, texts, sounds,

and other cultural memorabilia on a CD-ROM is an exercise in nostalgia that is

meant to cali back to mmd past experiences and memories in order to revisit

them critically or not. As in the case of Beloifs CD-ROM, the citational practices

are meant flot only to re-play but to re-stage, rethink, and repossess memories

that are based upon false premises and desires.

The problem with twenty-first-century viewers of QuickTime movies is that

they cannot seem to evade the thought that QuickTime movies are flot the “real

thing.” By “real thing” viewers mean that it is flot like the cinema: the screen s

smaller, the quality of the image is poorer, the emotional impact of the actor’s

performance is diminished due to lack of clarity, and so on. Finally, it is the

depreciation of a certain reality that is at stake and that is at the heart of the

C appreciation of QuickTime movies, a reality Sobchack associates with an
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“aesthetics of absence” (325). I would add that what the technology is praised for,
its “quick time,” is precisely absent from its qualities as a representational device.

In forthcoming books on the history of the cïnema, the use of QuickTime

technology wiIl be regarded as a transitory moment in the history of digital media
and cinematic evolution. lt wiIl be considered as that which was flot the cinema.

For artists such as Beloif, QuickTime technology (or the CD-ROM for that matter)

was the only alternative form of “cinema” available at the time of production. This

fact, however, should not distract us from the philosophical and material

characteristics of these filmic images, as Sobchack reminds us. In the context 0f

Beloifs CD-ROM, the technological form seems to dovetail with the content that it

features: the uncanny work of memory and temporality in accounts of forgollen

events that concern visual and discursive constructions called “hysteria,”

“somnambulism,” and “female mediumship.”

1.3 The Performance of the Female Body and Voîce

As should be clear by now, the female body is a medium in Beloff’s performance-

images and in the vast array of sources that she has used to create them.

Whether it be in Villiers’s and Roussel’s noveis, in Charcot’s photographs and

staged representations of hysterics, or in séances and spirit photography, ail

texts, events, and phenomena that nourish Belofts thought, the female body

stands for the medium onto which male fantasy projects its innermost desires and

materializes its dream life of technology.

Interestingly, Beloif takes up the role of medium in the digital age but gives

it an uncanny twist. lndeed, she is willing to serve as a medium, but one that wiIl

not be as “passive” or “unconscious” as her historical predecessors. Beloif

explaïns how she combines the roles of medium and interface: “They [the

viewersJ find themselves travelling through time and space, encountering my

virtual alter ego, which, as a medium that interfaces between the living and the

dead, leads the viewer on a journey that is as mysterious, as it is unpredictable.”

C (289) Her mediumistic role as interface takes two important forms: she uses her
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body to perform before the digital camera, and her voice-off commentaries put

into perspective the action on screen. Either way, she re-inscribes herseif in the

fairly long genealogy of women medium that takes us back to Charcot’s hysterics.

In this section I examine the performance of the female body given in four

QuickTime movies. The movies to be examined concern the resuscitation of the

hysterical and mediumistic female body. The revival of visual discourses and

performances clearly point to nineteenth-century phantasmagorïas such as

hysteria, spirit photography, and female mediumship, that is, fantasy scenarios in

which women played and rehearsed man’s desires of control and subordination.

Charcot’s practice at the Salpêtrière will serve as a fou to the analysis of the

movies, placing Beloffs short films in the appropriate cultural context to

conceptualize the question of corporeality, hysteria, and somnambulism.

Medium Voices: “Léonie,” “Liftle Stasia,” “Material ldeoplastïcîty,” and

“Magnetic Passion”

Beloifs digital counter-history clearly points to what Foucault, speaking of

Charcot’s project at the Salpêtrière, described as the “Hystérisation du corps de

la femme.” (Histoire 137; emphasis in original) George Didi-Huberman’s The

Invention 0f Hysteria, the most extensive study of hysterical women and their

visual representation, retraces the history of this hysterïcal female body through

its manipulation in the famous asylum under Charcot’s direction. His Tuesday

lectures at the Salpêtrière were public gatherings meant to show the interested

public how he could manipulate the hysteric’s mmd at will. Famous doctors would

eventually corne and work with Charcot, namely, Freud and Pierre Janet, the

latter eventually becoming Raymond Roussel’s psychiatrist.

What was staged at the Salpêtrière were female bodies, but the ultimate

symbolic exchange took the form of desiring gazes between doctors and patients.

Foucault describes the scene: “[rhe Salpêtnère] était aussi une machinerie

d’incitation, avec ses présentations publiques, son théâtre des crises rituelles

soigneusement préparées à l’éther ou au nitrate d’amyl, son jeu de dialogues, de

C palpations, de mains qu’on impose, de postures que les médecins, d’un geste ou

d’une parole, suscitent ou effacent” (Histoire 75). Hysteria was transformed into a
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body was toyed wïth and worked on in a manner that puts performance and
materiality on the same stage. As Didi-Huberman reminds us: “The body was

called on by caresses, even gropes, electroshocks, and penetration” (181).
Electricity, magnetism, hypnosis, and other related techniques were summoned

to explore the material envelope that contained the symptoms of the hysteric.

Hysterical corporeality and agency were linked to stage performances.

lndeed, what Charcot and his acolytes came to realize was that repeating a first

memory or trauma on stage would help them cure hysterics, neurology thus

taking the form of performance art. Hysterics and doctors were given roles, and

the “theater’ of the Salpêtrière would stage dramatic re-enactments 0f

unconventional “passion” plays. Charcot would include interactive moments in his

performances: in fact, he would “invest each spectator with powers of mastery

over hypnotized subjects” (Didi-Huberman, Invention 235), asking him to order

the hysteric to obey a command. Charcot would even allow a spectator to take

the reins and control the unfolding of the “play.” The neurologist wanted to put an

end to the theatricality of the hysterics by using another type of theater or

performance, the repetition of a memory or trauma. Hopefully, Charcot thought,

these performances would put the symptom on the spot and force it to reveal its

secret inner workings. Charcot staged performances of hysterics under hypnosis

in order to make the body the site of live scopophilia.

The QuickTime movies to which we turn involve performances by Beloif in which

she revisits various instances of medical treatment 0f women such as the one

Charcot practiced. In these movies she might touch the screen, her body, or play

with objects. On some occasions, a performance will be given by a woman who

plays a medium in trance. Whether it be in film footage of hysterics, in her own

performances, or in séances, the artistic practice that Beloif has developed

accentuates the manipulation and inscription of the female body in performance

in various discourses that relate to what she calis the “dream life of technology.”

The staging of the female body in this dream life of technology is at the heart of

the counter-hîstory that she wants to telI. It seems that this “dream life” could not
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have taken shape without the problematic inclusion of the female body as vector

0f male desires and scientific dreams. The QuickTime movies only glimpse at this

untold narrative.28

I argue that Belofts inclusion of performance art in her performance-

images is a distinct sign of her desire to come to terms with the use 0f the female

body in fin-de-siècle scientific and artistic discourses. Moreover, I will discuss this

enigmatic yet crucial role of the voice-off on her CD-ROM, a voice that actually

augments the uncanny effect the performances that the digital images convey;

that gives a narrative body to the images; and that temporalizes the often spatial

nature of the performances and their palimpsestic images. I shall move from

movie to movie according to the degree of narrative and visual complexity that

they show.

“Léonie”

Beloif bases her account 0f Léonie (a.k.a. Madame B.) upon Alan Gauld’s article

“Notes on the Career of the Somnambule Léonie.” This case study was

conducted under Pierre Janet’s authority and took place in Le Havre in 1886.

Dramatic role-paying was at the heart of Léonie’s performances. In fact,

Janet remarks that Léonie’s multiple personality contains three “actresses”:

Léonie, Léontine, and Léonore. As Gauld mentions, Perrier used Léonie “to

demonstrate some of the more theatrical sides of somnambulism, for instance

dramatïc role-playing.” (“Notes” 142) Janet would throw Léonie into a cataleptic

state in which the secondary personalities would emerge. This case of hysterical

somnambulism took the form 0f telepathic hypnosis in which the doctor, as Gauld

mentions, “distant anything from a quarter of a mile to a mile” (“Notes” 143),

would order Léonie to sleep and sometimes to carry out an action or task.

The movie begins wïth the image 0f a young girl; soon the image cuts to a

hand holding the wrist of Léonie in order to take her pulse. Then Beloif uses eariy

film footage showing three people running on a bed.3° Over this footage the

digital artist swings a pendulum that reflects the doctors’ attempts to wiII Léonie te

sleep. The people jump onto and off the bed, running around it and chasing each

other. The repetitive structure of the action parallels the repetition sought after by
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those who put female subjects to sleep in order for them to tepeat either

C traumatic events or a state in which they could reveal secret thoughts. The

QuickTime movie ends with the return of the girl shown at the beginning of the

film, but this time the camera zooms out and reveals as background to the

images the curtains and stage of a fake theater setting. The young girl seems fast

asleep and peacefully dreaming. It is worth noting that Belofrs persona is absent

from this movie, her presence being signalled only by the swinging pendulum.

In this QuickTime movie Beloif displays her great ability to recycle visual

and textual sources. In fact, she recycles her own previous filmic material and

includes it in the QuickTime movie. lndeed, the young girl on the bed is a shot

from her analog film entitled A Trip to the Land of Knowledge, which is combined

with shots of a fake theater stage to frame the images of this movie. Beloif

borrows images from a Library of Congress short to illustrate her vision of female

somnambulism, as her QuickTime movie recycles previous images of analog

films that are put to new use on a digital platform.

The recycling flot only concerns the images themselves but also the

particular treatment that the female body receives in this movie. Beloif uses

various textual and filmic sources in order to portray the manner in which Léonie

was “put on stage” by Janet and Perrier. The final close-up on Léonie’s face

blends the theater stage and the cinema screen and activates in the interactor’s

mmd a double configuration of female performance and theatricalïty: that 0f the

theater actress and that of the movie actress.

At the heart 0f Beloifs understanding of hysteria, somnambulism, and

mediumship lies the wiIl to show how the female body was manipulated by male

subjects who endeavoured to represent such “diseases” via a theatrical setting

and the manhandling 0f unwilling actresses. In “Léonie” Beloif revisits this state of

affairs and puts those female bodies in their right place: the theater. For it is as

actresses that some of those women performed before the men who wanted to

have their scientific hypotheses confirmed. The fact that Léonie’s face is framed

using a theater setting points to the manner in which Beloif understands the

performances of those women as theater performances.
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In “Léonie,” as in most of the movies, Beloifs voice-off occupies the space

of aurai narration. Similar to other “case study” movies, the voice-off telis the

story in condensed form. Beloifs voice points out at the beginning of the movie

that Léonïe is her “stage name.” Indeed, “Léonie” is another film in which trances

and mediums are looked at using the analogy of the theatrical performance. The

theatricality and the fake scientific atmosphere of the séances are what Beioff

wants to display both visually and aurally. Pursuing her description of the case,

the voice-off quotes from Gauld’s article: “She [LéonieJ herseif was afflicted in

childhood with the most serious hystericai symptoms, which,” Mr. Janet was soon

to discover, “were modified by an animai-magnetic doctor,” a certain Alfred

Perrier, “into a ‘remarkable magnetic somnambulism.” (“Notes» 141)

Beloif quotes Gauid almost verbatim: “The secondary personality (which

called itself Léontine) would daim responsibWty for the bizarre actions carried out

whfle the main personality had been distracted.” (146) The voice-off completes

her presentation with Léonore who “would emerge when Léontine was in turn

subjected to prolonged mesmerization.” (146) The movie ends with Beloffs

mentioning that Janet kept his experiments secret from the public. Beloif

reformulates Janet’s words and regret, for he was quoted from hearsay by his

contemporaries and may have been misunderstood. 0f course, Beloffs

suspicious and ironic tone points to the fact that Janet may have kept his work

secret due to its “unscientific” methods and “objects” of study.

“Liftle Stasïa”

In the following two movies, Beloif addresses directiy the issue of femaie

mediumship and performance discussed above. The shorts are accessed through

a virtual panorama that resembles a “Kabinett” in which mediumistic séances

took place. The fake character of the setting points to the nature of the activities

that went on in these particular spaces of “mystery.” Here again Beloif

emphasizes the theatricai nature of the set up. However, the artist adds to the

images her own performances; Beloif uses her own body to participate in those

C improvised moments of digital female mediumship.
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The second movie leaves the field of suggested sleep to enter that of

mediumistic séances and performances. “Littie Stasia” alludes to vanous occult

phenomena that occurred in France and in the United States. During the same

period that hysterics were performing in France, in the United States a
phenomenon came to be associated with hysteria as well. What the two

phenomena had in common were the manipulation of the female body and its

visual display. This American phenomenon came to be known as Spiritualism. In

her study of nineteenth-century women mediums, Ann Braude mentions that

“Spiritualism was a religious response to the crisis of faith experienced by many

Americans at mid-century.” (4) Wanting to prove the immortality of the soul,

Spirïtualists desired to make contact with the dead. This achievement, should it

be proven scientifically, would testify to the immanence of the soul. The manner

in which the dead were to be heard would be through the body of a medium in

trance. The dead wete to be present not visually but aurafly; they would speak

using the voice of the medium, and witnesses would hear their voices. What

spectators looked for was to communicate with a loved one recently passed

away. The living wanted to speak with the dead so that the latter would reveal the

truth about after-Iife.

Spiritualism’s most cherished medium was the female teenager. Braude

notes: “Americans throughout the country found messages from spirits most

plausible when delivered through the agency of adolescent girls.” (23) One can

notice how McLuhan’s famous phrase, “the medium is the message,” seems to

apply here particularly well: the body of those young female mediums were of

interest flot only for the message that they delivered but also for the desire they

evoked in male spectators, mixing uncanny psychical powers with burgeoning

sexuality. Braude remarks: “The public display of a colorfully dressed

unconscious woman provided potent material for the imaginations of the male

audience.” (108)

Spiritualism was linked to the staging of women, but American Spiritualists

advocated the reconfiguration of gendered positions that limited women’s input to

C the household. However, we should note how Spiritualism used the essentialist

rhetoric it sought to overcome in order to promote the female medium as the best
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medium. For example, the features that men saw in women (e.g., femininity,

C passivity, susceptibility, etc.) were recuperated by Spiritualist women themselves

in order to show how these often pejorative qualities made them superior to male

mediums. As Braude notes, female Spiritualists may have been wrong in

accepting such qualities in the first place without evaluating their impact:

“Mediumship aNowed women to discard limitations on women’s role without

questioning accepted ideas about woman’s nature.” (83) lndeed, while men were

addressing congregations using their intellectual faculties and showing their

argumentative skills, women mediums were in trance, their boUles taken over by

spirits that spoke through them. Braude has remarked that these practices tended

to confirm existing stereotypes: “The essential passivity of women was asserted

in a public arena, displayed before thousands of witnesses.” (85)

Finally, what is at stake in the case of Spiritualism is the transformation of

female agency into the form of the medium. As Jeffrey Sconce has argued:

“Spiritual contact also depended on the equally enigmatic technology of the

‘medium’: a complex receiver who channelled the mysteries of spiritual electricity

through the circuitry of another unfathomable entity in nineteenth-century science

— the female body.” (44)31 In fact, a parallel could be drawn between Charcot’s

treatment of hysterics and the American scientific community’s view of female

mediumship as a pathology. Braude teils of a well-known American neurologist,

William Alexander Hammond, who “strongly associated mediumship with

hysteria” (158). It appears that Charcot and Hammond resorted to hysteria to

explain corporeal manifestations performed by female mediums who challenged

the knowledge of neurologists.

BeloWs “Liffle Stasia” begins with a shot 0f an immobile hand next to the

cast of characters who star in this virtual play put on by the artist. The dramatis

personae include Dr. Julian Ochorowicz, “a Polish philosopher and psychologist,”

Stanislawa Tomczyk, “a pretty young medium from Warsaw,” and Little Stasia, a

“control spirit often disposed to pranks.” The scene is literally set as a play with a

stage and curtains, the interactor being the only spectator of this very intimate

representation. The performance of the medium is compared to and is in fact
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staged as a great play in which a male scientific authority judges the nature of the

apparition.

Entitled “A Condensed Hallucination,” Act I 0f the play begins Match 29,

1909, the day on which Liille Stasia takes hold 0f Stanislawa’s body. Little Stasia

tells the somnambulist Stanistawa that she wants her photograph to be taken and

commands the young medium to prepare a photographic apparatus. Having

asked Stanislawa “to get something to cover [her]self,” the photograph is taken,

and Dr. Ochorowicz is reported saying that this is indeed “a mediumistic

adventure.” This picture causes, as Beloifs voice-off teils us, “a sensation in

occuit circles.”

Act Il, entitled “The Current,” occurs April 25, 1909. LiffIe Stasia announces

that she can show Dr. Ochorowicz “something new and prefty.” What she wants

to show him is “invisible light.” This is followed by a description of Stanisawa’s

trance state in whïch she suffers from violent muscle spasms, her body becoming

“red hot,” her hands turning cold. She screams and has to be relieved by the use

of magnetism. Dr. Ochorowicz believes that the event’s authenticity could be

explained by “mechanical rays.”

Act III, entitled “Fluidic Hands,” begins April 4, 1911. The somnambulist

wants a plate to be held in front of her in order to testify to the materiality of the

apparition.32 This demand is followed by the medium screaming “it hurts,” the

interactor understanding that Dt. Ochorowicz is now probing the medium’s

genitals, a “common practice” in order to check for fluids. lndeed, as Steven

Connor has suggested, the function of the female medium’s body “was flot so

much to provide a channel for other entities, as to exemplify a bodily condition of

fluidity and transmissibility as such.” (209) As Dr. Ochorowicz informs us in his

“scientific explanation,” to produce a “mediumistic phenomenon one must have a

certain amount of what Spintualists cail ‘fluid’.” The “play” ends with the

confession that the phenomenon remains “incomprehensible.”

In this QuickTime movie the role of theatrical performance is crucial. Beloif

is the one who performs on the QuickTime stage. She is seen putting on white

gloves and opening the curtains to what is the photographic “proof’ of Littie

Stasia’s material existence. The frame in the movie relates to the theater, but it is
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doubled by the frame of the QuickTime movie on the computer. indeed, “framing”

ç seems to be the most important trope in the movie. The interactor has to deal

with two visual framings, that of the theater and of the QuickTime “stage,” and the

more oppressive “framing” of the scientific context that governs the exchanges

between male subjects and female objects.

What should be underlined is the nature of Belofts performances befote

the camera. These moments were flot rehearsed or “staged”; they were live

performances. Beloif has described them: “I didn’t aiways know what I was going

to do in a QuickTime movie until I actuaiiy set it up and performed in front of the

camera. Frequently I was projecting a film, playing music and performing ail at

the same time, so I couldn’t see what I was doing until after it had happened.”

(288) In Act Il Beloif performs with different objects such as dolls in order to te

represent the manipulation of the female body that is taking place in her

QuickTime movie. While the movie shows the case of Littie Stasia’s apparition,

the interactor sees over this first film a second film in which Beloifs hand is seen

piaying with a doil attached to strings. Beioff manipulates a cut-out representation

of one instance of materialization in which a woman is wearing something that

resembles a white drape, these images being similar to the ones that she uses in

her recent installation that re-stages Eva C.’s performances.

Finally, Beloif accentuates tactility in her movies in order to point out that

the sense of touch played a crucial part in the great phantasmagoria in which

women mediums participated at the time. The touching and “feeling up” of

mediums were a common practice. The materiality of the apparitions being at the

heart of the experts’ proofs, Beloif shows how another material feeling was part of

the experience. She aiso questions the nature of the material proofs put forward

by male experimenters; as images and proofs often seemed fake, Beloif

represents the entire selling as fake mise-en-scène. Destroying the illusion of the

progress 0f knowledge underlying the investigation of female mediums, Beloif

questions in her QuickTime movie the responsibility of those who promoted these

events.

Appropriately, in “Little Stasia” Beloif s voice clearly is theatrical and

satirical. She wants to convey the sense of mystery and suspense at the heart of
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séances. The seriousness that accompanied the representations is taken into

C account and subverted by Beloifs playful humour. The digital artist’s aurai

strategy would conform to what Connor has said of the séance: “for the Victorians

as for us, the meaning of spirituaiism has something essentialiy to do with ïts

irresistible tendency to collapse into comedy.” (2O4-O5) The artist’s elocution is

acceierated and exaggerates the sense of panic and suspense that characterizes

the images. In this QuickTime movie Beloif must change her voice in order to

take on other characters’ and mediums’ voices. Her oral performance borders on

the theatrical itself, doubling the fake theatrical setting of séances she wants to

foreground.

Moreover, when Beloif voices the words of a given medium, say,

Stanisawa, she emphasizes the cries and screams of the young woman. For

example, when the medium screams “it hurts!,” Beloif gives us the impression

that what has taken place has hurt her indeed. In fact, her screams and

exclamations often hurt the interactor’s ears due to their Ioudness and to the

fragility of the computer speakers. Actually, the speakers seem to scream as

much as Beloif herself when they project and amplify her voice! In other words,

Beloif communicates bodily expressions from female medium to herseif to us as

interactors whose ears cannot endure such screams. This transference of

physical sensations is a cunning tour de force in which a dematerialized being,

the medium who is re-shot, communicates sensory data to another human being,

Beloif, who then translates it for us into her theatrical understanding of

mediumistic séances as painful experiments.

“Material Ideoplasticity”

The third movie to be analyzed adds another layer of psychical representation to

this analysis, Beloif using a particular type of photography, spirit photography, to

complement her stagïng of the female mediums discussed in “Liille Stasia.” Tom

Gunning, the well-known film historian who has proposed the concept of the

“cinema of attractions” to analyze early cinema, also discusses mediums but in

the context of spirit photography, that is, photographs in which the viewer can

make out an uncanny shape in the form of a ghost that haunts the photo shoot.
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As photography was thought to be the most reliabte physical proof that something

C was present at the moment the photograph was taken, spirit photography warned

the viewer that there is always something in the picture that the photographer

cannot see. Arguing against the Bazinian ontology of the photographic image as

that which records reality faithfully, Gunning daims that “it was the uncanny ability

of photography ta produce a double of its subject that gave it its unique ontology

as much as its existential link with its original source.” (“Phantom” 43) According

ta Gunning’s account, the photograph is a precursor of Freud’s theory of the

uncanny as revealed in the figure of the double.

Spirït photography would flot have had such an impact were it not for the

presence of Spiritualist mediums. Linked to the varjous scientific discoveries of

the time such as electricity and the telephone, Spiritualists “saw their revelation

as fundamentally modem, casting out the outmoded Calvinist beliefs in original

sin and heilfire damnation, they welcomed evidence that their new revelation of

the afterlife could be established ‘scientifically.” (Gunning, “Phantom” 47) 0f

course, spitit photographers claimed that they did not know how those ghostly

figures made their way into their pictures.

Relying on Braude’s account of American Spiritualism, Gunning argues

that spirit photography was an artistic practice that we have ta relate to the

flowering spïrit cabinets and their performers. These cabinets were meant to

erase the physical presence of the medium; this was the first step in the

refashioning of the rote of the medium. tndeed, it seems that a contradiction is at

the core of the use of women mediums. On the one hand, the Spirituatist

movement wanted women to be emancipated; on the other, the female medium

was left in the dark in its passive role as the host of a spirit. However, Gunning

argues that the female medium was passive but in a dynamic way: “She was

receptive, sensitive, a vehicle — a medium — by which manifestation appeared.”

(“Phantom” 52; emphasis in original) Nevertheless, as would be the case with

Charcot’s hysterics, women mediums became performers who had ta be

scrutinized and explained by male authorities.

“Material ldeoplasticity” foreshadows Beloifs current interest in the case of

female medium Eva C., Beloifs work-in-progress being an installation based
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upon Eva C.’s materializations, as described in Baron von Schrenck-Notzing’s

C long case study of Eva. Belofts “case study” of Eva is a personal reconstruction

because, as the artist states herseif, in the absence of male authorîties on the

subject she ïs forced “to rely upon her memory” to re-create the materializations

of Marthe Béraud (Eva C.). lnterestingly, the voice-off points out that they will be

played by actress Eva C. The artist thus foregrounds the eluding nature and

subjective quality of the reconstruction of historical evidence and the performative

aspects of this reconstruction.

Eva C. was a French medium who became famous because she could

make ghosts materialize (fig. 4, p.231). Her case is weIl known due to Eva’s

capacity to produce a whitish substance called “ectopiasm” that wouid pour out of

her orifices. Many witnesses and scientists tried to photograph or film her

performances, but, as Karen Beckman has noted: “being themselves ghostly

media of light and shadow, photography and film ultimately serve in these

spiritualist testimonies as further sites of ontological anxiety.” (14) What Eva’s

case seems to stage is the paradox of materiality itself: a female medium

produces a liquid substance that perplexes the observers, and the material

inscription of these performances and apparitions cannot be trusted due to the

ontological uncertainty surrounding the media, photography and the cinema.

Moreover, spirit photography often featured the uncanny presence of ghostly

figures, thus producing their own uncanny moments in which the materiality of the

collective dream life cf technology would be questioned. Finally, as Beckman

points out, it is the female body in ail its excesses “that science and visual

technology work so tirelessly to expose both physically and photographically.”

(79)

It is in this cultural context that the movie’s eerie atmosphere is to be

understood. The interactor flrst sees the word “Kabinett,” this location referring to

the space of investigation designed by Schrenck-Notzing to inquire into the

matter 0f female mediumship. Noteworthy here again is the presence of Beloffs

hands that show cut-out figures of various famous characters before the images,

images supposedly proving Eva’s power to conjure up ghosts and spirits.
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The performance of the hands over the filmic images is meant to add a

C layer of signification to the one aiready present in the medical subtext (Eva’s case

study reported in Schrenck-Notzing’s book) and in the filmic subtext (sequences

from early pornographic films). Here again Beloffs input concerns the addition of

performative moments. In this movie the performances at séances dialogue with

the performances in stag films. Moreover, the performance of the interactor who

navigates between these performance-images and deciphers the various layers

of textual and visual meaning must flot be underestimated. It is she who must

reflect on the use of varlous performances and who has to evaluate Beloffs

achievement, for the addition of performance implies various discourses on the

female body and on its physiàal and visual (mis)treatment that cannot be put on

the same stage without preliminary explanations.

In the QuickTime movie the voice-off proceeds to describe the séances.

Eva C. was undressed and examined by the Baron. She was then Ied into a room

where another woman and Beloifs persona were waiting for her in “the so-called

Kabinett.” The woman put her into a trance, and what followed wete bellowing,

moaning, and various other noises. The “mediumistic labour pains,” as the voice

off describes them, leU to a materialization that took the form of ectoplasm, an

uncanny substance that oozed from Eva’s orifices. Photographs were then taken

to archive such “materializations.” Ihe high point of these experiments is reached

February 23, 1919, when a photograph of a ghost surrounded by naked mediums

is taken. In subsequent séances, phantom faces resembling the pictures of

various celebrities were explained as “ideoplastic reproductions.” Eva became

associated with an “uncanny photo malle” which “divested images from her

orifices.”

In “Material ldeopIasticity,” Beloifs aurai commentary is delightful. She

opens her description of what will take place and “deplores” the absence of Baron

von Schrenck-Notzing and Dr. Charles Richet to help her reteil the case study.

The interactor soon realizes that what is taking place is no reg ular medicai check

up. Eva is to be undressed and examined, and Beloifs words try to convey the

feeling that what is taking place is absolutely normal, that is, for the “scientific”

authorities present at the time. Beloffs persona tells the interactor that she was
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with the Baron and Madame Bisson. Therefore, it is as witness and time

traveiier35 that the bonimenteuse acts. Beloif seems to be playing orally with

documentary and fictional footage in order to recreate the naive environment in

which those meetings occurred. The oral performance even telis us that the

materializations were perceived as supernatural events which no one seemed to

question.

The voice-off in this QuickTime movie teils the story 0f Eva C. However,

the images we see are flot direct reproductions of what the voice describes. For

example, Beloif uses an early pornographic movie when she cornes to Eva’s

undressing and examination. The stag film serves as the visuai foundation onto

which Beloif places various cut-out faces and figures, pointing to the fake

appearance 0f those images. In her account 0f the case 0f Eva C., Beckman has

astutely suggested that, in the end, “The séance is haunted not by deceased

loved ones but by the specters of lesbianism and masturbation as well as by the

desire 0f the doctors obsessively to ‘manhandie’ the trappings of femininity.” (80)

Beloifs juxtaposition 0f an early pornographic movïe and cartoon-like faces would

imply a certain resemblance between Eva C.’s actions and “passivity” and the

performances 0f the female actresses. However, can the interactor really equai

the ‘work” of willing actresses with Eva C.’s “scientific” examination 0f her

genitals?

One of the points that I have implicitly emphasized in this section is that

spirit photography, ghost shows, early cinema aesthetics, and stage performance

survive in the digital media in a way that few commentators have acknowledged.

Going beyond the often structural and technological concerns of most studies that

concern the manner in which one medium remediates the preceding one in some

form of “cannibalism,” I want to stress that what is taking place in the remediation

0f a medium does not only concern the material components of a given medium

but also the embodied agency of the spectators, and the often unconscious and

imaginary strata that are passed on from one medium to the next in various aurai

and visual phantasmagorias.

One can see that it is in the role 0f “medium” that photography and women

come together in what is certainly not an innocent association. Charcot’s
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objective medium that records reality is coupled with the sensitive body that

C records and channels another experience through a voice that cornes frorn the

unconscious or the dead. As in the case of spirit photography in which the

camera captured phenomena invisible to the human eye, the female body was

invested by those very spirits that were in photographs. Whereas in the pictures

they demanded to be seen, women rnediums would allow thern to be heard. The

woman’s body became the site of an aurai and visual invasion. As a coda to this

analysis of “mediumistic movies,” let us look at a movie that may be seen as a

summary of Beloifs visual practice in terrns of revisiting the discourses on

hysteria and female mediums.

“Magnetic Passion”

I conciude this section with the analysis of one of the most complex QuickTime

movies on the CD-ROM. In this movie the task of the interactor is quite difficult in

terms of mental, visual, and aurai analysis. First, there is a double visual diegesis

and three soundtracks: the two filmïc narratives concern an early movie entitled

The Somnambulist, and the other shows the supenmposed images of Beloif

pointing to certain moments or characters in this early film. The first soundtrack

features Beloif teading a passage that describes Janet’s methods, and the

second is the music of Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande. The third soundtrack is

the dialogue that takes place between Golaud and Mélisande in the first act of the

opera. Let us see how these five layers of meaning function together in the

QuickTime movie.

In “Magnetic Passion” Beloif relocates an early film that dramatically

rehearses what she wants to portray as passion between doctors and female

patients. In the movie that she uses, a medium-long shot presents a woman

dressed in white who goes into a room. Carrying a taper, the woman is seen in

medium shot crossing to the other side of this room which turns out to lead to the

higher portion of a wall. Being in a somnambulist and hallucinatory state, the

woman does not see that she might fail off the walI. The tragic fali does occur,

C and two men, a police officer and an unidentified gentleman, arrive on the scene

to eventually carry the body offscreen. The image cuts to the woman lying on a
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bed. Soon the blurry image of a soul with angel wings can be glimpsed leaving

C the dead body.

The short film The Somnambulist accentuates Beloff’s interest in female

mediumship, as seen in “Léonie.” The use of this early movie taises the question

of female agency and autonomy, an issue at the heart of Beloifs re-reading of

medical history in terms of hysteria and female mediumship. Moreover, the

musical subtext is interesting: Beloif recycles the Mélisande character (from

Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande) who embodies an archetypal woman under the

burden of patriarchai reign, and this points to other mediums who felt threatened

by the presence of unknown men. Mélisande fears the touch of men and enacts a

docile femaie subject reminiscent of Charcot’s hysterics and Janet’s case studies.

BeIoffs performance in the movie enters in dialogue with the soundtrack which is

taken from the first act 0f Debussy’s opera (whose libretto is based upon Maurice

Maeteriink’s play of the same name), and she uses Mélisande’s fear of one man

to express the distress of other women (mediums) who may have not been abie

to speak in the past.

In this QuickTime movie Beloifs performance is one of the most interesting

on the CD-ROM. The artist opens the movie with the circular manipulation of a

transparent ribbon on which we can read: “‘Le magnétiseur amoureux’ or

‘Attitudes passionnelles.” The ribbon turns around a plate on which a lit candie is

seen in close-up. As we know, the carrying of the candie is taken up by the

actress in the eariy movie. Reacting to Mélisande’s admonition “Ne me touchez

pas!,” Beloifs persona does touch the image of the somnambulist woman of the

early film (in the movie we do flot see the attist’s body but only her hand and

forearm). Beloif s hand manipulates something that actually resembles a paint

brush, a conductor’s baton or a stick. She touches the female body with it, the

woman’s response being that she does flot want to be touched. Beloif repeats a

familiar scenario in which a male medical authority would touch, manipulate, and

force a woman into a somnambulist state or trance via various acts of touching

and feeling. As women may not have wanted to express their disgust at such

procedures, Beloif g ives them a voice via Mélisande’s.
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In “Magnetic Passion,” Beloif s voice îs difficuit to hear due to the use of

Debussy’s opera on the soundtrack. Nevertheless, the interactor can perceive the

description of the manner in which a woman can be put to sleep. She reminds the

interactor of Janet’s techniques and soon lets the opera supplant her voice-over

narration. In this movie Beloif is heard at the beginning to guide the interactor, but

it seems that Debussy’s opera is more important in the dialogue that it entets with

the images of Beloifs performance and with the early film. As music would help

the cinema gain narration and force emotions on spectators, BeloWs relyïng on

the operatic repertoire recalis how in early cinema literary adaptations and works

from the theater were called on to help legitimize an art form in need of bourgeois

support. In other words, letting Debussy’s music and Maeterlink’s words comment

on the early film The Somnambulist and her performance as actress does flot

correspond to her oral performance in other movies.

The USO of the early movie, The Somnambulist, and of Debussy’s

Mélisande is particularly apt to convey the psychological fear women experienced

at the time. The forced manipulation and touching of the women whom Beloif te-

stages is what testifies to her feminist rewriting of medical history. At the center of

this experience lies the integration of women’s bodies into the image to re

appropriate the narratives and techniques used by men and to show how they

were based upon fantasies, fake settings and procedures, and falsified evidence.

As Sobchack mentions in her analysis of QuickTime movies, the aesthetics

of such films is both oneiric and uncanny. Beloifs performance-images certainly

conform to this definition: her dream life of technology could be seen as a dream

state in which the interactor is allowed to relive the desires that animated a

certain quest for knowledge and to participate in this counter-hegemonic rewriting

of medical history. The uncanny mixture of female agency, technology, and

resurrection, that is, woman and machine, woman as machine, at least in the

work of Edison, Charcot, Freud, Janet, Villiers, and Roussel, certainly points to

the manner in which various discourses contribute to shape Beloff’s philosophical

toys, instruments that are haunted by female mediumship, hysteria, and spirit

photography. The QuickTime movies analyzed above are among the most

representative of the discourses that contribute to create both an uncanny
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sentiment of déjà vu and an oneiric state that represent nineteenth century’s most

C repressed male desires.37

The performance of roles clearly is one of Beloifs major tricks to make us

enter a dream life in which the female body is in trance or in a hysterical state. As

in the QuickTime movies in which female mediums feature, women are portrayed

as actresses who enact a particular behaviour that doctors or male authorities

wanted them to repeat over and over again for théir viewing pleasure and that of

their public. The hysteric and the female medium both satisfy man’s desire to feel

the body of the medium that they are using to connect with the dead or to

advance medical knowledge. Beloif uses her “actors” to show how women were

appropriated by fiimmakers, doctors, and scientists in a vast phantasmagoria that

was not based upon an objective endeavour.

How are we to analyze Beloffs movies? We are faced with various

performances, manipulations, roles, and images that constantly remind U5 of the

cinema but that adds something that we cannot seem to understand. One aspect

of the movies analyzed here is that they show a volatile concept of performance.

In the movies that represent female mediums, the virtual space must be analyzed

in terms that contribute to revisit a performance theory that has long been

associated with male pleasure, domination, and manipuIation.

In Beloffs digital practice, live performance is flot what we see when we

watch the movies, but it is certainly a live performance that occurred at the time of

the shooting. As Beloif has pointed out, she did not know what roles she would

be adopting before activating the camera. Her performances and the music that

she plays to represent her case studies are spontaneous reactions to the images;

they were not scripted. On the CD-ROM the live body in performance is in one

space at one time, but it relives every time ït is played in the spectral dance of

presence and absence.

The performances that are revived when the interactor watches them in a

QuickTime environment are ones that put the female body into a constant state of

waiting and deferral; in fact, Beloifs performance-images paradoxically replay the

scenarios that Charcot and other male authorities scripted more than a century

ago. In the digital age, however, they are re-envisioned by a woman artist who
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tries to bring back to life the socio-cultural context in which they took shape in

ordet to disclose its artificiality, theatricality, and misogyny.

Women’s Voices: The Digital Bonimenteuse and Mediums

As mentioned in this chapter, BeloWs use of early flim footage îs flot the only way

ïn which she revisits and recycles this moment in the history of the cinema.

lndeed, Beloff’s performance as commentator on her CD-ROM reminds one of

the film lecturer who would comment on the images and allow the spectator a

beller comprehension of what took place on screen. On the CD-ROM Beloif takes

up the role of film lecturer, and she complements it with insights, humour, and

satire. In other words, her voice acts as much as her bodily actions do. First, I

examine the performance of the bonimenteur in early cinema. This is followed by

the assessment of BeloWs voice vis-à-vis standard feminist interpretations of the

voice in the cinema.

Perhaps the best way to understand Beloffs use of voice on her CD-ROM is to

compare it to the use of voice in early cinema. As many scholars have reminded

us, the cinema was neyer suent insofar as there was flot only musïc but also

voices in the movie theater. One of these voices belonged to the bonimenteur,

known in English as the film lecturer, lecturer, or explainer. The bonimenteur

would introduce the film, provide information during the film, or translate whatever

information the audience would not be able to understand.39 The work of André

Gaudreault and Germain Lacasse has paved the way for further studies of the

bonimenteuî’s role and performances in early cinema.4°

Gaudreault points out that the lecturer’s words would serve to embed a

certain diegesis in the spectacle that early cinema offered. Based upon the

traditions of the magic lantern and the theater, the cinema needed certain

commentaries to bridge the gap between the spectacle derived from magic

Iantern shows and the action on screen. Actually, as early film began to include

more than one shot and setting, the need to explain what was happening on

screen became eminent. Two possibilities were envisaged: “... confier à la voix

narrative du bonimenteur la direction du récit ou, alors, avoir recours aux
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intertitres qui, incidemment, font leur apparition vers 1903.” (150) Gaudreault has

described this phenomenon as a “véritable ressurgence du bonimenteur.” (153)

Coming to haunt the cinema as the voice that will flot rest in peace, the voice-off

and the voice-over are an integrated form of oral commentary in the film that the

“sound revolution” allowed.

Lacasse’s account of the bonimenteur emphasizes an aspect that

Gaudreault implicitly mentions: the Iecturer’s work is based in performance.

Drawing on the work of Rick Altman and Paul Zumthor, Lacasse analyzes world

wide instances of boniment as performances. Digital performances joining oralïty,

the wriften word, and film space, the work of Beloif as bonimenteuse features an

artistic experience that relates to the spontaneous and wifty work 0f early

cinema’s lecturers. The almost theatrical moments that the bonimenteur would

perform in the context of a screening calis for a dialogic understanding of this

type of performance. Indeed, according to Lacasse41, the bonimenteu?s

performance is echoed in the performance of the apparatus itself. In fact, the film

historian argues that the bonimenteur’s performance “pourrait avoir intégré

l’attraction dans une pratique narrative, organisant ainsi le passage d’un média à

un autre, assurant la transition de la performance orale à la performance audio

visuelle.” (132) Similarly, Beloifs performances and QuickTime technology

provoke such dialogic moments of repetition and citation between body and

image. But what happens when the bonimenteuse is working with a literary

adaptation, as is the case with Beloif? What kind of performance takes place

between the literary work, the oral performance, and the fragile corporeal

presence that QuickTime technology allows?

The collective and local experience and moments of celebration that

performance entails have nothing to do with the private viewing of a film at home

or the solitary experience that the CD-ROM proposes. Yet aren’t we facing “une

résurgence de la tradition orale dans le monde audio-visuel” (Lacasse 21) when

we hear Beloifs oral performances on her CD-ROM? Facing the cinema’s

apparent abandonment of orality in the 191 Os and the resurgence of orality with

the coming of the voice-over, is it farfetched to daim that it is possible for sound

to take another form in the digital environment? Should we be surprised when we
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hear and see Beloif combining both types of bonimenteur, that is, the learned

C lecturer who delivers scholarly-iike information about the film and the more playful

performer who would try to entertain with jokes and wifty remarks? The manner in

which the bonimenteur adapted himself to the audience and to the film cails to

mmd, in the context of digital media, what Zumthor says of the cinema, that is, its

derivation ftom “la tradition de la parole performée.” (“Geste” 75)42 The CD-ROM

may flot derive entirely ftom “performed speech,” but the function of voice in this

digital media is underestimated and clearly driven by performance.

Beloifs voice, in the form of commentaries on the action shown on screen,

contributes to make the digital experience more interesting. Dissimilar to the

manner in which the female voice in the cinema is associated with certain

fantasies of dematerialization and with the threatening female body, in Beloifs

digital world her voice functions as a critical tool to re-embody women’s

experiences. The resuscitation of voices enacted in Roussel’s novel is one 0f the

central tropes that Beloif has used on her CD-ROM. The macabre spectacle of

voices that corne from the dead to haunt our collective account of hysteria and

mediumship is questioned, adopted, and rehabilitated by Beloif. Her playful

approach to digital art satirizes male propositions, acts, and endeavours. Beloffs

de-constructs a plethora of visual memories, but various sounds and her voice

add a physiological dimension to her commentary that borders on the visceral.

lndeed, one should not underestimate the grain of Beloifs voice that reveals a

material side to her oral performance. Her unique voice and screams activate

anxiety in the interactor’s mmd and body, and her voice seems to take material

shape in the interactor’s memory. Moreover, the musïc that she plays to

accompany or illustrate the movies dialogues with the images and accentuates

the manner in which memory also functions by aurai stimuli.

A feminist reappraisai of the voice in the analysis of performance in

Beyond must address Beloif s use of the voice to comment on, narrate, and

critique the manipulation of the female body in séances replayed for the

interactor. Even though Janet Beizer has suggested that female bodies were for

Charcot the equivalent of dummies through which ventriloquists talk43, and that

representations of hysteria have been likened to moments in whïch women
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bodies are taken over by voices that do flot belong to their own bodies, what

C seems to be lacking in standard feminist accounts of the female voice in early

cinema is the performative dimension ofthe voice in feminist films and art.

A reassessment of Mary Ann Doane’s and Kaja Silverman’s discussions of

the voice should involve an account of the female voice in non-Hollywoodian films

or in digital arts. Moreover, as is the case with Beloifs work, it could consider the

female voice in the tradition of the uparole parlée” that Zumthor has mentioned.

What about the female voice in performance? Does it reproduce threats of

disembodiment? Beloifs “mediumistic movies” depict the artist as the survival of

the bonimenteuse in the digital era, for in these films she takes part actively in the

visual narration and displays a great deal of show(wo)manship.

While Beloifs voice constantly conjures up the dead to hear its voïce, this

very same voice resists the disembodiment characteristic of death. Indeed, the

medium whose voice comments on the images cannot be seen. However, we

know that it is Beloifs voice that we hear commenting on the narrative that the

QuickTime movies use. Actually, the interactor even has to cope with an uncanny

sight: sometimes she sees Beloffs body perform in the movie and hears her

voice without seeing it emanate from her body. In other words, Beloif inscribes

the materiality inherent in performance art in a space that is absorbed by a

seemingly disembodied voice.

Describing the female voice in the cinema, Silverman has said that “What

is demanded from woman ... is involuntary sound, sound that escapes her own

understanding, testifying only to the artistry of a superior force.” (Acoustic 77)

Silverman’s description reminds one of the manner in which the female voices in

séances and at Charcot’s Salpêtrière were put on the spot to perform for

audiences. Beloif replays and repeats the performances in which female bodies

were staged as sites of involuntary words and screams. However, she inscribes

her practice in that of the bonimenteuse’s performances.

Beloifs role as bonimenteuse largely departs from that of her male

counterparts in early film showings. First, she revisits literary works without

addressing their plots. Moreover, the collective oral world charactenstic of early

cinema becomes a localized and specialized form of commentary in which
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medical knowledge is supplemented by subjective and playful remarks. Beloifs

public being a differed audience of one in most cases, she cannot react to the

spectator’s applauds and laughter. Her oral performances are spontaneous

moments that were recorded on one occasion and that calI to mmd the

performances explored in this chapter.

In fact, it is as a spectral medium that Beloif performs, thus becoming

another sort of medium in the tradition of Villiers’s Hadaly. What Lacasse has

said of the film lecturer charactenzes perfectly Beloifs entire project: “Le

bonimenteur est ici le médium, c’est-à-dire le shaman près de l’écran: il peut

convoquer ces spectres pour effrayer l’auditoire, mais il peut tout aussi bien

hypnotiser le public pour feindre de chasser les fantômes.”45 The ghosts that

Beloif conjures up are meant to haunt our collective interpretation of nineteenth

century technology and the problematic role that women played in its

development. Recalling filmmaker Raûl Ruiz’s plea for a shamanic (chamânico)

cinema, Beloifs digital performance is a mediumistic instance of a film practice

caught between past and future moments — a practice that mediates between the

dead and the living in order to constantly resurrect the phantoms of the

deceased.47 Even though the reproduction of sound and voice is at the heart of

Villiers’s and Roussel’s novels, of Edison’s gramophone, and of female mediums’

voicing of the dead, the bodies from which these oral emissions emanate have

neyer ceased to perform from one medium to the next, from Hadaly to Beloff.

Notes

‘Beloffis use ofphilosophical toys” recalis Baudelaire’s essay “The Philosophy of Toys” [“La morale du
joujou,” L ‘art romantique, 1868] in which the poet says “Is flot the whole oflife to be found there in
miniature, and in forms far more colourful, pristine and polished than the real thing?” Essavs on Dotis
(London: Syrens, 1994) 16. In this quotation Baudelaire foresees Viltiers’s Edison’s thesis that a
mechanical woman and voice are more interesting than real ones, and it could also be compared to
QuickTime movies’ miniature frame being somewhat more interesting than cinema’s high quality image
because it forces the uncanny retum to cinema’s origins. For more on Baudelaire’s “philosophical toy,” see
Daniel Tiffany, Toy Medium: Materialism and Modem Lyric (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press,
2000) pp.72-’74.
2 for a longer description of the installation, see “Zoe Beloff: The Influencing Machine ofMiss NataÏjja A.,”
future Cinema: The Cinematic Imageiy after film, ed., Jeffrey Shaw and Peter Weibel
(Kartsruhe/Cambridge, MA: ZKM/MIT Press, 2003) 448-449.

For the original case study ofEva C.’s “mysterious” powers, see A. Freiherrn von Schrenck-Notzing,
Materialisationsphànomene. fin Beitrag zur Erforschung der mediumistichen Teleplastie (Miinchen: Ernst
Reinhardt, 1923) pp.50-329.
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‘ for more information about Beloff s digital projects, visit ber web site at <http://www.zoebeloff.com>.
Tbe reader wilI be able to purchase a copy of Beyond via the artist’s web site at

<hffp://www.zoebeloffcomlcdrom.html>.
6 for a good presentation ofBeloffs CD-ROM, see Steven Shaviro, “future Past: Zoe BetoWs Beyond,”
Artbyte 1.3 (199$): 17-1$. For other reviews ofBeyondand Beloff s work in general, see the artist’s web
site at <http://www.zoebeloff.com/pages/resume.html>.

For Derrida’s most extensive musings on the cinema, see bis essay “Lettres sur un aveugle. Punctun
caecum,” Tourner les mots: au bord d’unfilm (Paris: Gaulée, 2000) pp.71-l26. Mention should be made of
Derrida’s own performances in two films, D ‘ailleurs, Derrida (dir. Safaa Fahty, 2000) and Derrida (dir.
Kirby Dick and Arny Ziering Kofflian, 2002), which dernonstrate, performatively we might add, his
ambiguous interest in the medium.
8 for another “comparative” project that looks at the panorama but in its cinematic development from
panoramic to IMAX cinema, see Emmanuelle Michaux, Dupanoramapictural au cinéma circulaire:
origines et histoire d’un autre cinéma 1785-1998 (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1999).

The resurgence of performance in various contemporaiy films such as Lars von Trier’s Dancer in the
Dark or Zhang Yang’s Quitting [ZuotianJ remains understudied. Jndeed, film criticism seems reluctant to
engage cinema as the site of performance. However, a filmic movement such as Dogma 95 (and its
followers) places performance at the heart of its Manifesto. Using Mike Figgis’s Time Code as a case in
point, I explore the links between contemporary cinema, performance, and digital technologies in “Digital
Technologies and the Poetics of Performance,” New Punk Cinema, ed., Nicolas Rombes (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 2005) 102-112.
‘° Beloffhas elaborated on this description: “I went to the iibrary and ordered filin prints of ail the movies I
used. I make my Quicktimes by rephotographing the 1 6mm film prints with the QuickCam.” Zoe Beloff e-
mail message to the author, March 29, 2004.

Beloff s artistic practice certainly points to a politics ofhistory and memory, a politics that is best
understood from the point ofview ofBenjamin’s own politics ofmemory. She has stated her indebtedness
to Benjamin’s philosophy of history and has commented on Benjamin in a way that recatis her own artistic
endeavour: “Benjamin wished, through exarnining the past, to make the rnechanisms ofour own delusions,
or own dream state, clear to us. He aimed to do this, not through examining the big events ofhistory, but
through examining its scraps and remains” (289). Rehearsing the nineteenth-century phantasmagorias via
digital tools, on ber CD-ROM Belofffashions a concept ofhistory that echoes Benjamin’s. She says: “I was
flot interested in being literai or illustrative, but instead in letting the past breathe through small discarded
objects. for example in Beyondthe ‘dead’ are represented by fragments of borne movies from the 1920s to
1940 found at flea markets, as well as early film footage from the Library of Congress Paper Print
collection.” (290)
12 AIl quotations in this chapter are from Viliiers de I’Isle-Adam, L’Evefuture (Paris: Gallimard, 1993), and
from Raymond Rousse!, Locus solus (Paris: Gallimard, 1963).
13 Arnong others, sec Lisa Giteiman, Scripts, Grooves and Writing Machines: Representing Technotogy in
the Edison Era (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999); Jeffiey Sconce, Haunted Media: Etectronic
Presencefrom Telegraphy to Television (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000); Gaby Wood, Edison s
Eve: A Magical Histoîy ofthe Questfor Mechanical Ljfe (New York: Knopf, 2002); Jonathan Sterne, The
Audible Past: Culturat Origins ofSound Reproduction (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003); Karen
Beckman, Vanishing Women: Magie, film, and Feminism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003); and
Lauren Rabinovitz and Abraham Geil, eds., Memoty Bytes: History, Technology and Digital Media
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2004).
14 Sec Raymond Bellour, “Ideal Hadaly,” Camera Obscura 15 (1986): 111-133, and Annette Michelson,
“On the Eve ofthe future: The Reasonable Facsimile and the Phiiosophicai Toy,” October 29 (1984): 3-20.
15 For a concise summary ofthe issues raised in Villiers’s novel, sec Rosi Braidoffi, Metamorphoses:
Towards a Materiatist Theoiy ofBecoming (Cambridge: Polity, 2002) pp.2! 9-220. Needless to say that
Braidotti pays attention to the character of Hadaly from a feminist point of view that accentuates the
nineteenth century’s confiation of femininity, womanhood, and technology.
16 Sec Friedrich Kittier, Gramophone Film, Typewriter, trans. Geoffrey Winthrop-Young and Michael
Wutz (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), and Lisa Gitelman, Scripts, Grooves, and Writing
Machines: Representing Technotogy in the Edison Era (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999).
17 This brief plot summary cannot do justice to the iiterary Edison’s metaphysicai project. As Gaby Wood
lias noted, Edison’s project to play God is shot through with the idea ofvanquishing death. She writes:
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“Edison’s very project is an attempt to defy death ... because in creating an unchanging being, Time, or the
march towards death is overcome.” (137). In fact, not only Villiers’s Edison’s but also the “real” Edison’s
endeavour was to capture the voice ofthe living in order for it to be heard in the future. Edison’s project
was only one ofmany fin-de-siècle journeys to produce, reproduce, and to artificially create tife by
technological tricks. Spfrit photography, magie lantem shows, Méiiès’s trick films, and other cultural
productions participated in a vast phantasmagoria meant to rehearse and overcome the deepest fear of ail,
death.
The only problem, or so it seems, is that overcoming death was linked to the manipulation ofthe female
body. Afler ail, why did diverse figures such as Villiers, Muybridge, Méliès, E.T.A. Hoffmann, among
others, use women to represent their fear ofdeath? Why were women transformed into philosophical toys,
ta&ing dolis, or androids? Is not there a special agenda hidden behind those choices, one that relates to
Victorian man’s confiation ofdeath with bis fear ofwomen’s emerging intellectual and sexual agency?
‘ For a recent account ofthese early cinematic experiments, see Mary Ann Doane, The Emergence of
Cinematic Time: Modernity, Contingency, the Archive (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002).
19 Many scholars have argued that the phonograph is the central medium in Villiers’s nove!. As mentioned
earlier, I would object to this interpretation and argue that what is at the heart ofthe novel is a technology of
inscription that is based on the phonograph but that extends from aphysical inscription in the case of
recording to a symbolic inscription as far as the scientific discourse is concerned. Indeed, the novel is
imbued with different inscriptions that tend to become symbolic when the female body in performance is
concerned.
20 See Riionda K. Garelick, “Material Girls: Dance, Decadence, and the Roboties ofPleasure in L ‘Eve
future,” Nineteenth-Centwy French Studies 21.3-4 (1993): 461-478.
21 for example, Sterne mentions that “Early public performances oftelephones and phonographs
emphasized their novelty [...J Later performances ... sought to erase the medium” (261). Sterne’ s remark
recalls Boiter and Grusin ‘s concept of “immediacy.” See their Remediation: Understanding New Media.
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999) pp. 21-3 1.
22 Interestingly, Wood also mentions embalming in her discussion ofEdison: “He [Edison] was the creator

ofsomething that would outlive human beings, something that could capture them, as it were, that could
‘embalm’ thefr voices and remain immortal.” (130).
23 See Pierre Janet, De Ï ‘angoisse à Ï ‘extase: études sur les croyances et les sentiments (Paris: Société
Pierre Janet, 1975) pp.l 15-119; Miche! Leiris, Raymond Rousse! & Co (Saint-Clément-la-Rivière: Fata
Morgana, 1998); Alain Robbe-Grillet, “Enigmes et transparence chez Raymond Roussel,” Pour un nouveau
roman (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1961) 70-76; and Miche! Foucault, Raymond Roussel (Paris: Gallimard,
1963).
24 For an analysis of Roussel’s possible indebtedness to another form of entertaiiiment, early cinema, see
Kenji Kitayama, “Raymond Roussel et le cinéma des origines,”RaymondRousset 1(2001): 183-206.
25 “Cette recherche, nous l’avons dit, est purement formelle.” “Enigmes et transparence chez Raymond
Roussel,” Pour un nouveau roman (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1961) 74.
26 Vivian Sobchack, “Nostalgia fora Digital Object: Regrets on the Quickening of QuickTime,” Memoiy
Bytes: Histoiy, TechnoÏogy and Digital Media, ed., Lauren Rabinovitz and Abraham Geil (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2004) 305-329.
27 Sobchack rightftully mentions the brothers Quay and Jan Svankmajer as prominent examples of
animators. In the context ofthis dissertation, I would emphasize that several, and arguably the most
interesting, oftheir animations are adaptations of literaiy works. The brothers Quay’s Street ofCrocodiles is
based upon Brnno Schulz’s short story “Ulica krokodyli” and their fascinating feature length movie,
Institute Benjamenta, is based upon Robert Walser’s novel Jakob von Gunten. Similarly, Svankmajer’s
most interesting projects, The fall ofthe House of Ushei A lice, and Faust, are adaptations. I mention these
facts in order to point to the underestimated amount of literary recycling there is in the field of Western
animation. Similar remarks could be made conceming adaptations of graphie novels. Adaptation studies
scholars will have to address animations and graphie novels as very interesting sources of potentiat studies.
28 If Beloff’s daim that her CD-ROM renders a fin-de-siècle “dream life of teehnology” is to be taken
seriously, one will have to inqufre into the manner in which the female body was appropriated by early
filmmakers like Muybridge and Méliès and by the founder ofpsyehoanalysis, Freud. As Linda Williams has
claimed: “The parallels and coineidences ofthe invention ofboth cinema and psychoanalysis are thus of
interest as mutually reinforcing discourses of sexuality producing particular forms ofknowledge and
pleasure.” Hardcore: Power PÏeasure and the “Frenzy ofthe Visible” (Berkeley: University of California
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Press, 1999) 46. lndeed, it will be of interest to show how the cinema is invested by an oneiric life ofits
own, and how the potentialities ofthe digital medium that Beloff uses, the CD-ROM, can complement the
already abundant studies of female hysteria.
29 Alan Gauld, “Notes on the Career ofthe Somnambule Léonie,” Journal ofthe Societyfor Psychical
Research. 61.844 (JuIy 1996): 141-15 1.
30 Beloff bas explained these visual sources: “The young girl on the bed is a shot I did from my film A Trip
to the Land ofKnowÏedge - the girls on the bed is from LoC.” Zoe Beloff, email message to the author,
March 29, 2004.
31 Sconce’s analysis offemale mediums looks at the almost simultaneous emergence ofanother intriguing
medium, telegraphy, and the interrelations between the two “phenomena.”
32 Friedrich KiUler bas commented on the function ofsuch plates: “photographic plates ... ftimished
reproductions ofghosts or specters, whose black-and-white fuzziness only served to underscore the promise
ofresemblance.” (12).

Coimor even serves a warning to scholars who would take Spiritualism too seriously: “The recent
dignification ofspiritualism as a subject ofserious enquùy by cultural historians risks distorting its subject
in so far as it allows one to forget, or, as it were, forget to take seriously, the shrieking silliness ofthe whole
business. Seeing spiritualism steadily and seeing it whole means recognizing its entanglement with facticity,
fraudulence and farce.” “The Machine in the Ghost: Spfritualism, Technology and the ‘Direct Voice,”
Ghosts: Deconstruction Psychoanatysis, Histoiy, ed., Peter Buse and Andrew Stott (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 1999) 205. Connor’s remarks could well serve as the interpretation ofBeloffls very attitude to
Spiritualism.

Even before Spfritualist photography, another form ofvisual entertainment was raging on, one that is
often overlooked in studies ofthe uncanny and visual technologies. The spectacle ofSpiritualism has its
roots in magie theaters and illusion shows. h fact, it is in the magie lantem ghost shows ofthe early 1$OOs
that spirit photography finds its double, so to speak. In the wake ofGothic literature, audiences seemed to
crave this new visual experience ofthe uncanny that was flot related to reading but to visuality. X. Theodore
Barber notes: “[The Phantasmagoria show] also played on people’s anxieties about death and the afterlife;
in this regard it can be seen as a predecessor to the Spfritualist séance, which was to become a common
fonn of American religious performance in the second half of the nineteenth century.” “Phantasmagorical
Wonders: The Magie Lantem Ghost Show in Nineteenth-Century America,” Film Histoiy 3 (1989): 7$.
However, as Barber mentions, the difference between Spfritualist séances and ghost shows was that the
former strove to trick people into believing in ghosts whereas the latter stressed that its performance was
meant to show that ghosts did not exist and that they can be staged.
Moreover, one cannot but notice how magie lantem ghost shows and phantasmagorias were multimedia
events avant la lettre. Indeed, those shows presented the viewer with music, the voice of a narrator, and
visuals of ail sorts. Early cinema was flot far ahead, and the presence ofghosts, skeletons, and other
apparitions in trick films testi1y to the importance ofthe magie tradition in the deveiopment ofthe cinema.
Barber concludes on a note that recalls the theoretical approach put forward in this dissertation: “With
horror films later taking up these same techniques and motifs [superimpositions, rear projections, spectres,
etc.] the Phantasmagoria could be said to survive, but in a new fonn, to the present day.” (85)

For an examination ofcinema as time travel, see Siegfried Zielinski, “Backwards to the Future: Outline
for an Investigation ofthe Cinema as a Time Machine,” future Cinema: The Cinematic Imageiy after Film,
cd., Jeffrey Shaw and Peter Weibel (Karlsruhe/Cambridge, MA: ZKMIMIT Press, 2003) 566-569.
i6 Here is the dialogue between the two characters:
Golaud: N ‘ayez pas peur. Vous n ‘avez rien à craindre. Pourquoi pleurez-vous petite fille?
Mélisande: Ne me touchez pas ne me touchez pas!
Golaud: N’ayez pas peur. Je ne vous feraipas ... Oh, votis êtes belle!
Mélisande: Ne me touchez pas. Ne me touchez pas.
Golaud: Je ne vous touche pas, je resterai ici, contre t ‘arbre... Quetqu ‘un vous a-t-ilfait du mal?
Mélisande: Oh, oui, oui, oui.
Golaud: Qui est-ce qui vous afait du mal?
Mélisande: Tous! Tous!
Golaud: Quel mal vous a-t-onfait?
Mél isande: Je ne peux pas le dire je ne peux pas le dire.
Golaud: Voyons, ne pleurez pas petite.
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I quote the dialogue as reprinted in the bookiet ofDebussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande. Sony Classical SM3K
47265. Pierre Boulez conducts this recording ofthe opera.

In terms offihn history, Méliès is certainly one ofthe earliest filmmakers to have evoked such an
uncanny and oneiric state in his spectators. Playing with the female body in performances that made it
appeas and disappear, Méliès confributed to develop a visual style that used women as props to portray
man’s own fear before the developing technologies ofdisembodiment. As Linda Williams has argued: “in
the prehistory ofcinema ... women were afready fictionalized, afready playing assumed roles, afready flot
there as themselves.” “Film Body: M Implantation of Perversions,” Narrative Apparatus Ideology: A
film Theoiy Reader, ed., Philip Rosen (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986) 520. Méliês’s film
aesthetics playing with the concepts of absence and presence, flot only the female body but also the liuman
body in general became the site of experiments that were meant to overcome disembodiment afler death.
Kaxen Beckman mentions tiiree early films that used the vanishing woman as their central trope: Méliès’s
L ‘escamotage d’une dame chez Robert-Houdin [I7ie Vanishing Lady] (1896), R.W. Paul’s The Vanishing
Lady (1897), and Thomas Edison’s The Vanishing Lady (189$). However, the motif ofthe “vanishing lady”
seems to have had an afierlife of its own, for it reappears in Hitchcock’s The Lady Vanishes (1938).

Performance theoiy has been revisited lately by a number of feminist scholars in order to refine the male
oriented concept of performance that would not refiect the needs and actions ofthe female body in
performance. As mentioned in the Introduction, Sue-Ellen Case lias discussed the performance oflesbian
desires and agency in the digital reaim. Mother recent account of performance theory, that ofRebecca
Schneider, has explored female performance art in terms ofmateriality, haptic vision, and the uncanny. I
return to Case’s approach to digital performance in Chapter 2.

fora literary representation ofthe bonimenteur, see Gert Hofinann’s novel Der Kinoerziihler (Mtinchen:
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1993).
° Unfortunately, André Gauldreault’s influential book on earÏy cinema bas not been translated into English.
See André Gauldreault, Du littéraire aufilmique (Québec: Nota Bene, 1999). Also of interest is Germain
Lacasse, Le bonimenteur de vues animées. Le cinéma “muet” entre tradition et modernité (Québec: Nota
Bene, 2000), and Rick Altman, Suent Film Sound (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005).
41 “Le film bonimenté pourrait enfin être qualifié de double performance, ou de performance dialogique
puisqu’en plus de la présence du comédien qui commente et même parfois mime le film, l’image audio
visuelle, par sa matérialité, constitue elle-même une autre performance.” (Bonimenteur 130).
42 Even though I approve ofZumthor’s definition ofearly cinema as a continuation ofthe “parole
performée” tradition, I do not share bis pessimistic analysis ofthe fate of performance in institutionalized
cinema. He writes: “Le regard dont on contemple l’écran n’est pas celui dont on caresse les choses. C’est
pourquoi sans doute s’atténue jusqu’à disparaître dans la performance médiatisée laparticipation, toujours
plus ou moins sensible en performance directe ... S’y substitue, devant l’écran, une identification solitaire
avec le modèle proposé.” (“Geste” 85; emphasis in original). Judith Mayne would agree with Zumthor’s
statement. She observes: “It could be said that motion pictures marked the erasure of popular entertainment
as performance; that the positions of visual identification offered by early films were characterized by the
displacement ofexhibitionism by fetischism, bythe separation ofsubject and object, and by distance
between performer and onlooker.” The Woman at the Keyhole: feminism and Women ‘s Cinema
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990) 166. Confrary to Zumthor and Mayne, I would argue that
performance bas always been present in the cinema, even in the so-called “classical Hollywood style”;
however, performance came in various hybrid forms of spectacle and exhibitionism. Surprisingly, Mayne
herself mentions that “Within individuai films there are numerous effects of spectacle, the most obvious of
which is occur in the musical, whether in the way in which the narrative is frequently subservient to
performance, or in the overall preoccupation with theatricality and staging.” (17) For example, in the
French cinema ofthe 1940s, Marcel Camé’s Les Enfants du paradis is an impressive instance of
performance on screen.
‘‘ See Janet Beizer, Ventriloquized Bodies: Narratives ofHysteria in Nineteenth-Centwy France (Ithaca:
ComeIl University Press, 1994).
‘‘ For influential feminist accounts ofthe voice in the cinema, see Mary Ann Doane, “The Voice in the
Cinema: The Articulation ofBody and Space,” Yate French Studies 60 (1980): 33-50, and Kaja Silverman,
The Acoustic Mirror: The feinale Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema (Bloomington: Jndiana University
Press, 1988). The voice in the cinema is coupled with the body in a way that would equal full presence
rather than absence. However, according to Silverman, the use ofthe female voice would threaten the entire
viewing regime on which male spectatorship rests: “it [allowing the female voice to be heardJ would put her
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[the womanJ beyond the reach ofthe male gaze ... and release her voice from the signifying obligations
which that gaze reinforces. It would liberate the female subject from the interrogation about her place, her
time, and her desires which constantly resecures lier. finally, to disembody the female voice in this way
would be to challenge every conception by means ofwhich we have previously known woman within
Hollywood film, since it is precisely as body that she is constructed there.” (164) One ofthe most famous
examples ofthe spectacle ofthe female body and voice is found in Mariene Dietrich’s song-and-dance
numbers in Joseph von Sternberg’s films (e.g., Der blaue Engel, which is based upon a novel by Heinrich
Mann, Professor Unrat).

“Le bonimenteur et le cinéma oral. Le cinéma ‘muet’ entre tradition et modernité,” diss., U. de Montréal,
1996. 21. Unfortunately, this most inspired of passages does flot appear in the published version of
Lacasse’ s dissertation.
46 Raiii Ruiz defliies shamanic cinema as that “que se lanza a nuestros ancestros, quienes acuden envueltos
en su visible peilcula; de un viaje a frayés del més allé, ya sea el nuesfro mundo o el de ios mundos animal,
vegetal y minerai; luego, el retorno aqui abajo por vfas inexploradas. Esto es precisamente b que practica el
cineasta chamén.” Poética del cine (Santiago: Editoriai Sudamericana, 2000) 95. Antonin Artaud briefly
touches on some ofthese ideas in “Sorcellerie et cinéma,” OEuvres complètes, t.3 (Paris: Galiimard, 1976)
65-67.

In a conference presentation, Beloif lias characterized her work as a “spectral cinema.” Zoe Beloft’,
“Towards a Spectral Cinema,” Gender, Subjectivity, Embodiment, and the Transformation of Cinematic
Practice in Contemporary New Media Art: Expboring the Interactive Work of Char Davies, Toni Dove, and
Zoe Beloff,” University ofMontreal, April 29, 2004. For another take on this peculiar type of”cinema,” see
Waiter Murch, “A Company ofGhosts, Playing to Spectral Music: Gesamtkunstkino and the Future of
Digital Cinema,” On tise Edge of Your Seat. Popular Theater and Film in Early Twentieth-Centwy
American Art, eU., Patricia McDonnell (New Haven: YaIe University Press, 2002) 189-20 1.
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CHAPTER2

The Cïnemato(holo)graphy of Performance: Translation and Gender

ïn Adriene Jenik’s Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM Translation

2.1 Introduction: Adriene Jenik’s Work and Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM

Translation

Various Projects

Adriene Jenik is a media artist who has been working for over a dozen years as

an engineer, artist, teacher, and activist.1 She received a BA in English from

Douglass College, Rutgers University, and an MFA in electronic arts from

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. She is Associate Professor of computer and

media arts in the Visual Arts Department at the University of California, San

Diego. Prior to teaching, Jenik held different positions as engineer and

programmer. For example, Jenik has worked as an engineer for Disney Online’s

Daily Blast. Over the past ten years, she has taught electronic media courses at

California Institute of the Arts, University of California, Irvine, University of

Southern California, and UCLA’s New Media Lab.

Jenik’s artistic productions center around performance across media.

Beginning with her early projects with Paper Tiger TV and Deep Dish TV (1985-

1990), performances with the band Snakes & Ladders, and publications with the

‘zïne collective SCREAMBOX (with Pam Gregg and Bryn Austin), Jenik’s works

question the distinctions between high and popular culture. Among her video

productions one finds the internationally exhibited video short, What’s the

Difference Between a Yam & a Sweet Potato? (with J. Evan Dunlap), and the
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award-winning live satellite TV broadcast, E! Naftazteca: Cyber-Aztec TV for

2000 A.D. (with Guillermo Gômez-Peia and Roberto Sifuentes). Jenik’s art tries

to engage both artists and the public in collaborative projects that blend social

and personal communication. Her work cannot be understood without prior

reference to its collective aspect.

Another project, Desktop Theater (<www.desktoptheater.org>), is a series

of live theatrical interventions and activities in public chat rooms developed with

Lisa Brenneis.2 lnaugurated with waitingforgodot.com in 1997, Desktop Theater

combined weekly experiments and “doubly-live” presentations at venues

including Digital Arts & Culture ‘99 in Atianta, FutureScreen ‘99 in Sydney,

Australia, and Urban Futures 2000 in Johannesburg, South Africa. Jenik’s work

has reinserted live performance into the digital media environment. This type 0f

“theatrical improvisation” is found in Jenik’s current research that includes the

development of large-scale community-based events over wireless networks.

A current project, In visible Interludes I: Santaman’s Harvest, concerns the

reconfiguration of performance, theater, and acting. Chat rooms become spaces

of theatrical experimentation where acting and being collide as identity

fashioning. Basing this work upon morality plays and interludes, Jenik draws a

parallel between these past theatrical forms and shows how they can relate to

contemporary attitudes and desires. Also included in this project are

improvisation techniques drawn from Augusto Boal’s theories.

Another work in development is Past-Present-Future, a web-based multi

user learning envîronment. This project encourages teenagers to reflect on their

past, to imagine their future, and to act on their present accordingly.

Jenik’s awards include a 1997 Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship in New

Media and a Franklin Furnace Archives commission for the 2001 Future of the

Present Internet performance series.

Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM Translation

Mauve Desert; A CD-ROM Translation (1997) is Jenik’s MFA project in electronic

media.3 lnitially conceived of as a film, the CD-ROM is an adaptation of

Québécoise auther Nicole Brossard’s important novel, Le Désert mauve (1987).
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Unable to get funding for a film adaptation of the novel, Jenik resorted to

C producing a hypermedia adaptation of a literary work that made such a strong

impression upon her that she had “to do something with it.” Jenik is responsible

for writing, producing, and programming the entire CD-ROM. Mauve Desert has

been screened at the Toronto International Film Festival, Festival International

Nouveau Cinéma Nouveaux Médias, the Virginia Film Festival, 2nd Annual Digital

Storytelling Festival, Melbourne International Film Festival, and Centro Nacionàl

de las Artes, among others. The work still is considered a landmark piece of

interactive storytelling and one of the earliest instances of CD-ROM adaptation.

Jenik’s choice 0f Brossard’s novel is not fortuitous. Brossard’s work

addresses issues that pervades ]enik’s artistic practice. Indeed, she has been

addressing in her collaborative pieces issues of gendered desire, identity,

activïsm, ecology, and performance. However, the CD-ROM is a unique moment

for Jenik to address a single viewer and inquire into the possibility of digital media

adaptation. Moreover, one coutd see on Jenik’s CD-ROM the catalyst for works

that emphasize live performance, collaboration, and movement.

At the heart of cinematography would lie the writing of movement. Jenik is

determined to revisit this graphocentric view 0f the representation of mobility.

lndeed, on the CD-ROM the writing of movement becomes more than its visual

illustration; due to the virtual nature of the environment, she can envision

movement in what could be termed a “cinemato(holo)graphy of performance.”

Jenik’s writing of movement produces potentialities that are revealed rather than

inscribed, virtualized rather than represented.4 On Jenik’s CD-ROM the writing of

space and movement is present, as in the cinema, but it is virtualized in that the

maps and journeys represent and in fact perform the undermining of the temporal

reality Mélanie questions in the first part of Brossard’s novel. The spaces of

desire that the principal map cf the CD-ROM displays are flot traditional “places”;

they are virtual maps of combinatory desires and associative gendered thinking.5

The themes and issues outlined above do flot seem to have interested the

critics who have written on Jenik’s CD-ROM. Contrary to Beloff’s CD-ROM that

has flot received much sustained critical attention, Jenik’s digital work has been

commented upon by several critics: Sue-Ellen Case, Carolyn Guertin, Beverley
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Curran, and Denis Bachand.6 It is worth noting that none of the aforementioned

critics has Iinked Jenik’s CD-ROM to an explicit theory and practice of digital

adaptation, to an understanding of feminist translation theory, or to the

expression of lesbïan desire and performance in digital environments. This

chapter wiII try to bridge this gap in the reception of Jenik’s adaptation of

Brossard’s novel.

In the following section I present the themes in Brossard’s novel on which I

will focus in my analysis of Jenik’s CD-ROM. I discuss the concept of urealityn in

the novel, and the way in which it is inflected by lesbian desire. Moreover, I argue

that it is the performance of gender and translation that reshapes “reality” in

Brossard’s conception of lesbianism. Considering the fact that Brossard’s novel

deals extensiveiy with translation and desire au féminin, it is simply baffling to

witness how critics have overlooked feminist translation theory and theories of

gender identification to analyze Jenik’s digital adaptation of the novel. In the third

section of this chapter, I adopt a dual-voiced concept of translation as the key

trope to which we should turn in the consideration of Jenik’s CD-ROM, and I look

at the digital piece as a form of digital travel “writing.” In the final section I build on

identity as performative translation and explore Jenik’s autobiographical “writing.”

I conclude with some thoughts on the location of the interactor’s gendered gaze.

2.2 Nicole Brossard’s Le Désert mauve

Brossard’s novel is a triptych often considered embiematic of postmodern literary

work and possesses a cuit status in feminist and lesbian circles. Although best

known for her poetic production, Brossard displays an undeniable novelistic

genius, as expressed in her two most famous novels, Picture Theorj and Le

Désert mauve.7 The first narrative (41 pages) that composes the latter novei

concerns the coming-of-age story of Métanie, a fifteen-year-old teenager who

iives in the Arizona desert with her mother, Kathy Kerouac, and her lover, Lorna.

This first story is written by Laure Angsteiie and is entitied “Le désert mauve.” The

second narrative is entitied “Un livre à traduire,” and it is the account of Maude

C Laures’s struggiing with the translation of the first story involving Mélanie. This

narrative occupies the central section of the novel and discioses Maude Laures’s
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thoughts on the various characters in Angstelle’s short story. The third narrative is

C the somewhat puzzling French-into-French translation of Laure Angstelle’s “Le

désert mauve” by Maude Laures; her translation is entitled “Mauve, l’horizon.” In

this translation qua repetition the reader notices subtie distinctions and

modifications between the “original” French version and its “translation” into

French. The writing of Le Désert mauve may be Brossard’s answer to a question

she asks in her collection of theoretical writings, La Lettre aérienne: “... puisqu’il

[the text] nie la mémoire et l’identité de son auteur, puisqu’il résume le corps au

neutre-masculin, comment, sans revenir non plus à une littérature linéaire, c’est-

à-dire étroite et sans perspective, comment donc faire état de ce qui travaille le

corps féminin du dedans et sur toute sa surface?” (Lettre 51) It is this aesthetics

of female surfaces that Jenik will try to recreate on her CD-ROM.

Gendering and Desiring “Realïty”

Critics have commented on the opening sentence of Brossard’s novel, “Le désert

est indescriptible” (11), remarking the manner in which the author positions the

setting of her novel as something that words fait to convey. The narratot and

potential transiator would face a difficuit task: how does one represent the

enigmatic absence and stillness chatacteristic of the desert in a medium, the

written word, that will not succeed ultimately?

One of Jenik’s premises is that the desert can be described. On her CD-

ROM the artist seems to take issue with Brossard’s statement that the desert

cannot be described. However, it is not the wriften word that may be the most

adequate tool to accomplish this representation but visual language. lnstead of

focussing on the opening sentence, as most critics have done, perhaps one

should turn to the second and third sentences in order to highlight the way in

which the narrator unwittingly implies that visuality might be the key to a vivid and

authentic translation of the desert. In fact, Brossard’s narrator underlines how

visuat supplements are central to circumscribe the desert: “La réalité s’y [in the

desertJ engouffre, lumière rapide. Le regard fond.” (11) The narrator’s mentioning

of the gaze’s fragile nature would be threatened by a written description (we

should stress here that the gaze in Brossard’s fiction functions in a lesbian scopic
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regime). Juxtaposed to a visual thought montage in which the impossible

description of the desert is associated with a “lumière rapide” that flashes before

the eyes, causing the onlooker’s gaze to meit, the narrator thus positions the

description of the desert with an impossible written treatment that is best

expressed by a visual metaphor: the reality of the desert functions as a rapid

light. Its implacable reality provokes a collapse of vision that resuits in the loss of

words expressed in the first sentence.

The opening sentences of the novel articulate what is at the heart of

Brossard’s novel and Jenik’s adaptation: a reconfiguration of “reality” in terms of

visuality, gendered viewing positions, and virtual translation. lndeed, one could

argue that Mélanie’s quest in the novel translates into her coming to terms with a

questioning of reality that marks the construction of lesbian desire via space and

visuality. Brossard herself has commented on lesbian and female realities in a

way that is most pertinent for this analysis of the novel and of Jenik’s CD-ROM:

coincées entre le sens que nous [women and lesbians] donnons à la réalité et

le non-sens que constitue pour nous la réalité patriarcale, nous sommes le plus

souvent forcées d’adapter nos vies à la traduction simultanée que nous faisons

de la langue étrangère.” (Lettre 97) Brossard’s depiction implies a constant

translation in which gender and desire have to accommodate patriarchal

language. For the authot, the body becomes the site of a reconfiguration of

female and lesbian desires in terms of adaptation, for “la réalité a été pour la

plupart des femmes une fiction, c’est-à-dire le fruit d’une imagination qui n’est pas

la leur et à laquelle elles ne parviennent pas réellement à s’adapter.” (Lettre 53;

emphasis in original)

A feature of Brossard’s description of desire and reality that seems to

have escaped several critics and that motivates a visual adaptation 0f her novel is

the manner in which Mélanie’s language contains a high level of graphic

elements. For example, here is Mélanie reminiscing on her adolescent ways of

perceiving the world of desire: “J’avais quinze ans et je regardais la réalité

empiéter sur les êtres comme une distortion tragique de la beauté. L’aura

tremblante de l’humanité planait dans la lumière crue.” (36) Mélanie’s words point

to reality as that which veils and distorts perception and which carnes a tragic
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feeling that obscures inner beauty. Mélanie uses a visual element, the aura, to

describe the evanescent and shifting nature of humanity which is lost in another

visual element, a “lumière crue” that is reminiscent of the “lumière rapide”

described earlier in the novel. In fact, accotding to Mélanie, reality is an image:

“Puis la realité devint une IMAGE. Je m’endormis à l’aube, ficelée dans mes

draps, objet de l’image.” (27) Her thoughts actually reformulate the

misappropriated account of the Lacanian gaze adopted in feminist film studies

and according to which a male subject gazes at a female “object” in fantasmatic

scenarios of possession and empowerment.8 Mélanie’s description captures the

complex situation of the object that gazes back at the subject who is somewhat

willing to be enfolded in the visual image.

Mélanie elaborates on this irresistible light that attracts desire and that

gives reality its deformed shape. She says: “Je n’étais qu’une forme désirante

dans le contour de l’aura qui entourait l’humanité. La realité est un devenir

espacé dans la mémoire.” (37) To this fascinating description of human desire on

the brink of an aura is juxtaposed the description of reality as a “becoming

spaced in memory.” Clearly, Brossard’s character distinguishes between a

temporal understanding of reality and memory and a spatial description of it.

Whereas the temporal understanding is a linear treatment that focuses on

succession and evolution, a spatial understanding 0f memory, which is the one

that concerns a medium such as the CD-ROM, conceives of memory as a space

in which elements can be retrieved with the help cf associations, juxtapositions,

and collages. This spatial conception of memory has been linked Iately to a

database, and it has proven helpful to understand digital media productions and

installations.9

When reality is described metaphorically as a becoming spaced in

memory, the characteristics of this reality are in a continuous process of

construction in a given space. The construction of reality through the spatial

qualities of memory, in Brossard’s novel, is associated with a corporeal

perception of the adolescent body that is itself in the making. Mélanie is aware of

this double construction of reality and body: “II me fallait un corps devant
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l’impensable et ce corps je le produirais ... Ce corps serait une équation de vie à

C même l’impossible réalité.” (37)

Here Mélanie’s conception of the body as that which is constructed wilfully

and consciously may give us the impression that she believes in the possibility of

ex nihilo body creation. Yet Mélanie knows that construction is the key word: her

body is not a given but a construction. Even though she may desire to construct it

by herseif, this desire points to an illusionary ideal that tells us about the nature of

her desire rather than about her general understanding of image and body

fas h ion i ng.

Performing “Reality”

In this discussion of performance, identity, and reality in Brossard’s novel one

cannot omit the work of Judith Butier on performativity.1° In the context of

Brossard studies, and intriguingly I might add, only a few feminist scholars have

drawn on Butler’s work to explain the behaviour of the novel’s chatacters. Even

though I cannot re-stage the numerous and very interesting debates over Butler’s

use of performance and performativity11, it is nevertheless important to situate the

theoretical framework that I wiII adopt when discussing Brossard’s and Jenik’s

work. Whereas Alice Parker daims that “Rather than identity, which requires

border guards, her [Brossard’sJ writing incites performativity (J. Butler et al.) and

the play of possibility” (51), I wouid emphasize, with others, how performance

cannot be separated from performativity if it is to function at ail. Following the

unclear distinction between performance and performativity in Butler’s first books,

critics working in queer theory have tried to untangle the knot in the distinctions

between performance and performativity, claiming that performativity is an

unconscious and forced reiteration of norms and behaviours that the subject

replays in order to enter heterosexuality or homosexuality. A performance, on the

other hand, would be Iinked to a wilied behaviour and adoption of whatever

norms or practices in order for one to be a lesbian, for example.

I adopt the view of performativity as the unconscious aspect of the

performances in which we engage; performativity sets everything in motion

without the subject knowing it. However, what the words and actions of this
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subject display is flot performativity but performance. As Lois McNay has argued,

C what Iacked in Butler’s thought of the early 1990s was the description of a

possible agency on the part of the subject “to include an account of the creative

dimensions of actions where actors actively approprïate conflicting socio-cultural

values to institute new collective forms of identity.” (176) As readers 0f Brossard’s

novel, we witness a textual performance that is the resuit of a performative

process in Mélanie’s unconscious. It is in this sense that performance and

performativity must be considered as mutually reinforcing movements.

The conception of gender as something that one does rather than is can

be shocking for subjects who believe in a more romantic definition of identity and

sexual identification as a revelation of the subject’s inner truth or essence. Butier

has shown how the ontological basis of gender and identity amount to nothing

more than performative repetitions. The subject of performativity being the object

of compulsory repetitions, where does performance resïde in this picture? As

Butier asks herseif: “what kind of gender performance will enact and reveal the

performativity of gender itself in a way that destabilizes the naturalized categories

of identity and desire?” (Gender 139). However, after Derrida’s critique of Austin’s

distinction between perlocutionary and illocutionary utterances, distinguishing

between performance and performativity equals a similarly difficult endeavour.12

As Moya Lloyd has suggested: “This means that an easy separation between a

performance and a performative is difficuit to uphold since both reiterate the

same conventions. So, if performativity produces what it names, what is it that

prevents a performance from operating performatively?” (201) Clearly, the debate

over performance and performativity seems to be fundamental for those who

want to daim the essence and preponderance of one term ovet the other instead

of seeing how the two concepts work together. In this analysis of Brossard’s

novel and Jenik’s CD-ROM, I adopt performance as the most useful critical

concept, for Mélanie and Jenik both seem aware of the performances in which

they have to engage to reform reality and to question their (lesbian) desire.

Moreover, in Butler’s thought performativity is subsumed to a temporal

historïcity of a subject’s gender identifications. What seems to be lacking is the

work of performance in space. As Lloyd aptly states: “What is occluded, as a
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consequence, is the space within which performance occurs, the others involved

C in or implicated by the production, and how they receïve and interpret what they

see.” (210) In other words, a consideration of the public for whom this

performance takes place must be envisaged. Performance and performativity do

flot only occur in time but also in space; in Jenik’s digital work the intermedial

passage from novel to CD-ROM accentuates this spatial element. The interactor

is the person watching and reading those digital performances, and her strategic

position cannot be bypassed silently.

The adoption of performativity as a critical concept omits the theatrical

representation that is seen in performance or read. Parker’s ambiguous use of

performance as performativity to discuss Brossard’s work can make us wonder.

She says: “The performances that stylize bodies and incorporate subjects

provoke resistances that help us recognize and analyze what such performances

exclude, marginalize, produce as ‘other.” (210) This is not to say, however, that a

performance cannot have a performative dimension, for some subjects’

performances do transform their perception of “reality” and accelerate their

becoming. Brossard’s desire to enact a Iesbian and to perform Iesbian writing is

what characterizes her theoretical and fictional writings. In any case, what we can

describe in Brossard’s novel are performances which may be due to unmentioned

performative processes. Let us see how this is revealed in her characters.

The fleeting nature of reality is Iinked to its linguistic performance rather

than to the expression of its essence. Brossard and Mélanie constantly highlight

this feature. Echoing in their words is the desire to recode the female body in

Iesbian language. Lesbian corporeality becomes a matter of invention and

characterization. Brossard stages as theater the invention of reality that Mélanie

proposes via autobiographical ïnsights into her desire. Mélanie remarks on her

teenage years: “Je suis entrée comme un personnage dans la vie de mes quinze

ans. À l’improviste, sans me douter de rien.” (44) Mélanie’s conception of identity

as characterization and spontaneous improvisations implies a seif-fashioning in

which performance shapes reality rather than reality shaping the various

performances in which she engages. lnterestingly, in Maude Laures’s translation

of Laure Angstelle’s story, the transiator emphasizes even more the theatricality
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at the heart of the young woman’s desire: “Me voici dans la vie de mes quinze

( ans devenue personnage, pure aventure dans le temps théâtral.” (214).

The theatricality and the performances that coming to terms with reality

implies are not lost on the translator either. In Maude Laures’s remarks on the

character of Mélanie, the translator analyzes the young woman’s facial

expressions: “Bien que jeune, c’est une visage habité, multiplié, non pas

commun, mais portant la marque de ce qui remplit les sens abondamment et en

renouvelle ainsi la théâtricalité: le multiple de mourir, le multiple de passion.”

(118) lnterestingly, the transiator compares Mélanie’s facial theatricality to a mask

that we can aIl wear “quand le goût de vivre dépasse en nous la mesure” (119).

The invitation to intersubjectivity via theatricality will return on Jenik’s CD-ROM.

The performances in which Mélanie is seen addressing her nascent

lesbian desire and identity are the result of her following the performances of

lesbian behaviour her mother and her lover offer. These women correspond to

the only figures of lesbian expression that Mélanie can witness. Moreover,

Mélanie’s growing interest in Angela Parker, the surveyor whom Longman kills in

the final moments of the novel, and the expression of this desire to get to know

Angela have to be related to the model of lesbian love that she follows. The

manner in which Mélanie’s mother, Kathy, and her lover, Lorna, discuss matters

ofthe heart points to theatricality in a way that Mélanie has incorporated, as seen

in the previous quotations of her description of reality and desire. For example, in

a conversation between the two loyers in which Lorna asks Kathy why she enjoys

her relationship with her, Kathy replies: “Avec toi, je fais ce qui est essentiel. Je

fais ma vie. J’invente ma réalité. Je cerne la certitude et tisse mon espoir.” (133)

Mélanie witnesses and imitates the fabrics of lesbian desire and the construction

of a reality that is becoming between women.

The identifications that lead to the construction of lesbian desire are flot

only imaginary but also corporeal. lndeed, through Mélanie’s words the reader

can witness the association that she makes between desire and body, between

the work of imagination and corporeality. Mélanie conflUes: “J’avais quinze ans et

je désirais que tout soit comme en la fragilité de mon corps, cette tolérance

impatiente qui rend le corps nécessaire.” (13) Mélanie’s body is constantly
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contrasted with the couple’s embraces and corporeal experiences. The feelings

C that Mélanie experiences towards her body and the manner in which it

becoming and changing are Iinked to a Iesbian undetstanding of the body on

which Brossard has wriften extensively and for which Mélanie longs in her

observations of the lesbian couple. Mélanie notes: “... il y avait entre elles [Kathy

and Lorna] juste assez de silence pour que s’infiltre en moi la pensée de leur

chair confondue.” (18) Mélanie’s understanding and perception 0f lesbian love

places the materiality 0f the body at the center of such an experience.

It is in another conversation between Kathy and Lorna that Mélanie is

allowed a glimpse at lesbian desire and its corporeal expression. In this dialogue

Mélanie’s mother and Lorna exchange on the possibility of desiring without the

body being involved. lntriguingly, Kathy implies that desire is an immaterial and

intellectual feeling whereas Lorna cannot conceive 0f such a love. Lorna asks

Kathy: “Est-ce que tu crois qu’on puisse aimer autour du corps? Qu’on puisse

aimer sans odeur, sans saveur, sans que la langue n’aille chercher son sel sur la

peau de l’être aimée, sans le froissement des mains sur les cuisses, sans qu’il ne

soit nécessaire de raffiner nos sens?” (133) Facing Kathy’s refusaI to consider

the materiality of the body in the workings of desire, Lorna adds: “Il m’est

insoutenable de penser, même une seconde, que l’on puisse aimer sans que les

corps ne viennent affranchir ou soutenir le désir.” (133) Clearly, Kathy and Lorna

project two different versions of lesbian love: one places the senses and desire at

its center while the other privileges a heightened form of ideal love that rests on

“une émotion précise qui crée de la présence bien au-delà du corps réel.” (133)

However, as the discussion cornes to an end, Kathy concludes that it is

impossible to describe or to account for love. lronically, she tells Lorna that she

could satisfy her and turn to commonplaces of the Iover’s discourse in which a

prepared set of words and expressions could replace her philosophical

meditations on love. Kathy remarks: “Je présume alors qu’il n’y a pas

d’explication et qu’il est futile de chercher une raison à l’amour que j’éprouve pour

toi, Il est peut-être plus facile de choisit parmi la ribambelle de miroirs, de

costumes et de rôles des mots plus simples, plus doux, moins crus, ordinaires.”

(134) Kathy’s failure to communicate and to express a form of love that would go
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beyond the mere repetïtion of set patterns of desire and the libidinal exigencies of

the body are characteristic of a platonic conception of love and desire as

dematerialized feelings. Ultimately, Kathy expresses her dissatisfaction with

Lorna’s incapability 0f understanding her, and she teils her lover that she could

use what passes as love, that is, a series of duplicitous mirrors and fake feelings

that try to portray insincere sentiments that are clearly repetitions of things heard

or seen. Even though Kathy seems unwilling to admit it, the expression of love

and desire is the performance of the body implied in Lorna’s words. Actually, both

women’s words point to the performances seen on the “stage” called love.

Mélanie’s conception of love and desire follows Lorna’s. In her climactic

meeting with Angela on the dance floor of the Mauve Hotel, Mélanie describes

the manner in which time becomes subjected to and enters the space of the

body: “La musique s’empare de tout ... Il n’y a plus de temps. Le temps est entré

en nous avec minutie comme un scalpel, le temps nous oblige à la réalité. Le

temps s’est glissé entre nos jambes. Chaque muscle, chaque nerf, chaque cellule

tient lieu de musique dans nos corps, absolument.” (50) At the end of Mélanie’s

coming-of-age story lesbian feelings are linked to a musical performance that

tries to be in sync with the body that feels desires rising. This material

internalization or spacing of time, that is, its corporeal becoming, forces the

women to experience reality whereas the dance performances are described as

the more authentic and genuine experiences.13 The spatial nature 0f performance

relying on bodily movements in a given space, Mélanie’s desire for Angela is

expressed in an embodied understanding of sexuality that privileges space over

time. In other words, the spatial performances and the bodily expressions of the

dancers are more important for Mélanie than the temporal accompaniment,

musïc.

The wish to abandon time for space in lesbian desire is also felt in the

novel’s most important trope, translation. In the novel the performance of desire is

subsumed to reality and translation via repetition. The spaces in which the

articulation and construction of gendered identity takes place is a site of struggle.

In fact, the escape from reality is a task that translation (across languages and in

space) can accomplish only with the help of the body. The translator, Maude
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Laures, mentions: “Un jour je sortirai de la réalité, trouverai un filon, une veine, la

C petite ouverture dans laquelle il me faudra obligatoirement ralentir, réduire

l’intensité, la vitesse de l’image. Tout refaire, corps, poids et volume, longueur de

l’hiver, nature et représentation, carcasse de l’esprit.” (157; emphasis in original)

The escape that the transiator proposes is one in which a hyperreality is

envisaged, one in which the imaginary identification with the image would be

made possible through a vector that would reconfigure time and space in terms of

the body. If Sue-Ellen Case is right when she says that “Nicole Brossard provides

a poetic meditation on the lesbian body that creates something like a ‘field theory’

of lesbian as space” (Domain 121), Jenik, on her part, takes up the translator’s

challenge and offers her own hyperreal venture into lesbian space and desire that

does flot rest solely on writing. As we shall see in the next section, Jenik seems

to escape Case’s critique of Brossard’s writing and its absence of “... the

materialist concerns constitutive of any full consideration of cyber or lesbian

screened space.” (Domain 123)

2.3 The Double Translation: Language and Space on Jenik’s CD-ROM

Languages of Corporeality

Susan Holbrook has rightfully claimed that “In the world of Mauve Desert, [...J
translation is the dominant figure of interpretation” (“Delirium” 79). In fact, the

feminist and lesbian translations that Brassard describes in her novel flot only

concern languages but also the female body itself. In this section the focus will be

on the corporeal and linguistic desires that captivate Brossard, Mélanie, Maude,

and Jenik. In Brossard’s novel Maude Laures is obsessed by the story of

Mélanie’s becoming, and she takes on the task of translating it. On the CD-ROM

Jenik herseif takes on the task of hyper-translating the novel. Moreover, Jenik

becomes Maude Laures, the digital artist’s fascination with Brossard’s work being

too great to resist. The flrst type of translation that I explore is the well-known

passage 0f an “original” text into another language. The second meaning of

translation that I analyze is the one related to geometry which designates the

spatial movement of a given figure. Mélanie’s road trips and the interactor’s

involvement in maps motivate the understanding of translation as a spatial activity
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as much as a linguistic one. Both Mélanie’s and Jenik’s practices and

C performances activate this double understanding of translation as a movement

between languages and spaces.

Feminist translation theory is the best conceptual tool to approach the

linguistic translations explored in Brossard’s novel and in Jenik’s CD-ROM

adaptation. As we will see, a consideration of feminist translation cannot be

separated from its performative incidences on the female transiator. The manner

in which feminist transiators have accentuated the interaction of body and

translated text is fundamental. The translated text that a woman “performs”

becomes a site of de-territorialization and re-territorialization in which a given

language loses much of its patriarchal inflexions and gains a sense 0f corporeal

dynamism and fluidity. Feminist work amounts to a corporealized theory of

translation that departs from a more intellectual and linguistic conception of the

translator’s task, as represented in the work of Benjamin, Berman, Steiner,

Derrida, and Meschonnic.14 Here I find it most apt to work with the theoretical

understanding of feminist translation elaborated by the English translator of

Brossard’s Le Désert mauve, Suzanne de Lotbinière-Harwood.15

Lotbinière-Harwood has stressed the way in which the female body is

linked to translation via an interlinguistic jouissance. In a 1995 essay Lotbinière

Harwood describes the arousal experienced in transiating Brossard’s work, a

“lesbian feminïst Iiterary utopia” (“Geographies” 60) that appeals to the senses as

much as to the intellect. The translator reveals how Brossard’s challenge to

rethink translation in the “feminine” as a creative rather than derivative activity

relates to gender. lndeed, as Jenik’s Maude Laures will mention on the CD-ROM,

“To wholly inscribe her body, Brossard’s transiator has invented ways 0f gender

marking the English text.” (Lotbinière-Harwood; “Geographies” 61) The

reformulation of linguistic “reality” that feminist translators desire to achieve via a

subversive grammatical refashioning of English is linked to re-writing and te

reading activities that involve the body: “For, re-reading her body-text into our

own we are, in aIl senses, re-writing it through our bodies. And such intimacy, in a

literary relationship as in real life ones, produces anxiety. The task then becomes
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to risk the danger to experience the pleasure.” (Lotbinière-Harwood;

C “Geographies” 63)

Jenik’s translation and the representation of languages on her CD-ROM

does not address such a view of the female body in translation. Rather, the

symbolic and imaginary tepresentations of female translation desired by

Lotbinière-Harwood seem to be, as Hamiet would say, only words, words, words.

Where they could materialize is when the notion of orality is considered in light of

the translating body. Only the oral performance would reveal the performative

dimension in which the female transiator or adapter revisits a given territory. For

example, Jenik’s addition of Spanish on her CD-ROM might be due to geo

linguistïc accuracy in her representation of the languages spoken in the south

western regions of the United States. However, it can be supposed that Jenik, as

Miléna Santoro has claimed about Brossard’s novel, understands the power of

the female voice and desires it to be heard by a greatet number of women.16

Jenik’s inclusion of Spanish would make the hypermedia translation of the novel

an even more complete project in terms of multicultural representation. The

presence of Spanish on the CD-ROM makes the adaptation a multilingual

environment in which the bilingual (French-English) setting of Brossard’s work is

recuperated and elaborated on in the name of linguistic representation. Moreover,

the presence of two languages other than English tends to downplay the role of

English as the exclusive language in which digital creation must take place.17 A

certain linguistic imperialism ïs denounced on Jenik’s CD-ROM, for her inclusion

of French and Spanish is flot indispensable; actually, it calis for the integration of

other female interactors and voices from different geographical areas.

The aforementioned description of the trilingual virtual environment that the

CD-ROM proposes has much more to offer in terms of the female desiring

subject than is entailed in the addition of Spanish. lndeed, Jenik inserts in the

novel a potential Spanish reader and hearer who could be fascinated by

Brossard’s work just as she was when she first read the novel. Moreover, the

novel having been translated ïnto Spanish by a woman, Jenik’s choice points to

another potential community of female readers and translators who could join in

the lesbian assessment of Brossard’s work. On the CD-ROM English’s
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hegemonic place as the language of enunciation and translation is questioned.

The interactor can peruse severai sections of the CD-ROM in the language of her

choice. lnterestingly, Spanish and French function as oral languages on the CD

ROM. Wheteas most of the wriften instructions are in English, Spanish and

French work in the oral spaces of the digital work to appeai to a sense that is

often neglected in analyses of film and digital art.18

The opening sequence of the CD-ROM features a trilingual soundtrack.

Positioned behind Mélanie who is driving her mother’s car (fig. 5, p.232), the

interactor heats the first paragraph of Brossard’s novel spoken in French,

English, and Spanish. What is very interesting and challenging for the interactor

is the simuitaneous reading of the sentences. The interactor’s linguistic and

perceptive capacities are put to the test when she has to decipher three

messages in a few seconds. Furthermore, this procedure creates a “geological”

use of sound in which aurai sediments remain for a few seconds while others

keep pilïng up. For exampie, sentences in French are read while others in

Spanish and Engiish are ullered and forgoften. Jenik’s triiingual opening

sentences resemble a canon-iike formation in which one ianguage triggers

another untii no more is heard. At the beginning the intecactor’s task resembies

more that of the interpreter than that of the transiator.

0f course, in Brossard’s novel the transiator’s efforts to circumscribe the

novel’s propositions is taken up on Jenik’s CD-ROM by Jenik herseif. On the CD-

ROM she is the hyper-transiator or adapter who is obsessed by her desire to

transform Brossard’s novel into visual media. From linguistic to visual adaptation,

the translation process occupies a centrai portion of the CD-ROM. As far as the

representation of Maude Laures is concerned, this “drive to translate” is best

represented in a section of the CD-ROM that the interactor can access after

clicking on the hyperlink “Yucca Mountain.” The following page presents us with

the choice of clicking on a giove compartment or a radio. When we select the

glove compartment, other possibilities are offered: an unnamed map, a map of

Montreai, a gun, a notepad, and the maker’s map. We click on the map of

Montreai in order to reach a succeeding page where, once we have activated the
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notepad with “Maude” inscribed on it, we reach the section called “A book to

translate,” which is named after the second part of Brossard’s novel.

At the top 0f the screen there are four squares on which the interactor can

click (fig. 6, p.233). At the bollom of the screen there are four other squares of

similar size, the whole screen containing eight squares from which to choose.

The central space between the two rows 0f squares is the filmic space which

displays the still or moving images that are to be displayed upon selection 0f a

square. Here the interactor can hear the soundtrack 0f her choice. The videos

and excerpts from the novel can be heard in French or English when the bottom

right square is activated. Let us examine the most significant squares in terms 0f

the interaction between Jenik and Maude Laures as desiring translators.

One 0f the characteristics of postmodern literature being the disclosure 0f

the writing process in the published text itself, Jenik similarly undermines in many

ways the traditional and seamless task of the translator. For example, she

discloses the various books and studies used in the making of her CD-ROM. The

first square positions Jenik as professional transiator, and the stïll image displays

a series 0f lïbrary stacks on which books are shelved. The interactor can click on

several 0f those books to see either their titles or in some cases to get a glimpse

at the contents of the books that Jenik used in her hypermedia translation of the

novel. Some of the books that Jenik consulted show her interest in feminist and

ecological concerns. In fact, one of the squares features an interview in which

Laures reminds the interactor that translation theory has always been conceived

in sexist terms and arbitrary choices. Laures’s thoughts calI to mmd feminist

translation theory whose goals have been to revisit the history and practice of

translation from the point of view 0f women. Feminist scholars and translators

such as Barbara Godard and Susanne de Lotbinière-Harwood have

reconceptualized feminist translation in terms 0f female desire and corporeality,

emphasizing how female readers and translators differ from their male

counterparts.

On the CD-ROM, Laures mentions how she likes to speak the words in

Ç translation and hear herself speaking those words aloud. The repetition of

Brossard’s words in translation evokes the material pleasure of reading. The
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second square on the upper row translates into practice what Maude reveals in

the bottom right square, that is, reading and mouthing the words aloud when she

is involved in the translation of a work. This method is very interesting in terms of

the medium and the body involved in the process of translation. In fact, Maude

Laures herself thinks of translation and words as relating to materiality and to the

body:

Les mots étaient dans la bouche comme de petits noyaux ... une

présence, un corps solide qu’il fallait après un certain temps rejeter en

avançant la langue comme pour une amorce de grimace, puis d’un

souffle, projeter devant soi la partie indivisible. Entre les dents, il ne

restaît alors que la chair et la saveur, partie comestible, une bonne

denrée quotidienne. (173)

Jenik uses the very same passage as soundtrack, and Lotbinière-Harwood

evokes it in her meditations on translation: “...j’ai pris l’habitude, comme

traductrice, de lire le texte source à voix haute pour en saisir le souffle (la vie qui

bat!), puis de lire tout haut ma traduction-en-cours ... Je dirais même que le

rythme — comment le corps-femme se déplace dans le texte à traduire — est un

critère de beauté des traductions au féminin.” (Re-belle 43)

On the CD-ROM orality becomes entwined with the written word in the act

of translation. Jenik’s Maude accentuates the necessary oral activity of the

transiator who has to hear aloud and articulate the words in order to know if they

are appropriate. The oral dimension of Brossard’s poetic output is underlined, and

the sentences from the novel are activated in another medium, the human voice,

whereas the printed word on the page is left aside. Laures’s translation technique

is disclosed when she mentions that she likes to work with sound and rhythm.

Moreover, the usual suent reading practices give way to the body of the transiator

in the reading and reciting of the words. Laures’s practice as a transiator joins a

feminist conception of language and a fascination with the actual sounds of the

words that tend to be muted on the page. As mentioned earlier, the soundtrack

that is heard on top of Laures’s voice during the interview describes the corporeal

C pleasures involved in the speaking of words. Finally, the close-up on the woman’s

hps is flot unintentional on a CD-ROM so much concerned with desire and
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corporeality, the translator’s lips arousing desire and performing what Laures and

Lotbjnière-Harwood describe. The fact that the woman’s face cannot be seen

except for her mouth is suggestive. Jenik’s use 0f sound and moving images

takes the interactor away from the world 0f print and reading and opens a window

onto the performance of orality and memory.

Travelling Desires

Tout récit est un récit de voyage — une pratique de l’espace.
Michel de Certeau. L’invention du quotidien

As outlined in the analysis of Brossard’s Le Désert mauve, one definition of

translation concerns the linguistic movement across languages. Brossard uses

the metaphor of translation in order to show how desire surfaces across

languages. The second definition of translation with which the novel and the CD-

ROM are concerned refers to geometry and involves the spatial movement 0f a

figure from one position to another. One could argue that the spatial definition 0f

translation is even more important than the linguistic one in the context 0f a work

so much concerned with open spaces and travelling. The exploration of virtual

spaces is made explicit in Mélanie’s keenness on driving and going on road trips.

Finally, Brossard exploits the double meaning 0f translation, and this strategy is

made even more explicit on Jenik’s CD-ROM.

Renaissance male explorers, and most notably their forefather, Ulysses, have

contributed to fashion travelling as the conquest of space via exotic encounters.

Until the nineteenth century, when women began going abroad, the exploration 0f

foreign lands was the privilege 0f men. Returning home with experiences to tell,

women wrote travel accounts in order to offer different “adventures” from those 0f

their male counterparts. As some critics have argued, women’s travel writings

were imbued with corporeal dimensions unseen at that point in the accounts of

male travellers. Moreover, an emphasis on everyday life, clothing, and feelings

seem to have been characteristic of female travel writings. Problematically

associating these elements with “femininity,” certain critics have demarcated the

two types of account as clearly different on this gendered basis.19
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0f course, such critical accounts seem to re-essentialize supposed

differences that poststructuralist theory has taught us to interrogate. Another view

of female travel writing, inspired by Bakhtin’s heteroglossia, seems more

interesting, because it shows how women’s writings had to fight against pre

existing gendered discourses to fashion their own style. Departing from

discourses that emphasized “adventure, quest, freedom from convention, and

domination,” women travellers tried to shape a discourse in which a renewed and

earnest interest in the other would emerge. The dialogue in which women

travellers engaged in order to make their voices heard has to be put in the

context of the repressive societies that questioned their very existence as

autonomous subjects capable of travelling alone in foreign countries:

From the beginning, their [women’s] journeys and texts take shape in a

constant dialogue — and conflict — with others’ voices: those of explorers

who have gone before and of the travel literature they have read; those of

people skeptical about their journey and their fitness for journeying; those

of the people they meet, speak with, and try to understand; and those of

their past, present, and imagined future selves. (Burton 232)

Burton’s conception of female travel writing as a site of contested utterances and

discourses on women travellers is fruitful because it places the female gaze

among other gaze(r)s whose importance cannot be dismissed by returning to

unfounded differences between male and female travellers. The writing of

movement in space being at the heart of flot only travel writing but also of

literature and the cinema, an examination of the roles space has occupied in the

development of the novel and cinematography is crucial to put in perspective how

Jenik uses spatial movement in a digital work that combines both reading and

viewing spaces reminiscent of print and film cultures.

At the heart of two recent works of criticism that conceive the book as an

atlas, Franco Moretti’s Allante de! romanzo europeano, 18OO-19OO and Giuliana

Bru no’s Atlas of Emotion: Journey into Art, Architecture, and Film20, lie the desire

to link geography and travel to literature and the cinema. Moretti’s analysis of the

relation between topography, geography, and the European novel is very

suggestive for our analysis of Jenik’s use of maps in her CD-ROM adaptation 0f
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Brossard’s nove!. Moreffi remarks on the significance of maps for the study of

literature: “Primo, [maps] dimostrano la natura ortgebunden, legata-al-luogo, della

letteratura: ogni forma, vedremo, con la sua geometria, i suoi confini, i suoi tabu

spaziali e flussi di movimento. E poi, le carte mettono in luce la logica interna

della narrazione: b spazio semiotico, di intreccio, intorno al quale essa si auto

organizza.” (7) Morefti’s study shows the impact of geography on the

development 0f literature, and geographical and spatial representations leave a

great deal of signs to be deciphered in the reconsideration of literature as

“geografia letteraria.” (202) The Italian critic forces us to rethink literature in terms

0f the various mappings in which narrative has evolved since the Renaissance

explorations of unknown spaces.21

Giuliana Bruno’s study of geography and film can be seen as a companion

piece to Moretti’s study of geography and the novel. The geographical

understanding of artworks reminds us that the European nove! emerged at the

height of European travelling ventures, and Bruno astutely remarks that one of

early cinema’s most popular genres was the travel film. Bruno’s words to describe

the effects of the travel film cannot but evoke Jenik’s digital project: “The travel

film genre inscribed motion into the language of cinema, transporting the

spectator into space and creating a multiform travel effect that resonated with the

architectonics of the railroad movie theater that housed it.” (20) Travelling being

at the heart of early cinema and of a successful venture such as Hales’s tours,

one cannot ignore its influence on the visual media as they are revived in the

digital age.22 Moreover, the presence 0f the desire to visit and to conquer foreîgn

territories in both literature and early cinema is suggestive and recalls a hybrïd

form of narration evoked above, travel writing.

Bruno reveals that travel writing and diaries have had an important impact

on literature and film. She writes: “As narrative trips, travel writing and travel

diaries ... formed an important part of the spatiovisual architectonics that led to

the cinema and its narrative flow.” (186) Topography and space were important

factors in the development of the novel and the cinema, but their impact is often

C diminished by narratives of technical evolution; an emphasis on space would

accentuate often overlooked associations and departures. lnterestingly, Bruno
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emphasizes the visual nature of female travel writing that “was often so

descriptively graphic, in fact, that it approached filmic observation. Its language

was a form of (pre)cinematic site-seeing.” (83) Female travel writing was flot only

very visual but also multiply “voiced” in its autobiographical tendencies. As Bruno

points out: “...although the writing was dictated by very personal stories ... the

subjective style, too, was regulated by conventions.” (116) Female writers had to

“transcend the subjective” and write in a more “masculine” and “scientific” style.

Similarly, gender marking is evoked in a comparison of sightseeing practices by

women for whom “sightseeing ... involved a struggle to ‘look’ differently.” (118)

How fascinating then to find such feminist concerns for space, travel, and

visuality revived in Jenik’s work.

Bruno’s recent account 0f space and film is indebted to what must be the

first understanding of the cinema as movement and translation. In the first of his

famous cinema books, Deleuze mentions how cinema developed from a sense of

spatial translation: “On pourrait concevoir une série de moyens de translation

(train, auto, avion ...), et parallèllement une série de moyens d’expression

(graphique, photo, cinéma) : la caméra apparaît alors comme un échangeur, ou

plutôt un équivalent généralisé des mouvements de translation.” (Cinéma 713-

14) Revisiting Bergson’s works in terms that relate to his thesis on the

development of cinema, Deleuze emphasizes how spatial movement and its

expression are at the heart of what he calls the «movement-image.” Deleuze

stresses this feature of early cinema when he points out that “Le mouvement,

c’est une translation dans l’espace.” (Cinéma 718)

In “texts” as diverse as Jack Kerouac’s On the Road and Ridley Scott’s

Thelma and Louise, twentieth-century artists have drawn a parallel between

movement in the open space and liberated subjectivity.23 Similarly, in various

recent studies of literature and the cinema there seems to be a desire to escape

from the temporal imperatives forced on us by decades of artistic practices.

lndeed, what is found in Moretti’s study of literature and geography, and most

recently in Bruno’s work on emotion, corporeality, and travel, is the will to con nect

art, space, and movement. The evocation of travel writing and early travel films
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reminds us that in the analysis cf film, digital art, web-based environments, and

video games a re-evalution of the functioning 0f space cannot be bypassed.

The CD-ROM does flot escape this spatial reconsideration of media.

Jenik’s work shows how kinema is revived in another form of visual storytelling

that also stresses geographical movement and spatial dispiacement. In

Brossard’s novel Mélanie’s trips are discovered from a linear perspective, that is,

as the reader turns the pages. In Jenik’s work Mélanie’s journey is transferred

onto a map of the Nevada desert. Her travels and encounters are depicted in

spatial terms both for her and for the interactor. What Jenik does is to map out

the spaces of desire that inhabit Mélanie, and she proposes an itinerary of those

spaces. The journey that the interactor constructs for herself does flot have to

follow the one found in Brossard’s novel.

The virtual road map with which the interactor is presented on the first

screen is clearly aimed at an identification process that Jenik desires to include in

the virtual road trip. “Mélanie’s map” features several known spaces of

confrontation and identification such as the Mauve Motel that Mélanie visits in the

novel. Probably the most interesting space 0f travel, the “Maker map” takes the

interactor on a journey at the heart of Jenik’s artistic procedures.

The “Maker map” has a strange and significant visual design. Three

quarters of the screen are occupied by Jenik’s bespectacled face. Surrounding

Jenik’s face are criss-crossing roads with several two-dimensional road signs on

which the interactor can click. It is worth analyzing some of the visual and textual

contents of those road signs in order to show Jenik’s politics of travel that

displays her desire to circumscribe what moves her to translate Brossard into

visual media.

Probably the most significant aspect of the “Maker map” is the disclosing of

the correspondence between Jenik and Brossard at the time of conception,

production, and financing of the CD-ROM. lnitially conceived of as a film, Mauve

Desert, due to a lack of funding, ended up being a CD-ROM. However, as work

progressed, Jenik realized how the hypermedia platform enabled a type of

creativity and “interaction” that conventional cinema may not have been able to

produce. Even though Brossard showed reluctance toward the digital adaptation
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of her novel, Jenik convinced the author that the CD-ROM “can arouse passion,

C identification, and beauty.” Jenik’s correspondence with Brossard highlights the

sense of space and distance that separates California and the American desert

from Montreal. The interactor can read those confidences and revelations as

Jenik is seen moving from California to upstate New York, back to California. The

conception and the evolution of the CD-ROM is made accessible via lellers,

faxes, and emails. An interesting feature of this correspondence is the series of

missed encounters between Jenik and Brossard.24

The road signs that compose the “Maker map” disclose several key

moments in the making of the work. Jenik’s aim in offering a maker’s map is to do

away with the illusion 0f the seamless work, and this is the reason why she

reveals the drawbacks that she faced in the process of creating her work.

lnterestingly, these images are set as a spatial journey for the interactor to

discover. Mélanie’s road trips are doubled by Jenik’s own road to success as she

reveals the numerous spaces and places that she visited during the production.

lncidentally, two road signs offer short video sequences of the desert. Being

conscious of the fact that most of the interactors will not have set foot in the

Nevada desert, Jenïk documents her digital adaptation with images that recali the

places that Mélanie and herself visit during the course of the novel and its

adaptation.

Jenik’s CD-ROM could be seen as a hybrid form of digital travel “writing.”25

This type of travel “writing” involves a mediated account of travelling because the

ontological status of the writing does not relate to actual but virtual past

experiences. Moreover, digital travel writing, due to its screen-based

environment, provides the artist with a plethora of audio-visual possibilities.

Digital travel writing has appeared lately on the Internet, and it is a remarkable

tool to offer both visuals and texts to reactivate past experiences for a distant

interactor. For example, two original projects, Tsunamii.net and Hiulmibloit, use

maps and visuals and have received critical attention.26 A recent type of travel

“writing” that offers sightseeing tours and impressions at home or that digitizes

textual and visual memorabilia for surfers to contemplate, digital travel “writing” is

an expanding literary genre that combines autobiography, documentary, and
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playful invention with hypermedia facilities. Travel accounts cannot be considered

only a form of “writing” anymore. Travellers have at their disposition a vast array

of representational possibilities that they will use in the future and that greatly

enhance what writing can offer in terms of visuality and sound.

As far as Jenik’s CD-ROM is concerned, it is neither digital travel “writing”

nor is it the reproduction of Brossard’s novel. However, Jenik’s endeavour could

be seen as the retelling of Brossard’s retelling of Mélanie’s journey. Mélanie

revealing her autobiographical impressions in the first part of Le Désert Mauve,

Jenik’s treatment of these thoughts may be envisaged as a secondary form of

travel “writing” that implies witnessing and reformulation in another media.

lndeed, Jenik is flot only a reader; she recreates Brossard’s and Mélanie’s

feelings, experiences, and environment in another locale that is flot confined to

the limits of print.

From a printed account to a digital medium rendering, differences in

treatment and effect arise. As Sidonie Smith argues when she says that “Vehicles

of motion are vehicles of perception and meaning, precisely because they affect

the temporal, spatial, and interrelational dynamics of travel” (Moving 22), the

movement from novel to CD-ROM implies different reception strategies in the

interactor’s mental and physical appropriation 0f the work. Whereas the silent

reading of the novel configures a cartography of the mmd, the CD-ROM

actualizes the spatial data in the novel and renders it accessible in real-time via

clicking and hearing activities. The interactor can choose from several locations

on the virtual map that Jenik uses, each area offerïng landscapes and

soundscapes that try to make Mélanie’s journey more “concrete.” The

representation of the map produces a feeling ot immediacy, and the very same

map gives us the illusion that Mélanie’s whole road trip is taking place before our

eyes.

The interactor can select various locations, and she may be redirected

afterwards toward othet places. If a road trip implies the driving from point A ta

point B, Mélanie’s journey becomes deprived of sequential logic for the interactor

who does not have to follow the itinerary found in the novel; actually, the

interactor’s journey does not have to follow any route. It can start with Mélanie’s
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last stop; it can focus on Mélanie’s interaction with Angela Parkins; or it can gaze

C at lesbian love in the words and actions of Kathy and Lorna. The imaginary map

of the book gives way to the map on screen; the imaginary car confront the read

only memory of the medium and its hazardous “speed.”

Ihe difference in means of transportation allows such a difference. The

physicality of the car and the godiike gaze of the interactor sitting at the computer

who sees the whole space 0f the desert imply different viewing positions. As

Smith has noted:

More broadly, modes of motion organize the entire spectrum sensorium

differently and thus affect the conditions, the focalizing range, and the

position of the perceiving subject, differentially connecting and

disconnecting her to and from the terrain 0f travel, differentially organizing

her ways of negotiating unfamiliar territory, and differentially affecting

systems of behaviour. (Moving 23)

The car’s rapidity of movement, compared to the repetitive actions and slow

progression on the CD-ROM, would imply a fast-paced gaze characteristic of

automobility. The CD-ROM, however, favours reading activities that are slow and

often tedious due to poor Iightning or to small size characters.

One must underline that the CD-ROM somewhat de-emphasizes the

radical nature of a young woman going on a road trip. lndeed, while the novel

represents a critique of femininity as a gendered and performative “reality,” the

CD-ROM suffers from the fact that Mélanie is flot constantly present and seems

to have Ieft the driver’s seat to an unidentified interactor who may be, as is the

case with the author of these Unes, a man. Having associated masculinity with

cars and speed, and due to the absence of a pervading visual representation 0f

Mélanie, the interactor may forget that the actual driver is a young woman who

questions “reality” and its gendered biases. The driver’s performance, as

exemplified by a woman, implies the erasure of normative behaviour. As Smith

reminds us, women appropriated the car to question sedentary femininity and to

reshape discourses of gender: “women used automobiles as vehicles of

resistance to conventional gender roles and the strictures of a normative

femininity.” (Moving 175) The questioning and the performing of gender, in both
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the novel and on the CD-ROM, represent in diverse ways this potential

subversion.

Even though I would flot, as Smith does, conflate ail digital media in one

inclusive virtual reality, there remains distinctions to be made between the travel

“writing” in digital installations, on the Internet, and on CD-ROM. Being concerned

with the rewriting of a pseudo-travel writing in Brossard’s novel, Jenik’s work does

flot erase the body in motion, as Smith implies in her account of gender

camouflage in cyberspace. In travel narratives, the eyes and the mmd of the

reader follow the events. Viewing and reading the events on a CD-ROM, the

interactor cannot fabricate an identity such as the one in cyberspace due to the

fact that she is flot responding to another person but to the demands of a

computer program. The disembodiment often discussed in web-based works

does flot take place in the CD-ROM environment. The interactot is both a reader

and spectator sitting at the computer who reads the adventures of someone who

may have questioned gender biases. Therefore, if “women become resistors

along the circuits” (Moving 207) of virtual reality, they will have to benefit from a

much more enhanced environment than the one with which the CD-ROM can

provide them. Witnessing another woman’s performance of gender does flot

necessarily result in a performance 0f gender on the interactor’s part. However,

one could daim that recent travel “writings,” whether they be in digital or

televisual forms, offer sites of performativity that place performance at the heart

of travelling.27

lndeed, what if travel “writing” had become an issue of witnessing

performance rather than of reading? Either proposing performances on the

interactor’s part or witnessing the performances of others in a foreign country,

contemporary travel “writing” has certainly increased its modes of address due to

television and the Internet. Moreover, how do we account for the verbal

impressions of a participant on a television show that features travellers? Is

“writing” the proper word? The CD-ROM displays a digital environment that offers

both performance as physïcal movement and the representation of performance.

Ç Wrïting is no longer the privileged mode of expression to make travel memories

emerge.
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Ç 2.4 Performance in Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM Translation

Performance, Lesbian Identity, and Repetition

In this final section I combine translation and performance in order to perceive

gender identification as a performative translation. The combination of linguistic

and spatial translation leads us to an understanding of performance as relating to

language and space. Critics such as Holbrook and Godard have favoured the

neologism “transformance” to account for the temporal becoming of performance

in which lesbians and feminists engage.28 However, our double concept of

translation (linguistic and spatial), once assocïated with performance, gives us a

more concrete idea of the spatial and linguistic issues involved in gender

identification and in its performative becoming. Moreover, several feminist critics

have linked translation itseif to performance. Feminist critics as diverse as Carol

Maier, Susanne de Lotbinière-Harwood, Marlene Wildeman, Sherry Simon, and

Livia Monnet have ail described translation as either performance or

performative.

b my knowledge, Maier has been the first critic to associate translation

with performance. In fact, Maier combines the task of the transiator with orality

and space when she says that “The image of the translator as actor appealed to

me because it called to mmd movement and sound.” (5) She even adds that we

could associate translations with different musical interpretations of a given work.

The transiator would become an interpreter in such an understanding of

translation. Maier’s formulations are taken up by Lotbinière-Harwood in her book

on the task of the female translator. The transiator of Brossard’s novel links

translation to performance and theatricality:

À la fois corps lisant, corps écoutant et corps ré-écrivant, il [the corps

traduisant] circule sans arrêt dans les mots du texte à traduire, il parcourt

les dictionnaires et l’intertexte, fouille son propre imaginaire, interroge

l’auteure, se penche vers les lectrices ... En mouvement perpétuel, le

corps traduisant performe le passage entre le sens de départ à décoder et
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le sens d’arrivée à encoder, toujours en tenant compte du rapport

C d’adresse, de la relation à l’autre — comme sur une scène. (Re-belle 48)

The theatrical aspects of feminist translation that Lotbinière-Harwood

underscores not only concern the corporeal pleasures involved in translation but

also the subject’s identity formation in this act of translation. The space in which

the body-translation is articulated by desire and identification is what Livia Monnet

has described in her account of Asian migrant women’s autobiographical

practices. Monnet’s is one of the first conceptions of identity to explore subject

formation as performative translation:

l’identité émerge par conséquent d’un processus traductionnel performatif

triangulaire dont les énonciations hétérogènes plurivoques, ambivalentes

et toujours ouvertes à de multiples interprétations s’autotraduisent,

traduisent et retraduisent à l’infini par l’entremise d’une figure traductrice

féminine dont les orientations et identifications sexuelles, ethniques,

culturelles, de classe et autres ne sont jamais fixes et stables, mais elles-

mêmes en permanente traduction. (“Devenir” 454)29

This challenging definition of translation as performative orientations suggests

how feminist translation theory can account for gender identification across

languages, races, and geographical spaces. Jenik’s performance-images, when

considered in light of Monnet’s words, show how the movement from one media

space such as the book to the CD-ROM, from French into English, and from

white to interracial love is itself a process of continuous translation. Moreover,

Jenik has linked identity to some performative moments in which she must

translate herself between media: between script writing, from film to CD-ROM,

«and in the process ask myself so many questions.” (Curran, «Obsessed” 105)

This intermedial dimension of identity adds an important element to Monnet’s

description of performative translation. Working on the project, Jenik defines her

desire as a continuous and dialogic process between flot only languages and

gender but also between the various media that shape the contemporary lesbian

subject. Writing and translation would tend to signify performing digital in a visual

ç world of media translations and transformations. The space of writing

characteristic of the writer/translator is itself translated into digital spaces of
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reconfiguration in which ail is possible in terms of media representation. The

performative nature of writing, reading, and viewing are combined for and by the

interactor in the creation and exploration of the CD-ROM.

In this concept of identity as performative translation we must emphasize

the moments of reiteration. lndeed, one of Butier’s daim in her definition of

gender identification as performative is its citationai, repetitive, and reiterative

qualities. In other words, there is always repetition of some behaviours, acts, and

imitations in gender construction. As Jan Campbell and Janet Harbord have

written: “What is most challenging about Butler’s account is that the theatricality

of the performative process applies not only to the scenarios of drag ... but the

theatrical acts of mimesis circle back to the centre, to insist that ail gender

identification is constituted through the imitative process.” (229) On Jenik’s CD-

ROM the rather temporal nature of Butler’s concept of repetition is spatialized, as

the repetitive moments are spaced across various regions of the body and

America. The interactor accompanies Mélanie on her literary road trips and

travels in space across various hyperlinked deserted areas.

Repetition is flot only an important term in Butler’s thought but also in

feminist translation theory in general. For example, Miléna Santoro’s account of

feminist translation practice places repetition at the heart of women’s

interiinguistic endeavours. She writes: “While her [Maude Laures’s] translation

may in some ways attempt to repeat what Laure has created, this repetition is

recognized as necessary entailing a dispiacement, a replacement” (152).

Santoro’s concept of translation shows that there is always repetition but with a

difference: difference in space, time, media, and desire. The construction of

desire and space in Brossard and in Jenik is linked to iinguistic and spatial

translations that test on repetition. in Brossard’s novel, it is the translation into

French of a text originally wriften in French, and on Jenik’s CD-ROM it is the

hypermedia translation of the novel itself that figures as a double translation: the

re-translation of Maude Laure’s translation that occupies the thitd portion of the

novel and the hypermedia translation of Brossard’s work.

In the novel Maude Laures’s translation into French of a short story wriffen

in Ftench is an ambiguous repetition of the “original.” Jenik’s CD-ROM could be
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described as a fourth chapter to Brossard’s novel. This third translation, however,

C is a digital translation that adds aurality and filmic images to the written word. The

repetition involved in gender marking is present in the process of translation, and

it is doubled in the performative conception of gender that Butier proposes. As

one can see, the multitude of translations and repetitions Jenik’s work offers

points to a complex understanding of becoming in which repetition occupies a

central place.

Brossard’s novel proposes the representation of “reality” via a performative

refashioning of this very same “reality.” The author’s endeavour is to give reality a

gender and to display the desiring spaces in which this reality takes shape in the

mmd of fifteen-year-old Mélanie. The linguistic and spatial translations of this

reality Jenik undertakes on her CD-ROM reciprocate Mélanie’s journey but for an

interactor who is willing to question a triple conception of reality: Mélanie’s,

Jenik’s, and her own.

The performance of reality in which Mélanie and Jenik engage is one in

which lesbian desire and corporeality are fundamental. Moreover, the spatial and

evolutionary aspects of desire feature an understanding of this feeling as

something that is becoming in space. Rather than conceiving lesbian identity and

desire as something that evolves only in time, Mélanie and Jenik offer a different

conception of emotions that is worth examining in terms of performance and

identity. Nicole Côté’s Deleuzian reading of space and nomadism as performative

moments in Brossard’s novel corroborates the present interpretation of Jenik’s

work:

Ce corps comme champ d’énergie, il faudrait le remettre dans son cadre

social de performativité: si l’espace physique du désert représente pour

Mélanie une ‘déterritorialisation de la langue et du corps’, c’est peut-être

parce qu’il lui permet de se délester de sa marginalité — le territoire de la

lesbienne étant toujours repoussé aux limites du social — pour mieux

s’inventer une inscription métaphorique dans un territoire. (145)30

Similarly, on the CD-ROM Mélanie’s, Jenik’s, and the interactor’s bodies are

understood as nomadic entities in which desire and identification aiways equal a
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sense of space and gender that is to be defined and overcorne constantiy. The

various identifications and redefinitions of the subject depend on a constant

reorientation in the new performance-images that both Jenik and the interactor

corne to occupy as they travel.

If the theoretical understanding of gender identity as performative

translation is correct, we shouid be abie to find it not only in Brossard’s novel but

also in Jenik’s digital translation. The theatrical spaces in which Iesbian identity is

performed in Jenik’s virtual environment take severai forms. In fact, these forms

of gendered desire are aimed at revising a patriarchal and heterosexual

conception of identity that does flot take into account other ex-centric

formulations of desire.

One interesting transformation on the CD-ROM concerns Méianie’s

mother, Kathy, and her lover, Lorna. Jenik takes the representation of lesbian

desire a step further when she chooses to portray Lorna as an African American

lesbian. In Brossard’s novel we are given no hint that Lorna may be an African

American woman. Added to Jenik’s inclusion of Spanish, the presence of a black

woman is a very interesting supplernent to Brossard’s textual representation of

lesbianism. On occasions like these Jenik seems to take issue with a canonical

representation of feminism and iesbianism, exemplified in the writings of feminist

writers and philosophers such as Hélène Cixous and Luce Irigaray, in which a

certain white bourgeois lesbianism tries to unify ail women against patricharcai

hegemony, bypassing racial and class distinctions along the way.

However, ît is flot the shortcomings of the Ftench feminist thought of the

1970s that seem troubling for the interactor. It is, indeed, Jenik’s reactivation of

the butch-femrne aesthetics of the lesbian couple that discomforts the interactor

who watches the short films on the CD-ROM. In Case’s account of the butch

femme aesthetics31, a certain creative agency is conferred upon the femme.

Case argues that “Within the butch-femme economy, the femme actively

perforrns her masquerade as the subject of representation.” Ç’Towards” 66)

Case’s revalorization of the strategies that the butch and the femme employ,

C however, seems to border on idealization when she daims that “no narrative net

can catch them or hold them as they wriggle into a variety of characters and
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plots.” (“Towards” 69) Similarly, in another context, Jiil Dolan mentions that butch

C femme performances exemplify “a more fluid gender role continuum” (165)

According to Dolan, the butch-femme duo as spectacle would show the

unfounded basis of heterosexual roles: “Exaggerating the trappings of traditional

feminine and masculine gender roles in performance highlights their

unnaturalness as cultural constructions.” (165) Do these descriptions conform to

the behaviour 0f the characters we find on the CD-ROM? Are they following the

masquerading performances Case and Dolan describe, being “free from

biological determinism, elitist essentialism, and the heterosexist cleavage of

sexual difference” (Case, “Towards” 71), and do they, as reflections of Brossard’s

characters, depart from their “models”?

On the CD-ROM Lorna plays the butch, whereas Kathy adopts the more

“feminine” look wearing make-up and siffing in Lorna’s lap. Jenik’s procedure is

ambiguous: on the one hand, she revisits the monolithic lesbian identity

advocated by Brossard, but, on the other, she seems to recycle the clichéd

conception 0f the lesbian couple as a version of the heterosexual union.32 One of

two things is possible: either Jenik is perfectly aware that she is recycling the

conventional view of lesbian couples as derivatives of the heterosexual union and

desires to show how a certain camp version 0f lesbianism tests on the

recuperation of clothes and behaviour that often go unquestioned by lesbians

themselves, or the adapter does not realize that she is recycling the prejudices

against lesbians that she aims to undermine in het digital translation 0f Brossard.

We cannot know for sure what stand Jenik upheld at the time of

conception. However, both scenarios fali into the proposed conception of identity

as theatrical play and performance proposed in the preceding analysis of lesbian

reality. On the CD-ROM Lorna’s character reflects this understanding of lesbian

identity much more than in Brossard’s novel. Lorna, as an Afncan American

lesbian who works as a mechanic, cannot be more masculinized and

stereotyped. Moreover, the “digital” Lorna possesses a masculine voice that

resembles that of a man. The “masculine” position that she occupies on the CD

ROM is not only expressed visually but also aurally.
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As is the case with Mélanie, Lorna was raised by two women. The social

status of her family is revealed when she mentions that she was raised in a trailer

park. The communities of women constructed by Brossard and Jenik are similar

but with a difference. The racial component that Jenik includes tends to make of

the couple an even more marginal union: an interracial Iesbian couple residing in

the desert. Their translations across spaces of race, class, and gender point to

their marginalized yet emancipated subject positions in the desert. However, due

to Jenik’s visual representation of women sporting the butch-femme aesthetics,

the interactor can only point out the ambiguous nature of the digital Iesbian

presented on the CD-ROM. These uncertainties notwithstanding, in the digital

piece Iesbian identity as performative translation must also be addressed in terms

of autobiography.

Jenik’s Autobiographical “Writing”

Most feminist scholars who work on visual “autobiographies” would flot support

the daim that self-representation functions as a mirror that reveals an individual’s

essence. Moreover, they would probably reject the hypothesis, as Julia Watson

and Sidonie Smith do, that the female autobiographical subject only displays

“narcissistic self-absorption.” (8) Visual “autobiographies” are often pictured as

mirrors that reflect the “real” life of a narcissistic subject. In fact, what

“autobiographies” such as self-portraits, photographs, installations, cartoons,

performances, and web sites display is a visual address in the mode of “enacted

life narrations” (9). It is what Watson and Smith call “performative interfaces” (12)

that most characteristically describes what takes place in visual “autobiographies”

in which the self that speaks is constructed under the very eyes of the spectator

or onlooker. The self in such visual displays is the resuit of addresses that go

beyond textual inscriptions.

And yet, even though there is a burgeoning interest in visual

“autobiographies,” there seems to be a resistance or at Ieast a Iack of interest in

the visual seif-representations that take place outside the reaims of photography,

video, or performance. More than a decade ago, Smith concluded an important

work on female autobiographical writing with the following words: “On the eve of
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the twenty-first century, we find autobiographical subjects ail around us, and they

are stretching textual forms, multiple media, and diverse occasions to fit their
excessive negotiations of subjectivity, identity, and the body.” ($ubjectivity 188)

Surprisingly, writing in 2002, Watson and Smith remark that “Web sites in

cyberspace [...] have not yet been recognized as autobiographical acts.” (6) It

seems that visual self-representations, when they are put together with digital
tools, seem to miss their addressees. is this negligence only due, as some argue,

to the recent emergence of digital media, or does it display a lack of interest for

whatever is part of digital culture on the part 0f the scholars who have developed

feminist autobiographical theory? This study of Jenik’s CD-ROM as a digital self

representation certainly wants to exemplify how a female digital artist negotiates

between a canonical lesbian novel and her performative self-representation as

translation between languages and media.

Jenik’s digital adaptation certainly is one form of autobiographical practice

that wants to detour us from textual inscriptions of the self. Adapting a nove! to

hypermedia, Jenïk forces us to reconsider the ïnherited discourses on the

Western autobiographical subject in the context of a medium that wants to

interrogate “the narrative elasticities and subversive possibilities of the genre”

(Subjectivity 23). Moreover, transforming a feminist novel, Jenik inserts her

practice in varîous discourses on gender that we might find her questioning or

simply reinforcing. This aspect of Jenik’s practice recalis Smith’s comments on

Bakhtin’s heteroglossia that may be useful to understand autobiographical writing

from the margins, because these cultural discourses “affect vanous technologies

of subjectivity by means of which autobiographical subjects secure themselves,

dislodge themselves, or refashion themselves” (Subjectivity 21). How does Jenik

articulate her position as a desiring Iesbian subject and digital adapter?

One of the first modes of address on the CD-ROM is Jenik’s voice-over.

First, the digital artist asks that the interactor question her own desire to

understand and to explore this digital work. This demand may distract us,

however, from the autobiographical moments in which Jenik performs her desires

before the eyes of the interactor. Jenik’s project resembles what Case has

described as the new virtual fields open to women: “A specific strategy for the
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recapturing of territories is the Iesbian version 0f ‘performing’ within the new

virtual spaces of technology.” (187) As Jenik conceptualizes the performances in

which the actors must enact their lives and desires, the artist, in the “Maker map”

section, is caught in an autobiographical disclosure that Brossard could flot have

foreseen but that her novel certainly encourages. In fact, one could argue that

Jenik’s autobiographical revelations on the CD-ROM are even more fascinating

than the actual representation of Brossard’s fictional characters. The voyeuristic

impulses that Jenik triggers in the interactor cannot go unmentïoned. This

performance of the writing self that the artist reveals can be analyzed using the

double metaphor of translation. lndeed, the technical and procedural challenges

that she faces when producing the CD-ROM have to be related to the

performance 0f lesbian desire and identification found in the transition from the

space of the nove! to digital platform, from written language to visual and auraI

media.

A recent approach to autobiographical writing that concerns performativity

and that evades the problematic disclosure of inner truths seems attractive for

both heterosexual and lesbian women. In Smith’s view, there is no self that is

unified or coherent before the actual writing of the self. The supposed interiority of

both male and female subjects would be the resuit of the performance in which

they inscribe their life stories. This is the critical view that Smith favors when she

adopts Butler’s description of performativity as an iterative process: “The history

of an autobiographical subject is the history of recitations of the self. But if the self

does not exist prior to its recitations then autobiographical storytelling is a

recitation of a recitatïon.” (“Performativity” 111)’ Interestingly, Smith seems to be

referring to a proto-Bakhtinian framework when she argues that “the

autobiographical subject is amnesiac, incoherent, heterogeneous, interactive.”

(110) lt is precisely those moments of performance, heterogeneity, and

interaction that we find in Jenik’s autobiographical revelations.

In the section called “Maker map,” the interactor who clicks on a road sign

sees various sentences in the forms of questions that appear at the top of the

C screen. ]enik asks herseif: “How can I create an erotic of Iesbian desire when I

don’t even understand my own desire7’ The interactor becomes enmeshed in
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revelations that she certainly did flot expect to read and that certainly do flot

appear on the other CD-ROMs studied in this dissertation. Jenik’s questioning is

legitimate: it reveals how the process of adaptation is flot only a maller of media

but also of inner motivation that pertains to desire. The translation of the novel

into virtual spaces 0f desire is the ultimate conclusion both Brossard and Jenik

expect. How can Jenik fulfih) her intermedial mission if she cannot locate her

spaces 0f desire and the performative moments that they provoke?

Jenik questions her desire and highllghts the performance of desire when

she asks herself this question: “Why do I romantize [sic] Melanie?” This question,

however, points to two Mélanies: the one whom Jenik pictures in her reading of

Brossard’s novel, and the one whom she conceptualizes in her CD-ROM

translation. The actual mental and emotional conception of Mélanie in terms of

romanticism certainty points more to Jenik’s desires than to an actual Mélanie

who is to be found in the novel. Even though Mélanie is a free-spirited young

woman who can arouse feelings of envy and jealousy, there is hile romanticism

in her words and actions. Her questioning of reahity and her apprehension of hife

as performance contradict this daim.

Jenik asks herseif a question that is directly related to her understanding of

Brossard’s depiction of Mélanie. She asks: “Why do I romanticize the time in my

life when I was ‘bad’? Is this an American trait?” Jenik identifies herself and

compares her past behaviour to Mélanie’s. Brossard’s novel allows her to put in

perspective an actual account of her past. Indeed, why does she feel the need to

romanticize her past actions in terrns 0f badness and nationality? Is it because,

as Srnith argues, the autobiographical subject “cornes to an awareness of the

relationship of her specific body to the cultural ‘body’ and to the body poiltic”

(131), or does she need to accentuate a past behaviour in terms of its badness to

display the attitude that she would like to project towards that behaviour? Is Jenik

replaying and repeating Mélanie’s behaviour in the novel when she questions

reahity and comes to the conclusion that she entered hife as a character on the

stage of her hife? Mélanie’s faith in performance rather than in representation

C seems to be transferred to Jenik’s autobïographical revelations.
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The autobiographicai traits of Jenïk’s journey are quite important and are

C somewhat passed over rapidly in most studies of her adaptation, as though critics

do flot find it important enough to reverse Jenik’s initiai demand to question inner

motivations and desires. This drive to understand, after ail, concerns Jenik

herself. lndeed, one should try to locate the personal obsessions that force a

filmmaker or digital artist to adapt a particular work at a particular time in her life.

Sue-Ellen Case points out about Jenik’s Mauve Deseit “The CD-ROM version

performs an obsession with the text and with Brossard more than any simple

replication of the text itself could.” (“Eve” 647) Case’s mentionïng of the CD-ROM

as a performative site of obsession is suggestive, for it impiies that the CD-ROM

reveais more than a textual translation or film adaptation. The digital plafform

would permit a more obsessive and repetitious invoivement with the work than

film. On the one hand, the repetitive clicking and cruising activities in Jenik’s

diverse performance-images of desire provoke such behaviour from the

interactor. On the other, Case must have in mmd a rather normative idea of the

cinema in which the obsessions of the director could not be as self-revelatory as

they are on Jenik’s CD-ROM. Nevertheless, digital autobiographical uwriting

expands the limits ascribed by the book form.

Jenik’s autobiographical passages are flot only iinked to words and visual

media but also to sound. lndeed, in the section in which the interactor can watch

short clips of interviews with Brossard, the interactor can hear as a soundtrack to

Brossatd’s thoughts on creation and language Jenïk’s panting noises. The

“sounds of desire” compiement our understanding of Brossard’s rather

“intellectuai” revelations with what the CD-ROM is ail about: a personal and

obsessive engagement with one of the Québécoise author’s novels. Jenik’s

fascination with the novei is evoked via severai media: the written word, the

soundscapes in which desire is heard, and the visual attributes of the maps.

The plurality of media invoived, however, should not distract us from the

way that they actually serve the confessional mode. At the heart of Jenik’s CD

ROM lies the possibility that she might teil too much or reveal personal details.

“Do I want anyone to know me?”, Jenik asks. indeed, Jenik’s CD-ROM is a very

personai project that she shares with anyone who is wiliing to buy her work. In
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other words, is she selling a part of her desire and entering public space via

consumerism? 0f course, Jenik is perfectly conscious that this digital exercise

and the fear of sharing it with the world disclose something about het deepest

feelings. She asks: “What am I hiding from?” She may have answered the last

question herseif when she comments that “This is indeed a fantasy. Am I too old

to live it out?” Facing the difficuit conceptual and financial steps involved in the

visual adaptation of a literary work, Jenik questions her very motivations and

aftnbutes them to a fantasy that she wants to experience. However, the question

is whether or flot she wants to go ail the way and traverse the spaces of her

desire. It is ironic that at the beginning of the CD-ROM, when Jenik’s voice-over

addresses us, the digital artist demands that we, interactors, question the

motivating force underiying our desire to understand her work. Is Jenik trying to

distract us from the central aspect of her work, its autobiographicai component?

The performance and re-evaluation of self that Jenik undertakes is as important

in its autobiographicai disclosing as in its intermediai transformation of Brossard’s

novel.

The autobiographical revelations moving from the traditional space of the

book to the visual environment of the screen, one may ask how a screen-based

medium reconfigures desire. The critic writing on Jenik’s CD-ROM cannot but

smiie at one of Brossard’s remarks in the eariy discussions of the project, for her

question seems to contradict the very premises of Brossard’s novei itseif. in a

1995 fax Brossard asks Jenik: “Can the symbolic exist on a computer screen?

[Can] a dimension behind the surface be gollen to?” How surprising it is to read

Brossard’s questions when Méianie’s own wotds would have given the

Québécoise author the best answers. Ail symbolic dimensions of desire are the

expression of what lies on the surface of desire, flot its actual depth which cannot

be attained anyway. This reminds US of the autobiographicai selfs desire to

disciose the essence of its very being. In fact, Smith denounces this illusion in the

autobiographicai self when she daims that “The true self, or core of metaphysical

seifhood, can neyer be discovered, unmasked, revealed because there is nothing

at the core. The self has no origin, no history, since both origin and history are,

like the self, fictions.” f $ubjectivïty 56) Brossard’s belief in a dimension behind the
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surface of the screen recails the quixotic search for the core of the

autobiographical self and precisely contradicts the performative construction of

desire in her novel. The screen does flot obscure but filters the performance of

desire; the screen suggests viewing positions that the novel cannot. The

performances which Mélanie discovers in her own behaviour and that Jenik

herseif revisits on her CD-ROM do flot seem to convince Brossard that the CD-

ROM is an appropriate platform and that the computer screen is heir to the

cinema and television screens.

Working with this screen-based medium, Jenik asks herself, pertinently we

might add, “How should it end? Am I bound to Brossard’s ending?” This question,

which faces any adapter working in film or in any medium, as ail media are

susceptible of receiving an adaptation, becomes almost obsolete in the CD-ROM

environment. lndeed, even though there is a final section that leads to the credits,

the interactor is flot forced to end her journey with it. Jenik’s work can be explored

usïng any given path that the interactor might like to adopt and conclude on any

road stretch. For the interactor who decides to view the officiai “ending,” LEnd of

the road” plays a variation on the trilingual opening sequence discussed above.

The ending features a similar tripartite soundttack in French, English, and

Spanish. However, what the narrators read is one of the last paragraphs in the

novel. Fittingly, the last paragraph takes the theme of reality and replays it in the

key of desire. A stili image of Mélanie driving in the setting sun while the reflection

of her eyes is moving in the rear-view mirror is only one way to end the journey.

Apropos of “endings,” Jenik has included on her CD-ROM a feature that

can stop the exploration of her adaptation. In fact, this mechanism is even more

performative than the writing seif in its effects. The most performative agent to be

found on the CD-ROM is Longman, the man who destroys Méianie’s dreams.

Indeed, in Brossard’s novel Longman’s presence is characterized by his recurring

presence in Méianie’s narrative and occupies a dossier in which still images of

him are reproduced. However, even though the reader does flot know what the

purpose of this character is, the only significant male character in the novel must

have a rather disruptive rote to piay. Ultimately, as we reach the end of Mélanie’s

narration, we realize that Longman’s task is to eliminate the “object” of Mélanie’s
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desire and fascination, Angela Parkins. On the CD-ROM the presence of

Longman is superbly characterized by impromptu apparitions that detour the

interactor from continuing her hypermedia journey. When the black-and-white

visual sequence starring Longman begins, the interactor knows that she wiII

travel in space and end up somewhere else. Should the interactor want to go

back where she was prior to Longman’s apparition, she wiN have to remember

the virtual maps that Iead to where she was and to re-explore them. Longman’s

dismantling of the interactor’s quest to inquire into Mélanie’s and Jenik’s desire

ends on its ninth occasion. When Longman makes his last apparition, the

program shuts down and the interactor has to start over to regain access to the

main map.

It is quite appropriate and somewhat ironic that the most successful

performative moment on this CD-ROM that celebrates lesbian desire be

attributed to a violent man. Actually, the CD-ROM recycles the novel’s

denouement in which Angela Parkins is killed. Here Longman’s “killing” destroys

everything: the access to images, texts, and soundtracks. He bars the entrance to

Mélanie’s, Jenik’s, and the interactor’s desires. Mélanie’s Angela and Jenik’s

Nicole are left in the dark for a moment; the interactor has to stop the

comparative study of lesbian desire undertaken with Brossard’s novel and that

culminates in Jenik’s digital translation of the feminist author. The performances

that relate to gender and theatrical self-representations must stop when male

power acts and destroys the basis on which this theater rests.

The Location 0f Gender

In an essay on lesbian performance and pornography, JilI Dolan argues that

“Lesbian sexuality is given voice and imaged in theatre, where heterosexual male

desire has historically reigned in the form of the male gaze.” (164) On Jenik’s CD

ROM the theatricality of the roles that women play as characters is accentuated

in the behind-the-scene moments that the artist allows the interactor to explore. It

is on these occasions that the digital performances echo those of lesbïan

C performers who “locate their work in theatre conventions, rather than in the

illusionless documentation of most cultural feminist art’ (Dolan 169). Jenik’s
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characters’ actions do flot seem to correspond to this scenario of Iesbian

performance as theater. Their bodies are flot displayed “in the costumes of their

cultural constructs, which the performances subvert through pointed comedy.”

(Dolan 170) On the contrary, the characters take their actions and words very

seriously, almost solemnly, as Jenik does flot seem willing to revïsit the

unnaturalness of gender categories. Mélanie, Kathy, and Lorna are characters

who believe strongly in their lesbian condition. The interactor then wonders if the

failure to acknowledge the construction of gender as performance and theater

should be directed towards the initial model, Brossard’s novel, or towards Jenik’s

understanding of the Québécoise author.

But whose materiality, gender, and theatricality are we discussing here?

Do these distinctions maller for the interactor other than the lesbian cyber

voyageuse, for whom the CD-ROM is destined after ail? What about the

heterosexual woman, the gay male or, simply put, the most remote addressee

possible, the male heterosexual interactor? How do they react when traversing

the virtual spaces of lesbian desire? As part of the latter category, I often wonder

how I feel and how I should feel when I explore Jenik’s CD-ROM. Following

Teresa de Lauretis’s reasonable suggestion to ground a particular analysis in its

appropriate gendered sou35, I must underline the rather awkward viewing position

in which I find myseif as a male heterosexual interactor.

When Jenik daims that “Mauve Desert ends up making people really

aware of their body. A woman may feel wow, this is the first thing I’ve seen on a

CD ROM that I’m actually inspired by, and want to spend time siffing down with.

Men may be very drawn to it, but they also feel some distance ftom it” (Curran,

“Obsessed” 108), is she reproducing a series of preconceived ideas about male

attitudes and reactions for which men are constantly blamed by lesbians and

women? In other words, does the patriarchal exclusion of women’s desires,

bodies, capabilities, motivate the exclusion of men from possible interactors? Can

a first exclusion be redeemed by a second exclusion? When unfounded

presuppositions such as the following serve as arguments, lesbian artists replay

the very same scenarïos of exclusion heterosexual men played under what is

called “patriarchy”: “...most of the CD ROMS that are out and about now that are
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really of any depth or interest are made by women: women seem to have a real

proclivity towards working in this multi-layered form.” (Curran, “Obsessed” 108)

There are many daims and assumptions to be debunked here. According

to Jenik, if men can flot judge of a CD-ROM made by women or lesbians because

“they feel some distance from it,” how can she evaluate the depth of a CD-ROM

made by a man? 0f course, this une 0f reasoning does flot hold water; it simply

uses a cliché to justify another. More importantly, Jenik seems to be “re

essentializing” heterosexual and lesbian women in one gigantic entity that

supposedly forms an undeniable unity of thought and action, which is a political

tactic denounced by several contemporary feminists who are sensible to the

various differences of class, gender, and race among women and lesbians

themselves.

Finally, do these distinctions between types of interactor matter? Aren’t we

supposed to feel the same intellectual and corporeal pleasures when we explore

the performances assembled by Jenik? Perhaps the ultimate and most provoking

question concerns the voyeuristic intentions of the male heterosexual interactors

of whom I am part. What are we trying to find or get access to via the exploration

of this CD-ROM? Do we corne to question our heterosexual and often voyeuristic

desires, as Jenik urges the interactor to perform in her opening statement? Can

there be something engrossing on this CD-ROM that seems to exciude male

spectatorial agency from the start? Do the lesbian performances amount to more

than momentary glimpses at “non-normative” sexual behaviours?

lndeed, does Jenik succeed in reaching out to interactors other than

lesbian ones, and does she care about it anyway? Does an open-minded male

heterosexual viewer exist for feminist and lesbian artists, or is he simply part of

patriarchal hegemony, even though he seems interested in their art in more than

intellectual terms? If I am not moved by Jenik’s piece, is it due to my hetero

normative frame of mmd or to the limitations of the digital work itself? Can I

compare the CD-ROM to other works by gay and lesbian artists in order to draw

conclusions? Why am I moved by other sites of gender performance in the plays

of Tony Kushner or Cherrie Moraga or in some of Pedro Almôdovar’s films and

not in the case of Jenik’s CD-ROM? These questions are only a few examples
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0f concerns that face the reception of openly gender-oriented works, and these

have to be addressed before a critical judgment is passed on Jenik’s CD-ROM.

Questions of remediation and media ecoiogy, as pertinent and vital as they are in

this dissertation, cannot account for the performance of lesbian desire in Jenik’s

digital environment.

These questions notwithstanding, Jenik’s CD-ROM is a fascinating eariy

adaptation of a very famous Québécois novel. The artist’s selection 0f Brossard’s

novel is a clever choice, for the triptych itself translates easily into a muitilinear

combination of reading possibilities. Furthermore, Jenik’s approach to Mélanie’s

performance of reality and desire articulates what is crucial in the novel: the

linguistic and spatial translations inherent in the task of the transiator and the

nature of road trips. The construction and performance of gender, from its

novelistic embodiment to its digital setting, reveals the feminist and Iesbian

agenda of the creator in a way that must be praised.37 lndeed, Jenik takes the

interactor on a journey that wants to make her question the very motives that

drive personai desires via the artist’s own questioning of what drives her to hyper-

translate Brossard’s novel. The formai qualities of the piece are flot diminished by

an interactor’s (such as this writer’s) failure to connect with such a personal CD-

ROM. In fact, it contributes to raise important questions for further studies of

Jenik’s CD-ROM.

Notes

11e reader will find complete biographical information and descriptions ofienik’s current projects at
<http://visarts.ucsd.edu/faculty/ajenllc.htm>.
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Keyboard Catharsis and the Masking ofRoundheads,” The DrarnaReview 45.3 (2001): 95-1 12.
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substance et de présence.” “Le baroque numérique: via Viola ou le passage de la théâtralité,” Résurgences
baroques, ed., Walter Moser and Nicolas Goyer (Bruxelles: La Lettre Volée, 2001)250.
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One could compare the use ofthe map of Italy in Rossellini’s Paisa (1946) to that on Jenilc’s CD-ROM.
Whereas in the neo-realist film a voice-over guides the spectator from city to city, on the CD-ROM the
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Larouche (Monfréat: XYZ, 2003) 43-53.

See Nicole Brossard, Picture Theoty (Montréal: Editions Nouvelle Optique, 1982), and Le Désert mauve
(Monfréal: Editions de l’Hexagone, 1987).

See Lacan’s distinction bet-ween “oeil” [eyej and “regard” [gazeJ in Séminaire Xl: Les quatre concepts
fondamentaux de la psychanalyse (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1973) pp.79-135. Actually, here is what the
French psychoanalyst says about the object and the gaze in terms that relate to painting and to the effects of
the “lumière” that Mélanie describes: “Ce qui est lumière me regarde, et grâce à celle lumière au fond de
mon oeil, quelque chose se peint . . . qui est impression, qui est ruissellement d’une surface qui n’est pas,
d’avance, située pour moi dans sa distance.” (111)1 return to Lacan’s concept ofthe gaze in Chapter 4.

See Lev Manovich’s work on visual culture as database in The Language ofNew Media (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 2001) pp.2 18-243.
10 See Butler’s landmark works: Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion ofldentity (New York:
Routledge, 1990), and Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (New York: Routledge, 1993).
‘Butler herself continues to expand and revise the theoretical positions elaborated in the aforementioned

books. See The Psychic LUè ofPower: Theories in Subjection (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997)
pp.l 32-150, and, most recently, Undoing Gender (New York: Routledge, 2004). For a thorough
engagement with Butler’s thought, see the special issue ofTheo,y, Culture & Society 16.2 (1999). Fora
challenging criticism ofButler’s work from the point ofview ofLacanian psychoanalysis, see Joan Copjec,
Read niy Desire: Lacan against the Historicists (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994) pp.20 1-216, and Slavoj
Ziek, IZie Ticklish Subject: The Absent Centre ofFolitical Ontology (London: Verso, 2000) pp.257-275.
12 Sec Derrida’s deconstruction ofAustin’s thesis in “Signature événement contexte,” Marges — de la
philosophie (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1972) 365-393.
13 For a reconsideration of feminism in tenns of corporeality, see Elizabeth Grosz’s propositions in Volatile
Bodies: Toward a CorporeaÏ feminism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994) pp.22-23.
14 See these seminal writings on translation: Walter Benjamin, “Die Aufgabe des Ubersetzers,”
Illuminationen (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1977) 50-62; Roman Jakobson, “On Linguistic Aspects of
Translation,” Selected Writings, vol. 2 (The Hague: Mouton, 1971) 260-266; Mtoine Berman, L ‘épreuve de
l’étranger (Paris: Gallimard, 1984); Jacques Derrida, “Des tours de Babel,” Dfference in Translation, ed.,
Joseph F. Graham (fthaca: Comeil University Press, 1985) 165-207; George Steiner, Afler Babel: Aspects of
Language and Translation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975); and Henri Meschonnic, Poétique du
traduire (Lagrasse: Verdier, 1999). Feminist translation theorists take issue with the male-oriented views of
translation exposed in these writings.
15 will use two ofLotbnière-Hanvood’s theorefical writings on translation: Re-belle et infidèle: la
traduction comme pratique de réécriture auféminin / The Body Bilingual: Translation as a Re-Writing in
the feminine (Monfréal: Editions du Remue-ménage, 1991), and “Geographies of Why,” Culture in
Transit: Translating the Literature ofQuebec, cd., Sherry Simon (Montreal: Véhicule Press, 1995) 55-68.
16 Santoro says: “the accents ofwomen’s voices and the power oftheir words become a central leitmotiv in
the novel.” “Feminist Translation: Writing and Transmission among Women in Nicole Brossard’s Le
Désert mauve and Madeleine Gagnon’s Lueur,” Women by Women: The Treahnent offemale Characters
by Women Writers offiction in Quebec since 1980, ed., Roseanna Lewis Dufault (Madison, NJ: Fairleigh
Dicldnson University Press, 1997) 149.
17 Wlad Godzich addresses the international risc ofEnglish and globalization in a text aptly written in
French and published in an anglophone journal. Sec his “L’anglais mondial et les stratégies de la diglossie,”
boundwy 226.2 (1999): 3 1-44.
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18 One should mention the important work ofFrench composer and film critic Michel Chion whose Un Art
sonore, le cinéma : histoire; esthétique, poétique (Paris: Cahiers du cinéma, 2003), and La Voix au cinéma
(Paris: Cahiers du cinéma, 1982), among others, have confributed to rejuvenate the study ofsound in an art
form supposedly given to images.
19 See Susan Bassnett, “Travel Writing and Gender,” The Cambridge Companion to Travel Writing, ed.,
Peter Hulme and Tim Youngs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) 239, and Gillian Rose, who
proposes a “time-geography” to analyze the properties of fem ale fravel writing in her feminism and
Geography: fhe Limits ofGeographical Knowledge (Oxford: Polity Press, 1993).
20 Franco Moretti, Atlante del romanzo europeano, 1800-1900 (Torino: Einaudi, 1997), and Giuliana Bruno,
Atlas ofEmotion: Journeys in Art Architecture, and film (New York: Verso, 2002).
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22 For an evaluation ofthe way in which Hale’s Tours transformed the public sphere and fashioned early
visual culture, Lauren Rabinovitz, “More than the Movies: A History of Somatic Visual Culture through
HaIe’s Tours, Imax, and Motion Simulation Rides,” Memoiy Bytes: History, Technology, and Digital
Media, ed., Lauren Rabinovitz and Abraham Geil (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004) 99- 125.
23 The evocation ofKerouac’s On the Road and Scott’s Thetma and Louise is even more to the point since
Jenik herselfhas called Mauve Desert a “CD-Rom road movie.” “Desktop Theater: Keyboard Catharsis and
the Masking ofRoundheads,” The Drama Review 45.3 (2001): 96.
24 Jndeed, Jenilc and Brossard failed to meet on several occasions at the beginning of the creation process,
as the content ofthe correspondence reveals.
25 How unfortunate it is that an authoritative and recent publication such as The Cambridge Companion to
Travel Writing (2002) omits fravel “writing” in ail its multimedia forms: on film or television, on the
Internet or in other digital formats. Sidonie Smith gives a rapid overview ofthis most promising form of
fravel “writing.” See Moving Lives: Twentieth-Centwy Women Travel Writing (Minneapolis: University
ofMinnesota Press, 2001) pp.2O3-208.
26 See Rachel Greene, Internet Art (London: Thames & Hudson, 2004) pp. 176-178, and for information on
RÏuImIbloIt (which is a veiy fascinating form of”adaptation” that refers to Alexander von Humboldt’s
travel account Personal Narrative ofa Journey to the Equinoctial Regions ofthe New Continent (1834)),
see Future Cinema: The Cinematic Imaginwy afler film, ed., Jeffrey Shaw and Peter Weibel
(Karlsruhe/Cambridge, MA: ZKM/JvilT Press, 2003) 563.
27 One could argue that television series such as Survivor and 77ie Amazing Race are much more interesting
sites ofgender confusion (or reinforcement) and performance than virtual ones, because participants
perform actions that often putto the test assumptions about masculinity and femininity. The actual
constructions ofgender are either reinforced or undennined before the eyes ofthe spectator.
28 See Susan Holbrook, “Mauve Arrows and the Erotics of Translation,” Essays on Canadian Writing 61
(1997): 232, and Barbara Godard, “Transiating (with) the Speculum,” ]TR: terminologie, traduction,
rédaction 4.2 (1991): 90.
29 Moimet’s case in point in her essay on migrant identity as performative translation is Yi Yang-ji’s novel,
Yuhi. Homi Bhabha also explores culttwal identity as translation but in the context of postcolonial subjects.
See his “How Newness Enters ifie World: Postmodem Space, Postcoionial Times and the Trials ofCultuml
Translation,” The Location ofCulture (New York: Routledge, 1994)212-235. For a study of cultural
translation and Chinese cinema, see Rey Chow, Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuatity Ethnography, and
Contempora,y Chinese Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995) 176-202.
30 Barbara Godard has discussed feminist translation in terms of geography and re-territorialization in
“Deleuze and Translation,” Parallax 14 (2000): 56-81.
31 Sue-Ellen Case, “Towards a Butch-femrne Aesthetic,” Discourse: Journalfor Theoretical Studies in
Media and Culture 11.1(1988-1989): 55-73.
32 Leigh Gilmore questions Case’s freatment ofthe butch-femme aesthetics and argues that “She [Case]
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The study ofJenik’s digital project certainly responds to Watson and Smith’s plea “to expand the concept
ofvisual autobiography as self-portraiture to include visual, textual, voiced, and material modes of
embodied self-representation.” (7)

A concise presentation ofthese issues is M. Heather Carver, “Risky Business: Exploring Women’s
Autobiography and Performance,” Voices Made ftesh: Performing Women Autobiography, ed., Lynn C.
Miller, Jacqueline Taylor, and M. Heather Carver (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2003) 15-29.

De Lauretis makes an interesting point in the context of film analysis that is pertinent for any object of
interpretation: “The success ofa critical analysis or reading ofa film, therefore, consists in showing how
those contingent effects are structw-ed for and by one particular spectator ... in her/his interpretation or
critical reconstruction (secondarization) ofthe film as fantasy.” The Practice ofLove: Lesbian Sexuality and
Perverse Desire (Btoomington: indiana University Press, 1994)130.
36 See Kushner’s award-winning Angels in America: Millennium Approaches (New York: Theatre
Communications Group, 1993), and Angels in Amenca: Perestroika (New York: Theafre Conununications
Group, 1993). Both plays have been adapted for television (FffiO) and are available on DVD in a six-hour
edition ofthe series. Three of Moraga’s plays are collected in Heroes and Saints & Other Ptays
(Mbuquerque, NM: West End Press, 1994). Conceming Spanish filmmaker Mmôdovar’s most impressive
films in terms ofgender performance, see Todo sobre mi madre and La mala educacidn.

Jenilc’s CD-ROM would correspond to one ofthe themes Watson and Smith identify in female visual
autobiographies, that is, “Women’s visualized difference and ifie differencing of women (in etlmicity, race,
sexuality, age, class).” (16)
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CHAPTER 3

(De)Coding and Performing Chineseness:

Simon Biggs’s The Great WaII of China

31 Introduction: Simon Bigqs’s Works and The Great WaII of China

Digital Videos and Installations

Born in Australia in 1957, Simon Biggs lives in England where he is Research

Professor in Digital Arts at the Art and Design Research Centre, Sheffield-Hallam

University, and Research Supervisor, Chelsea College of Art and Design,

London. Aside from his pedagogical activities, Biggs has been exhibiting and

lecturing around the world for more than twenty years.1

Most notably among Biggs’s early media productions are digital videos

based upon famous literary works by Dante, Milton, Flaubert, and Celan.2 These

digital shorts function as prototypes for some cf the artist’s recent installations.

Biggs’s digital videos are flot conventional adaptations of literary works; they take

inspiration from the literary material, but they update it in an unforeseen manner.

For example, Pandaemonium, a 1992 digital short, derives from Mïlton’s

description cf Satan’s imperial palace in Book I of Paradise Lost. Reworking

Milton’s description 0f the manner in which the rebel angels ransacked the earth

to build Pandemonium, Riggs draws a parallel between the rebel angels that

destroy God’s creation and current scientists who are working on ways to modify

human genes and who promote another type of ‘creationist” thinking.
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As is the case with several digital artists, Biggs’s current artistic

C productions concern video installations. These digital installations often elaborate

on works or ideas expressed in his videos. For instance, pursuing the work on

contemporary environmental and genetic predïcaments, Biggs has created an

interactive installation, The Visible Genome Project (2001), that takes issue with

scientists’ current interest in “de-coding” human nature. Biggs’s previous works

that deal with genetics are On Sight (1991), Alchemy (1990), and Golem (1988).

As one can see, Biggs’s digital practice combines current social and scientific

preoccupations and their virtual representation in digital videos and installations.

His most recent productions include Parallax, Palimpsest, Tristero (2002),

Recombinant Icon, Stream, Book of Booksfthis Is flot a Hypertext (2003), and

non-LOSS’y Translator (2004).

Similar to Boissier’s, Biggs’s digital productions have evolved alongside

numerous critical pieces that put in perspective the reconfiguration of art in the

digital realm. lndeed, on his web site the reader will find several essays that

relate media art theory to its practice. Moreover, Biggs has given several

interviews in which he discusses concepts such as interactivity, authorship, and

creativity in digital environments and in his own works.

Biggs’s work has been awarded several prestigious prizes and has been

shown internationally. For example, the online, CD-ROM, and installation

versions of The Gteat Wall of China have been exhibited at Electrohype, Malmo,

Sweden; Festival International de Language Electronique, Sao Paulo, Brazil;

Jornadas de Me y Medios Digitales, Cordoba, Argentina; Cyber 99 Festival,

Lisbon, Portugal; Sci-Art 99, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia; Vidarte, Centro

Nacional de las Ai-tes, Mexico City, Mexico; 2nd International Exhibition of CD

ROM, MECAD, Barcelona, Spain; European Media Art Festival, Osnabruck,

Germany; L’Imagginera Leggera, Palermo, ltaly; New Media Arts Festival,

Pamplona, Spain; International Animation Festival, Cardiif, Wales; International

Media Arts Festival, Vitoria, Spain; Rencontres Arts Electroniques, Rennes,

France; Videotage, Hong Kong; TransMedia, Podewil, Berlin, Germany; Lab6,

Centre for Contemporary Art, Warsaw, Poland; Stuttgart Film Winter, Stuttgart,

Germany; and Champs Libre, Montreal, Canada.
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The Great WaII cf China

Biggs’s The Great WaII 0f China is the digital transformation of Franz Kafkas

celebrated short story, “Beim Bau der chinesischen Mauer [“The Great WaIl of

China”] (1917), and it is available in three forms: the first is an online version

(1995-1996); the second is the CD-ROM (1997-1999) anaiyzed in this chapter

and that is sold with portfoiio prints3; and the third is an interactive installation

(1999). Priorto experiencing The Gteat WaII of China, one could interactwith The

Castle (1995), a digital video installation that refers to Kafka’s novei of the same

name. At first glance, Biggs’s CD-ROM seems the most difficuit work to analyze

among the adaptations discussed in this dissertation: there are no movies (only

stili images that can eventually change shape and direction); the texts are

meaningless semanticaily and feature no characters; and the link to its source

text, Kafka’s short story, is very vague. How can a discourse on digital adaptation

vaiorize such a transformation?

The CD-ROM version of The Great WaII of China centers around the

artist’s project to create a “real-time interactive language machine.” This particular

“machine” aliows Biggs to use ail the words contained in Kafka’s short story and

to construct new sentences with them. What is peculiar about the resuit is that the

sentences are grammatically and syntacticaiiy coherent but meaningless in terms

of semantics. The interactor activates the machine with the mouse and produces

endless texts that are accompanied by visuals and sound.

The database that contains ail the words of Kafka’s short story functions

with programmed commands that are based upon “pattern recognition,

redundancy aigorithms and Chomskian Formai Grammars. Formai Grammars are

used at the sentence ievel to generate individual sentences and ensure a degree

of correctness in syntacticai formation.” According to Biggs’s design, it is not the

short story’s plot that is important; it is the language and its unreiiable meaning

that are the result 0f interactive production that mailer in this “prose form that is

very open, unexpected in its resuits and poetic.”4

Producing sentences almost endlessiy, Biggs’s language machine seems

to function according to rules that resist interpretation. Biggs’s CD-ROM uses the

words of one of Kafka’s short stories, “Beim Eau der chinesischen Mauer,” in
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otder to generate countless sentences that, on some occasions, contribute “to

C build” a very flexible digital Wall. However, Biggs’s adaptation does flot relate to

the cinema as an image machine; it employs stiil images that can move once

activated, but they in no way recall the cinema’s temporal flow. The space of the

database is more important to Biggs’s digital Great Wall of sentences which

offers an innovative form of adaptation that does flot care about plot, setting or

characters. The CD-ROM plays with the notion, also found in Kafka’s short story,

of the unreliability of language and interpretation to get to the bottom of the

events surrounding the building of the Great Wall of China.

The CD-ROM version with which we are concerned is divided into eight

navigable sections, and they are entitled as follows: “Building the Wall,” “Walking

the Wall,” “The Great Wall,” “Close to the WaIl,” “Dialogue on the Wall,” “Chinese

Whispers,” “Kafka’s WaII,” and “Off the Wall.” In this chapter I discuss the most

interesting sections on the CD-ROM: “Building the WalI,” “The Great Wall,” and

“Chinese Whispers.”

As far as critical assessments are concerned, Roberto Simanowski and

Christiane Heibach have addressed Biggs’s The Great WaII of China.5 Even

though they focus on the online version of The Great WaII of China, their critical

assessments confront important issues (such as Biggs’s ambiguous

indebtedness to Kafka’s story, user control, and intermediality) that are pertinent

to the present study 0f the CD-ROM version and to which I return in the last

pages of this chapter.

The second section of this chapter inquires into Kafka’s problematic ambivalence

toward “new media” and argues for a reconsideration of Kafka’s achievement that

goes beyond the literary realm. Elaborating on Kafka’s presence in visual

adaptations, I put in perspective his potential use in digital media. The third

section moves on to consider Biggs’s CD-ROM adaptation of Kafka. Using

Chomsky’s generative grammar as a conceptual matrix, Biggs’s theoretical

agenda seems to have bypassed the task of the interactor. Inspired by some of

V.N. VoIoinov’s linguistic theories, I revisit Biggs’s language machine in order to

give a more accurate account of the dialogic process between interactor and
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machine. In the last section I locate on the CD-ROM the (re)coding and

performing 0f Chineseness. Showing how Bïggs’s attitude toward Chineseness is

already at work in Kafka’s short story, I eventually examine the artist’s Orientalist

discourses and representations of ethnicity in which mimeticism and metaphor

work together in the visual display of Chineseness. Dramatically oscillating

between a metaphoric (optic) and a metonymic (haptic) account of VIsiOfl, Biggs

uses the Great WaII as a metaphor to digitally represent Chineseness for an

interactor who has to perform and decode such a manoeuvre.

There are two especially interesting tendencies in recent Kafka criticism

that have inspired the arguments presented in this chapter. The first analyzes the

writer’s interest in various technological forms. lndeed, Kafka was fascinated by

and had ambiguous feelings about language machines, writing machines, and the

cinema. His correspondence, certain of his short stories, and the novel Amerika

testify to this fact. The Kafka critics who have Iooked at the issue of technology in

Kafka’s oeuvre are inspired by Friedrich KiftIer’s scholarship on the interrelations

between literary modernity and technology. For example, Walter Bauer

Wabnegg, Wolf Kittier, and Kiaus Benesch have examined Kafka’s work in its

concurrent development with and apprehension 0f technological innovations.6

Moreover, Bellina Augustin, Richard Jayne, and Hanns Zischler have looked at

Kafka’s famous mixed feelings about the cinema.7 The manner in which Kafka’s

fiction features several characters in contact with “new media” and the description

of those technological objects themselves have forced these critics to te-examine

the role emerging media play in the writer’s production. Paying attention to the

effects of writing and communication technologies on the Kafkaesque subject

offers a different perspective from that proposed in analyses of the transcendent

bureaucratic power, for example. In 2.2 I examine the way in which “Beim Bau

der chinesischen Mauer” and Kafka’s fiction in general offer sites of proto

hypertextuality.

The second critical tendency, which I examine in the fourth section,

concerns the study of ethnicity in “Beim Bau der chinesischen Mauer.” It is the

representation of Chineseness in the short story and on the CD-ROM that

concludes this chapter. RoIf J. Goebel’s work has paved the way for future
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studïes of Kafka’s cultural translations of China. In his book Constructing China:

Kafka’s Orientalist Discourse and in his essay “Kafka and Postcolonial Critique:

Der Verschoiene, ‘In der Strafkolonie,’ ‘Beim Bau der chinesischen Mauer,’”8

Goebel pursues the path opened by Weiyan Meng in his study of the Chinese

sources in Kafka.9 Goebel’s groundbreaking analyses draw on recent work in

transcultural hermeneutics and refashions the discourse of Orientalism as

expressed in Kafka’s fiction. Goebel addresses Kafka’s ambiguous view of the

West’s ideology of progress and supposed superiority over the Orient in terms of

stereotypes and cultural translations. The analysis of Kafka’s China will enable us

to consider the unreliability of language in his short story and thus orient the

analysis of Biggs’s Chomskian imports. Kafka’s depïction of a Chinese ethnic in

“Beim Bau der chinesischen Mauer” definitely deserves close attention from

anyone trying to understand cross-cultural representations. In fact, the theoretical

work of Homi Bhabha on cultural translation and of Rey Chow on coercive

mimeticism wiII direct the interpretation of Chineseness on the CD-ROM.

3.2 Franz Kafka and “New Media”

Kafka and the Cînema

As stated above, a number 0f Kafka critics have focussed their efforts on the

writer’s peculiar ambivalence toward various forms of “new media”: photography,

the magnetophone, the typewriter, the Parlograph, the gramophone, the

phonograph, and the cinema. What seemed to be at stake for Kafka was the

consequences of these new machines on the public and private life. One finds in

his fiction and correspondence a number of discussions that pertain to the effects

of “new media” on the early twentieth-century subject. The alienating atmosphere

of Kafka’s world may be due to a transcendental and self-reproducing power, but

the manner in which turn-of-the-century “new media” affected and reinforced that

alienation must be examined in order to give an accurate picture of their

combinatorial effects.1°

Besides writing and language machines, another form of mediatized

experience that startled Kafka that has been brought to light is the cinema. In a

beautifully illustrated account of Kafka’s ambiguous interest in film entitled Kafka
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Goes to the Movies [Kafka geht ins Kino], German television director and actor

Hanns Zischler examines Kafka’s letters to Felice Bauer in order to circumscribe

the writer’s feelings toward Kino.11 Zischler remarks: “Kafka’s most extensive

remarks on the subject of movies and moviegoing are found ïn his late-night

letters to Felice Bauer. She is his privileged audience; for her he projects his

sleepwalking adventures onto the giant screen of his correspondence.” (6)

lndeed, it is in his personal communications with his beloved that Kafka enters in

dialogue with what was to become the most popular form of entertainment, the

cinema.

Similar to the manner in which Kafka dreaded the effects of “new media”

on his imaginative faculties, the author foresaw the way in which the cinema

would reconfigure vision and viewing positions. Moreover, these changes,

according to Kafka, would affect not only his inner being but also his corporeal

perception of himself; it is the transformation of his body that is at stake with the

arrivai of moving images. Discussing one of the cinema’s ancestors, the Kaiser

panorama, Kafka reveals that the human body tends to be displaced by this

“machine.” Zischler describes Kafka’s point of view: “Ihe optically directed

automatism of the hand is succeeded in the Kaiser Panorama by an automatism

directed by the machine; the gaze of the viewer is fixed by the stereoscopic

glasses. The viewer himself, as Kafka quickly remembers, remains at his place.”

(26) Kafka’s astute observations on the subjection of the gazer’s body make us

realize that it is the body and the senses that he fears wiII Iose their power. The

author seems to acknowledge visual technologies’ capacities to numb the senses

and become almost machinic. In fact, it is not 50 much what Kafka sees at the

panorama or on the cinema screen that merits his attention as the technological

apparatus’s effects on the human body: “Kafka digresses from the immediate

description of the scenes and becomes aware of how disturbing the cinema’s

moving images are for his senses.” (27)

Even though Kafka distinguished between the physical effects of the

cinema from those of the Kaiser panorama, there remains the impression that,

along with the impact of “new media” on his writîng, emerging technologies were

flot embraced by the writer. They were suspiclous machines that threatened to
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destroy both the author’s ability to write “freely”, that is, without technological

L mediation, and the human being’s management over the senses. However, it is

flot in his fiction that Kafka discussed these concerns; indeed, the cinema was

kept at bay in his novels and short stories. As Zischler points out: “In the prose,

cinematography is flot thematized either as a technique or as an image; it

remains oddly excluded, as if Kafka, in distinct contrast to many writers of his

generation, doubted its ability to be turned into literature.” (107) Intriguingly, other

“new media” such as the typewriter are found in his fiction. Why ïs it that Kafka

did not desire to represent the cinema or the cinema’s effects on the spectator?

Since we wiII neyer know for sure the reasons for Kafka’s abstention, perhaps we

could turn to instances of “visual Kafkas” in order to see on what artists have

focussed or what they have rejected in their adaptations. Is Kafka’s continuous

presence on screen due to his prophetic faculties, or is it due to some other

predisposition for textual visuality and visibility? The filmic residues in Kafka

would seem to function as a palimpsestic, presence/absence dialectic that

governs his mastery of visuality on both the thematic and the visual planes. The

“reality” which Kafka describes could be likened to a (textual) virtual reality avant

la lettre that may attract digital artists. Indeed, what if some of Kafka’s most

crucial Iiterary achievements would rest in his uncanny juxtaposition 0f

hypertextual demands on the reader and the hyperreal nature of his

environments? Bypassing the cinema in several ways, Kafka’s fiction would be

indebted to visuality and the “new media” of his era, and, most importantly, would

prefigure the technological and corporeal concerns only digital media allow us to

envisage concretely.

As far as this chapter is concerned, we wilI ask, with the help of Biggs’s

CD-ROM, what it is in Kafka that makes him a favourite of digital artists. As is welI

known, Kafka on screen has appeared in diverse forms12; one need only mention

Orson WeIIes’s The Trial, Steven Soderbergh’s biographical Kafka, and Zbigniew

Rybczynski’s experimental Kafka to show the various facets of Kafka’s works and

life directors have found pertinent ta represent. Lately, hypertextual editions of his

novels have been published and are available on German web sites. Moreover,

freer adaptations exist: digital artist Tom Drahos has adapted Kafka’s The Castie
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to the CD-ROM13, and Biggs has made a digital installation, The Castie, that also

C refers to Kafka’s novel. One reason that seems to motivate digital adaptations of

Kafka is that the writer’s world is a perfect ensemble of themes and visual

structures that are easily transformed into CD-ROM journeys. As one can see,

potential comparative studies of digital Kafkas emerge in the field of digital arts

and adaptation. Such pioneering studies, however, would have to inquire into the

reasons that explain Kafka’s appropriation by digital artists. Deleuze and Guaftarï

give certain reasons that might elucidate Kafka’s success flot only on screen but

in digital media.

Rhizomatic and Hypertextual Kafkas?

In one of the most thought-provoking interpretations of Kafka to date, Gilles

Deleuze and Félix Guallari argue, among other things, that to enter Kafka’s

universe one must let go of certain critical commonplaces (e.g., society as

unbearable oppression, bureaucracy as invisible power, the Law as unreachable

and elusive force). One should turn, they propose, to a different understanding of

Kafka that would examine the writer’s creation of various assemblages

(agencements). These assemblages would take the form of machinic desires,

becoming-animals, and rhizomatic pathways. In fact, the Kafka Deleuze and

Guattari “construct” may remind the reader of hypertextual navigation. The

authors describe a potential strategic approach to Kafka’s universe:

On entrera donc par n’importe quel bout, aucun ne vaut mieux que l’autre,

aucune entrée n’a de privilège ... On cherchera seulement avec quels

autres points se connecte celui par lequel on entre, par quels carrefours et

galleries on passe pour connecter deux points, quelle est la carte du

rhizome, et comment elle se modifierait immédiatement si l’on entrait par

un autre point. (Kafka 7)

0f course, the rhizomatic design the philosophers describe has flot been

achieved yet, even in digital arts. However, their description does point to the

digital fantasy artists have been having for years: to produce a work that would

allow the interactor to enter anywhere in the design and to modify the very
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structure of the work by user input. In fact, this is what Biggs daims he has

achieved on his CD-ROM, as we will see in 3.2.

In her survey 0f digital editions 0f Kafka’s works, Janet Lungstrum-Ward

furthers Deleuze and Guattari’s insight into the writer’s world and daims that his

novels are easily transferable to digital media, because his protagonists often try

to seek an entrance to or a way out of their machinic environment, recalling the

work of the interactor in a digital environment. She even goes so far as to daim

that Kafka presents us with a proto-concept 0f hyperreality. Indeed, she mentions

that “Kafka’s paths of reflection upon his own creativity are channelled in such

ways as to provide us today with a clear sense of the hyperreal avant la lettre.”

(52) The surreal nature of Kafka’s fiction reminds the critic of a reality that is not

ours but that seems to be approaching; it definitely adheres to the prophetic

aspect of Kafka’s fiction.

Concerning the short story that Biggs uses on his CD-ROM, Lungstrum

Ward points out that “the Great Wall of China remains incomplete and infinite, full

of holes, in constant danger, without any one decided purpose for the purportedly

rational hermeneut, and logical only according to a non-systematic ‘system of

partial building.” (54) This reading of Kafka’s short story would imply a

reconstruction similar to the one which the interactor performs in traversing the

virtual spaces 0f an hypertext. lndeed, lexias or fragments of text are often what

the interactor has to assemble to envision the work.

Lungstrum-Ward’s position seems to echo Deleuze and Guattari’s in many

ways. For example, the French thinkers’ (idealistic but challenging) suggestion

that the correct understanding of Kafka’s work is rhizomatic recails the already

achieved hyperreality and hypertextuality described by the critic. Moreover, in

their study of Kafka Deleuze and Guattari propose experiencing his fiction in a

way that relates to interacting with a CD-ROM or an installation: “Nous ne

croyons qu’à une ou des machines de Kafka, qui ne sont ni structure ni fantasme.

Nous ne croyons qu’à une expérimentation de Kafka, sans interprétation ni

signifiance, mais seulement des protocoles d’expérience” (Kafka 14; emphases in

original). What they propose is a new form of “extra-Iiterary Kafka” that does

away with a certain “linear” treatment of wrïting in order for an embodied and
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performative navigation to emerge. Deleuze and Guattari’s hyperbolic connection,

experimentation, and deterritorialization technique remind US of those interactors

employ in digital environments. The interactor would find strategic pointers in the

philosophers’ Kafka.

The assemblages and rhizomes which Deleuze and Guattari propose to

cross the surfaces of Kafka’s texts are present in the short story. In Kafka’s text

the Great Wall is the textual residues from which the Chinese scholar tries to

make sense of China’s elusive history. However, as the narrator points out, the

construction of the Wall was performed quite unnaturally. lndeed, the workers

would build a stretch, say, of five hundred yards, and then would be relocated,

sometimes miles away, to continue the building of the Watt. The resuit of this

procedure would be fragments of wall that would protect no one. The narrator

describes the circumstances under which the Watt was completed: “Natùrlich

enstanden auf diese Weise viele grosse Lûcken, die erst nach und nach langsam

ausgef(illt wurden, manche sogar erst, nachdem der Mauerbau schon ais

votlendet verkijndigt worden war.” [“Naturally in this way many great gaps were

teft, which wete only fitted in gradually and bit by bit, some, indeed, flot titi after

the officiai announcement that the watt was finished.”]14 The piecemeal

construction of the WaII is, in fact, its very essence; it features hotes that are as

much part of its construction as its completed stretches are.

The fragments of wall with which the Chinese are left to protect themselves

are emblematic of the gaps which any historical account of dynastic China must

face. The fragmented nature of the Wall, paradoxically, reminds US of Kafka’s

own fragmentary writing style. Deleuze and Guattari describe it: uLe thème des

blocs est constant chez Kafka, et semble affecté d’une discontinuité

insurmontable, On a beaucoup parlé de l’écriture morcelée de Kafka, de son

mode d’expression par fragments. La Muraille de Chine est précisément la forme

de contenu qui correspond à cette expression” (Kafka 131). (The assemblage of

fragments being at the heart of hypertextual constructions, Kafka’s short story

seems to be an interesting case in point of potential performative adaptation.)

C Deleuze and Guaftari’s thinking on assemblages and unes of flight relates

to the manner in which Kafka’s construction of China is a fragmentary entity
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rather than an impermeable whole. The piecemeal construction recalis

C hypertextual fragments that have to be assembied in order for the interactor’s

“construction” to make sense. Moreover, nomadic thinking translates into an

open-ended construction that is characteristic of certain digital environments. The

nomads in Kafka’s story and the nomadism that Deleuze and Guattari advocate

echo the interactor’s task when perusing Biggs’s CD-ROM, as we shah see. The

following section turns to Biggs’s own language machine based upon Chomsky’s

generative grammar, analyzes in terms of dialogue the interactor’s potential entry

in the design of this machine, and uses italo Calvino’s concept of “hiterary

machine” to argue that a formai theorization of the machine does flot render the

cultural discourses that the design conceals.

3.3 The Ghost in the Machine: Biqgs’s Computer Language

Biggs, Reader of Chomsky ... and Voloinov?

As mentioned above, Biggs’s The Great WaII 0f China is a language machine that

is based upon some of the ideas of the most famous American hinguist, Noam

Chomsky (b.1928). Biggs has stated in his theoreticai writings and in interviews

that it is the principles that underiie Chomsky’s generative grammar that inspired

his language machine. lndeed, Biggs has drawn on Chomsky’s generative

grammar to design his CD-ROM; Kafka’s sentences serve as a database from

which other sentences wiii be generated. These sentences are stored in the

database, and the interactor activates the machine with the mouse. Having set

the machine in motion, she wiii be abie to read new sentences that are formed

with Kafka’s words. However, these sentences wihl be meaninghess in terms of

signification, but they are coherent in terms of syntax.

Biggs’s use of Chomsky’s generative grammat adds another dimension to

the technological and hypertextuai Kafka described above. In Biggs’s case formai

Iinguistics is hinked to a digital adaptation of an unseen type. However,

Chomskian linguistic principhes seem problematic or at Ieast short-sighted for

anyone versed in contemporary cuitural theory. The reader who may not be

famihiar with some of Chomsky’s most important hypotheses will gain from the

expianatïon of the concepts which Biggs has recycled in his digital production. in
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the following pages I briefly present Chomsky’s revival of Cartesian dualism in

what has been described as “Cartesian Iinguistics.” I conclude with the

unmentioned principle that Biggs may flot have tecognized in his work, but that

certainly revises and expands on Chomsky’s own view of language formation.

lndeed, the interactor’s input in the process of changing the sentences on the

CD-ROM can be likened to what V.N. Voloinov has described as the principal

task of the Iinguist, that is, the analysis of the linguistic interactions in a given

social milieu. Voioinov’s translinguistics will complement Chomsky’s theories on

language learning and Biggs’s undeveloped descriptions 0f the interactor’s task.

Noam Chomsky’s groundbreaking work, Syntactic Structures (1957), is a set of

lecture notes for undergraduate classes that ultimately reshaped the scientific

understanding 0f speech production. The book was part of the linguist’s first

efforts to develop a theory 0f generative grammar, and it was followed by another

pioneering work, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (1965). In the former

publication Chomsky sought to construct a grammar that would account for ail

possible sentences: “A finite state grammar is the simplest type of grammar

which, with a finite amount of apparatus, can generate an infinite number 0f

sentences.” (Syntactic 24) This “infinite number of sentences” is precisely what

Biggs has tried to represent in his own generative grammar that uses Kafka’s

words.

Chomsky’s conception 0f the speaker seems to recali Kafka’s own

conception of the human in the emerging technological world. Discussing his

conception of language production and analysis, Chomsky says: “we can view

the speaker as being essentially a machine 0f the type considered.” (Syntactic

20; emphasis mine) However, whereas Kafka felt anxiety, Chomsky seems to

embrace the notion of a machinic subject who produces sentences due to innate

competencies. The de-subjectifled and dematerialized Chomskian subject, in

return, would produce utterances that would have to be looked at from a

detached and neutral point 0f view. In fact, Chomsky comments that it would be

“unreasonable to demand of linguistic theory that it provide anything more than a

practical evaluation of procedure for grammars.” (Syntactic 52) The reader wiIl
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have noticed that Chomsky’s theories of the speaker evade sociolinguistic

concerns.

This apparent neglect for the external factors that might influence the

production and reception 0f ullerances is performed in the context of an idealized

concept of the speaker. A famous and extensively commented upon passage in

Aspects of the Theory of Syntax embodies Chomsky’s conception: “Linguistic

theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a completeiy

homogeneous speech-community, who knows its language perfectly and is

unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limitations,

distractions, shifts of attention and interest ... in applying his knowledge of the

language in actual performance.” (Aspects 3) We may wonder how conclusive

such a study wiII be as to its analysis 0f the actual and real speech performances

of speakers if it discriminates between speakers (who have to be ideal),

communities (that must be completely homogeneous), degrees of mastery (that

cannot corne short of perfection), and (irrelevant) contingent, psychological, or

physical limitations that impinge on linguistic performance.

Chomsky’s generative grammar s meant to describe such an idealized

native speaker. This grammar would represent “the rules that specify the well

formed strings of minimal syntactically functioning units (formatives) and assign

structural information of vanous kinds both to these strings and to strings that

deviate from well-formedness in certain respects.” (Aspects 3) The data that the

linguist will be able to analyze with the help of the generative grammar would

pertain to mental processes that can generate a great number of structures.

Similarly, Biggs’s language machine produces an infinite number of sentence

structu tes.

The generative grammar demands a clear distinction between linguistic

competence and linguistic performance. Indeed, because this type of grammar

seems to omit the actual performance of the speaker in its considerations,

linguistic competence would be the sole focus of investigation. By “competence”

Chomsky means “the speaker-hearer’s knowledge of his language,” and by

“performance” the linguist refers to “the actual use 0f language in concrete

situations.” (Aspects 4) A generative grammarian ïs concerned only with
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competence. Actually, he presupposes a knowledge that underlies linguistic

C performance, and it is his object of study. P.H. Matthews wryly summarizes

Chomsky’s thought: “According to Chomsky, a speaker has internalised the rules

of a generative grammar. This is his account of what it means to know a

language.” (12; emphasis in original)15

0f course, it is far from certain that the body, the senses, and the social

environrnent do flot play a more active part in language acquisition. As Mafthews

has noted: “A generative grammarian ignores certain aspects of real languages;

naturally we must ask if this is also well and good. For perhaps he is closing his

eyes to something vital.” (23) As far as language is concerned, and because it is

with language itself with which we are concerned in the analysis of Biggs’s

language machine, one would have to supplement Chomsky’s generative

grammar with some considerations on the actual performance of language on the

CD-ROM. Even though Biggs has stated his indebtedness to Chomsky, we must

face the fact that his description of the language machine itself cornes short of

describing what the interactor actually does to make it function, and how she

experiences the digital work. One possible manner to do so would be to use the

insights 0f Russian linguist V.N. Voloinov’s philosophy of language. VoIoinov’s

thoughts would, in fact, complement both Chornsky’s thoughts on language and

Biggs’s description of his work.

In Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, Voloinov departs from the

Saussurean dualism that dichotomizes language as a synchronic (langue) and

diachronic (parole) phenomenon. In fact, some have associated Chornsky’s work

with a revival of Cartesian dualism, as discussed above, but also with the

recuperation of Saussure’s langue, the abstract system of rules that would govern

language production. Voloinov takes issue with such an understanding of

language that would not pay attention to actual communicative behaviour and

performance. According to Voloinov, there is no linguistic activity outside

diachronic moments; a synchronic system is an abstract, artificial, monologic, and

bookish construction that does flot seem willing to engage the real linguistic

activities of specific milieus. One of VoIoïnov’s aims is to base the study of

language in its appropriate historical soil and to comment on the evolution of
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language in speech communities.16 It is for these reasons that he daims that “a

synchronic system, from an objective point of view, does flot correspond to any

real moment in the historical process of becoming.” (66) For Voloinov, language

as an abstract system does flot exist; in other words, a generative grammar (and

a language machine based upon it) would be useless because it would flot

account for the subjective, iterative, and performative nature of language usage.

The synchronic facet of a generative grammar would tend to freeze sentences in

time and would flot be able to show evolution and variation. Uncannily answering

Chomsky nearly forty years before the American linguist’s conception of the

generative g rammar, VoIoinov remarks: “The speaker’s subjective

consciousness does not in the least operate with language as a system of

normatively identical forms. That system is merely an abstraction arrived with a

good deal of trouble and with a definite cognitive and practical focus of attention.”

(67)

Because Biggs’s language machine shows a relentless will to reshape

sentences, one must find a way to distinguish it from Chomsky’s generative

grammar. lndeed, Biggs’s language machine does not seem satisfied with

flnished sentences; it reshapes Kafka’s sentences constantly as long as the

interactor keeps activating the machine. It is possible here to argue, with

Voloinov, that the machine is always waiting for an answer from the interactor,

an answer that takes the form of a command to restructure Kafka’s sentences.

Therefore, the language machine, which is based upon Chomsky’s generative

grammar, would not be described properly were it only for the fact that it

demands an answer from the interactor. It will flot produce sentences by itself, for

itself; it is the interactor’s input that activates the becoming 0f Kafka’s sentences.

If one were to assess the performance of the language machine on

Chomskian grounds, one could only discuss its competence. Performance having

been slighted by Chomsky, how is it possible to analyze the work of the interactor

who activates the machine and who tries to make sense of the new performance

images? lndeed, these new sentences combine words taken from Kafka’s short

story, but they are mixed up in a way that deprives them of their original order.

Reading the recently formed sentences, the interactor cannot help but try to
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remembec the original emplacement of the words. The machine creates its own

Ç responsive audience by creating the word in what Voloinov identifies as a ut.wo..

sided act. It [the wordJ is determined equally by whose word it is and for whom it

is meant. As word, it is precisely the product of the reciprocal relationship

between speaker and listener addresser and addressee.” (86; emphases in

original) The language machine presenting words from a Kafka short story that

describes the building of the Great Wall of China, and being oriented toward an

interactor who is willing to make the machine work and show its potentialities, we

have to identify the addressee of the work as the interactor.

0f course, we are flot discussing real-life communication. However, Biggs

relies on genetative grammatical principles designed by Chomsky to account for

human language production. This production, as we have seen, deprives the

sentences and the ufterances of the meaningful environment in which they take

shape. Voloinov’s insights into linguistic communication can help us bridge the

gap between Chomsky’s innateness and Biggs’s actual use of the language

machine qua generative grammar.

For we have to take into consideration, and this is what we will do in

section IV below, the ideological construct of Kafka’s words. We could be

tempted to look at Biggs’s machinic recycling of sentences without actually taking

into consideratïon what the story actually says about Chineseness. On Biggs’s

CD-ROM it is flot only the words but the visual display and performance of

Chineseness that shall concern us. lt is the cultural milieu from which Kafka’s

sentences emerged and the actual recuperation of China that must be described

in order to account for the full impact of the work on the interactor. lt is flot

Chomsky’s abstract system that can help us understand Biggs’s project in its

entirety; it can only point to how the sentences are generated. lt cannot account

for what the sentences actually propose and in what context, how ironic the

narrator’s words may be, that is, the orientation of the word. Simply put, it does

not give us a complete idea of communication as dialogue and orientation. This is

what Deleuze and Guallari have in mmd when they discuss the failure of

ç traditional linguistics to take into account other assemblages: “Comme dit

Bakhtine, tant que la linguistique extrait des constantes, elle reste incapable de
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nous faire comprendre comment un mot forme une énonciation complète” (Mille

C 104). lnterestingly, the French philosophers even go on to argue that Chomsky’s

generative grammar as language machine remains trapped in a self-enclosed

world of linearity: “La machine abstraite de Chomsky reste liée à un modèle

arborescent, et à l’ordre linéaire des éléments linguistiques dans les phrases et

leur combinatoire.” (Mille 115) There seems to be space for a discussion of the

performance of both the machine and the speaker/interactor in Chomsky’s

generative grammar and in Biggs’s appropriation of it.

Dialogue is a verbal form of interaction, In the case of a CD-ROM, of

course, the dialogue is somewhat mute. The interactor answers the machine’s

propositions with a reaction, and the machine obeys the command by producing

a programmed effect. One could say that we are flot facing reai human dialogue

at ail. Voloinov touched on this issue and suggested that dialogue cornes in

different shapes and sizes. lndeed, he daims that we should not restrict

ourselves to the narrow sense of the word “dialogue,” and perhaps explore other

forms of it. He says: “But dialogue can also be understood in a broader sense,

meaning not only direct, face-to-face, vocalized verbal communication between

persons, but aiso verbal communication of any type whatsoever. A book, i.e., a

verbal performance in print, is also an element of verbal communication.” (95;

emphasis in original)

Voloinov’s enlarged concept of dialogue that would concern material

entities that contain themselves dialogic moments would force us to picture

Biggs’s CD-ROM flot only as a dialogue between machine and interactor but also

as a performance. I would be tempted to add that the verbal performance of the

book, or the CD-ROM, is nothing compared to the thorough engagement one

faces in order to make sense cf the digital work. Actually, it is Voioinov himself

who seems to be describing the interactor’s task of deciphering Biggs’s work

when he says: “Thus each of the distinguishable significative elements of an

ullerance and the entire ullerance as a whoie entity are translated in our minds

into another, active and responsive, context. Any true understanding is dialogic in

nature.” (102; emphasis in original) As a maller cf fact, whatever piece of

information (visual, textuai, or aurai) the interactor is given on the CD-ROM, she
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must re-transiate this information in her mmd in order to relate it to Kafka’s short

story and find how it dialogues with its digital transformation.

It is for this reason that the CD-ROM is not concerned with sentences but

with ufterances. Following Voloinov and Bakhtin, sentences are static,

monolithic units of language whereas ullerances are responsive, active units of

communication that demand decoding: “The listener must not only decode the

utterance, but also grasp why it is being said, relate it to his own complex of

interests and assumptions, imagine how the ullerance responds to future

utterances and what sort of response it invites” (Morson and Emerson 127-128).

In the case of Biggs’s CD-ROM, the active and responsive context translinguistics

and Deleuze and Guattari’s assemblages propose flot only concern the

interactor’s mental activities but also Bïggs’s machine itself that provides the tools

to engage in a dialogic encounter between Kafka’s words, Chomsky’s generative

grammar, and their refashioning in Biggs’s language machine.

Digital Languages: ‘ïnteractivity” and Ghostly Machines

As the reader will have realized, Biggs’s recycling of Kafka’s short story is far

from a “traditional” adaptation. lndeed, Kafka’s Chinese scholar and narrator does

not appear anywhere; the Great Wall of China cannot be seen; and the emperor

is equally absent. It seems that we have to adapt our critical categories to discuss

such a peculiar adaptation. In fact, can we talk about an adaptation of Kafka in

the case of Biggs’s CD-ROM? 0f course, bearing in mmd what has been said of

Kafka’s machine-like world and Bigg&s use of a language machine, the CD

ROM’s interest may lie in its refashioning of this machinic environment in which

language and technology merge. Moreover, having clarifled the underlying

Chomskian linguistic background to the digital piece, it appears that a culturally

oriented interpretation of Biggs’s language machine is appropriate in otder to

account for the Orientalïst context Kafka creates.

The first step in the analysis of Biggs’s language machine would be to

observe it from the point 0f view of digital media theory. lndeed, on his CD-ROM

and in a published essay Biggs daims that his language machine is “interactive.”

The question that should concern us is flot so much “Is Biggs’s work interactive?”
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as “Who daims it s interactive and what are the justifications to daim that it is?” It

would seem that the link between language machine, Kafka’s short story, and

interactor depends on the analysis of the digital language machine as a formai

entity that demands suppiementation ta account for the interactor’s task and on

the assessment of a cuitural and linguistic environment that cannot be subsumed

under the term “interactivity.”

In “On Navigation and interactivity,” Biggs daims that his work is

“interactive” as opposed to “navigationai.” He justifies the distinction:

“Fundamentaiiy, the use of this word [navigation] impiies work that is more or Iess

fixed in its content, and through which the reader can ‘navigate’ in a non-linear

fashion. This aliows the emergent illusion that the reader is experiencing a

dynamic and interactive work. Such work, however, is flot interactive. What in fact

the reader is experiencing is an advanced form of channel-hopping.” (87)17 One

may wonder what definition Biggs assigns to “interactivity,” a word that has been

variously deflned and contested within the last fifteen years. The artist defines it:

“The term interactivity can be used to refer to those wotks that featute some form

of responsiveness ta the reader, where that responsiveness causes the content

of the work to be altered.” (87)

There are many aspects in Biggs’s definition of interactivity that seem

probiematic. First, he daims that an interactive work has to feature “some form 0f

responsiveness.” Does this mean that it can take any form at ail, from the most

invisible to the most obvious? Second, does “responsiveness” entail a profound

inteliectual and emotional commitment on the part of the interactor to make the

work evolve, or does it simpiy impiy clicking with the mouse? Third, is the persan

sitting at the computer and expioring the CD-ROM a “reader” when so much of

the adaptation is concerned with visuality? As Espen Aarseth has argued in the

context of a redefinition of textuaiity in digitaliy based environments: “The reader

is (and has aiways been) a necessary part 0f the text, but one that we now realïze

can (or must) perform more than one function. If these are ail texts, perhaps the

word readerno longer has any ciear meaning.” (74) Indeed, in the current media

ecoiogy, we shouid question such words as “reader,” “spectator,” and “viewer”

and ask what raie they can play in digital artworks that combine various reading
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and viewing positions and practices. As stated in the Introduction, “interactor”

seems a preliminary yet more satisfying word to describe what the person sitting

at the computer has to accomplish.

Biggs’s distinction between “navigation” and “interactivity” does flot seem

satisfying. On the contrary, it rehearses various debates in digital media theory

according to which digital art would be a much more advanced form of address

than the book or the film, and that it would do away with the “passive” behaviour

of the reader, for example. One can derive minimal pleasure from either The

Great WaII of China or Kafka’s short story, but this does not teli us anything about

the work itself; it telis us about the person judging the work. The only coherent

way to assess a piece such as The Great Wall of China is to discuss what is

actually said about it and what it actually does. When Biggs remarks that “The

reader does flot navigate the Great WaII of China. Rather, they [sic] interact with

various textual elements (like individual stones rather than a fixed wall) which are

‘aware’ 0f the reader’s behaviour” (87), he seems to be implying that every

interactor will see this as a fascinating experience in itself that can be

characterized as “interactive” behaviour. 0f course, it is not so. One could easily

say that the interactor does not do anything substantial or creative when

exploring the CD-ROM; she passes over the words, and the wall responds by

changing shape. Is this what is implied by “interactivity”? Aarseth has described

the dubious use of”interactivity” in digital media theory:

Its [interactivity’s] ideological implication, however, is clear enough: that

humans and machines are equal partners 0f communication, caused by

nothing more than the machine’s simple ability to accept and respond to

human input. Once a machine is interactive, the need for human-to-human

interaction, sometimes human action, is viewed as radically diminished, or

gone altogether, as in interactive pedagogy. b declare a work interactive

is to endorse it with a magical power. (48)

The aforementioned comments should not be deemed severe; they only

reflect what those unsympathetic to digital art might remark when faced by

enthusiastic comments by the artists themselves. Moreover, it shows the futility of

using the word “interactivity” to distinguish one form of art from another. Biggs
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himself seems to be aware that he is in the driver’s seat when he says that the

artist has “written the meta-text that controls the system. The author retains the

right to be considered the author. The act of writing does flot become an exercise

in collective authorship. The reader is stili just the reader.” (91) How can we

reconcile the last quotation with the one cited above in which Biggs daims that

his work is interactive? On the one hand, the “reader” is just a reader, that is, her

activities would relate to those 0f suent reading practices, but, on the other,

interactivity would be characterized by some form 0f responsiveness that causes

the work to be altered due to the interactor’s creative input. The confusion seems

to stem from the fact that “some form of responsiveness” may flot be called

“interactivity,” should we want to retain this controversial term. Moreover, Biggs

seems to want to salvage the concept of authorship, a problematic term in the

context of a debate over “interactive” artworks, for in some minds “interactivity”

implies a loss of the creator’s ancestral privileges. On the other hand, Biggs’s

description may be more useful and balanced when he daims that “The reader

does flot write these texts, but participates in an ecology of behaviour.”

(“Navigation” 91) lndeed, it seems more productive to describe the interactor’s

behaviour in terms that relate to the media and cultural ecology the CD-ROM

proposes instead of adopting an uncertain rhetoric that tries to distinguish

between navigation and interactïvity.

The preceding paragraphs have hopefully demonstrated that much

confusion and sterile debates can be generated by the use of vague, problematic

terms such as “interactivity.” The language machine Biggs has used may be

described in the context of hypertext theory as remediating the book, but wouldn’t

Biggs’s work as well as books be served better by the insights of critics such as

Stuart Moulthrop, who argues that a metaphoric “machine” has always been at

the heart of print culture? This way, we can avoid treating the book as something

passé. Moulthrop says: “Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari remind us that textual

adventures imply cultural ‘machines’ — engines of discursive intention and

intensity, desire and design.” (271) lndeed, and this is what us underlined in 2.1,

Kafka’s works already present us with machine-like associations that do flot
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propel us into the future but that show how print culture prepared us for what

digital media and technology depict as “new.”

Moulthrop’s realistic position accentuates how the computer is another

technological device that is part of a long genealogy of information “machines.”

According to him, it is in questioning the book’s tendency toward closure that

digital art has something to offer. For example, narrative closure becomes an

option rather than a prerequisite. 0f course, one would be tempted to reply that

several novels (e.g., Cortazàr’s Rayuela, Perec’s La Vie mode d’empIo Paviô’s

Dictionary 0f the Khazars, and Han Shaogong’s Maqiao cidian) have tried to

question the closïng manoeuvres of print culture. Moreover, there seems to be a

consensus as to the supposed innovation digital art has brought: while some

daim that it has radically changed the way we experience art, others laugh and

say there is nothing new about it that we have flot seen in print and film cultures.

What could be more stimulating, as this dissertation argues, is the study of how

digital art (and the CD-ROM in particular) works in the current media ecology to

understand both past and future media environments. Without developing the

term, Moulthrop daims that hypertext, because it questions the codex form, takes

us to the era of “postbibliocentrism.” This is one way of introducing the study of

the future of the book in the current media ecology in terms that do not seem to

daim the end of the book; it points to a cultural world in which the book is no

longer at the center of communicational exchanges, even though it may well

preserve its symbolic capital for decades to corne.

One way to locate the communication problems on the CD-ROM is to

acknowledge that the language that is used throughout the piece is primarily

English. I say primarily because, in the section entitled “The Gteat Wall,” Chinese

characters do appear in a vertical row that divides the screen into two. However,

this is the only moment where two languages collide. One may wonder where

Kafka’s original German is. On the one hand, one may think that it would have

been fruïtful to mix German words in the English translation to account for the

work of translation and the problem of communication present in Kafka’s short

story. On the other, the use of Chinese characters is a clever choice on Biggs’s

part; he foregrounds the communication problems in the story by using
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characters that the non-Chinese literate person cannot understand. However, the

C interactor does flot need to be able to read Chinese to activate the machine.

Touching the Chinese characters or the WaIl forces the language machine to

produce new sentences from the database of Kafka’s short story. In other words,

the Chinese characters trigger meaningless sentences that highlight the Chinese

scholar’s own inability to “read” his own past, even though he can read Chinese

records. This is a first step that corresponds to Biggs’s desire to translate the

feeling of insecurity and instability that characterizes Kafka’s representation of

communication problems. As the short story shows, the retelling of the building of

the Great Wall is a pretext to discuss the “real” issue that affects the Chinese

empire: the transmission of information between an imperial messenger, a

message, and its potential addressee. The problem with the empire is its

vastness and the speed with which the message can be delivered. Biggs re

visualizes Kafka’s world in his language machine.

The concept 0f the Iiterary work as an information machine may frustrate

those who want to hold on to a Romantic concept of creativity. However, the

celebrated Italian writer Italo Calvino hirnself spoke of literature as a ghostly

“macchina Ietteraria.”18 In an essay Calvino speaks of post-World War Il literature

in terms of cybernetics and ghosts. Calvino’s insights into the Iiterary imagination

as machine, combination, and what keeps haunting the present, the ghost, may

be useful to discuss Biggs’s CD-ROM refashioning of Kafka. At the outset of his

critical piece Calvino seems to be in favout of Chomsky’s generative grammar:

“L’uomo sta cominciando a capire corne si smonta e corne si rimonta la più

complicata e la più imprevedibile di tulle le sue macchine: il linguaggio ... Con

rnodelli rnatematici transformazionali, la scuola americana di Chomsky esplora la

struffura profonda del linguaggio” (205). Asking if such a machine will be able to

reproduce the writer’s ingenious work, Calvino concedes that a literary automaton

(automa letterarlo) would produce only conventional works: “il banco di prova

d’una rnacchina poetico-elettronica sarà la produzione di opere tradizionali, di

poesie con forme metriche chiuse, di rornanzi con tuile le regole.” (207) It is in the

following lines that Calvino underlines the true nature 0f the literary machine he

envisages: “La vera rnacchina letteraria sarà quella che sentirà essa stessa il
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bisogno di produrre disordine ma corne reazione a una sua precedente

C produzione di ordine” (207). Disorder and chaos would be the product of a literary

machine that would have some sort 0f commanding agency and would re-write its

previous efforts. Because it produces disorder with Kafka’s text, which is an

instance 0f textual order in printed form, Biggs’s CD-ROM could be seen as a first

step ïn the direction Calvino is indicating. However, Calvino’s Oulipian dream of a

“true literary machine” remains unfulfihled to this day.

In his consideration of a Iiterary machine, Calvino touches on the role of

the reader in assessing the work of this computational and combinatorial

machine. In fact, he daims that reading would stili remain the most important task

at hand; the reader would have to make sense 0f this chaos in an active

encounter. lntriguingly, Calvino goes on to discuss the metaphorical ghosts that

haunt the human psyche: the apparitions generated by the unconscious. He

daims that jokes and slips of the tongue are aIl combinatorial moments (Calvino

speaks of permutazione and transformazione) of which the speaker is unaware at

the time of production. They are implicit in language, and they denote an inner

“machine,” the unconscious, that works without the subject being able to explain

it. The Italian writer concludes on machines and unconscious “ghosts”:

La macchina lelleraria puô effelluare tutte le permutazioni possibili in un

dato materiale; ma il risultato poetico sarà l’effefto particolare d’una di

queste permutazioni sull’uomo dotato d’una coscienza e d’un inconscio,

cioè sull’uomo empirico e storico, sarà 10 shock che si verifica solo in

quanto allorno alla macchina scrivente esistono î fantasmi nascosti

dell’individuo e della società. (215)

What Calvino offers us is a way to rethink the “ghost in the machine” in terms that

join computer culture and the unconscious. Calvino’s ghostly machine would take

the form of what keeps returning, what keeps haunting Biggs’s digital

environrnent, that is, Kafka’s Orientalist universe and representation of

Chineseness.

Moreover, Calvino’s distinctions affect our understanding 0f Biggs’s own

machine in terms of what we can do with it and what escapes us in our dialogue

with the digital Great WaII. As with the unconscious, there is an underlyïng
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“subtext,” but one that resists interpretation. What the CD-ROM seems to repress

is the underlying Orientalist environment in which communication has gone awry.

As Calvino implies, bypassing such moments of repression would signify an

incomplete representation 0f the human being who faces the literary machine. On

Biggs’s CD-ROM, the information is transmitted rapidly, but the message does

not yield any meaning.

3.4 Performïng Chineseness, or, Lost in (Digital) Translation

Biggs’s language machine can be described in terms of software and according

to its underlying Chomksian princïples. As we saw in the third section, this optics

would greatly limit the analysis of Biggs’s adaptation. One of this dissertation’s

arguments being that the appropriate contextualïzation of the Iiterary work upon

which the CD-ROM is based is crucial to understand the digital transformation19,

we cannot overlook the cultural environment in which the interactor is called to

perform. In the case of Biggs’s CD-ROM, the interactor has to make sense of at

Ieast three translations: the digital (visual) translation of Kafka’s short story on the

CD-ROM, the translation of the short story into English, and the translation of this

information into computer language. It ïs this movement between languages and

media that motivates an understanding of the CD-ROM as a production that is

“in-between,” that is, becoming.

Furthermore, what does it mean for Western subjects to pursue the path of

representing Chineseness? What kind of representations do artists propose of

such an experience, and how do they define their efforts vis-à-vis their

predecessors? Kafka creates a Chinese environment that simultaneously

rehearses, questions, and endorses the very prejudices ethnic subjects fight

everyday. First, I return to Kafka’s description of the construction of the Chinese

ethnic and nation, and I present the myth of the Great Wall in terms of a

fantas(ma)tical desire to metaphorize Chineseness. Then I analyze Biggs’s

statement that he has used the “metaphor of the Wall as a navigational device” in

light of the distinction between metaphor and metonymy. I wiIl emphasize the

cultural implications that can be derived from the distinctions between the two

and show how they configure the type 0f VjSjOfl that is demanded of the
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interactor. lndeed, Biggs’s digital project does flot only use the metaphor of the

C Great WalI; it combines visuality and metonymic vision. Finally, I discuss the

metonymy of vision in the context of haptic aesthetics.

The fW)hole of a Nation: Kafka’s Cultural Translations

The native intellectual who identifies the people
with the true national culture wHl be disappointed.

Homi Bhabha. “The Commitment to Theory”

As certain commentators have noticed, Kafka’s knowledge of China, like that of

the Mongols for the Chinese, was textual. He was flot a trained sinologist; he

neyer visited China; he did flot have Chinese friends, and he could flot speak,

read, or write Chinese. His love for China was a textually mediatized affair. Kafka

read Chinese poetry in German translation and Iearned about Daoist philosophy

in European publications. “Beim Bau der chinesischen Mauer” and “Ein altes Blaif

(aus China)” are short stories that try to corne to grips with this mythical and

textual China that ultirnately resists interpretation. For the writer, China s an

ideal, a paradise lost that he will try to re-conquer via his fiction.2° The retelling of

the building of the Great Wall serves as a first step in that direction.

But Kafka is flot the only one to have used the Great WaIl to put in

perspective the myths that shape “China.” lndeed, histotians of China have corne

to realize that the Wall, even though it presents a tangible and material face,

possesses a mythical background on which no archivai source can seem to shed

light. After a trip to China, ltalian writer Alberto Moravia wrote that “The Great

Wall is the Chinese myth par excellence: an idea that has been transformed into

a concrete object, visible, enduring, perhaps eternat” (103)21 Indeed, locating the

origins or the instigators of the Wall is a difficult task due to the scarcity of reliable

information; instead, scholars have tended to look at how the “facts” have been

interpreted and what role the Great Wall has played in the fashioning of the

Chinese nation. Apparently, the “real” Wall is as mythical as Kafka’s imaginary

one. As Arthur Waldron has noted, the idea of “a single Great Wall thought of as

having a unified and single purpose ... that I am convinced is a myth.” (Z)

Moreover, even though one should note that national myths are part of any

nation’s identity politics, the problem with China and its WaII is that the latter has
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corne to stand for, to be metaphorized into something else. Waldron remarks,

C using words that wiii corne back in the analysis of Kafka and Biggs:

Isolation from the outside world, the assertion of superiority, the idea of

China as the ‘Middle Kingdom’ [in Chinese, the name of the country,

Zhongguo, means ‘MidUle Kingdom’] — ail are aspects of Chineseness that

the Wall sums up ... far from being the product of deep cuitural

orientations the Wall, at least, is the product of particular ideas and

circumstances, and that these in no way constitute an exhaustive or even

a unique definition of Chineseness. (191)

Waidron’s remark is crucial: the Waii has become a symbol for what the Chinese

would stand for (e.g., isoiationism); the West’s opinion of the Chinese rests on a

very unstable basis that is defined by a human construction, the Wall, which

would show the essence of the Chinese mentalïty. One of the advantages of the

Wall is its material iongevity; it is one of the few Chinese symbois that has

successfully reached the twenty-first century. Needless to say that the fantasies

Waidron underscores are found in Kafka’s problematic representation 0f the

Great Wall and of Chineseness.

Eariy in the short story Kafka’s narrator comments on the manner in which

the Wall is meant flot oniy to protect the physical environment of the Chinese but

also to reinforce the symbolic ties that unite them. He says:

Auf alien Wegen Gruppen, Wimpei, Fahnen, niemals hallen sie gesehen,

wie gross und teich und schôn und Iiebenswert ihr Land war. Jeder

Landmann war ein Bruder, fûr den man eine Schutzmauer baute, und der

mit ailem, was et halle und wat, sein Leben lang daft)r dankte. Einheit!

Einheit! (53-54)

[Groups of people with banners and streamers waving were on ail the

roads; neyer before had they seen how great and tich and beautiful and

worthy of love their country was. Every feliow countryman was a brother

for whom one was building a wall of protection, and who would retutn

lifelong thanks for it with ail he had and did. Unity! Unity!] (238)

The symbolic unity which the Chïnese project onto the building of the Wall is an

imaginary construct of its own; it has no other purpose than the solidifying of
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national bonds that seem in jeopardy. The supposed physical protection the WaiI

would bring appears to have an unmentioned conservative premise: China must

protect its borders from being invaded by foreign influences if it wants to remain

unified and pure. Moreover, it indirectly downplays the participation of foreign

contributions in the shaping of the Chinese empire, pointing to the wishful fantasy

of a homogeneous Chinese nation.

Etienne Balibar has written on the ties between nation and ethnicity. In his

work the symbolic kernel that unites nationalist sentiments is Iinked to what he

calis a “fictive ethnicity.” Balibar daims that “nationalism is a force for uniformity

and rationalization and it aiso nurtures the fetishes of a national identity which

derives from the origins of the nation and has, aliegedly, to be preserved from

any form of dispersaI.” (54) These nationalist sentiments, along with a form of

magicai agency that represents race as imposed ethnicity, contribute to instil a

symbolic impression of coherence on the nation’s subjects. According to Balibar,

the subtie imposition of a “fictive ethnicity” joins together the concept of the nation

and the subjects’ wish to be engendered from the same homogeneous matrix.

Balibar adds: “lt is fictive ethnicity which makes it possible for the expression of a

pre-existing unity to be seen in the state, and continually to measure the state

against its ‘historic mission’ in the service 0f the nation and, as a consequence, to

idealize politics.”(96)

In light of Balibar’s argument, it is no surprise to learn that Kafka’s Chinese

scholar-narrator specializes in the “comparative history of races” (vergleichender

Vcilkergeschichte)23, a fieid which, after ail, concerns the study of race, nation,

and ethnicity. The task of such a specialist can take two forms: either he

constructs the supposed unity between the nation’s origins and its subjects’

origins, or he tries to deconstruct the myths underlying the supposed purïty of the

nation’s ethnic basis and the symbolic unity of the nation. Kafka’s Chinese

scholar adopts an ambiguous historiographic discourse that deploys both

strategies. The narrator’s retelling of the events that occurred at the building of

the Wall possesses as ideological background the comparison of the Chinese

imaginary to an implied Western perspective Kafka as author provides. The

Orientalist discourse Kafka stages in the Western representation of a Chinese
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ethnic relates to often unmentioned and preconceived ideas about what the

Chinese are or should be. Kafka’s narrator cannot “read” the signifiers of his

culture due to its characterïstic impenetrability. In fact, the narrator, reaching the

end of his account, refuses to pursue his historical inquiry. He knows perfectly

well that the Chinese nation stands on volatile grounds that will not resist a

sustained analysis of its origins.

The narrator does flot want these symbolic holes, identified as

characteristic of the Chinese nation, to be reveaJed. On the contrary, their

disclosure would probably imply the collapse of the whole empire. Therefore, the

scholar refuses to continue his musings on the subject of the Chinese nation and

silences himself wilfulty. He concludes: “Hier eïnen Tadel ausftihrlich begrûnden,

heisst nicht an unserem Gewissen, sondern, was viel ârger ist, an unseren

Beinen rûttein. Und darum wiIl ich in der Untersuchung dieser Frage vorderhand

nicht weiter gehen.” (62) [“To set about establishing a fundamental defect here

would mean undermining flot only our consciences, but, what is far worse, our

feet. And for this reason I shaH flot proceed any further at this stage with my

inquiry into these questions.”] (247-248) The short story ends on a seemingly

unsatisfying note; the narrator clearly foresees the potential harm he could do to

the nations fragile unity if he persisted in his inquiries into the Chinese past.

Ultimately, he prefers silence to disquieting revelations.

Kafka’s short story participates in the historical construction of China as an

inscrutable entity that resists interpretation due to its foreignness and

remoteness. The writer’s story can be inserted wîthin a long genealogy of what

Derrida has called the “hallucination ot China” by European scholars who found in

the East an alternative to the West’s cultural predïcaments.24 As several

sinologists have revealed, however, the European “China” was a vast discursive

construction that told more about European scenanos of fantasy than about what

can be actually subsumed under the signifier “China.” Contrary to what has been

proposed in the West as to China’s characteristics — its historical wisdom, its

scientific genius (to wit, the invention of printing), its symbiotic fusion with nature,

its non-mimetic imagination, its writing system that represents signifieds naturally
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— these are constructed fantasies that contribute to fashion “China” as an

unmediated instance of historical immobility.25

Kafka’s early treatment of China partakes of such European endeavours,

but it makes a subtie gesture that should not be underestimated. lndeed, in his

short story Kafka tries to represent a native of China in order to bypass the usual

representation of a Western traveller whose thoughts on the East reveal his

characteristic short-sightedness. However, does Kafka’s representaUon of a

Chinese subject rehearse the very same prejudices or cultural essentialism found

in other Western writings, or does it evade such unfortunate misrepresentations?

Actually, the answer is that he succeeds as much as he fails to give a coherent

picture of a Chinese ethnic who would flot be stereotyped.

Roif J. Goebel has written extensively on Kafka’s Orientalist universe. His

main thesis is that Kafka is caught between Iwo irreconcilable positions. On the

one hand, the writer desires to question and to undermine the Western subject’s

pretension in assuming that he can “read” China. On the other, the representation

of a native scholar ïs to be decried because Kafka aftempts to restore an

authentic voice via his European perspective that ultimately reinforces the

prejudices it is supposed to question. Kafka’s short story’s conclusion being that

even the native authority cannot understand the reason motivating the building of

the Wall, the reader is left with the feeling that the writer really believed in an

eternal and stable China that resists hermeneutical sttategies. In other words,

while Kafka’s affempt to ridicule the European traveller’s wish to understand

China from an outsider’s perspective is successful, his accentuation of China’s

essentialist traits is doubtful.26 Goebel remarks: “While Kafka suggests that he is

ideologically opposed to Eurocentric tendencies such as Diftmar’s, he can

perform his critique only by recapitulating, if ironically, the very Orientalism of the

West”. (Constructing 76) The fact that Kafka endorses the idea of China as an

inscrutable nation is problematic, because it does not question an undefined

concept of Chineseness.

Rey Chow has identified this possible trap that concerns every author or

critic who daims to write about Chineseness. lndeed, she remarks that “seldom, if

ever, has the question been asked as to what exactly is meant by Chinese.”
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(“Introduction” 11) For it is precisely what is at stake in Kafka’s short story and on

Biggs’s CD-ROM: what is taken as a given of Chinese culture can be in fact

termed a cultural or symbolic construction. Chow has noted that this desire to

explain or to describe the Chinese tradition can border on what she cails

“coercive mimeticism.” This concept refers to the obligation imposed on Chinese

subjects (natives and expatriates) to conform to what is intended by “being

Chinese.” In other words, the other demands that the Chinese be an authentic

COPY of the mental representation of Chineseness the Western subject has in

mmd. The Chinese nation and subjects have to correspond to certain traits and

attributes according to which they can be labelled as authentic Chinese. These

can take the form 0f the obligation to practice calligraphy, it can be, as Fredric

Jameson has famously advanced, to write fiction only in the form of national

allegories27, or simpiy to speak Chinese, which, it should be pointed out, is not

aiways the case with those of Chinese descent who were born outside mainiand

China, Taiwan, or Hong Kong. Chow daims that such restrictive definitions of

Chineseness tend “to stigmatize or gheftoize non-Western cultures precisely by

way of ethnic, national labels.” (“Introduction” 3)

Chow’s critique amounts to the enforced performance of Chineseness. Her

remarks relate to Kafka’s short story because the writer seems to impose the task

of reading and performing Chineseness on his native narrator who has to locate

and to analyze what is characteristic of the Chinese “mentality” in the events

surrounding the building of the Great Wall. On the one hand, Kafka’s originality

lies in his representation of a scholar who records his own inaptitude at breaking

out of the prison house that is Chineseness; the Chinese scholar is the

constructor (and protector) of China’s unity. On the other, his refusai to continue

his research or to feign the impossibility of “reading” the Chinese past in existing

records must flot blind us to the scholar’s hermeneutic predicaments. lndeed, his

experience teaches us that it is as impossible to read the Chinese nation and

history as it is to perform Chineseness. However, in doing so, Kafka repeats the

scenario of the “inscrutable Chinese nation” when his narrator fails to get to the

bottom of the story that concerns the building of the Great Wall.
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In her analysis of Chineseness and ethnicity, Chow addresses the

C “inscrutable Chinese nation” and argues that inscrutability “no longer simply

signifies the enigmatic exterior of the oriental but also an entite language and

culture reduced to (sur)face, image, and ideogram.” (64;emphasis in original)

lnterestingly, what the interactor has to accomplish to activate Biggs’s language

machine in several sections on the CD-ROM relates to Chow’s triad of surface,

image, and ideogram. The interactor has to touch the surface of Kafka’s words in

order to make the image of the WaIl change shape. Moreover, the ideograms fa

problematic word in itself) that divide the screen, once “touched” with the mouse,

allow the sentences to be altered.

Moreover, what is at stake in Biggs’s representation of the Great WaII and

in his address to the interactor is that they rehearse the issues that concern the

Chinese ethnic Chow outiines and that are already found in Kafka’s short story.

The interactor’s own performance as potential scholar trying to make sense of a

digital China duplicates Kafka’s narrator’s failure. Chineseness is reduced to

surface, image, and ideogram as stereotyped elements: a Wall that has no clear

origins, an empire that functions according to unreliable means of

communication, and a (written and spoken) language that is incomprehensible.

The CD-ROM uses a Chinese symbol, the Great Wall, as a metaphor and

subsumes Chineseness under surface, image, and ideogram.

0f Metaphors and Metonymies: The Digital WalI and Haptic Performance

Biggs’s understanding of and indebtedness to Kafka’s short story is quite

straightforward and unambiguous: “For me the wall itself is the central metaphor

in the Kafka, not the message or the messenger.”(”Technology”)28 Biggs is not

the only contemporary artist to have been inspired by the Great WalI. For

example, two Chinese installations relate to the Great Wall of China. Cai Guo

Qiang’s Project to Extend the Great WaII 0f China by 10,000 Meters: Project for

Extraterrestrials No. 10 and Xu Bing’s Ghosts Pounding on the Wall are projects

that deal with the materiality of the Wall.29

Xu, moteover, is weIl known for an installation that again recalis to a

certain extent Biggs’s The Great Wall of China. The artist’s The Book from the
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Sky (Tianshu) features thousands of wooden Chinese characters the artist carved

C himself. The peculiarity of these characters is that they signify nothing; the person

literate in Chinese cannot read them. The ambiguity is that they do look like

Chinese charactets. Similarly, Biggs’s language machine produces sentences

that seem to be meaningful due to their correct syntactic order, but they are

meaningless upon teading. Both Xu’s installation and Biggs’s CD-ROM point to

the language and communication problems that may stem from apparently

“legibl& contexts. In fact, for Xu the ultimate question is: can we “read” (the)

Chinese? For Biggs, the question is: can we read Kafka’s short story about the

Chinese once it has been processed by a language machine that rendets the

interactor’s own reference language meaningless to make sense of the newly

formed sentences?

Xu’s installation has provoked a great deal of controversy. The artist’s view

of language was either praised or condemned. ls Xu implying that the Chinese

language and characters are devoid of meaning, that they no longer carry any

signification even for natives? Biggs’s CD-ROM seems to raise similar questions:

can sentences in English convey meaning even though they are semantically

empty? Can an intermedial translation (Biggs’s adaptation) of an intercultural

translation (Kafka’s European perspective on the Chinese) be successful? Is the

digital artist “ptaying” with us, as Xu is with his visitors? One of the most

meaningful sections on the CD-ROM may help us answer the preceding

questions.

In “Great Wall” (fig. 7, p234) Biggs uses four responsive elements: the

meaningless sentences on the right, the Chinese characters in the center, the

architecturally incongruous waII on the Ieft, and four unes of text at the boftom left

0f the screen. These four “sentences” can trigger transformations in the three

other areas on screen. If the interactor touches one of those fout unes, the wall,

the Chinese characters, and the sentences on the right change shape. Touching

the Chinese characters wiIl cause the sentences on the right to be altered, while

touching the meaningless sentences on the right wiII modify the Chinese

characters and the font and size of the very same sentences on the right.

Touching the wall, it should be noted, provokes no changes at ail.
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Only the meaningless sentences on the right and the left can alter the

C Great Wall; it is Kafka’s words that possess the power to (de)construct the

The language machine flot only activates the production of other sentences but

also modifies Biggs’s digital WaiI. The Chinese characters can modify Kafka’s

sentences. In fact, Biggs treats his digital Chinese characters rather peculiarIy.3°

The characters are used as a form of exotic and colourful device that cannot

convey any meaning due to its unstable nature. Moreover, as Stanley K. Abe has

mentioned in the case of Xu’s Tianshu in a way that relates to Biggs’s CD-ROM:

“The aiterity of Chinese writing in relation to romanized scripts is, of course,

central but it is the visuality of the character — the manner in which it is made

manifest in highly abstract forms — that most contributes to its enduring

effectiveness as a symbol of China.” (239) Actually, we might conjecture that

Biggs’s CD-ROM combines two enduring symbols of China, the Great Wall and

Chinese characters, in order to give a most convincing yet stereotyped version of

Chineseness. Finally, cacophonous voices are heard when the interactor touches

those characters. The Chinese characters are alI-powerful: touching them

modifies the text on the right, and this textuai nonsense is accompanied by aurai

nonsense in the Chinese voices that are heard. Is Biggs implying that written

language will cause the eventual coilapse of meaning? Why did Biggs use

Chinese characters to trigger sentences in English, and how does this choice

relate to Kafka’s short story in which a Chinese narrator cannot even “read” his

own culture from an archivai perspective? Tentative answers to these questions

may be found in Biggs’s use of the metaphor of the Wall. In other words,

interpreting and performing Chineseness cannot be separated ftom the strategies

Biggs employs to metaphorize China and its “eternal” symbols.

Biggs has commented that for him the metaphor of the Great WaIl is his

basic tool: “The foundation of The Great WaII of China is a real-time interactive

language machine. This uses the metaphor of the actuai Great WalI of China as a

navigational device.” (“Introduction”) In other words, for the digital artist the Wali

stands for something else which, in fact, remains to be identified. The Great Wall

of China could refer to something that does not concern the physical protection it

is supposed to provide. However, one could be tempted to add that the Great
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Wall has aiways stood for something else. lndeed, and it is precisely what Kafka’s

short story teaches us, the motives for building the WaII cannot be pinpointed

even by the Chinese authority who is the narrator. Was it to defend the Chinese

from invasions that, as the narrator points out, were mostly imagined, or does it

cover over more important gaps in the transmission of information that the

second part of the short story reveals? As Moravia has rightfully noted on the

threat the Mongols represented: “The Great WaIl defended and protected China

from the void, from the nothing.” (104)

It appears that postcolonial theory itself has used (implicitly and explicitly)

the trope of the metaphor. For example, Homi Bhabha has claimed that the

concept of the nation functions as a metaphor in the minds of dislodged

communities, and Rey Chow has expressed the view that coercive mimeticism is

an imposed form of similarity that can be Iikened to a metaphor. In the context of

East-West comparative studies, Zhang Longxi has also underlined that

“metaphors are not just a figure of speech but are basic to any structure of

language, and that they often provide revealing illustrations of how the mmd

works in articulating sensibilities and experiences.” (9) In this critical context, how

can we make contemporary approaches to ethnicity dialogue with the symbolic

effects of metaphor in a way that wilI cast light on Biggs’s own use of metaphor

on a CD-ROM based upon a short story that represents the Chinese from a

European perspective?

Discussions of the nation have looked at how metap hors are used in this peculiar

symbolic construction. For example, according to Homi Bhabha, the nation’s

structural lack itself can be explained with the help 0f metaphor. He says: “The

nation filis the void Ieft in the uprooting 0f communities and km and turns that

Ioss into the language 0f metaphor. Metaphor, as the etymology of the word

suggests, transfers the meaning of home and belonging, across the ‘middle

passage’, or the central European steppes, across those distances, and cultural

differences, that span the imagined communities of the nation-people.” (139-140)

In the context of the Chinese nation, Moravia daims that the Great WalI itself

created a void: “There was simply the void, a void created by the Great WaIl
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itself, by the Chinese, from the moment they began to build the wall. Without the

Great WaH, there could be no void.” (104) Whereas Bhabha daims that the

concept of the nation fUis in the voïd in dispiaced communities and transforms it

into the language of metaphor, Moravia holds that the Great Wall created a void

in the Chinese nation that no metaphor could supplement. The WaIl being a

symbol of the Chinese nation, one can see how the very same symbol

metaphorically creates and destroys the nation at the same time. Similar to the

manner in which on Biggs’s CD-ROM the Great Watt continuously transforms

itself, building and destroying itself continuously, the real Great Wall, according to

Bhabha and Moravia, is a signifier that changes constantly.3’ Bhabha’s account

of the loss of home and belonging being “metaphorized” into tamed differences

that take the form of what Benedict Anderson has called “imagined communities,”

Biggs’s metaphor of the WalI takes the form of transfer and identification, and it

would be appropriate to daim that Biggs’s WaIl as metaphor stands for the multi

faceted signifier of the Chinese nation.

The Great WalI being a multi-faceted signifier, the fact that it is used as a

metaphor leads us to look into the workings of this trope. In his seminar on

psychoses, Lacan defines metonymy in contrast to metaphor. He remarks:

Si une partie, tardive, de l’investigation analytique, celte qui concerne

l’identification et le symbolisme, est du côté de la métaphore, ne

négligeons pas l’autre côté, celui de l’articulation et de la contiguïté ... La

forme rhétorique qui s’oppose à la métaphore a un nom — elle s’appelle la

métonymie. Elle concerne la substitution à quelque chose qu’il s’agit de

nommer ... On nomme une chose par une autre qui en est le contenant,

ou la partie, ou qui est en connexion avec. (Psychoses 250)

Metaphors are to be associated with identification, symbolism, condensation, and

similarity; their goal is to name something usîng another name for it. Metonymies,

however, imply contiguity, combination, and displacement.32 Metaphors substitute

one signifier for another, but metonymies combine one signifier with another.

This visual display of Chineseness as metaphor is the most authentic yet

repressed form of metaphor on the CD-ROM; it is flot the Wall itself as metaphor

that is at stake. Biggs’s machine, seen in light of Caivino’s definition of literary
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machine, joins together a large ensemble of rearranged sentences along with

unconscious manifestations of Chineseness that transfer onto the Wall and the

Chinese characters the desire to be Chinese or at least to represent a

metaphorical China. The non-representational signs and the symbolizations take

the form of the Chinese charactets and the volatile Wall that function on the CD-

ROM as symbols of what Chineseness is. Having “digested” Kafka’s short story,

the machine does flot return it in its “original” form: it is an inverted “China” that

displays the true definition of metaphor as that which substitutes one signifier for

another, one set of sentences for others that resemble them but that are in fact

d ifferent.

Guy Rosolato has dïscussed visual arts in the context of metaphor and

metonymy, and some of his remarks could be of help to explain Biggs’s visual

treatment of the metaphor of the Wall. Rosolato has pointed out that “La

métaphore s’impose dans la mesure où le non-sens ne peut être réduit

immédiatement à aucune contiguïté évidente, ce qui oblige à retrouver comme

pour le langage, une deuxième chaîne : ce sont les signes non représentatifs et

les symbolisations.” (“Technique” 149) The nonsensical features of the CD-ROM

might justify the use of metaphor (instead of metonymy). There does not seem to

be any obvious contiguity in the representation of Chineseness. Chinese

“nonsense” is expressed in non-representational signs and symbols.

Rosolato goes on to argue that what visual metaphors and metonymies

provoke in the gazer is corporeal pleasure: “cette jubilation libidinale,

certainement impliquée, ramène au corps dans son plaisir direct, celui de

l’odorat, du goût, du tact, de la cénesthésie, du sexuel; ainsi, la délectation

esthétique (jusque dans l’exaltation tragique) tend à une incarnation spécifique

dans la jouissance; la vue et l’ouïe se prêtent spécialement à ces ‘transports.”

(“Technique” 151) How can Biggs’s CD-ROM be described in terms that join

technology and corporeality? This jouissance concerns a discussion of metaphor,

visuality, and corporeality in Biggs’s development of haptic vision. But how are

metaphor and metonymy linked to haptic vision?

Claude Gandelman has wriften on the relationship between metaphor,

metonymy, optic vision, and haptic vision. As mentioned in the Introduction,
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whereas optic vision moves across the surface of the image without

metaphorically penetrating it, haptic vision tries to engage the texture of the

image, that is, its layers and its depth. Basing his distinction between optic and

haptic vision on German psychologist Viktor Lowenfeld’s writings, Gandelman

daims that “Il y aurait ainsi deux types [of visionj fondamentaux, l’optique et

I’haptique. L’un qui procéderait, dans son appréhension des choses, par

‘métaphore’, sautant d’un point à un autre d’une surface; l’autre, au contraire, qui

procéderait par contact.” (21) To sum up, optic vision would be metaphoric

whereas haptic vision would be metonymic. Biggs’s paradoxical representation of

Chineseness as non-representational signs would set the stage for a plurality of

viewing strategies Rosolato explains: “les signes non représentatifs [...] ont une

importance capitale parce qu’ils constituent les carrefours de la contemplation.”

“Oscillation” 65) Indeed, this is to say that both types of vision, optic and haptic,

can occur in one work. As Biggs’s CD-ROM shows, both types of vision are found

in the same digital artwork.33

In the section entitled “Chinese Whispers,” Biggs presents the interactor

with a visual display that apparently does not have much to do with the othet

sections that concern the Great WalI or Kafka’s short story. Indeed, the

background of the image is covered with strings of Os and Is, the “language” of

the computer, that move from top to bottom.M What is peculiar in this section is

not the Os and is; it is the large hand that covers them. Moreover, it is not just

any representation of a hand: touching it with the mouse provokes the apparition

of a square on the rig ht-hand side of the screen. In this square is the very same

hand but in extreme close-up. What is interesting is that this blown-up hand

reproduces the exact movement of the mouse the interactor makes on the larger

hand, that is, when she moves the mouse, say, from right to left on the larger

hand, the smaller hand in the square makes the same movement. The static

camera-eye that focuses on the smaller hand follows the very movements of the

interactor in an act of imitation that is quite uncanny; the machine seems to be

conscious of the interactor’s very movements and duplicates them.

This is one of the most important representations of the desire for material

vision found on the CD-ROMs in this dissertation. Actually, haptic vision could be
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shown in the close-up 0f any objects or faces, but the representation 0f a hand

points directly to a concept of vision that is linked to touching. Inciting the

interactor to pay attention to the unes of the hand forces her to also assess the

materiality of the image.35 Especially in the hand seen in close-up, the physicality

of the human 11mb incites a type of vision that wants to plead for another viewing

regime in digital environments. The CD-ROM, however, is a transitory medium

that shows its physical limits but that nevertheless points to future possibilities

and realizations. This desire is even more tangible in recent digital installations.

As mentioned above, Biggs’s CD-ROM takes the metaphor of the WaII

very seriously. Following Calvino’s concept of Iiterary machine as one which

functions according to laws that the subject cannot understand and adding

Lacan’s definition of metaphor, we corne to the conclusion that what is at stake

on the CD-ROM is the metaphorïcal use of Chineseness, one that is mediated by

Kafka’s short story that deals with similar issues. Here, in the case of “Chinese

Whispers,” we have to pause and ask how haptic vision as metonymic vision lits

in with the WaII as metaphor. A preliminary answer would be that Biggs’s CD-

ROM is not reducible to one type of vision; it contains both scopic modes. In fact,

the purpose 0f a section such as “Chinese Whispers” may be to remind the

interactor that the CD-ROM, on some occasions, demands another type of vision

that addresses the senses and the materiality of the human body. The metaphor

0f the Wall can be assessed in intellectual terms, the eyes crossing the surface of

the screen, but the blown-up hand requires that we gaze at it differently. As

Gandelman mentions, a visual artwork may require an interpretation that takes

into account “deux axes fondamentaux de lecture de l’image: un axe qui est celui

de la vision procédant métaphoriquement, par sauts ou sautillements

sémantiques d’un élément à un autre du tableau, tandis que l’autre axe est celui

de la vision haptique, de la vision-contact, qui ‘fait tache’ sur l’image et

s’appesantit sur les éléments non-sémantiques du tableau” (25). Haptic vision

would be metonymic in favouring the combination and displacement 0f elements;

it does not substitute elements for others. It combines by touching, by connecting

with other elements. It focuses on depth and contiguity rather than substitution

and surface elements.
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Christiane Heibach has astutely proposed that we look at this section of

Biggs’s digital work in terms of “eine Art Handlesekarte”. This peculiar teading

practice would combine the materiality of the hand that moves the mouse with the

eyes that cross the surface of the hand on screen. Heibach mentions how such a

teading strategy is flot popular these days: “Die Handlesekunst ist fût unsere

Kultur ein Relikt der Unaufgeklrheit, ein esoterischer, nïcht ernst zu nehmender

Vorgang.” Moreover, Heibach’s comment is even more important when borne in

mmd in the context of haptic vision, which is an unprivileged form of vision in the

West but that gradually re-emerges in independent films and installations.

This re-emerging type of visual perception, as argued in the Introduction,

would center around a composite space in which a given work provokes the

gazer’s tactile (material) capabilities to perform with the work in the sense that it

is the metonymic contact with the object that makes the corporeal experience 0f

CD-ROM art possible. The “Handlesekunst” Heibach mentions implies the

combination of the hand with the eyes in the performance of reading as tactile

experience. The resuscitation of such a reading practice is seldom discussed in

intermediality studies. The performative dimensions the digital work proposes via

its interpellation of the “thinking body” implies that the intermedial transfers at

work on Biggs’s CD-ROM are flot to be understood as purely technological

interactions between types of images (literary, digital, static, dynamic, etc.) On

the contrary, intermedïal movements often imply intercultural movements that

Biggs’s CD-ROM exemplifies. The passage from Kafka’s short story to the CD-

ROM environment is not 50 much about the reconfiguration 0f the reader or the

author as much as it is about the intermedial refashioning of Kafka’s Chinese

environment in digital media.

Biggs’s digital, “cultural translation” of Kafka’s short story is very complex and

alludes to debates in postcolonial and ethnic studies. These debates, however,

have been eluded by those who have analyzed Biggs’s adaptation. German

scholarship on the subject has focused on the intermedial transfers between the

Kafka short story and the online version of Biggs’s project. Even though such

concerns are relevant to the study of Biggs’s digital work, they do come short of
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explaining what remains unsaid or unpianned in Biggs’s language machine and

C metaphor of the Great Wall. Analyses of CD-ROMs (and of other digital artworks)

must pay attention to the cuitural, ethnic, and gender dimensions proposed by the

artists and to the performance of these issues.

Simanowski has made an important point when he links Biggs’s project to

performance. He points out: “Biggs’ Projekt erweist sich ais eine Umsetzung des

Kafka-Textes in die Rhetorik des digitalen Seftings. Er verkôrpert das Ausbleiben

des Kafkaschen Boten in einer Text-Performance des Unsinns.” (133) Indeed,

isn’t Biggs’s most important achievement the actualization or the performative

instances of incomprehensibility he proposes on his CD-ROM? In fact, thete are

two performances: the one Simanowski mentions (the performance of nonsense

derived from the machine that transforms Kafka’s textual achievement into a

performative machine) and the one the interactor is forced to perform: the

obligation to take on the role of Kafka’s Chinese scholar and understand the

performance of Chineseness put on by the machine.

However, we must be wary of assigning agency on the machine, it seems

to me, because it gives an incomplete picture of the CD-ROM and of the

interactor’s task of deciphering performance-images. For example, Simanowski

daims that “Es [Biggs’s project] bringt die verborgene Botschaft des Kafka-Textes

an die Oberfiache einer sichtbaren Performance, es ijberfùhrt den Ausgangstext

in die Selbstperformativitât.” (134) I think it would be wrong to argue that Biggs’s

language machine is the “thing that performs” by and for itself; the interactor is

the one who makes it perform and, most importantly, is the one who has to watch

the failure of her own hermeneutic procedute as she explores the CD-ROM.

Therefore, I think it is incomplete to daim that the CD-ROM features a

“selbstperformativen Umsetzung” (134) of Kafka’s text. 0f course, there is a

visible performance (sichtbaren Performance) on the CD-ROM, but the

unconscious performance of Chineseness by Kafka and Biggs cannot be

assigned to the machine. Similarly, the adaptation of Kafka’s text is not

something that the machine performs itself. The (re)coding and performing of

Chineseness is double: the one the machine proposes according to the actions of
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the interactor and the one the interactor perlorms in order to make sense of this

digital representation of China.

In spite 0f these last remarks, I could flot agree more with Simanowski

when he ends his article on The Great WaII 0f China with a plea for the

appropriate literary contextualization 0f the digital work. Indeed, the critic points

out that Biggs’s work wilI indeed make no sense if it only involves clicking on

words, and if it is flot related to Kafka’s short story: “Biggs’ ‘Great Wall of China’

aber diirfte deutlich gemacht haben: Wer das Projekt nur auf dieser Ebene der

lnteraktion mit dem Text-Programm rezipiert, der verfehlt die tiefere lnteraktion

mit dem Text; wer die Lektûre der Kafka-Vorlage unterlâsst, unterlâsst praktisch

auch die Lektùre seinerdigitalen Adaption.” (134) Simanowski’s words do sum up

what has been argued in this dissertation: a CD-ROM that is based upon a

complex literary text like Kafka’s cannot be envïsaged adequately without the

analysis of its textual basïs.

Notes

The reader wilI find the artist’s compiete biographical information on his web site at
<http://www.liftlepig.org.uk>.
2 The artist’s descriptions ofthese digital video adaptations can be read at <http://www.littlepig.org.uk>.

I must aLlmit that finding a copy ofBiggs’s CD-ROM is a difficuit task. One can look fora copy on
commercial web sites (such as Amazon.com) or on E-Bay, for example.
“Read Biggs’s description ofthe project at <http://hosted.simonbiggs.easynet.co.uk/wallJgreatwal1.htm>.

See Roberto Simanowski, “Aleatorik ais Aufkhirung: Simon Biggs’ Dekonstruktion eines Kafka-Textes,”
Neue deutsche Literatur 4 (2002): 125-134, and Christiane Heibach, “Die Dekonstruktion des (Text-)
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Wo]f Kittier and Gerhard Neumann (freiburg: Rombach Verlag, 1990) 75-163; and Kiaus Benesch,
“Writing Machines: Technology and the failures of Representation in the Works of Franz Kafka,” Reading
Matters: Narratives in the New Media Ecology, cd., Joseph Tabbi and Michael Wutz (Ithaca: ComeIl
University Press, 1997) 76-95.
‘ Sec Bettina Augustin, “Raban im Kino: Kafka und die zeitgenôssische Kinematographie,” Schriftenreihe
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Works,” Kafka and China, cd., Adrian Hsia (New York: Peter Lang, 1996) 75-95.
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t__
‘° In an extensive study of Kaflca’s feeliiigs about “new” technologies, Wolf Kittier has noted how “Sprech
und $chreibmaschinen” [language and writing machines] pervade some ofhis short stories and Amerika.
Kittier astutely remarks that a change of interest occurs in Kaflca’s fiction as soon as he begins to speculate
about “new media”: “Erst ais er sein Leben nach diesem System [“new media”] geordnet hat, beginnt
Kaficas schrifttellerische Laufbahn. Weil er aber das Schreiben an die Stelle des Lebens, Briefe an die Stelle
der k&perlichen Niihe setzt, schj-eibt er keine Liebesgeschichten mehr, sondem Geschichten, in denen Lust
und Schmerz nicht aus der Begegnung von Kôrpem, sondem aus dem Schicksal von Botschaften
entspringen, aus Briefen, die ankommen oder verlorengehen, aus Botschaften, die abgesendet werden oder
nicht.” (96) It is preciseiy such a story ofmeans of communication gone awry that the second part of”Beim
Bau der chinesischen Mauer” teils.
Il For certain critics, Ka&a’s passion for visual media seems evident. for example, Beftina Augustin opens
her essay on Kafka and film with the provocative statement that “franz Kafka war ein Augenmensch.”
“Raban lin Kino: Kafka und die zeitgenôssische Kinematographie,” Schrflenreihe der Franz Kafka
Gesellschafl2 (1987): 38.
12 Fora recent overview ofKaflca on screen, see Martin Brady and Helen Hughes, “Kafka Adapted to
Film,” The Cambridge Companion to Kafka, ed., Julian Preece (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002) 226-241.
‘ Tom Drahos, franz Kafka: The Castie / Frague (Boulogne-Billancourt: Drahos Média, 2000). Here is
what the artist says in the linear notes in a way that relates to Biggs’s philosophy of adaptation: “The heart
of Ka&a’s work begins by a void. Although it is composed of a fascinating patchwork of stories and
situations ofconfiict, it always ends by an inextricable dead end. The CD-Rom KAFKA I PRAGUE is
following this model. Using the video to its exfl-eme possibilities, this CD-Rom offers a series of probable
but incertain [sic] or even puzzling fictions. The CD-Rom doesn’t reproduce Kafica’s work but sets
narrative combinations and events in order to suggest a variant of Kaflca’s world for the new millenium.”
Another form of digital Kafka is found on the CD-ROM Franz Kafka: ±il y Praze [franz Kafka: Lf in
PragueJ which takes the interactor on a tour ofKaflca’s early twentieth-century Prague. However, the reader
should note that the interface is in Czech.
14 Franz Kafka, “Beim Bau der chinesischen Mauer,” Beschreibung eines Kampfes: Novetien, Skizzen,
Aphorismen azis dem Nachlass, ed., Max Brod (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 1998) 51.
Franz Kafka, “The Great Wall of China,” 17w Complete $tories (New York: Schocken Books, 1971) 235.
further references to Kafica’s German text and to its translation into English will be cited parenthetically
withinthetext.
15 Confrary to Matthews, and in an overtly favourable account ofChomsky’s ideas, Neil Smith says: “In any
case, understanding language in the individual must take logical precedence over any understanding of
language in the community, as the latter is parasitic on the former: individuals utter sentences, communities
do flot.” Chomsky: Ideas and Ickaïs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999) 150. Moreover, Smith
mentions that one ofthe American linguist’s most provoking assertions is that language acquisition is
innate, that is, genetically determined. In Chomsky’s thought iimateness is linked to the revitalization ofthe
Cartesian split between mind and body. According to Chomsky, the body and the senses would be
superfiuous to account for language leaming. Reason and brain activity, deprived of bodily affects, would
assure language acquisition. Being associated with Cartesian linguistics, Chomsky would probably dismiss
fl-ie recent endeavours ofMtonio Damasio, George Lakoffand Mark Johnson whose work on embodied
thought, emotion, and corporeal stimulus has greatly advanced our knowledge ofthought-processing and
language formation.
16 Mflchail Baklilin’s theorization oflanguage and dialogue is reminiscent of Voloinov’s ideas. Some
scholars daim that Bakhtin first published under the nom de plume V.N. Voledinov. One need only
compare Bakhtin’s remarks in “Discourse in the Novel” and “The Problem of Speech Genres” to what
Voloinov proposes in the following paragraphs to see the strilcing similarities between what is advanced in
terras oftranslinguistics.
17 In a 2002 interview, Biggs clarifies what he means by “interactivity”: “1 am not arguing that interactivity
bas to be the bottom une in how art is valued. Not at ah. Rather, I am arguing against a shallow engagement
with interactive media. That is, I am saying that if you are claiming to make interactive art then it beffer be
really interactive and not some half-baked non-linear system.” “Technology, Aura, and ifie Self in New
Media Art. Interview with Simon Biggs,” <http:!/www.dichtung-digital.de/2002/04/20-Biggs/index.htm>.
‘ Cayley deplores the fact that few important writers would agree to envisage their work in the context of
emergent media and fewer actually know about a group such as OULIPO: “Few writers who are established
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in traditional literary media are engaged with the emergent forms and many new writers who are exploring
those forms are insufficiently aware of relevant past experimentation ...“ “fleyond Codexspace:
Potentialities ofLiterary Cybertext,” Visible Language 30.3 (1996): 169. Ultimately, what Cayley argues
for is the maintenance ofthe link between digital media and experimental literature.
19 One cannot but be surprised at Biggs’s own comments when he downplays the influence ofthe Kafka
short story: “1 don’t think you need to know Kafka to ‘read’ ‘Great Wall.’ It might even help if you have
neyer hew-d ofhim ... I’m flot sure.” “Technology, Aura, and the Self in New Media Art. Interview with
Simon Biggs,” <http://www.dichtung-digital.de/2002/04/20-Biggs/index.htm>. Aside from the fact that
Biggs makes a statement similar to that ofa filmmaker who wants to see his adaptation as a legitimate effort
that can stand on itsown, this chapter is flot meant to prove Biggs wrong, but it tries to show how a rapid
assessment ofa CD-ROM like his cari be given a more extensive evaluation that will place it within the
appropriate media ecology and cuttural tradition it involves.
20 Moreover, Kaflca’s interest in China may stem from a common early twentieth-century infatuation with
the Asian country that was prompted by travel accounts such as Julius Dittmar’s 1m neuen China (1912) in
which the author proposes that China follow the European “model” in order to prosper.
21 Moravia adds on the same page: “There is an ideology ofthe Great Watt — there is a message. There is
also a psychology ofthe Great Wall, or, if you prefer, a state ofmind.”
22 Waldron notes that the recent campaign to restore the Wall was a nostalgic attempt to satvage the remains
ofa “China” that now is on the brink of important cultural changes. Tue Great Watt ofChina: Histoiy and
Myth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) 225.
23 Ka&a’s narrator’s specialization in the comparative history of races points to what Homi Bhabha has
called “cultural comparativism.” Bhabha’s work on the postcolonial subject bas tried to reshape what he
calis “the grounds of cultural comparativism.” The Location ofCulture (New York: Routledge, 1994) 5.
24 The bibliography on the subject is an ever-expanding one. Such accounts often begin with Ernest
Fellonosa’s “representation” of Chinese poetics in The Chinese Written Character as a Mediumfor Poetry.
A modemist poet such as Ezra Pound was completety fascinated by China and came to inflect his poetics
using the Chinese tradition Fellonosa discussed. As several commentators have remarked, it is the Chinese
script that bas attracted so much attention from the West and from which emerged a series of important
misreadings by some ofthe most well-informed European minds. See Roland Barthes, “Alors, la Chine?”
OEuvres complètes, t.4 (Paris: Seuil, 2002) 5 16-520, and Jacques Derrida’s comments in De la
grammatologie as to the Chinese characters’ position outside the logos. On this topic, see Zhang Longxi,
“The Tao and the Logos: Notes on Derrida’s Critique ofLogocenfrism,” Criticat Inquiry 11(1985): 385-
398. Other studies include John Defrancis, The Chinese Language: fact and Fantasy (Honolulu:
University offlawaii Press, 1986); Jiewei Cheng, “Derrida and Ideographic Poetics,” British Journal of
Aesthetics 35.2 (1995): 134-144; Zhang Longxi, Mighty Opposites: From Dichotomies to Differences in the
Comparative Study ofChina (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 199$); Julie Candler Hayes, “Look but
Don’t Read: Chinese Characters and the Translating Drive from John Wilkins to Peter Greenaway,”
Modem Language Quarterly 60.3 (1999): 353-377; Ming Dong Gu, “Reconceptualizing the Linguistic
Divide: Chinese and Western Theories ofthe Written Sign,” Comparative Literature Studies 37.2 (2000):
101-l 24; Haun Saussy, “The Prestige of Writing: Wen, Letter, Picture, Picture, Image, Ideography,” Great
Watts ofDiscourse and Other Adventures in Cuitural China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2001) 35-74; and Rey Chow, The Protestant Ethnic and the Spirit ofCapitalism (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2002).
25 One ofthe most memorable descriptions ofthe West’s idealization of China is found in Michel
foucault’s preface to Les mots et tes choses: “La Chine, dans notre rêve, n’est-elle pas le lieu privilégié de
l’espace? Pour notre système imaginaire, la culture chinoise est la plus méticuleuse, la plus hiérarchisée, la
plus sourde aux événements du temps, la plus attachée au pur déroutement de l’étendue ; nous songeons à
elle comme à une civilization de digues et de barrages sous la face éternelle du ciel ; nous la voyons
répandue et figée sur toute la superficie d’un continent cerné de murailles. Son écriture même ne reproduit
pas en lignes horizontales le vol fuyant de la voix ; elle dresse en colonnes l’image immobile et encore
reconnaissable des choses elles-mêmes.” Les mots et les choses (Paris: Gallimard, 1966) 10.
26 For a Japanese perspective on the construction ofthe Great Wall, see Kaikô Takeshi, La muraille de
Chine: récit d’unfugitif [RubôkiJ, trans. Jacques Lalloz (Ailes: Editions Philippe Picquier, 1992).
27 fredric Jameson, “Third-World Literature in the Era of Multinational Capitalism,” Social Tcrt 15(1986):
65-$8.
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28 would have to disagree with Simanowski who daims that “Das iisthetische Gewand des Projekts
[Biggs’s online version of The Great WaÏl ofChinaj ist die Aliegorie”. “Aleatorik ais Aufidliirung: Simon
Biggs’ Dekonstruktion eines Kafka-Textes,” Neue deutsche Literatur 4 (2002): 130. Biggs does not
mention an allegorical basis to his work but a metaphorical one.
29

Cai’s project uses gunpowder and explosives to extend the length ofthe Wall 50 that it can be seen in
outer space. Once lit, a &e wall gives the impression that the Great Wall bas been extended. Xu’s
installation is a rubbing, that is, the artist bas rubbed large sheets ofpaper on the Wall and has used
numerous botties of mAc to imprint the stones ofthe Great Wall. Biggs’s strategy to represent materiality,
however, wilI rely on haptic visuality, as we wilI see below. For images ofCai’s installation, see the artist’s
officiai website at <http://www.caiguoqiang.com>. Stiils from Xu’s installation wiii be found in Briffa
Erickson, Ihe Art ofXu Bing: Words Without Meaning, Meaning Without Words (Washington, DC: Arthur
M. Sackier Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, 2001).
° for recent musings on the uncertain future ofthe Chinese script in digital environments, see Anthony C.
Yu, “Enduring Change: Confucianism and the Prospect ofHuman Rights,” Lingnan Journal ofChinese
Studies 2 (October 2000): 27-70; John Cayiey, “Performances of Writing in the Age of Digital
Transliteration,” <http://cmc.uib.no/dac9$/papers/cayley.html>; and “Digital Wen: On the Digitization of
Letter- and Character-Based Systems of Inscription,” Reading East Asian Writing: The Limits ofLiterwy
Theoty, ed., Michel Hockx and Ivo Smits (London: Routledge, 2003) 277-294.
31 len Ang has argued that Chineseness itselfis a multi-faceted signifier: “Chineseness is flot a category
with a fixed content — be it racial, cukural, or geographical — but operates as an open and indeterminate
signifier whose meanings are constantly renegotiated and rearticulated in different sections ofthe Chinese
diaspora.” “Can One Say No to Chineseness? Pushing the Limits ofthe Diasporic Paradigm,” Modem
Chinese Literaîy and Culturat Studies in the Age ofTheoiy: Reimagining a Fietd ed., Rey Chow (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2000) p?.282-283.
32 For a clear exposition ofLacan’s distinction between metaphor and metonymy, see Joel Dor, Introduction
à la lecture de Lacan. I L ‘inconscient structuré comme un langage. 2. La structure du sujet (Paris: Denol,
2002) pp.52-64.

In the context of film analysis, Christian Metz bas mentioned that metaphor and metonymy always seem
to enter the visual field together: “La métaphore sans métonymie est rare”. Le sigi4fiant imaginaire:
psychanalyse et cinéma (Paris: Christian Bourgois, 1984) 245.

b help the reader visualize this section ofthe CD-ROM, the strings of Os and is that we can see recall
the descending strings with which the first installement of The Matrix opens.

In thefr introduction to an important collection ofessays on women’s visual self-representafions, Julia
Watson and Sidonie Smïth discuss French artist Annette Messager’s installation, Les lignes de la main
(1987-8$), that also uses close-up shots ofa hand to evoke embodiment. See Julia Watson and Sidonie
Smith, “Introduction: Mapping Women’s Self-Representation at Visualllextual Interfaces,” Interfaces:
Women, Autobiography, Image, Performance, ed., Julia Watson and Sidonie Smith (Ami Arbor: University
ofMichigan Press, 2002) pp.3 i-33.
36 Christiane Heibach, “Die Dekonstruktion des (Text-)Mauer: ‘The Great Wall of China,” accompanying
CD-ROM, Literatur im elektronischen Raum (Frankffirt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2003) (no page numbers).

o



CHAPTER 4

Performing and Archiving the Gaze: Visuality, the Senses, and Digîtal

Memory in Jean-Louis Boissier’s Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau

4.1 Bossier’s Works and Moments de Jean-Jacpues Rousseau

Academic Background, Exhibitions, and Installations

Born in Loriol-sur-Drôme, France, in 1945, Jean-Louis Boissier currently is

Professor at the University of Paris 8 (Vincennes — Saint-Denis) and Director of

the Interactive Art Research Institute. During his formative years, he studied

mathematics and physics in Lyon and Grenoble before turning to photography

and experimental cinema. In 1994 he submifted a doctoral thesis on the subject

of the aesthetics of data capturing [esthétique de la saisie]. Since then, he has

published several essays that are collected in La Relation comme forme.

L’interactivité en art (2004)1.

Boissier has exhibited internationally and has curated several exhibitions.

In 1983, he assisted Frank Popper on the exhibition “Electra, I’électricité et

l’électronique dans l’art au XXe siècle,” at the Musée d’art moderne, Paris. In

1984-1985, he participated in the preparation of the important exhibition “Les

Immatériaux” under Jean-François Lyotard. More recently, he has been involved

in uArtificesn the digital-arts biennial in Saint-Denis (1990-96), and the uVirtual

Review” at the Centre Georges Pompidou (1992-97).

Since the early 1980s, he has been producing installations in which

interactive devices play an important role. Among his installations, one finds: Le
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bus (1985), Pékin pour mémoire (1986), Album sans fin (1989), Globus oculi

(1992), Flora petrinsularis (1993), Mutatis mutandis (1995), La deuxième

promenade (1998), La morale sensitive (2001), and Mémoire de crayons (2001).

Moreover, at the “Laboratoire d’esthétique de l’interactivité,” which he founded in

1990, he has created numerous videodiscs and CD-ROMs among which feature

modified versions 0f certain of his installations. He is recognized world-wide as a

theoretician and artist who is an expert in the field of interactive installations.

As is the case with the other artists discussed in this dissertation,

Boissier’s work has not received a great deal 0f attention from Rousseau

scholars. One must mention that there exist an English translation 0f some

pOrtioflS 0f Boissier’s articles and the descriptions of some of his installations in

an important publication entitled Future Cinema: The Cinematic Imagery after

Film (2003)2. Among the scholars who have analyzed Boissier’s work, one finds

critics Linda Steven, Timothy Murray, Lev Manovich, Motoki Nagamori, and

Raymond Bellour3, the latter being the only one to have wriften on the CD-ROM

studied in this chapter.

Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau

The CD-ROM4 on which this chapter focuses is indebted to two of Boissier’s

earlier installations: Flora petrinsularis and Deuxième promenade. Using

Rousseau’s autobiographical and theoretical writings as an inspirational database

of key memories, Boissier has designed a CD-ROM that recreates several crucial

events or, as they are called on the CD-ROM, “moments” în Rousseau’s life.

Drawing on two central texts, the Confessions and the Rêveries du promeneur

solitaire, the artist’s CD-ROM does flot require a scholarly knowledge of

Rousseau’s works to be enjoyable. On the contrary, on the CD-ROM the

interactor wilI find the complete texts of the Confessions and the Rêveries to

which she will be able to refer to read in extenso the literary passage evoked in

the visual sequence. The CD-ROM offers these two complete texts in the

prestigious Pléiade edition 0f Rousseau’s works and several passages in other

non-fictional writings. What the CD-ROM emphasizes implicitly, however, is the

combinatory function of source text and hyperlinked visual sequence.
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The digital work, as its name suggests, is devoted to illustrating important

C moments referred to in the Rousseau corpus. Baissier selected several key

episodes in Rousseau’s writings and went on location between 1997 and 2000. In

order to memorialize and to archive Rousseau’s experiences and feelings, the

artist visited small towns in France and Switzerland where he “re-staged” the

“moments” that occurred more than 200 years ago, events that are depicted in

the writer’s works.

There are two reading/viewing paths from which to choose when entering

the CD-ROM. First, with the help of “shifters” [embrayeursJ5 — words that are

found in certain of Rousseau’s texts which are hyperlinked to ifimic sequences

that allow the visualization of the scene described by the writer — Boissier has

created a digital reverie that uses Rousseau’s words and their recurrent

apparitions in his corpus. For instance, the word “monde” [world] occurs on

several occasions in Rousseau’s texts. Boissier’s strategy has been to shoot a

short sequence for a particular occurrence, say, in the Confessions, and Iink this

occurrence to another apparition of the word in the Rêveries. The interactor goes

from sequence to sequence according to the words she selects. The second

possibility is ta read the camplete texts of the Confessions or the Rêveries and to

click on a passage that is hyperlinked to a sequence. For example, the interactor

decides to read Book Il of the Confessions. On page 86 of the Pléiade edition,

where the Marion episode is described, the interactor clicks on the highlighted

passage and is able to see the sequence Boissier shot ta adapt it.

With the help of young actors and actresses in modem dress who play the

roles of Mme Lambercier, Marion, Mme Basile, Sophie d’Houdetot, Mme de

Warens, and Zulietta, among many other characters on the CD-ROM, Boissier

has successfully re-created Rausseau’s “moments” without denaturing or

trivializing them. lndeed, the CD-ROM ptesents a conscious will ta reproduce

Rousseau’s (mis)adventures in their complex psychological intensity. Retaining

the indexical nature of analogical cinema and combining the hypertextual

qualities of recent media art, Boissier’s digital adaptation is a challenging form cf

visual reconfiguration that joins performance and reshaped textual material.
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In the following section I compare Rousseau’s conception of visual culture

and illustrated bookmaking to Boissier’s own perspective on digital image making

as interactive chronophotography. The second part of this chapter studies the

interrelations between sight and touch in Rousseau’s writings and Boissier’s own

filmic representation. The final section considers how Boissier’s digital archive of

images reconfigures and re-visualizes the use of the senses in Rousseau’s own

textual “archiving” of his botanical activities.

4.2 Marey’s Heïr: Boissier’s Interactive Chronophotography

The purpose of this section is to present some of the characteristics that inform

Rousseau’s visual culture in order to facilitate the understanding of Boissier’s

digital transformation. The emphasis will be put on Rousseau’s desire for an

ambiguous form of “moving still” in which performative moments will be able to

emanate. Even though Rousseau’s notion of the performance-image is flot

“technological” per se, it is worth looking at the writer’s meditations on the image

because Boissier takes inspiration from them.

Attempting to describe visuality in the Siècle des lumières would imply a

more specific look at the philosophers who rejected Descartes’s dualistic

perspective.6 Their differences notwithstanding, the works of Voltaire, Bacon,

Locke, and Newton deeply engaged in a re-evaluation of Descartes’s intellectual

Iegacy. Known as the “sensationalists,” they argued that ideas are the reflection

of sensuous perceptions rather than innate intuitions.7 Rousseau’s desire for

transparency, immediacy, and the revelation of inner truth stems from this

philosophical perspective, and it can be seen to emerge in the sensuous rapport

between sight and touch established in the Émue.

These concerns, it should be stressed, are meant to address retroactively

Rousseau’s theory of sensuous perception. In his 1985 book-Iength study of

Rousseau’s concept of vision, Seeing and Obseiving: Rousseau’s Rhetoric of

Perception, John O’Neal concludes on a suggestive note that pertains to the

transformation of perception newer media environments bring about: “The aUvent

of mass media and computers, for example, is bringing about a move toward a

vastly different manner of seeing the world. The full implication of new perceptual
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states, Rousseau shows us, are rarely apparent to those experiencing them”

C (144) Twenty years later, O’NeaI’s prophetic comment can be assessed more

accurately due to the actual emergence 0f the computer as a prominent creative

tool. Moreover, we should pay attention to what O’Neal underlines in the context

of Rousseau’s representation of “perceptual states”: computers modify the way in

which we see and access various forms of data, but the contemporary observer is

flot in the best historical position to comment on the transformation of her

perceptual abilities and activities. We should reread Rousseau from the point of

view of twenty-first century observers who are familiar with “perceptual states”

and visual devices that the writer seems to have desired, and this is what

Boissier’s CD-ROM wiIl allow us to perform.8

O’Neal’s remarks can orient the analysis of Rousseau’s theory of the

senses and Boissier’s free adaptation of certain of Rousseau’s “moments.” In this

first section we wiII try to ifiquire into Rousseau’s concept of ViSion in order to

foreground Boissier’s own theory of sight. Contrary to Crary’s daim to the effect

that in the digital era vision is “severed from a human observer,” we shah see how

Boissier’s work tries to address the viewer’s senses in his theoretical writings and

on his CD-ROM. In fact, it is the interactor’s body as the site of multifunctional

sensory activities that he configures. Rousseau’s writings become hyperlinked

virtuai texts and visual sequences that wish to enhance embodied sensations.

Rousseau’s Proto-Performance-Image

O’Neai has noted that Rousseau introduced “seeing’ into the hiterature of his

times.” (139) This is notto say, however, that contemporary writers like Diderot or

Duclos were not interested in the visual potentiahities of hiterary writing. O’NeaI

expiains his daim, writing that “Rousseau cleariy estabhishes, through his fictionai

works, seeing as the ideal means to a higher understanding.” (139) We couid be

tempted to add two remarks to O’NeaI’s daim. First, Rousseau addresses sight

flot oniy in his fictional writings but also in his pedagogical and political works. In

fact, in such writings, he 15 at pains to show how sight is flot an individualized

faculty; if it can function at ahi, it must be supplemented by touch, for example.

Second, the Iooseness of the vocabulary to describe Rousseau’s apparent
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innovation is damageable. lndeed, did Rousseau introduce “seeing” or “gazing,”

C which, as Lacan has explained at some length, are radically different types of

“perception”? I would argue that Rousseau’s fictional wrïtings perform the gaze

much more forcefully than his theoretical work; however, his theoretical writings

show that the gaze s not confined to the visual reaim. This distinction wiN be of

crucial importance to the analysis of Boissier.

In hindsight, it may not appear that peculiar for a digital artist to turn to

Rousseau to envisage the production of digital cinema on a CD-ROM.

Rousseau’s writings offer salient examples of looking, seeing, beholding, and

gazing that can fuel any form of meditation on sight. One way to begin such an

enterprise would be to compare and contrast Rousseau’s theory of the senses to

Boissier’s conceptualization of vision and touch in order to serve as an

introduction to the two men’s radically different visual cultures. It is to Rousseau’s

apprehension, rejection, and adoption of certain visual devices and objects that

we should turn in order to foreground Boissier’s own use of the visual tools

available in digital culture. What it amounts to for Boissier in his digital adaptation

is not so much Rousseau’s characters and settings as the theoretical justification

surrounding visual devices in Rousseau’s theorization of sight which he recycles

to contextualize his work. In other words, the digital refashioning of Rousseau

concerns the transition from Enlightenment visual devices to photography and the

cinema rather than the actual characters or plots found in the writings. lt is this

peculiar retelling of the history of visuality that Boissier undertakes on his CD-

ROM.

Among the writers dïscussed in this dissertation (i.e., Villiers de l’lsle

Adam, Roussel, Brossard, and Kafka), Rousseau is the only one not to have

contemplated technologically reproducible images such as those of photography

or the cinema. This is flot to say, however, that he did flot meditate and write on

the function of images in eighteenth-century visual culture. In fact, in both his

(auto)fictional and political writings, Rousseau constructs an elaborate theoretical

position that questions and challenges contemporary perspectives on optics and

human perception. The study of Rousseau’s relation to the visual arts9 is a fruifful

way to shed light on the manner in which human vision is envisaged in his
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autobiographical writings such as the Confessions and the Rêveries. Rousseau

scholars have long paid attention to this topic of investigation, and the following

paragraphs are indebted to them.

Rousseau’s fictional, autobiographical, and theoretical writings abound in

allusions to and concrete uses of visual technologies and devices. From the

mirror to the camera obscura and the telescope, visual technologies are evoked

so often that the writer cannot but be perceived as an important witness to the

changes in the various modes of production and reception of stiil images.

However, Rousseau is not a theorist of the visual media or the visual arts per se.

Visuality in Rousseau is a pretext to discuss his own work in a way that, as one

soon realizes, ultimately enhances his discursive manoeuvres or at least helps

explain his artistic procedures. Rousseau’s wish to illustrate La Nouvelle Héloise

allows a glimpse at the author’s conception of visual adaptation.

Rousseau’s “Sujets d’estampes” begins with an interesting comment that

pertains to the paradoxical representation of movement in stili images. Rousseau

suggests the following: “De même dans les figures en mouvement, il faut voir ce

qui précède et ce qui suit, et donner au tems de l’action une certaine latitude

sans quoi l’on ne saisira jamais bien l’unité du moment qu’il faut exprimer.” (O.C.

Il 761) Rousseau’s wish for a temporally flexible print also points to the artist’s

abitity to show what eludes the look: “L’habileté de l’Artiste consiste à faire

imaginer au Spectateur beaucoup de choses qui ne sont sur la planche $ et cela

dépend d’un heureux choix de circonstances, dont celles qu’il rend font supposer

celles qu’il ne rend pas.” (OC. Il 761) This stiil image that contains a past, a

present, and a future will be taken up by Boissier in his use of sensitive

sequences that play with Rousseau’s triple temporality and the artist’s capacity to

show and suggest the unseen.

In the same text, Rousseau elaborates on the wish to capture time and

movement: “Il faut qu’on remarque dans tous les personnages une action très

vive, et bien prise dans l’unité du moment.” (O.C. lI 765) Practically describing

film stills, Rousseau’s description has leU one of the Pléiade editors to daim that

“Il [Rousseau] eût passionnément aimé le cinéma.” (O.C. lI 1822). Philip

Robinson adds: “Lack of life, Iack of movement, are the inescapable weakness of
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visual art. Rousseau does not dream that one day, in the movie film, such a

capturing of each ‘instant of life’ wiH be possible. It is a matter of speculation

whether he would have approved of the invention.” (201) For the time being, one

cannot deny that Rousseau’s description of the aforementioned scene certainly

confirms his interest in the representation of moving images and the visual

inscription of performance. Thïs concern will resurface when we look at Boissier’s

own representation of Rousseau’s important “moments.”

The transition from reader (of the novel) to spectator (of the print) alludes

to what Bellour has claimed about Boissier’s CD-ROM: it is an illustrated book

and, as such, demands a viewer or spectator. One must add that in the context of

Rousseau’s daims, reading pnnts or “reading pictures,” to borrow Alberto

Manguel’s expression, is flot so much about “reading” as it is about reading a text

and establishing visual correspondences between this text and its virtual,

potentiat illustration. Moreover, prints cali for a gifted artist who will be able to

show what cannot be shown in Rousseau’s text itself, an occasion enabled by the

transition from a textual to a visual environment. As Catherine Ramond has

indicated: “Le texte du roman [La Nouvelle HéIo,seJ va se trouver objectivé dans

l’estampe et dans sa description, livré au regard d’un spectateur qui n’est plus

celui d’un des personnages du roman.” (51 2)10

The shift from readership to spectatorship should give us pause, for it

implies the assessment of a new function in the visual economy of Rousseau’s

media environment. Desiring to go beyond the ïntrinsic limitations of the stiil

image (i.e., for Rousseau, painting), the writer’s predilection for the print stems

from a certain imaginary (inter)activity: “Si je n’aime pas beaucoup les tableaux,

j’aime extrêmement les estampes — ils laissent quelque chose à faire à mon

imagination.” (qtd. in Robinson 205) According to Rousseau, the ptint allows a

preliminary identification with the image, and it forces him to supplement the

image by whatever his imagination may desire: “the print permits the two-way

traffic of identification and illusion.” (Robinson 206) Rousseau’s main concern is

that the spectator be allowed to contribute something to a visual cepresentation.

The type of print Rousseau has in mmd is described to illustrate his epistolary

novel, La Nouvelle HéIose, and it is noteworthy that his indications perform the
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novel, La Nouvelle Héloise, and it is noteworthy that his indications perlorm the

task of making visible what Rousseau himself cannot seem capable of rendering

on paper.

Moreover, it is flot simply the representation of movement and imaginary

(inter)activity that concerns Rousseau but the insertion of performance in the stiil

image. In fact, ït is performance itself that seems to be at the center of

Rousseau’s recommendations for his prints:

[...] il nous semble en effet qu’au code pictural induit par l’estampe, il faut

ajouter, voire substituer, la présence d’un code dramatique très présent

qui pourrait entrer en tension, et même en conflit avec le code de l’image.

Les passages que Rousseau choisit d’illustrer dans son roman [La

Nouvelle Héloîse] sont déjà pour la plupart des scènes chargées

d’intensité dramatique auxquelles l’image et le texte qui l’accompagnent

ajoutent un espace de représentation et de nombreux effets de

théâtralisation. (Ramond 513)

According to this account, prints would become pocket-size visual sites of

performance the reader would combine with Rousseau’s idiosyncratic writing

style in order to have a complete overview of the text’s signification. The legibility

of his novel would not concern Rousseau’s power as gifted author; the reader has

“to read” the images as much as she has “to see” the unfolding plot. It is the

combination of both activities that wiIl make the illustrations for the novel

successful, and performance seems to be crucial in Rousseau’s choice of

moments to illustrate.

Boissier’s Digital Prints

Rousseau’s recommendations in the “Sujets d’estampes” to illustrate La Nouvelle

HéIose cannot be taken Iightly. These writings form the rare occasions on which

Rousseau allows the reader to penetrate his theoretical positions on the role of

the artist, the creative input of the reader/spectator, and the difflculty of

representing movement and time in the still image. Moreover, in the context of

this chapter, they direct our attention to Boissier’s own meditations on the

function 0f the reader, spectator, and interactor in the digital age and orient the
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analysis of the artist’s achievement in his reconsideration of cinematic time, as

relates to Rousseau’s dream of a “fluid and stiil” image. In this section, I

conceptualize Boissier’s production 0f photograms and link it to Étienne-Jules

Marey’s early moving image experiments. Using Rousseau’s thoughts on prints

and desire for “moving stili images,” I will argue that Boissier actually performs

Rousseau’s dream 0f a book of images without being completely conscious of it.

Wanting to express “ce puissant désir d’images qui traverse l’écriture de

Rousseau” (Relation 50)11 and benefiting from the advances of the cinema and

the computer, Boissier is able to produce Rousseau’s “still proto-performance

images” that contain a plurality 0f intertwined temporalities and that demand the

involvement 0f the interactor in order to unfoid. Boissier having expressed his

artistic practice’s ïndebtedness to indexicality and chronophotography, it is flot

farfetched to daim that the artist is one of Marey’s heirs.

Discussing Boissier’s archaeological perspective on the cinema, Raymond

Bellour has made an important comment that refers to the theoretical backbone

of this dissertation:

On sait aussi que, doublé par les ‘nouvelle images’, de la vidéo à

l’infographie, le cinéma tend aujourd’hui d’autant plus à faire retour sur ses

origines et son archéologie, pour éprouver sa singularité à l’intérieur d’une

histoire plus vaste que la sienne, au fil de laquelle des images ont été

assemblées et montrées selon des ‘logiciels’ moins fixés et historiquement

moins fortunés. Par exemple, la chronophotographie de Marey, dont

Boissier se réclame. (“Livre” 25)

The media archaeology within which Bellour places Boissier’s work is deeply

engaging on many levels. First, Beilour calis attention to the revisionist nature of

some of contemporary filmmakers’ desire to return to film history’s early

techniques to revive them using digital media. Second, in a way that recalls

Manovich’s proposai to reread visual culture’s key moments according to a

terminology that relates to digital media, exemplified in his reconceptualization of

Dziga Vertov’s Man with a Movie Camera (1929) as database, it performs this

apparently anachronistic gesture by describing the cinema’s coming of age as the
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development of different software (logiciels).12 Finally, Bellour points out how

Boissier’s work can be Iikened to an uncanny resuscitation of Marey’s techniques

in the digital age.

One of the French physiologist’s most important concerns was the wilI to

depart from the arbitrariness of painting and preserve the indexical Iink between

the photographed object or person and the visual, end product. Boissier takes up

Marey’s deal because, as he points out himself, his method consists in “prélever

des signes dans des lieux et collectionner ces lieux eux-mêmes; inscrire le récit

de notre propre investigation ... Ce projet allait nous pousser partout où l’on sait

que Rousseau a été.” (Relation 239) In more technical terms, Boissier’s digital

transformation of Rousseau’s texts implies a shooting procedure “in which the

image retains its indexical nature as a reference to an external reality.” (“Relation-

Image” 398) Boissier elaborates on the distinction between the digital and the

analogical image in terms of indexicality: “In our project, the digital reaim was

neyer intended to erase the analog power of the optical recording or its capacity

to designate an exterior reality [réel extérieur].” (“Relation-Image” 399) The digital

artist’s major preoccupation being that the analogical recording of the settings

and the characters be kept intact, his ulterior manipulation of data did not modify

what could be Iikened to a conventional film shoot.13

Boissier wilI cail his ambiguous form of cinematic time, inspired by the

work of one of the forefathers of the cinema, the “interactive assembling of stiil

images” (assemblage interactif de photogrammes) (“Relation-Image” 403). In

Boissier’s writings the assemblage of photograms bears several names:

interactive cinema, interactive moment, and interactive print.’4 What these names

have in common is the relational quality 0f the “moments” they propose and the

rather intriguing linking between digital cinema and chronophotography: “La

substance vidéo-interactive dont sont faits nos moments est travaillée par un

montage au plus près des photogrammes, éléments constitutifs discrets du

cinéma, ou de la chronophotographie, dont elle pourrait être une nouvelle

branche généalogique.” (Relation 249) Moreover, Boissier demands that we stop

and look back at projection shows and early cinema to put in perspective the

digital productions that captivate us today: “And we could as a consequence take
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the time to observe those apparatus [sic] which, along with new media, ground

newer genealogicai branches of the cinema ‘species,’ often appropriating those

traits abandoned: stereoscopes, panorama, moving projectors, variations in the

placement of the spectator, and so on.” (“Relation-Image” 404) What Boissier

has caiied the relation-image is the embodiment cf this interactive mode 0f visual

storytelling and counter-historicai view of the development of image production.15

Boissier’s experimentai interpretation of Jean-Jacques Rousseau has been

described by the artist himself as the resuit of “a strategy 0f research into

interactive cinema.” (“Relation-Image” 398) Drawing on chronophotography,

Boissier uses separated frames to construct another form of cinematic time that

progressively unfolds onscreen camera movements. These “moments” are flot

put together as a linear montage; on the contrary, Boissier likens his “moments”

to “a passage through associations 0f ideas, a daydream or reverie.” (402;

emphasis in original) These performance-images do flot begin or end; even

though there are entry points, as Boissier has pointed out, they use the Ioop as a

temporal figure of repetition16: “the image carnes on in infinite loops, oscillating or

circular, which invert, bifurcate, flowing into other Ioops, ail according to the

common actions of the mise en scène and the current, actual reading.” (402)

Drawïng on a vast array of technologicai innovations, Boissier’s CD-ROM

is characterized by a number of strategies that ail seem to have at their cote the

notion of “interactivity.” However, it is not this most contested and disputed notion

cf digital media that seems to be the most cherished of Boissier’s concepts.

Rather, Boissier has preferred to put the emphasis on the relation-image, which

designates “an image that, by way of its internai interactions, opens up onto

externai actions.” (“Relation-image” 404) Boissiers desire is to create a type of

performance-image that wouid be the “direct presentation of an interaction”

(Relation 274) in order to explore the “variation of temporal regimes.” (Relation

286) Finaiiy, the computer screen wouid be the appropriate site for this “nouveau

type de montage signifiant et poétique, où se confrontent et coopèrent deux types

de logique et de sensitivité, celles qui sont incluses dans la visualité de la

machine et celles qui sont propres à chaque spectateur, lecteur et interprète.”

(Relation 184)
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It is with these thoughts in mmd that Boissier endeavours to realize

Rousseau’s book of images. Adding to Rousseau’s remarks on how to illustrate

La Nouvelle Héloise, Boissier tries to depict a multi-temporal print in which the

spectator becomes involved in the image. Moreover, Rousseau’s desire for a

print that would display performances is activated in Boissier’s “dramaturgy of

interactivity.” lndeed, it is flot enough to confet movement upon the print; Boissier

wants the interactor to activate the images of Rousseau’s “moments.” From

Rousseau’s conceptualization of the print as potential performance, Boissier has

retained the writer’s wish for a fluid print that will capture performances. Marey’s

achievements will be kept in such prints that preserve their indexical Iink to a

given geographical setting where actors performed before the digital camera.

Needless to say that such a reconsideration 0f moving image production

entails a renewed look at how the senses function in such a performative

environment. One of this chapter’s main arguments being that Boissier performs

Rousseau’s idea(I)s, it is important to mention that the digital artist himself has

wriften that his work is indebted to performance. Claiming to have created

“interactive prints,” Boissier also turns to indexicality and performance: “Nos

moments, il faudrait les prendre pour de simples captations de nos expériences.

Des comptes rendus, des descriptions et des récits interactifs cependant, parce

qu’ils ont capté des performances interactives.” (Relation 254)

As is the case with the other CD-ROMs analyzed in this dissertation, the

performative moments stem from the combination of the eye with the hand. In

fact, one of the most interesting contributions Boissier has made in his

reevaluation of moving image production is its Iinking to haptics. Discussing one

of St-Preux’s leffers to Julie in which the former comments on the combinatorial

functioning of the eye and the hand, Boissier notes: “When the eye supplants in

this way the hand, we are speaking of the haptic powers of the image. Our shots

and their digital treatment, which reinforces the contrast and detail, contribute to

this effect.” (“Relation-Image” 406) Even though I would not go so far as to daim,

with Boissier, that on his CD-ROM “interactivity supplants gesture” (“Relation

Image” 406), I would nevertheless pause longer than Boissier does on what it

actually means for the interactor’s “haptic powers” to be called upon. When
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Bellour maintains that “Partout, ainsi, les interactions surprennent, plus ou moins,

avec le sentiment très fort que c’est la main alliée à l’oeil qui les produit, quel que

soit le savoir du programme” (“Livre” 24), the critic may be on to something that

merits doser attention.

The combination of the hand and the eye is an engaging theoretical issue

that has been evoked throughout this dissertation. In the context of Rousseau

and the Enhightenment, it becomes an even more pertinent topic because such

preoccupations were at the heart of the eighteenth-century Zeitgeist. Having thus

outlined Boissier’s theoretical project in order to show his unmentioned will to

perform what Rousseau could not have performed, visuality seems to be an issue

that concerns flot only vision but also the other senses as weIl in an important

reconceptualization of human perception. In the following section I sketch out

briefly Rousseau’s thoughts on the eye and the hand and then analyze three of

Boissier’s photograms that concern famous episodes in the Confessions. On

Boissier’s CD-ROM, Rousseau’s theoretical comments on the eye and the hand

are recuperated in a different historical context and medium in order to show how

the gaze can be combïned with touch to form a type 0f spectatorial involvement

neglected in psychoanalytic film theory.

4.3 “A Mirror up to Nature”: The Gaze as Reflection and Sensuous Contact

In Praîse of (Im)Mediacy: Rousseau’s Touch and Boissïer’s Vision

tous les sens peuvent donc “regarder”, et inversement,
le regard peut sentir, écouter, tâter, etc.

Roland Barthes. “Droit dans les yeux”

In Book li of the Émie, Rousseau confronts a contemporary philosophical

problem known as “Molyneux’s question.”17 This particular “question” refers to

several eighteenth-century philosophes such as Berkeley, Locke, Leibniz,

Condillac, Diderot, and Voltaire, to name a few, who responded to the

hypothetical case of a blind person’s ability to recognize objects after sight had

been restored. Rousseau’s discussion of the two senses, sight and touch,

partakes of this debate over innate cognition. lndeed, it is in the Émue that

Rousseau theorizes sight, touch, and haptic vision, and this reference S of crucial
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importance to understand how Boissier’s digital prints appeal to the interactor’s

senses.

Rousseau daims that sight has to be constructed or at least “educated”; it

is flot a natural endowment that functions without the subject having to practice it

befotehand according to specific recommendations. In the Émile sight becomes a

sensuous instrument that can be conceptualized only with the help of an

archaeology of the look in the tradition of Foucault and Crary. Even though this is

flot the place to write such a genealogy, the highlighting of some of its

constituents will flot be superfiuous. First, the eye is not a given anymore: “L’oeil

n’est plus l’instrument ou le symbole de l’évidence : il a une histoire qu’il

appartient à l’anthropologie du point de vue narratif de raconter.” (Rueif 201)

Second, for Rousseau, sight is flot effective if it is not combined with touch in a

reciprocal association: “Ainsi, de même que l’apprentissage du toucher implique

que l’on exerce la main par l’oeil, l’optique implique que l’on prenne l’oeil par la

main.” (Rueif 208) As mentioned in Rousseau’s privileging of prints over

paintings, touch is fundamental in his theory of the senses because it provides

sight with an apparent proximate or immediate feeling.18

At the beginning of the third of his Lettres morales, Rousseau makes a

comment that characterizes his general perspective on vision. Rousseau gives

Sophie a rather negative view 0f humanity: “nous sommes une troupe d’aveugles,

jettés à l’avanture dans ce vaste univers. Chacun de nous n’appercevant aucun

objet se fait de tous une image fantastique qu’il prend ensuite pour la règle du

vrai ... Nous sommes de tout point aveugles, mais aveugles nés qui n’imaginons

pas ce que c’est que la vûe” (O.C. IV 1092). In Rousseau’s radical daim that

human beings are born blind, what must be underscored is the implicit

proposition that sight is just one of the senses that are “les instrumens de toutes

nos connoïssances.” (O.C. IV 1092) This explains Rousseau’s emphasis on the

interrelation between sight and touch. It is the higher function of these two senses

that the writer wants to underline: “La vue et le toucher sont les deux sens qui

nous servent le plus à l’investigation de la vérité parce qu’ils nous offrent les

objets plus entier[s] et dans un état de petseverance plus propre à l’observation
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que celui où ces mêmes objets donnent prise aux troix autres sens.” (O.C. IV

1093)

In the Émile, Rousseau also turns to sight and touch, but he gives them a

pedagogical emphasis that is meant to show how the senses are constructed

rather than given. First, Rousseau will daim sight’s unreliability: “Ainsi la vûe est

de tous nos sens le plus fautif, précisément parce qu’il est le plus étendu, et que,

précédant de bien loin tous les autres, ses opérations sont trop promptes et trop

vastes pour pouvoir être rectifiées par eux.” (O.C. IV 391) Rousseau wiil go on to

suggest that sight be combined with touch to remedy its internai defects:

Comme la vûe est de tous les sens celui dont on peut le moins séparer les

jugements de l’esprit il faut beaucoup de tems pour apprendre à voir; il

faut avoir iongtems comparé la vûe au toucher pour accoutumer le prémier

de ces deux sens à nous faite un raport fidelle des figures et des

distances s sans le toucher, sans le mouvement progressif les yeux du

monde les plus perçans ne sauroient nous donner aucune idée de

l’étendue. (O.C. IV 396)

Rousseau’s apparent denigration of sight is flot what should primarily concern us;

ït ïs the manner in which he sees the eye being supplemented by the hand in one

effective synesthetic combination that must aftract our attention. Rousseau

elaborates: “au lieu de simplifier la sensation la doubler, la vérifier toujours par

une autre ; assujetir l’organe visûel à l’organe tactile, et réprimer, pour ainsi dire,

l’impétuosité du prémier sens par la marche pesante et réglée du second.” (O.C.

IV 392)

Rousseau’s meditations on the visual arts must be analyzed according to

his conceptualization of the print, and it must show how his thoughts on the

subject actually corroborate his daims about sight and touch. Having to choose

between the print and the painting to illustrate La Nouvelle HéIoise, Rousseau

favoured the print, Robinson writes, because it establishes a doser relation

between the eye and the hand: “The print too can be held in the hand close to the

eye; it can ‘belong’ in that intimate sense to the person who contemplates it

ç ..

. The inevitable exteriority and ‘otherness’ of the visual medium [i.e., paintingJ is

to some deg tee reduced.” (208) The closeness of the visual object, associated
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with the visible texture of the image, establishes a quasi-synesthesic environment

in which the print embodies the ultimate relation between the eye and the hand.

For Rousseau, the haptic touch 0f the subject makes of the print a perfect site 0f

immediacy and transparency. Appealing to the reader’s senses the way it does,

the print would be a more truthful medium to illustrate the novel, and it conforms

to Rousseau’s theory of the senses. I now turn to three of Boissier’s most

complex photograms in order to show how the artist has tried to reproduce such a

feeling of materiality with the use of performance-images and haptic vision.

Photograms, the Gaze, and Haptic Vision

Monter un film, c’est lier les personnes
les unes aux autres et aux objets par les regards.

Robert Bresson. Notes surie cinématographe.

In this section the goal is to integrate what has been argued about Rousseau’s

visual culture, Boissier’s digital prints, and the theory of the senses in both men’s

writings in order to point to the performative nature of the artist’s achievement.

Looking at the work of the interactor before the photograms that feature Mme

Basile, Mile Lambercier, and Marïon, we shah underline the visual construction of

the digital prints and examine the interactor who has to relive Rousseau’s life

experiences. I will descnbe at length how such photograms function; how they

are staged to appeal to the interactor; how Boissier’s digital prints privilege

spectatorial identification; and how the human senses (especiahly sight and touch)

perform together in order to reconfigure Rousseau’s important “moments.” First,

brief descriptions of Rousseau’s wriften accounts wilI be presented, and then

Boissier’s digital adaptations will take precedence. Ultimateiy, these photograms

show how to reconcile spectatorial identification with haptic vision. Our first case

in point will be the photogram devoted to the event that Rousseau describes in

Book Il of the Confessions where he retells the story of his famous visual

encounter with Mme Basile (fig. 8, p.235). Staged as a confrontation between

self, other, and mirror, the event places the dialectic 0f the gaze at its center.

Mentioning the several opportunities he has had to glance unsuspectingly

at Mme Basile, Rousseau begins the lengthy description 0f what took place that
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day. Entering the room in which Mme Basile sits embroidering, Rousseau

describes the scene:

Sa chambre étoit entr’ouverte ; j’y entrai sans être apperçu. Elle brodoit

près d’une fenêtre ayant en face le côté de la chambre opposé à la porte.

Elle ne pouvait me voir entrer, ni m’entendre Son attitude étoit

gracieuse, sa tête un peu baissée laissoit voir la blancheur de son cou,

ses cheveux relevés avec élegance étoient ornés de fleurs. Il régnoit dans

toute sa figure un charme que j’eus le tems de considérer, et qui me mit

hors de moi. Je me jettai à genoux à l’entrée de la chambre en tendant les

bras vers elle d’un mouvement passionné, bien sur qu’elle ne pouvoit

m’entendre, et ne pensant pas qu’elle put me voir: mais il y avoit à la

cheminée une glace qui me trahit. Je ne sais quel effet ce transport fit sur

elle elle ne me regarda point, ne me parla point: mais tournant à demi la

tête, d’un simple mouvement de doigt, elle me montra la natte à ses pieds.

(O.C. I 75)

What first strikes the reader is the manner in which Mme Basile’s look neyer

crosses Rousseau’s. It is in the mirror that hangs on the chimney that Mme Basile

actually sees Rousseau’s impromptu and unrestrained emotional display. The

exchange of looks occurs in the mirror, and the desiring subjects do flot seem

able to reach their objects unmediated. It is the paradoxical failure and success of

the gaze that this scene dramatizes, a gaze that is as invisible for the subjects as

its mediated nature is.

It is in Seminar XI that Lacan refines the function 0f the gaze he first

elaborated in his famous essay on the “mirror stage.” Departing from the

existentialist understanding of vision — best exemplified in Sartre’s unbearable

regard d’autrui — Lacan questions the very terms that have been used to

conceptualize vision: “Autrement dit, ne devons-nous pas distinguer la fonction

de l’oeil et celle du regard?” (Quatre 86) The eye and the gaze implying two very

different visual economies, the French psychoanalyst maintains that the gaze

[regard] is a much more evanescent object: “Aussi, de tous les objets dans

lesquels le sujet peut reconnaître la dépendance où il est dans le registre du

désir, le regard se spécifie comme insaisissable.” (Quatre 97) For Lacan, the
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viewing subject does flot stand in the middle of various gazers; rather, the subject

C is an effect of the gaze. The visual signifiers would capture the subject’s look

without pointing to a specific signified. As Joan Copjec explains: “This point at

which something appears to be invisible, this point at which something appears to

be missing from representation, some meaning leif unrevealed, is the point of the

Lacanian gaze.” (Read 34)19 Consequently, the gaze stands outside the field of

perception and is the abject-cause of desire. A Lacanian interpretation 0f the

episode would emphasize Rousseau the human subject as the effect of the gaze.

Were it only for such a failed visual encounter, the incident would be quite

banal. However, when depicted in the context of the failure af the gaze ta answer

the subject, the incident seems ta motivate another reading. Rousseau gives his

own interpretation of the scene:

Troublée de me voir là, interdite de m’y avoir attiré, et commençant à

sentir toute la consequence d’un signe parti sans doute avant la réfléxion,

elle [MIle Basile] ne m’accueilloit ni ne me repoussait; elle n’ôtait pas les

yeux de dessus son ouvrage ; elle tâchoit de faire comme si elle ne m’eut

pas vû à ses pieds; mais toute ma bétise ne m’empêchait pas de juger

qu’elle partageoit mon embarras, peutêtre mes désirs, et qu’elle étoit

retenue par une honte semblable à la mienne, sans que cela me donnât la

force de la surmonter. (O.C. I 76)

Rousseau’s description of this “vivid and mute scene” (scône vive et muette)

leaves a great deal to be deciphered. Literally captivated by the sight af Mme

Basile not seeing him, Rousseau endeavours ta explain this event using wards

such as “embarrassment” and “shame.” However, Copjec’s understanding of the

gaze may reveal more about Rousseau than the writer himself can allow: “The

subject, in short, cannot be located or locate itself at the point of the gaze, since

this point marks, on the contrary, its very annihilation. At the moment the gaze is

discerned, the image, the entire visual field, takes on a terrifying alterity.” (ReaU

35) As far as Rousseau is concerned, his description of the failed visual

encounter reveals the obliteration of the young man’s place in intersubjective

des ire.
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In Boissier’s visual adaptation of the scene, what the interactor notices is

C that the event occurs in Paris in 1998, and that Mme Basile’s appearance seems

to match Rousseau’s description. Wearing a dress with pink roses, Mme Basile is

seen sowing. This is what takes place in the photogram on the left-hand side of

the screen. Once the interactor uses the mouse to move the photogram from Ieft

to right, Mme Basile sits back, and the mirror is revealed hanging on a white waIl.

This photogram leaves us with Mme Basile visible in the mirror; she carnes on

the same activity as in the first photogram.

The interactor soon realizes that Rousseau is nowhere to be seen in this

scene or on the CD-ROM altogether. Boissier’s scenic strategy is more

interesting: describing the installation Flora petrinsularis, which also presents the

Mme Basile episode, he describes his visual mise-en-scène: “Alors que c’est lui

[the interactor] qui désigne, les signes, les images s’adressent simultanément à

lui, à sa subjectivité [...] Le lecteur se voit conttain à partager avec Rousseau la

place qui lui est a priori dévolue. Il devrait en éprouver, qu’il en ait conscience ou

non, tant le plaisir que la gêne.” (Relation 211) In a recutrent process of

imaginary identification with Rousseau, the interactor literally becomes the writer

as she takes possession of his look (Rousseau’s point of view) and relives his

past experience with Mme Basile. In this photogram, when Mme Basile looks in

the mirror, she does flot see Rousseau; she perceives the interactor glancing at

her. Looking directly at the interactor, Mme Basile continues to embroider until

the interactor decides to go on to another photogram or to return to the

photogram on the left, in which case Mme Basile will look in the mirror. In other

words, whether you go from the first photogram to the second or the second to

the first, Mme Basile will look at you in the mirror. As Boissier has said of the

becoming of cinema in a way that relates to the Bresson epigraph above:

“Considérer le devenir interactif du cinéma, c’est s’attacher à ce qui, dans l’image

elle-même, inscrit des relations impliquant effectivement les regardeurs.”

(Relation 276)

What should attract our attention in the photogram starring Mme Basile

and the interactor as Rousseau is the reconfiguration of the gaze in this digital

environment that demands sight and touch to be effective. First, one must
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acknowledge that Rousseau flot only seems to have introduced seeing in

literature, as O’NeaI has argued, but, more importantly I believe, he practically

represents the difference between the look and the gaze two hundred years

befote Lacan. As several scholars have noted, Rousseau offers a convincing

distinction between the eye and the gaze: “La distinction que Rousseau fait entre

la vue et le regard prouve qu’il a conscience du processus perceptif, voir et

apercevoir sont réservés à la réception passive des images tandis que regarder

traduit un acte volontaire, permettant de distinguer et de comparer. L’acte de

regarder se lie donc aux pulsions du désir.” (Krief 336; emphases in original)

Such an account, however, bypasses in Rousseau’s retelling the workïngs of the

gaze of which the subject is unaware and which Lacan’s magisterial analysis has

contributed to enlighten.

In Lacan’s thought the gaze is an object a. It is a fragmented object that

causes desire and that can neyer be pinned down for sure.2° It functions

elusively, and its evanescence seems to be its essence: le regard est une

puissance tronquée qui vacille dès qu’il se pose quelque part, qui s’élude de lui-

même quand on cherche à le retenir ... on n’arrive jamais à capter un regard que

dans son extinction.” (BeIIe-lsle 49) A Lacanian analysis of the scene featuring

Mme Basile would entail Rousseau’s staging 0f his desire as the desire of the

other (Mme Basile) in the rapid exchanges of looks that paradoxically liberate and

enchain him to Mme Basile. In fact, the specular encounter as failed encounter

would allow “la libre circulation du désir de Jean-Jacques, son expansion

égocentrique, sa réflexion rassurante vers le corps qui le supporte.” (Belle-Isle

62)

The mirror that features so prominently in the episode is the object that

engages Rousseau on the path 0f intersubjective desire. His solitary visual

pleasure being taken away from him as Mme Basile looks back at him in the

mediatized environment of the mirror, Rousseau loses his pnvilege as bearer of

the look to become the object-effect of the gaze. This reciprocal exchange is

completed when the voyeur becomes the exhibitionist and when the roles are

exchanged again.21 What characterizes Mme Basile’s subtlety is that she does

flot look directly at Rousseau; she furtively glances at him in the mirror and points
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to a lock of hait on the floor which is supposed to be the sign 0f a mutual

L understanding. The female ïntruder sustains desire as much as she blocks it, and

Rousseau’s fantasies are subjected to intersubjective recognition. What seems to

characterize Mme Basile’s visual tact is that she resists becoming the object of

the gaze because she does flot look back at Rousseau. Nevertheless, as Paule

Adamy has mentioned: “Le regard est toujours un échange — même s’il signifie le

refus d’une réciprocité” (131).

In this particular scene, the dialogic nature 0f the gaze reveals the female

body as a performance-image. The fact that it is the female body in a mirror, that

is, in inverted form, suggests that the reflection of the gaze is the inverted sign of

the original desire. The imaginary identifications are exemplary in the case 0f

Rousseau and Mme Basile’s visual predicament because Rousseau’s imaginary

“mirror” in the form 0f Mme Basile’s obstinate look embodies the optical inversion

the mirror as physical object performs.22 The question to be answered becomes:

does Boissier’s digital adaptation reproduce Rousseau’s depiction 0f the scene

or does it add something to the Lacanian Iogic of the gaze so useful to analyze

Rousseau’s description of the scene?

In his analysis of Boissier’s photogram, Bellour rightly notes that Boissier

did flot select the description of the scene itself (quoted above); rather, it is

Rousseau’s interpretation that accompanies the photogram. But what the

photograms depict is the incident itself; in this case, the scene involves Mme

Basile and the interactor as the sixteen-year-old Rousseau. However, one would

think that the analysis of the photogram would demand more than its descriptive

setting. Based upon an episode Iargely concerned with imaginary identification,

intersubjective desire, and a mediated gaze, ït may be more approptiate to ask

how this photogram actually reinterprets this scenario of fantasy with the help of

digital tools.

Focussing on the aesthetics of the Ioop, Bellour mentions the type of shots

used and describes the setting. He concludes his discussion of the photogram

with an appropriate comment to the effect that: “Il est clair que, maniant la souris

et regardant l’image en la transformant, au nom de ce texte confessionnel, je suis

appellé à être Rousseau autant que son lecteur et son juge, comme il le
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souhaitait.” (“Livre” 23) It is precisely such a suggestive comment on which we

need to elaborate in order to analyze the combination of senses, fantasies, and

intersubjective appeals which the photogram features. Boissier adds to

Rousseau’s depiction of the gaze when he states that “Concevoir une entité de

l’ordre du corps, un corps imaginaire fourni par le film comme support de

I’intentionnalité perceptive et performative du regardeur, pourrait être une autre

manière encore de faire que l’identification soit tenue à distance dans l’acte

relationnel.” (Relation 297)

The process of imaginary identification which Bellour and Boissier

emphasize is related to a specular effect the mirror (in both Rousseau and

Boissier) allows. The CD-ROM permits not only the reproduction of this moment

in Rousseau’s Pife but also a subtier process of identification between Rousseau

and the interactor. In other words, the Confessions presents an autobiographical

subject before the mirror, and the CD-ROM offers the interactor a screen through

which he sees a mirror. What, then, does it mean to become Rousseau in this

doubled “screen” (computer screen and mirror), and how is it possible to make

the transition from wriften subject to embodied interactor?

Reminding her readers how feminist film theory misappropriated Lacan’s

logic of the gaze in conceiving the screen as mirror, Joan Copjec argues that

such a view omits “Lacan’s more radical insight, whereby the mirror is conceived

as screen.” (Read 16) lndeed, one need return to Lacan’s seminar on painting in

order to find how the desiring subject uses the screen: “L’homme, en effet, sait

jouer du masque comme étant ce au-delà de quoi il y a le regard. L’écran est ici

le lieu de la médiation.” (Quatre 122) For Lacan, the screen is not a mirror; it is

the mirror that functions as a screen that mediates between the subject’s

demands and the gaze. In the case of Boissier’s recreation of Rousseau’s

mirrored looks, the gaze eludes both Rousseau and Mme Basile, but it seems to

occupy a space outside the screen. lndeed, the computer scteen mediates

between the interactor and the mirror, but the former knows that there is a gaze

that structures this episode. This peculïar appropriation of the gaze is linked to

the performative capacitïes of the digital adaptation.
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Activated by the eye and the hand of the interactor, the scene manifests

C the will to render what Rousseau must have feit at the moment when Mme Basile

refused to look back. However, and this ïs what needs to be underlined, Boissier

departs from the wriften texts of the Confessions and has Mme Basile look

straight at the interactor. What are the consequences of such a choice? Does it

affect the logic of the gaze prefigured by Rousseau and theotized by Lacan?

Jean Starobinski has formulated the manner in which the gaze, when

deprived of sight, can be supplemented by other senses. In the relational concept

of the eye that he develops in his reading of French texts, Starobinski proposes a

haptic aesthetics: “Le regard, relation intentionnelle avec les autres et l’horizon

vécu, peut, en l’absence de la fonction visuelle, emprunter des voies

compensatrices, passer par la pointe attentive de l’ouïe ou par l’extrémité des

doigts.” (Oeil 13) Starobinski’s account of the gaze uses an embodied basis that

could explain the workings of the sensuous gaze in performance-images, as in

the case of Rousseau’s visual encounter with Mme Basile. Such an

understanding helps us make sense of the role of the mirror as a specular

supplement that doubles the physical process of the image with the imaginary

process of the identification and their material basis in the senses.

It is flot so much shame that transpires from Rousseau’s account as the

manner in which the exchange 0f the gaze is not only relational, as Starobinski

has contended, but also an object that always fails to be the representation of a

mutual desire. The visibility of desire, in the mirror, takes the object of desire for

the emptied signifier it is. On the CD-ROM, the relational and sensuous concept

of the gaze playfully turns from Rousseau’s text and transforms the imaginary

identification into a spectatorial identification that nevertheless uses the mirror as

a prop to reorient and mediatize desire. This desire, literally made visible,

embodies the other (Rousseau) as a transferable being whose desire remains

unfulfilled. The desire of the other, on the CD-ROM, becomes for a moment the

desire of the interactor. However, contrary to what happens in Book li of the

Confessions, Mme Basile does look back at the interactor. The eyes meet, the

interactor’s desire is thwarted, and the specular identification so much prised by

Rousseau is evacuated due to the fundamental change in the scenario and the
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exclusion of the Rousseau character. What Boissier’s performance-images

C propose, however, is the adaptation of Rousseau’s logic of the gaze in order to

reinvest the reaim of the senses with embodied vision.

The second filmed “moment” concerns an early episode in the

Confessions, Rousseau’s description of Mile Lambercier’s potentiai spanking (fig.

9, p.236). Rousseau’s affection for his surrogate mother derives from a peculiar

understanding of discipline and punishment. lndeed, on the one hand, the young

Rousseau seems to fear Mile Lambercier’s authority when it takes the form of

corporeal punishment, but, on the other, he takes an undeniable pleasure in

being spanked and, mostly, in waiting to be spanked. Here is the excerpt Boissier

has included on his CD-ROM to accompany the photogram of Rousseau’s

description of his feelings:

Assez longtems elle s’en tint à la menace, et cette menace d’un châtiment

tout nouveau pour moi me sembloit très effrayante mais après

l’exécution, je la trouvai moins terrible à l’épreuve que l’attente ne l’avoit

été, et ce qu’il y a de plus bisarre est que ce châtiment m’affectionna

davantage encore à celle qui me l’avoit imposé. li falloit même toute la

vérité de cette affection et toute ma douceur naturelle pour m’empêcher de

chercher le retour du même traitement en le méritant: car j’avois trouvé

dans la douleur, dans la honte même, un mélange de sensualité qui

m’avoit laissé plus de desir que de crainte de l’éprouver derechef par la

même main. (O.C. 115)

Rousseau’s enigmatic jouissance seems to stem from Mile Lambercier’s deferred

treatment. The possibility of being spanked becomes a source of pleasurable

sensations which Rousseau tries to convey in a way that combines shame and

revelation. Moreover, the fact that Rousseau longs for his “mother’s” punishment

is problematic in itself. However, in this analysis of Boissier’s photogram of the

scene, it is not what will direct the following comments.

As stated earlier in the interpretation of the Mme Basile photogram, the

digital Rousseau is not to be seen in Boissier’s environment. It is the intetactor, in

a process of identification via subjective camera shots, who becomes Rousseau.

In most of Boissier’s photograms, the address of the actor’s eyes break the wall
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of illusion that is supposed to make a clear distinction between fiction and reality,

C actor and spectator.23 Here, in the case of Mile Lambercier, she is represented in

medium close-up, her hand threatening the young Rousseau who is in fact the

interactor. Staring at the interactor, Mile Lambercier, in the first photogram,

reminds the interactor that she may administer a beating. When the interactor

decides to touch the screen and go from left to right, the pan shot reveals a man,

Mile Lambercier’s brother, standing back to the camera. A few seconds later,

without the interactor having to touch the photogram, the man turns around and

glances threateningly at the interactor. Mile Lambercier’s brother, whose

punishment Rousseau daims would not have been as “enjoyable” as that of his

sister, appears to be more of a castrative agent than the bearer of pleasurabie

sensations for the precocious Rousseau.

The most interesting eifects thïs photogram has on the interactor ïs in the

combination of spectatorial address and sensuous contact with the computer.

indeed, it is the touching of the mouse or keyboard that allows the interactor

either to escape Mile Lambercier’s menacing hand and move to the even more

threatening sight of her brother or to corne back to Mile Lambercier, as Rousseau

may have done hirnself had he been in the position of the interactor. What

Boissier stages in this photograrn is the inescapabie presence of the deferred

punishment the interactor as Rousseau wouid have “to suifer.” Whiie the

interactor per[orms back-and-forth movements, there arises the augmentation of

the precise pleasure the initial waiting was rneant to generate. The interactor, in

the imaginary position of Rousseau, is compelled to repeat the writer’s own

ambiguous obsession with Mile Lambercier’s hand. it is on such occasions that

the interactor realizes the radical nature of Boissier’s mise-en-scène: the

performative nature of the digital environrnent rehearses the masochistic

tendencies and perverse desire of Rousseau not before the screen for the

spectator, as a conventional film adaptation would have it, but in the transference

of affect from Rousseau to interactor.

Such a subtle manoeuvre is repeated in the third digital “moment”

analyzed in this section, and it concerns the famous scene in Book il of the

Confessions where Rousseau unjustly accuses a young woman, Marion, of
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stealing a ribbon he has himself stolen (fig. 10, p.237). Putting the blame on

C Marion, Rousseau will forever suifer from guilt, he daims, because of his devious

accusation. In an interesting moment of seif-analysis, which reappears in the

textual extract Boissier has placed above the photogram, Rousseau comments

on the reasons why he has wrongfully accused Marion: “Je l’accusai d’avoir fait

ce [i.e., stealing the ribbon] que je voulois faire et de m’avoir donné le ruban

parce que mon intention étoit de le lui donner.” (O.C. I 86) Here again, the cited

excerpt does not correspond exactly to the photogram the interactor is invited to

explore. Whereas Rousseau’s words point to the psychological explanation of his

behavior, the first photogram features Marion in close-up, her eyes looking

downward. Once the interactor has moyeU to the right, Marion looks up and

addresses the interactor en passant. The main photogram on the right offers a

doser look at Marion’s sad demeanor. Staring into the eyes of the interactor,

Marion conveys the impression 0f a helpless woman waiting for justice to be

done. Returning to the left-hand side 0f the photogram, the interactor finds a new

shot of Marion, the actress wiping her eyes with her sleeve.

At first glance, there seems to be a discrepancy between what the

photograms show and the accompanying text. lndeed, the focus of the images is

on what Rousseau must have felt faced with Marion’s inquiring eyes whereas the

excerpt explains the reason motivating Rousseau’s accusation. One of the things

that strikes the reader 0f Rousseau’s retelling is the manner in which the writer

does flot seem repentent as much as haunted by the memory of an incident that

keeps returning in his adult mmd. As Rousseau mentions: “Je ne voyois que

l’horreur d’être reconnu, déclaré publiquement, moi présent, voleur, menteur,

calomniateur.” (O.C. I 86)

What the photograms point to, moreover, is the revival 0f the scene in

order to make the interactor experience Rousseau’s guilt before the falsely

accused Marion. The performative quality of the photograms, as shown above,

stems from the direct address on the part 0f the actresses who willingly integrate

the interactor in the photogram. Rousseau’s physical description of Marion (“Non

seulement Marion étoit jolie, mais elle avoit une fraicheur de coloris qu’on ne

retrouve que dans les montagnes, et surtout un air de modestie et de douceur qui
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faisoit qu’on ne pouvoit la voir sans l’aimer” (O.C. I 84)) can be corroborated by

C the interactor, but what evades the interactor’s look s Rousseau’s descriptions of

Marion’s pleas of innocence because they do not appear in the photograms.

Indeed, Boissier did flot preserve the elliptical, dramatic, and montage effects of

Rousseau’s description: “Elle arrive, on lui montre le ruban, je la charge

effrontément; elle reste interdite, se tait, me jette un regard qui auroit desarmé les

demons et auquel mon barbare coeur résiste. Elle nie enfin avec assurance, mais

sans emportement, m’apostrophe, m’exhorte à rentrer en moi-même, à ne pas

deshonorer une fille innocente qui ne m’a jamais fait de mal;” (O.C. I 85) The only

words Marion wïll be allowed to speak are those that are supposed to bring

Rousseau to his senses: “La pauvre fille se mit à pleurer, et ne me dit que ces

mots : ‘Ah Rousseau! je vous croyois bon caractére. Vous me rendez bien

malheureuse, mais je ne voudrois pas être à votre place.” (OC. I 85) Alluding to

Rousseau’s future guilt that is incumbent on his false accusion, Marion daims

that this will be his eternal punishment.

Boissier’s strategy is simple and effective: to go on location, in Haute

Maurienne in 1998, to film a young actress whose candor and fair features will

recali those of Rousseau’s Marîon; to downplay any dramatïc speeches or

scenes; and to focus on Marion’s facial address. The interactor should

experience what Rousseau expetienced before the accused Marion. Her face

becomes a space in which the interactor is able “to read” a plethora of signs that

demand recognition and action. As Daniel Bougnoux has said of the face in a

way that uncannily relates to Boissier’s relation-image: “Non seulement le visage

est, étymologiquement, objet de vision — la partie du corps d’autrui qui attire avec

prédilection l’attention —‘ mais il répond aux regards portés sur lui en observant la

façon dont on le regarde. Objet et sujet du regard, le visage tisse une intrigue

relationnelle.” (10) In fact, the manipulation of the photogram, via the mouse or

keyboard, should help the interactor re-experience a moment she has neyer

lived. Furthermore, performing Marion is flot enough; the interactor must “perform

Rousseau” if the virtual encounter is to take place. In these three photograms, the

performance of Rousseau refers not SO much to the autobiographical Rousseau’s

theatrïcal stagings or expressions as to the interactor taking Rousseau’s place
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before Mme Basiie’s mirror, Mile Lambercier’s threatening hand, and Marions

L sad complexion.

in his analysis of stills from Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible, Barthes devotes some

space to the aesthetics of the photogram. The photogram being the antithesis of

the invention that sought to reproduce movement, the cinema, this peculiar

“image” raises many questions. Praised as the best way to conceptualize the

fragment in the cinema, the photogram “nous donne le dedans du fragment.”

(“Troisième” 60) Revealing what is embedded in the image, the photogram would

be a pre-postmodern “citation” of the work, being both “parodique et

disséminateur” (“Troisième” 60) and a fragment of a second “text” in the making

or becoming. Practically conceiving a theory of adaptation, Barthes notes on the

photogram: “film et photogramme se retrouvent dans un rapport de palimpseste,

sans qu’on puisse dire que l’un est le dessus de l’autre ou que l’un est extrait de

l’autre.” (“Troisième” 60) Reading the photogram, Barthes concludes, would imply

a “véritable mutation de la lecture et de son objet, texte ou film: grand problème

de notre temps.” (“Troisième” 61)

One could argue that Barthes’s sketchy remarks on the photogram

certainly show the way towards a reconsideration of the film still that Boissier’s

CD-ROM performs with the help of the interactor. lndeed, Boissier’s adaptations

of the three “moments” anaiyzed in this section return us to the “original,” that is,

Rousseau’s written description of the original incidents, but they also question

theïr internai logic of the gaze. Suggesting that sight is not the only sense

involved in the gaze, Boissier’s CD-ROM ailows us to reconsider Rousseau’s

Confessions to look for the work of other senses. In fact, the specular

identification characteristic of screen-based environments like the cinema,

considered to be the obverse side of haptic vision that allows the metonymical

contact or caress of the screen, subjects, or objects it presents in a quasi

symbiotic fashion, becomes problematized as this visual dichotomy seems to

function simultaneously on the CD-ROM.

The reconsideration of the gaze in this section depends on the function of

the interactor in the digital photograms Boissier has created. The dispositif itself
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contributes to re-stage the encounter between subject and visual stimuli.

C Boissier’s explanation is worth quoting at Iength:

Ainsi, par exemple, le regard-caméra, la position ‘subjective’ ou ‘objective’

de la caméra, les mouvements d’appareil comme le hors champ se

trouvent transformés par la place nouvelle allouée au spectateur ... Le

dispositif le plus spécifique est celui qui, à partir d’un plan sur un sujet qui

regarde, articule un plan subjectif, immédiatement compréhensible comme

étant la présentation de ce que voit le sujet ... Sans confondre la prise de

vues et la vision, la relation d’analogie qu’elles présentent fait que le

regard appartient à la fois au contenu de l’image et au dispositif de saisie

des images, pour rejoindre l’acte effectif qu’est le regard du destinataire.

(Relation 301)

It is in the reconfiguration of the look that Boissier’s achievement lies. Departing

from Rousseau’s early staging of the look in action, Boissier envisages it as

something that can be seen to re-emerge in the digital environment. On Boissier’s

CD-ROM, the interactor does not vanish but testifies to Rousseau’s metaphoric

disappearance before the mirror that projects Mme BasiIe’s look. The gaze is not

seizable in the mirror; it is “pictured” within the confines of the screen that shapes

the encounter for the interactor. Wouldn’t it be truer to daim that for Boissier the

photograms and the computer screen are flot only made of images, looks or

gazes but of also 0f embodied actions, corporeal demands, and intersubjective

desires that place the interactor in an unprecedented “viewing” position? Because

the gaze is supposed to “photo-graph” the subject, according to Lacan, it would

be right to argue that it is the computer screen that gazes at the interactor and

projects her image onto the photograms.

The performance of the sensuous gaze, augmented by touch and hearing,

makes 0f the CD-ROM the site of an important reconfiguration of the gaze as that

whïch is unsatisfied and always already consumed visually but that can be

redeemed by the other senses that are not affected in the exchange between the

interactor as Rousseau and the female characters/actresses. The digital images

that stage these visual encounters could not function without the collaboration of

the hand with the eyes. As Boissier mentions about haptic aesthetics in a way
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that recails the preceding discussion about mirror and screen: “L’assujettissement

C de l’oeil et de la main, l’effet de miroir que l’écran procure de la main à l’oeil, ou de

l’oeil à la main, se trouvent en quelque sorte confirmés dans ce tableau de l’oeil.

Car l’oeil du manipulateur qui suit la flèche, et donc le mouvement de l’image de

l’oeil, tourne véritablement dans son orbite.” (Relation 188) In such a revisionist

account, the gaze would detach itself from the realm of the visual and would

concern the performative, the kinetic, the proprioceptic, and the synesthesic. Ihe

CD-ROM forces a reconsideration of the logic of the gaze which would not be

centrally concerned with sïght but with the identifications that the other senses, in

conjunction with the eyes, would produce. The visual residue of desire, as patent

as it may seem in Rousseau’s account, is recycled by Boissier in the material

appropriation of the look in embodied, mnemonic traces of the senses which the

interactor’s identification performs in a way that reconfigures Rousseau’s theory

of the senses.

4.4 Leaves 0f Glass: Botany’s Mirroring Effects and the Ecological Archive

Visual Memories and Botanïcal Reveries

This final section will turn to the preservation of the Rousseauian heritage in

Boissier’s digital archive. As previewed in 3.2, the task at hand here will be to

delineate the manner in which Boissier’s CD-ROM partakes of digital archiving in

a way that puts in perspective Rousseau’s own ecological archive in the form of

an herbarium. Botany being Rousseau’s favourite activity in his late years24, we

will approach Boissier’s archivai strategies in the analysis of certain photograms

that feature plants, flowers, and other of nature’s beautiful productions. From

material archives to digital archives, Boissier creates his own herbarium that

facilitates the transition from a multisensory gaze to a reconceptualized form of

archive that is virtual yet sensuous. First, I examine Rousseau’s own comments

on the presentation of memories and the senses, and then I consider some of

Boissier’s photograms in terms that relate to digital archiving in order to compare

Boissier’s adaptation to Rousseau’s strategies. U ltimately, Boissier’s sensuous

cartography of desire manages to reinsert a certain material feeling in the digital

archive.
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In the Confessions, Rousseau gives a personal account of the power of

C vision when linked to memory. Arguing that visual “memories” are flot sufficient to

cali back to mmd past moments, he says: “Cependant je ne sais rien voir de ce

que je vois ; je ne vois bien que ce que je me rappelle, et je n’ai de l’esprit que

dans mes souvenirs ... Le signe extérieur est tout ce qui me frappe. Mais ensuite

tout cela me revient : je me rappelle le lieu, le tems, le ton, le regard, le geste, la

circonstance, rien ne m’échappe.” (O.C. I 114-15) Rousseau’s rendenng of his

complex mnemonic processes establishes a dynamic relationship between what

the eye sees and what memory will be able to remember or archive. Personal

memories act as that which can trigger “exterior signs” that in return bring forth ail

the characteristics associated with an event or person. This quotation leads us to

consider the hyperlinked functions of Rousseau’s memory.

The aforementioned description is given a more succinct treatment in Book

IV of the Confessions where Rousseau makes the oft-quoted remark to the effect

that his memories are more forceful than things themselves; that his ideas are of

a visual kind; and that his cognitive behaviour recails (hyper)linkages: “Comme

en général les objets font moins d’impression sur moi que leurs souvenirs et que

toutes mes idées sont en images, les premiers traits qui se sont gravés dans ma

tête y sont demeurés, et ceux qui s’y sont empreints dans la suite se sont plustot

combinés avec eux qu’ils ne les ont effacés.” (O.C. I 174) The combinatory

quality 0f Rousseau’s memories allows us to iink the revelation that ail of his

ideas possess a visual quality to the internai mechanism that seems to make

images and memories interdependent.

Rousseau’s daims with regard to visual language and memory culminate

in his last work. It is in the Fifth and Seventh Promenades that Rousseau will

make the most interesting comments and revelations about botany. Associating

visuality and memory with botanical reveries, Rousseau becomes the archivist of

his own past. lnterestingly, Rousseau addresses materiality, an issue also

discussed in digital archiving.

In the Rêveries, the Isle of St. Pierre is a sanctuary for Rousseau. It is the

place where he can escape human concerns and contact and, mostiy, whete he

can (re)create a symbiotic and unmediated natural environment25. Recalling his
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comment in the Émile where he recommends a “morale sensitive” (which is also

the titie of one of Eoissier’s installations), he declares in the Seventh promenade

that his “dead soul” “ne peut plus s’affecter que par des objets sensibles ; je n’ai

plus que des sensations” (O.C. 11068). This highly contrasts with the Rousseau

of the First promenade who perceives his body as an obstacle: “Mon corps n’est

plus pour moi qu’un embarras, qu’un obstacle, etje m’en dégage d’avance autant

que je puis.” (O.C. 11000). Rousseau’s desire for an immaterial body26 makes us

wonder how he will feel the sensations which he describes being deprived of his

corporeal sensibility.

Rousseau’s herbarium will try to supplement the ageing man’s fading

memory and embodied affectivity. Unable to visit the places where he practiced

botany, Rousseau will rely on the herbarium and the “signe mémoratif27 to allow

him to relive past experiences: “Je ne reverrai plus ces beaux paysages, ces

forets, ces lacs, ces bosquets, ces rochers, ces montagnes dont l’aspect a

toujours touché mon coeur : mais maintenant que je ne peux plus courir ces

heureuses contrées je n’ai qu’à ouvrir mon herbier et bientot il m’y transporte. Les

fragmens des plantes que j’y ai cueillies suffisent pour me rappeller tout ce

magnifique spectacle.” (O.C. 11073) Here again memory is linked to a visual

supplement, the herbarium, that is meant to bring back to life past memories. In

fact, Rousseau goes on to describe the very link that I have emphasized between

sight and memory: “Cet herbier est pour moi un journal d’herborisations qui me

les fait recommencer avec un nouveau charme et produit l’effet d’une optique qui

les peindroit derechef à mes yeux.” (O.C. 11073) In this complex description of

the herbarium, the “optique28” — a visual device that gives depth to the coloured

images it presents — makes of memory flot only a “memory-book29” but also a

visual database in which repetition is neyer a simple repetition; it always seems to

adU an element that was not present in the original. The herbarium provides

Rousseau with a visual spectacle in smaller form; nature is reduced to an album

that is meant to replay the past for a solitary audience. As Boissier has remarked:

Au-delà de la collecte mnémonique, l’herborisation est la ‘communication

restreinte’ à laquelle aspire Rousseau. C’est, dans l’intensité de la

présence préservant la solitude, l’effet de miroir, le retour narcissique
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constamment recherché comme accès à la conscience de soi, et, nouveau

paradoxe, le retour du regard à l’image intérieure, l’afflux des images

accumulées ou fabriquées, aux moments dont seule l’écriture permettra

de jouir et de se disculper à la fois. (Relation 206)

What seems interesting for us in this analysis of Boissier as digital archivist

is to find, already in the text at hand, a form of visual archive that triggers

memories. This would be explained by Rousseau’s own irrepressible will to

archive.30 Moreover, Rousseau seems to prefigure hyperlinkage in the sense that

he clearly describes how he thinks memory functions. He writes: “C’est la chaine

des idées accessoires qui m’attache à la botanique. Elle rassemble et rappelle à

mon imagination toutes les idées qui la flatent davantage. Les près, les eaux, les

bois, la solitude, la paix surtout et le repos qu’on trouve au milieu de tout cela

sont retracés par elle incessamment à ma mémoire.” (O.C. I 1073) There is no

doubt that botany serves as a supplement to a memory that gradually will no

longer be able to serve Rousseau. However, what should attract our attention is

how the writer describes the workings of visuality and memory, and how the

senses are involved in his recollections. His “chain of accessory ideas” points to

the hyperlinked function of his memory and the hyperlinked quality of the digital

herbarium Boissier has created.

Mnemo flic Signs and the Digital Archivist

In section 3 of this chapter we saw how Boissier archives three of Rousseau

“moments” that involve women. Here I would like to focus on certain photograms

that concern the Rêveries, especially those that recreate some plants or objects

that appear in the Promenades. What seems to emanate from these photograms

is an aesthetics of digital archiving that moves away from the natural environment

in which the herbarium was created in order to memorialize the sensations that

Rousseau feit when he turned the pages of his herbarium. Simply put, botanizing

being an always already deferred sensuous and mnemonic activity that combines

sight, touch, and smell, Boissier’s photograms must relinquish a certain odorous

quality in order to make a renewed form of vision emerge in which touch will

predomi nate.
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Boissier’s position as digital archivist is peculiar: on his CD-ROM the artist

duplicates Rousseau’s duplicative botanical activities. Wanting to retrace

Rousseau’s journey and to see what he contemplated, Boissïer collects flowers

but also recollects in his digital archive Rousseau’s memories. However,

Boissier’s digital archive is flot designed to be a static repository of objects.

Boissier’s concept of “digital memory” is indebted ta the revalorization of memory

as a dynamic faculty. Speakïng of digital memory as part of contemporary ars

memoriae, Boissier asks: “ne doit-elle [Random-Access-Memory (RAM)] pas être

la métaphore des arts de la mémoire d’aujourd’hui?” (Relation 69) RAM being the

evil twin of ROM, that is, RAM succeeds where ROM fails in allowing information

to be re-writable or re-inscribed and manipulated, Boissier’s digital memories and

archives seem paradoxical because they are stored on a plafform that does not

allow modifications. Nevertheless, his digital memories of Rousseau can be

activated because they are performance-images that wait for the interactor to

reveal their visual and sensuous qualities.

Rousseau, whom Baissier has calied a ulaflda,.tist avant la lettre” (Relation

31)31, desires “pure presence” and “unmediated experiences” that will forevet

guaranty the same journey in the past. Rousseau may thus be diagnosed with

what Derrida has called “archive fever.” He defines this peculiar “disease”: “C’est

se porter vers elle [the archive] d’un désir compulsif, répétitif et nostalgique, un

désir irrépressible de retour à l’origine, un mal du pays, une nostalgie du retour

au lieu le plus archaïque du commencement absolu.” (Mal 142) Rousseau’s will

to archive certainly conforms to Derrida’s description, but does Boissier have

“digital archive fever”?

From a cultural standpoint, the archive is a peculiar space that preserves

past memories for future subjects. Not sa much concerned with the past as with

the future, as Derrida has emphasized, the archive concerns a particular future,

that which will have been32. However, what happens to the archive when it is

digitized and apparently dematerialized? What becomes of materiality, continuity,

tradition, preservation, death, and temporality in the digital archive? What is the

new ontological status of the “original” document, and, in fact, does it exist at ail?

As Derrida asks: “Devra-t-on continuer à penser qu’il n’y a pas d’archive
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pensable pour le virtuel? Pour ce qui arrive dans l’espace et le temps virtuels?

C’est peu probable, cette mutation est en cours, mais il faudra, pour tenir un

compte rigoureux de cette autre virtualité, abandonner ou restructurer de fond en

comble notre concept hérité de l’archive.” (MaI 107) lndeed, in this last section

the challenge is to picture Boissier’s CD-ROM as an archive in which Rousseau’s

already archived moments are digitally “re-archived” and re-ïnterpreted in

chronophotographic prints. What happens to Rousseau’s material herbarium

when it is adapted and digitized to be consulted by the interactor? Boissier’s CD-

ROM allows us to give a preliminary answer to Derrida as to the

reconceptualization of the archive in the digital reaim. Boissier’s digital

chronophotography forces the interactor, indeed, to meditate on the fate of

movement, time, and repetition in the CD-ROM environment. Moreover,

defamiliarizing cinematic time, Boissier’s strategy prolongs Marey’s experiments

in the archiving of time well into the twenty-first century.33

Boissier’s digital archive possesses specificities that distinguish it from the

well-known material archive. Here are some of the most obvious transformations

digital archives have brought about.’ First, digital archives cannot be read

without the help of a machine. Second, its (textual, visual, audio) information can

be transmitted electronically anywhere in the world in a few seconds; the digital

archive would thus de-territorialize the traditional archive. Third, digital archives

have to be related to a database of some form in order to retrieve information.

Fourth, there is no such thing as an original object or an aura in the context of the

digital archive; the ontological link to the materiality 0f the “original” is absent.

Fifth, digital archives imply the refashioning of the archivist in terms of computer

literacy. Finally, their longevity is associated with the longevity 0f the digital

plafforms that can “read” them.

Boissier’s prints, in the form of a digital archive of Rousseau’s herbarium,

motivate an even more fundamental reconsideration of the role of the herbarium if

it is to serve as a mnemonic visual device. lndeed, possessing aura as the te

collector of past experiences, sensations, and objects, what function can the

herbarium occupy in these digital circumstances? Archiving Rousseau’s plants in

the temporal dissemination of the print, the writer’s prosthetic memory is
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threatened by the unreliable nature of such an archive that no longer preserves

C the original. However, Rousseau’s Rêveries are not the herbarium per se; they

represent it in textual rather than visual signs. The digital print being a “copy” of

an absent original, the chronophotographic archives Boissier offers seem to

reorient Rousseau’s concept of memory toward what is aiways already repeated

and repeatabie. No longer affached to a past experience or moment, the digital

print as archive accentuates the ambïguous wish to preserve against temporal

decay while using time to set in motion these very moments.

0f ail the digital prints that concern the Rêveries and botany, the one

archived under “Île de Saint-Pierre, 29 septembre 1997” is interesting because it

recreates a passage in the Fifth Promenade where Rousseau used to go for

walks, “une loupe à la main” (O.C. I 1043), in order to establish the fora

petrinsularis. The photogram provides us with the same subjective point of view

discussed in the other photograms except for a minor detail. The interactor here

views the yellow plant through Rousseau’s magnifying glass. The close-up shot

of the plant features an enlarged image without the interactor having to touch the

screen at this point. Having touched the screen to explore the right-hand side of

the photogram, Rousseau’s hand is seen removing the magnifying glass in order

for the interactor to see unaided.

The digital archive of this moment offers a meditation on the fate of vision

and memory in duplicated images that no longer need an original to be enjoyed

or valued. Rousseau’s ecological archive becomes in Boissier’s digital treatment

the copy of that which has no original anyway, for Rousseau’s herbarium is flot

something that Boissier saw or on which he could have modelled his adaptation.

In other words, the invisibility of Rousseau’s herbarium demands a visual archive

that will act as though it were the reflection of past memories and objects. It is the

visuai repetition of something that possesses no original visual model; it

preserves that which need not be archived in the first place. Being already

textually archived in Rousseau’s Rêveries, the moments Boissier’s digital

archives prompt are a reconsideration of adaptation in the case of artefacts that

do flot possess a fixed, preliminary original.
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A second photogram that stages these concerns in digital archiving

features the re-enactment of Rousseau’s cutting of a plant for his herbarium. As

in the preceding photogram, the interactor must identify with Rousseau’s point of

view. The interactor who watches the photograms on the right will hear the sound

of scissors cutting, and the yellow flower will soon disappear offscreen. What is

peculïar here is that Boissier’s restaging does not reproduce Rousseau’s

description. While Rousseau contextualizes his floral finding, Boissier privïleges

what Rousseau must do and did in order to archive this moment in more than

textual terms. Boissïer wanting to retain the indexïcal iink to reality in the digital

environment, he daims that ‘La collection travaille pour mémoire, mais son

espace opérationel est le temps réel. L’objet de collection se définit dans le

temps de sa découverte, dans le mouvement de la collecte.” (Relation 82)

For the herbarium to exist and for Rousseau to remember, the writer must

deprive nature of its beautiful assets and place them between the pages of a

book. Boissier’s photogram forces the interactor to acknowledge the repetitive

culling action that the digital archive replays when commanded. It thus performs

the relation between repetition and memory, but in the context of an archive that

transforms its digital material into a subject and an object. As Wolfgang Ernst has

said of the archive of images in terms of memory: “Bildarchivierung meint das

Gedàchtnis der Bilder ais Subjekt (Bildgedachtnis etwa 1m Sinne Aby Warburgs)

und Objekt des Archivs zugleich” (182). The subjectification and objectification of

visual memory in the digital archive is preciseiy what Boissier’s CD-ROM stages.

The memory of images as subject is exempiified in the interactive quaiity of the

prints the interactor manipuiates, and the memory of images as objects is found

in the prïnts themselves as digital archives.

Even though these photograms are not as weiT crafted as the ones

concerning Mme Basile, MIle Lambercier, and Marion, they raise questions that

pertain to Rousseau’s mnemonic strategies and archivai practices that have not

been raised so far. Moreover, duplicating Rousseau’s manoeuvres, they aliow the

interactor to concentrate on Boissier’s general project which S, of course, the

digital archiving of two 0f Rousseau’s texts and, more importantiy, of their te

creation in the CD-ROM environment. Performing what Derrida has said of the
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archive’s future-oriented disposition, Boissier’s CD-ROM does flot engage

Rousseau’s past as past; it concerns the revivification of Rousseau’s past as

seen from a future perspective that the digital media now allow. Boissier’s project

does flot repeat Rousseau’s moments; it plays with them using a digital

technology that paradoxically recalls chronophotography and emphasizes the

hybrid form archives take today.

Boissier’s performing and archiving of the look, in the context of a digital

adaptation of Rousseau’s “moments,” imply an important reconsideration of the

look (or gaze) as an embodied force that eludes the digital subject but that keeps

her staring at the computer screen in search of (visual) response. What happens

to the gaze when it is caught in an interactor-response dialectic that accentuates

the performative nature of the CD-ROM? What about Boissier’s digital archive

that keeps alive Rousseau’s fantasy of immediate sensation? Doesn’t it represent

what Pierre Morelli has prefigured about the digital archive: “II ne s’agit plus d’une

archive-objet ou de la transcription textuelle mais d’une archive polymorphe

sonore, visuelle et peut-être un jour olfactive et tactile, une archive que l’on

perçoit avec tous nos sens et qui peut même s’ouvrir sur la manipulation directe

de l’interacteur, via un dispositif sensoriel.”35 lt appears that the CD-ROM is a

particular platform that stages, rehearses, and complicates what Rousseau’s

experiences were and what they can become in the digital environment.

Boissier’s impressive familiarity with the workings of media ecology certainly

helps him foreground his project in a way that combines a non-teleological media

history, a renewed technological subjectivity, and a digital archive of

performance-images that revisit Rousseau’s most cherished moments.

Notes
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Journal ofAesthetic Education 37.4 (2003): 41-50; and Raymond Bellour, “Livre d’images,” A propos de
« Moments » (Genève: Centre pour l’image contemporaine, 2000) 1$-31. Bellour’s essay appears in the
bookiet that accompanies Boissier’s CD-ROM.
1 Boissier’s Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau (Gallimard Multimedia) can be bought online or in
bookshops.

On “shiflers,” sec Roman Jakobson’s classic essay, “Shifters, Verbal Categories, and the Russian Verb,”
Selected Writings, vol. 2 (The Hague: Mouton, 1971) 131-147, and Roland Barthes, Roland Barthes par
RolandBarthes (Paris: Seuil, 1975) pp.162-l69.
6 On Descartes’s dualism, Martin Jay notes in the context ofvisuality: “Cartesian perspectivalism bas, in
fact, been the target ofa widespread philosophical critique, which bas denounced its privileging of an
ahistorical, disinterested, disembodied subject entirely outside the world it daims to know only from afar.”
“Scopic Regimes ofModernity,” Vision and Visuality, ed., Hal Foster (New York: The New York Press,
198$) 10.

For more information on Rousseau and the “sensationalists,” see Martin Jay, Downcasi Eyes: The
Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Centwy french Thought (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press,
1993) pp.$3-93.
$ This prognostic alludes to what historians like Jonathan Crary and Martin Jay have argued lately: the
analysis ofthe nineteenth- and twentieth-century viewing regimes could not have been performed by those
who were part ofthem. As far as Crary’s TecÏmiques ofthe Observer is concemed, it bas tried to show the
technically constructed nature of vision and visua] representation in the nineteenth century. See Jonathan
Crary, Techniques ofthe Observer: On Vision andModernity in the Nineteenth Centwy (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1990). Signiflcantly for us, in the introduction to bis influential study, Craiy echoes O’Neal’s
remasks on the computer aiid the transformation of”perceptual states” and tries to link the material nature
ofvisuality to computer culture: “The rapid development in a little more than a decade ofa vast array of
computer graphics techniques is part ofa sweeping reconfiguration of relations between an observing
subject and modes ofrepresentation that effectively nullifies most ofthe culturally established meanings of
the terms observer and representation.” (1) Afler citing various examples of technologies ofdigital image
production, Crary’s conclusion is that such recent devices “are relocating vision to a plane severed from a
human observer.” (I) One could daim that Craiy’s judgement does flot ensue from a careful analysis of
what is actually taking place in computer-generated environments and from what digital “observers,” to
borrow bis term, perform in such places. For rare critiques of Crary’s theoretical premises, see W.J.T.
Mitcheli, Piclure Theoiy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992) pp.l9-24, and Joan Copjec, “The
Body as Viewing Instrument, or the Strut of Vision,” Lacan inAmerica, ed., Jean-Michel Rabaté (New
York: Other Press, 2000) 277-30$.

See the essays on the topic of”Jean-Jacques Rousseau et les arts visuels” collected in the special issue of
Annales Jean-Jacques Rousseau 45 (2003).
10 Moreover, as Claude Labrosse lias mentioned: “Si la création romanesque se fait dans une sorte de
chambre obscure où nous pénétrons avec peine, l’estampe, en revanche, ouvre à l’oeil du lecteur et sous
l’espèce d’un dessin, une autre chambre où la fiction prend les traits d’une scène visuelle.” Lire auXVIIIe
siècle: la Nouvelle Héloïse et ses lecteurs (Lyon: Presses universitaires de Lyon, 1985) 215.

In another essay, speaking ofthe Rêveries du promeneur solitaire, Boissier comments: “Partout dans le
texte rousseauiste filtrent des images qui pourraient bien être des photographies : jalons de l’itinéraire
biographique, points de vue et cadrages en pensée, scènes à revisiter, illustrations soigneusement décrites en
vue de leur exécution.” (Relation 79).
12 Bellour discusses installation art using words that shed light on Boissier’s CD-ROM: “Il faut en effet
décrire un éclatement au gré duquel ce qu’on croit être ou avoir été le cinéma ... se trouve en chaque cas
redistribué, transformé, mimé, réinstallé. Ces dispositions particulières ressortissent moins à une typologie
qui en permettrait un classement rassurant qu’elles ne montrent, une par une, des différences et des
similarités avec le dispositif du cinéma dont elles s’inspirent ou se rapprochent.” (“Autre” 6). The critic
adds: “La force étrange de ces oeuvres est est ainsi d’ouvrir de plus en plus nettement l’éventail
indéfinissable d’un autre cinéma, au gré duquel se précisent et s’amplifient les conditions d’une esthétique
de la confusion.” (7). Boissier has referred to Bellour’s article and has added that we should look for
“dispositifs qui, avec les nouveaux médias, fondent de nouvelles branches généalogiques de ‘l’espèce
cinéma, reprenant souvent des traits historiquement abandonnés: stéréoscopie, panorama, mobilité du
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projecteur, variabilité de la position du spectateur, etc., ou bien développant des modalités impossibles
jusqu’alors: immersion interactive, non-linéarité, variabilité du point de vue, jeu des accessoires, des
personnages et du récit, générativité, réception partagée et maintenue dans les réseaux, etc.” (Relation 276).

Mary Aim Doane has written at some length on the desire at the heart of Marey’s experiments in moving
photography, and she has emphasized the will to store time in his practice and in early cinema’s actuality
shorts. The mechanical and technological problems of representation in Marey’s sequential photography of
bodies in motion reflected the dream of according to Doane, “cutting into time, siicing it in such a way that
it couÎd become representable.” Mary Ann Doane, The Emergence ofCinematic Time: Modernity,
Contingency, the Archive (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002) 46. Acknowledging that this
dream had a philosophical as well as a technological basis, she adds that the concem for the “permanence of
the real” was also Marey’s dream: “from the start, indexicality was the major stake ofMarey’s
representational practices. It was crucial that the body whose movement was being measured be the direct
surface for the tracing.” (47) Departing from the hand-made reproductions ofhuman beings and objects
painters had given the Western tradition, Marey sought to offer an objective reflection ofreality and
movement untainted by the humas hand. It is to this tradition ofthe photographie storage and representation
oftime that Boissier’s photograms belong. Another usefiil and lavishly ilustrated source on Marey is
Georges Didi-Huberman and Laurent Mannoni, Mouvements de l’air: Etienne-Jules Marey, photographe
des fluides (Paris: GallimardlRéunion des musées nationaux, 2004).
14 Here is how Boissier pictured the interactive print early in his career: “Inventons une estampe interactive
qui, pour faire passer d’un état à l’autre, offrirait mieux que la linéarité cinématographique. Donnons au
lecteur le plaisir d’accompagner ce geste.” (Relation 49).
15 should point out that Boissier pictures his own practice, in the passage from the “interaction-image” to
the “relation-image,” as a corrolary ofDeleuze’s two central types ofifimic images. Indeed, one should
note that Boissier has become more interested in Deleuze’s philosophy ofthe cinema as the years went by.
His “relation-image” is a thfrd form of image that would follow the French philosopher’s “movement
image” and “time-image.” Having mentioned in earlier writings Deleuze’s distinction between the “actual”
and the “virtual” to conceptualize interactive art, Boissier retums to it in his most important essay,
“L”image-relation.” Here he mentions that the Deleuzian understanding of”virtual” would shed light on his
photogram entitled “L’aqueduc”: “Le virtuel, pour Deleuze, c’est le passé, et il coexiste avec le présent
une boucle en suspens sans changement, une transition en panoramique actionnée par le regardeur vers une
autre boucle d’attente, un changement d’état dans cette boucle, un panoramique inverse.” See Gilles
Deleuze, “L’actuel et le virtuel,” Dialogues (Paris: Gallimard, 198$) 179-185.
16 For an analysis ofthe Ioop, sec Manovich’s comments on Boissier’s Florapetrinsularis in The Language
ofNew Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001) pp.320-322.
17 On “Molyneux’s question,” see Michael J. Morgan, Molyneux Question: Vision Touch, and the
Philosophy ofPerception (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), and Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes:
The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Century French Thought (Berkeley: University of Catifornia Press,
1993) pp.98-1OI.
IX In his seminal reading of Rousseau, Derrida comments on immediacy in the writer’s oeuvre:
“L’intermédiaire, c’est le milieu et c’est la médiation, le terme moyen entre l’absence totale et la plénitude
absolue de la présence. On sait que la médiateté est le nom de tout ce que Rousseau a voulu opiniâtrement
effacer.” De la grammatologie (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1967) 226.

Slavoj Zizek, the most prolific exponent ofLacanian concepts, is worth quoting at length here: “The gaze
marks the point in the object (in the picture) from which the subject viewing it is already gazed at, i.e., it is
the object that is gazing at me. far from assuring the self-presence ofthe subject and his vision, the gaze
fimctions thus as a stain, a spot in the picture disturbing its transparent visibility and introducing an
irreducible split in my relation to the picture”. Slavoj Ziek, LookingAwry: An Introduction to Jacques
Lacan through Popular Culture (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992) 125. Playing on words, Jean-Lue
Nancy describes the gaze in a way that echoes Zizek’s: “Et c’est ainsi que je ‘suis’ : dans le voir je vois, par
raison d’optique ; dans le regard je suis mis en jeu. Je ne peux regarder sans que ça me regarde.” Le regard
du portrait (Paris: Galilée, 2000) 75. Emphasis in original. for important reconsiderations ofthe Lacanian
gaze, sec Normas Bryson’s use ofJapanese painting and philosophy in “The Gaze in the Expanded Field,”
Vision and Visuality, cd., Hal Foster (New York: The New York Press, 1982) $7-10$, and Vivian
Sobchack’s interpretation ofthe gaze in Kieslowski’s Dekalog 1 in “The Expanded Gaze in Contracted
Space: Happenstance, Hazard, and the Flesh ofthe World,” CamaI Thoughts: Embodiment andMoving
Image Culture (Berkeley: University ofCalifomia Press, 2004) $5-10$.
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20 Ellie Ragland elaborates on the object a: “Object a, as a fundamentally lost Ur-object, resides at the
center ofthe fantasies from which each person constructs desire around substitute objects that can neyer fil
up a real void in being.” “The Relation between ffie Voice and the Gaze,” Reading SeminarXl: Lacan ‘s
four fundamental Concepts ofPsychoanalysis, ed., Richard feldstein, Bruce fink, and Maire Jaanus
(Albany: State University ofNew York Press, 1995) 189.
21 Jacqueline Rose distinguishes between the gaze and its role in the voyeuristic activity: “The voyeur is flot,
therefore, in a position of pure manipulation of an object, albeit distant, but is aiways threatened by the
potential exteriosation ofhis own fimction.” “The lmaginary,” Jacques Lacan: Criticat Evaluations in
Cultural Iheory, y.!, ed., Slavoj iek (New York: Routledge, 2003) 28.
22 Discussing Rousseau’s Narcisse, Main Cemuschi has very well expressed how the mirror and the gaze
refract and restructure subjectivity in a way that sheds light on the episode with Mme Basile: “Bref, cette
capture du sujet regardant par l’image qui l’implique repose sur un double aveuglement, sur le sujet de
l’énonciation et sur le sujet de l’énoncé. L’image devient alors un miroir altérant, qui difflacte le sujet pour
donner lieu à une intersubjectivité illusoire.” “La dramaturgie du regard dans Narcisse et Pygmalion ou les
pièges de l’image émouvante,” Annales Jean-Jacques Rousseau 45 (2003): 171. Emphasis in original.
23 Barthes reflects on this peculiar filmic convention: “Je ne suis pas loin de considérer cette interdiction
comme le trait distinctif du cinéma. Cet art coupe le regard en deux : l’un de nous regarde l’autre, il ne fait
que cela : il a le droit et le devoir de regarder; l’autre ne regarde jamais ; il regarde tout, sauf moi.” “Droit
dans les yeux,” L ‘obvie et l’obtus. Essais critiques III (Paris: Seuil, 1982) pp.2$2-2$3. Similarly, Marc
Vemet lias called it “the ‘major interdiction’ and the great ‘repressed’ of narrative cinema.” “The Look at
the Camera,” CinemaJournal28.2 (1989): 48. 0f course, Barthes’s and Vemet’s comments should be
updated due to the cinema’s increasing linplementation ofthe direct look at the spectator in order to de
familiarize spectator identification.
24 For the groundbrealdng study ofRousseau’s interest in botany, see Albert Jansen, Jean-Jacques Rousseau
ais Botaniker (Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1885).
25 For a meditative description ofRousseau’s state ofmind on St. Pierre Island, see W.G. Sebald, Logis in
einem Landhaus: Ûber GoqfridKelter, Joachim Peter Hebel, Robert Walser und andere (Mûnchen:
Hanser, 1998) 45-74.
26 For a Deleuzian reading ofRousseau’s “body-without-organs,” see Bryan Reynolds, “Becoming a Body
without Organs: The Masochistic Quest ofJean-Jacques Rousseau,” Deleuze and Guattari: New Mappings
in Politics Phiosophy, and Culture, ed., Eleanor Kaufman and Kevin Jon Relier (Mfrmeapolis: University
ofMinnesota Press, 1998) 19 1-208. Even though she does flot adopta Deleuzian framework per se, Paule
Adami points to the writer’s tentative “devenir-femme” in what she cails “Rousseau’s feminine body.” See
Paule Adamy, Les Corps de Jean-Jacques Rousseau (Paris: Honoré Champion, 1997) pp.457-5l7.
27 Starobinsld defines the “signe mémoratzf”s flmction as follows: “Le signé mémoratif est donc une
médiation, mais qui intervient pour établir la présence immédiate du souvenir. On peut parler ici de
médiation régressive, puisque loin de provoquer un dépassement de l’expérience sensible, elle consiste à la
réveiller dans son intégralité”. Jean-Jacques Rousseau: ta transparence et 1 ‘obstacle (Paris: Gallimard,
1971)281.
28 interestingly, early in his career Boissier conceptualized “interactivity” as an “optique”: “Au-delà, on
dira que l’interactivité est une ‘optique’ qui saisit les choses non pas dans leurs apparences optiques, mais
dans leurs interactions internes et externes, dans les relations entre elles, entre elles et nous.” (Relation 73).
In La Nouvelle Héloiçe, Rousseau uses another prosthetic instrument to illustrate and improve humas
vision. In a finnous passage, the character of Saint-Preux looks through a telescope 50 that he may have a
chance to glance at Julie wbo is in Clarens. Being on the other side ofthe river, in Meillerie, Saint-Preux
will flot be able to actually see her; nevertheless, it is the act oflooking and anticipating the possible
appearance of bis beloved that stimulates his senses. As Starobinsld bas noted: “Le vouloir-voir, secouru
par la mémoire, devient une puissance créatrice. Le regard se fait vision et produit lui-même l’image que les
lointains confis lui [Saint-Preux] dérobaient”. (Oeil 152)
29 Sec E.S. Bw-t, “Mapping City Walks: The Topography ofMemory in Rousseau’s Second and Seventh
Promenades,” Yale french Studies 74 (198$): 232. John C. O’Neal reminds us that the herbarium serves
visual memory: “Rousseau cannot always depend upon his memory to fiirnish images ofpreviously
experienced, fond reveries; hence the importance ofthe herbariwu.” (137).
30 Boissier aptly sums up Rousseau’s desire to archive: “Tout se passe comme si Rousseau ne vivait les
choses que pour les transformer immédiatement en souvenirs, en souvenirs disponibles pour une jouissance
ultérieure.” (Relation 252).
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31 For a critical reading that depicts Rousseau as a pedestrian artist, see Georges van den Abbeele, Travel as
Metaphor: from Montaigne to Rousseau (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1992) pp.$5-l 30.
2 Derrida han commented on several occasions that “la question de l’archive n’est pas, répétons-le, une
question du passé ... C’est une question d’avenir, de l’avenir même”. (Mal 60). In a more recent text,
Derrida lias elaborated on the temporality ofthe archive: “Je crois que le concept d’archive n’est pas tourné
vers le passé, contrairement à ce qu’on aurait tendance à penser. La mémoire, c’est la question de l’avenir,
et pour l’archive, c’est toujours le futur antérieur qui, en quelque sorte, décide de son sens, de son
existence.” “Le futur antérieur de l’archive,” Questions d’archives, ed., Nathalie Léger (Paris: Institut
Mémoires de l’Edition Contemporaine, 2002) 43.

Chronophotography being one ofthe forerunners ofthe cinema, it is important to stress that time was to
be stocked and preserved, that is, archived, in sucli a recording procedure. Marey’s project was to archive
time, and this goal involved the recording of motion in fragmented temporal units. Even though the
moviegoer may flot be aware ofthese early recording experiments, she may have seen such recent
experiments. Jndeed, some contemporary digital arfists and directors, as Doane reminds us, question the
“natural” cinematic temporal flow of 24 frames per second: “Much recent avant-garde work in film and,
now, digital media no longer takes this reconstitution for granted but instead works to defamiiarize this
motion and time, in short, to bare the device.” (Emergence 213) Citing some ofBellour’s remarks on
Boissier’s CD-ROM to exemplify such recent work in digital media, Doane explains the French artist’s
peculiar chronophotography: “The CD program cuts out one frame of every ten, and the resulting
movement is strange, artificial, somewhat uncanny.” (Emergence 213)

The following examples are indebted to Joêl Surcouf “La numérisation des archives : problèmes de
sélection et de diffusion,” Patrimoine et multimédia: le rôle du conservateur (Paris: Documentation
Française, 1997) 130-147; Hans Ukich Reck, “Metamorphosen der Archive/Probleme digitaler
Erinnerung,” Metamorphosen. Ge&ichtnismedien im Computerzeitalter, ed., Gtz-Lothar Darsow
(Stuttgart: Frommann-Holzboog, 2000) 195-236; and Marie-Anne Chabin, “Problématique des archives
électroniques par rapport à la constitution de la mémoire,” Les archives électroniques: une mémoire
orpheline ou en mutation? (Montréal: GIRA, 2002) 31-43.

Pierre Morelli, “Mémoire et culture à l’épreuve des technologies numériques,” (unpublished paper, 2004)
2. 1 thank the author for sending me lis conference paper and other writings.
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CODA: Ail Roads LeaU to ROM(E)

Une mémoire sans défaillance n’est pas un très puissant
excitateur à étudier les phénomènes de mémoire.

Proust. Sodome et Gomorrhe li

Remembering

The preceding chapters have allowed us to reflect upon the issues of visual

adaptation, performance, and cultural memory in the media ecology of the CD

ROM. Whether it be in Beloifs mediumistïc movies that revisit the history 0f

female mediumship or in Boissier’s reconfiguration of Marey’s chronophotography

and Rousseau’s “book of images,” the CD-ROMs analyzed in this dissertation

foreground the afterlife 0f Iiterary works in another media environment in order to

reconceptualize past cultural issues. Moreover, this material environment

reconfigures previous media as a global matrix in which cryptic desires are to be

resuscitated and inflected using digital media’s capacities to update forgotten

tales. These considerations, finally, stem from the fout CD-ROMs’ performance-

images that force the intetactor to meditate on the fate of memory and

“mnemotechnology”1 in the digital age.2

In his short discussion of memory, Aristotle describes the act of

remembering as the inscription of a mental “image” on the soul.3 In the Greek

original, “image” is the translation of the word “phantasma” [q6’vTaupaJ. Were

Aristotie writing on the subject of memory in the digital era, he would probably

use the same word, “phantasma,” to speak of the image that is re-membered by a

computer program. However, one would probably have to translate “phantasma”
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using another, more pertinent meaning. lndeed, as phantasma can also be

C translated as phantom, ghost, or spectre, I would argue that digital memory, when

it re-members images that appeat on one platform that exemplifies a

mnemotechnology, which is the case of the CD-ROM, does flot present regular

“images” but ghost-images. Combined with the intriguing coincidence that in

French “ROM” is translated as mémoire morte (dead memory) and that “RAM” is

rendered as mémoire vive (dynamic memory), CD-ROMs would offer a peculiar

form of ars memoria that is embedded in spectral images.

The CD-ROM does away with the materiality of pages and film stock, but it

imprints ghost-images as performance-images that haunt the virtual spaces of

cultural and media memory. The past lives on in ghost-irnages that feature ruins,

absence, and loss. The source for ghost-images is to be found in existing Iiterary

(and filmic) materials that fuel their coming back to life in a form of cannibalism or

vampirism. As Pierre Boulez has pointed out: “Il y a certainement une sorte de

vampirisme dans toute invention, qui a besoin de ces accidents et de ces

rencontres pour extraire les substances, le sang, nécessaires à sa survie.” (88)

These acts of media varnpirisrn are to be considered in the context of a screen

based environrnent that integrates previous screens and their memories, which is

the case ofthe CD-ROM.

For Aristotie, a phantasma is a sensuous image that appears before the

“screen” called the “mind’s eye.” Reminiscent of Freud’s “screen-memory”

(Deckerinnerung) — a composite memory in which a first memory serves as a

screen before another, more traumatic memory that must be reptessed by the

unconscious — the ghost-image as digital-screen-memory cornes back to haunt

the conternporary interactor who thinks that digital platforms represent innovation,

progress, acceleration, and increased performance. lndeed, when early cinema

aesthetics, stage and film performance, and literary works join forces to corne

back, current digital (screen-) mernories reveal what has been repressed by

digital enthusiasts.4

The concept of ghost-irnage, while stemming frorn Aristotle’s phantasma,

c is also indebted to Georges Didi-Huberman’s discussion of Aby Warburg’s image-

survivante (surviving-image). Being an ephemeral medium, the CD-ROM serves
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as a technological memento mon that discloses the spectral nature of time and

“evolution.” The CD-ROM’s cryptic mnemotechnics of the future has been

described by Didi-Huberman:

Devant une image — si ancienne soit-elle —, le présent ne cesse jamais de

se reconfigurer ... Devant une image — si récente, si contemporaine soit-elle

—, le passé en même temps ne cesse jamais de se reconfigurer, puisque

cette image ne devient pensable que dans une construction de la mémoire,

si ce n’est de la hantise. Devant une image, enfin, nous avons humblement

à reconnaître ceci : qu’elle nous survivra probablement, que nous sommes

devant elle l’élément fragile, l’élément de passage, et qu’elle est devant

nous l’élément du futur, l’élément de la durée. L’image a souvent plus de

mémoire et plus d’avenir que l’étant qui la regarde. (Devant 10)

Similarly, in his magisterial study of Aby Warburg, Didi-Huberman pays homage

to Deleuze’s philosophical images and describes the work of the sui’viving-image

in the art historian’s writings. lnterestingly, he proposes in his reading of

Warburg’s concept of Nachieben a novel approach to adaptation in the digital

age. When Didi-Huberman asks “N’y aurait-il pas un temps pour les fantômes,

une revenance des images, une ‘survivance’ (Nachieben) qui ne soit pas

soumise au modèle de transmission que suppose l”imitation’ (Nachahmung) des

oeuvres anciennes par des oeuvres plus récentes?” (Image survivante 26), he

suggests the proto-digital adaptation theory that uses ghost-images as virtual

sites of temporal discontinuity that I have explained at some length in these

pages. The question that should concern anyone interested in digital adaptation

becomes: if a film adaptation functions as a double of the “original” work, how

can we characterize the rote of a digital adaptation? What this dissertation has

proposed is that a CD-ROM adaptation is the double of a double because its

virtual performance-images as ghost-images come back to revisit both textual

sites and media environments. Going beyond Bazin’s famous theorizing of the

“ontology of the (analog or indexical) image,” we may tempted to speak of the

“hauntology” of the (digital) image.

ç The impurity and impudence of ghost-images survive the passing of time

and demand to be touched in order to haunt the afterlife of the literary text.
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These digital revenants would thus function as (im)material agents that will

continue to haunt (and that have aiways haunted) literature since its flrst

apparition on screen. Digital adaptations, however, due to their potential erasure

from visual culture’s memory, perform the very seif-effacing manoeuvres that are

at the heart of any adaptation. It is in this respect that they embody the first

performative adaptations in the history of visual culture.

Most often discussed in publications that reflect on the future of the cinema

and realism after the coming of computer-generated imagery, the issues of

performance and digital memory would in fact return us to the externalization of

memory which obliges us to create strategies for retrieving the data stored in our

increasingly capacÏous prosthetic “memories.” Recalling the q uixotic project

called Xanadu or Borges’s infinite library in “La biblioteca de Babel,” both projects

being the dream of storing every published text in the world, the former on the

Internet and the latter on Iibrary shelves, digital memories promise to keep data

for future purposes and generations, but they do not provide us with the tools to

read these data and ghost-images.

As media become rapidly obsolete, we need to design ways to retrieve

information from machines that will no longer be compatible with newer systems.

Discussing the life span of certain media, Martin Warnke mentions that, among

computer enthusiasts, there is a growing need to design strategies for emulating

old programs on new machines. Warnke describes the situation: “Afterwards one

needs the help of a computer museum with skilled technicians who can keep the

systems repaired and running without replacement parts, which of course are no

longer manufactured by the industry. Luckily, retro computing has become

somewhat of a sport amongst a dauntless few who enjoy playing with computers

that they can still comprehend.” (533) According to this account, the solution

would be to implement strategies for running older programs and systems on

more recent exploitation systems. This implies the creation 0f a digital archive of

system emulation for maintaining digital archives ... which in turn will necessitate

in the future another digital archive and so on. Digital archiving, broached in the

fourth chapter, would be the symptom of the fate of memory in an increasingly

volatile and ephemeral media production.
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Forgeftïng

Il semble qu’au milieu d’un temps chargé de plus en plus
de mémoire, oublier devienne l’urgence absolue...

Pierre Boulez. Leçons de musique

Fans of William Gibson’s foundational cyberpunk novel, Neuromancer, may flot

know that he is the co-creator of a unique conceptual artist’s “book” and hypertext

entitled Agrippa (A Book of the Dead) (1 992) (fig. 11, p.238) whose prescience

and pertinence remains unptecedented in the history of media and performativity.

What characterizes Gibson’s “book” is that it contains a floppy disc which can

only be read once. When the reader starts reading the file on screen, the textual

content is automatically erased, a second reading becoming impossible. One

could even argue that Agrippa’s built-in computer virus performs in the book

format the dangerous potential of media haunting. By destroying textual

information, Gibson’s “book” questions the very stability and permanence of the

book form that enables it to be disseminated.

The performative nature of Agrippa, as that which will neyer return in its

original form, dramatizes the issues of media obsolescence and the impossible

challenge of digitally archiving aIl existing pages, films, or data. Gibson’s piece

displays a radical opinion on the subject; it does flot wait for time or more

performing media to disappear. The work commits a quasi-suicidai manoeuvre

that annihilates its very raison d’être, that is, its legibility. One could even argue

that Agrippa performs the very fate of digital memory qua mnemotechnology the

CD-ROM unwittingly demonstrates in the current media ecology.

Perhaps, as some scholars have argued6, for the first time in history we

need to iearn to forget because of the impossibility of storing and retrieving each

piece of information available. As Josef Wallmannsberger has argued:

“Remembering and forgeffing are not simply temporal factors of mental

processing, but rather fundamentally inform aIl aspects 0f communicative

ecologies.” (598) Following Umberto Eco’s plea for an ars oblivionalis7, we may

be tempted to focus on forgetting and letting go. As every act of remembering or

saving implies overwriting something to make room for incoming information, we

C
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may be tempted to see the performance of ghost-images as ephemeral,

vanishing performances on the computer screen instead of the traditional stage.8

An appropriate case in point would be ROM itself. Due to its volatile

nature, ROM would represent the Janus face of RAM’s digital memory. As the

expression “repetition with a difference” has neyer been truer, the archiving of

ROM’s performances becomes an impossible quest as these performances are

neyer the same and as digital media need experts to create emulation programs

in order for computers to perform in the future. ROM is said to preserve

information permanently. However, what will happen when we no longer have

access to this information due to the obsolescence of current technical supports?

The present fear of losing, that 5, of forgetting everything reveals a

fetishistic impulse to ding on to past (textual, visual, or aurai) memories. lnstead

of such nostaigia, Boulez privileges for the digital age a type of memory that is

volatile and uncertain, that is, “une mémoire incernable, mémoire déformante,

infidèle, qui retient de la source ce qui est directement utile et périssable.” (475)

Unwittingly, Boulez summarïzes the theory of digital adaptation advocated in this

dissertation that combines the uncertainty of digital memory and the ephemerality

of performance in other media configurations.

The “memory industry” wili face, sooner or later, its demise in the form of

large-scale (mnemo)technological forgelling, for, as is well known, digital archives

and other virtual memory spaces cannot be trusted to pass on their knowledge to

the next generations. Andreas Huyssen has seized this ironic precedent: “indeed,

the threat 0f oblivion emerges from the very technology to which we entrust the

vast body of contemporary records and data, that most significant part of the

culturai memory of our time.” Ç’Present” 74) Digital retrievai systems cannot be

the sole keepers of past (media) memories. Unhike human memory that deforms

or forgets information, computer memory is said to be flawless by those who do

flot want to see its inherent limitations.

Finaiiy, going beyond the cinema does not equai predicting the death of

the cinematic experience; rather, it impiies identifying various survivais in the

current media ecology and meditating on the role of the cinema in a computer

driven age. Paradoxicaliy, the media that are depicted as killing the cinema,
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digital media, are the ones that are in greater danger of being forgotten. For

media ecologists, the four art CD-ROMs analyzed in this dissertation propose an

implicit meditation on cultural, media, and computer memory. For digital

enthusiasts, the digital works analyzed above display the will to move beyond the

material confines of print and film cultures. Ultimately, for both media ecologists

and digital enthusiasts, the greatest innovation of these performance-images may

lie in having allowed us to go beyond the cinema ... and back.

NOTES

I borrow the terni “mnemotechnology” from David Wills, “JD-ROM,” Matchbook Essays in
Deconstrudilon (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005) 91. 0f course, “mnemotechnology” refers
primarily to André Leroi-Gourhan’s groundbreaking work, Le geste et la parole, that theorized the
“externalization ofmemory” across the ages but whose pessimistic view ofdigital or computer
mnemotechnologies remains to be examined. For recent reassessments of Leroi-Gourhan, see Bernard
Stiegler, “Leroi-Gourhan: l’inorganique organisé,” Cahiers de médiologie 6 (199$): 187-194, and Pierre
Dam id Huyghe, “L’endurance des êtres,” La main en procès dans les arts plastiques. X l’oeuvre en procès
volume IV, cd., Eliane Chiron (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2000) 133-161.
2 Two film adaptations, Gary Alan Walkow’s Notes from Underground(1995) and Michael Almereyda’s
Hamiet (2000), exploit the potential of digital video cameras to function as a mnemotechnology. Where
they differ from art CD-ROMs is that thefr ghost-images do flot function as performance-images. for a very
interesting study ofAlmereyda’s film in terms ofvisual memories, sec Katherine Rowe, “Remember Me’:
Technologies of Memory in Michael Almereyda’s Hamlet,” Shakespeare, the Movie, Il: Popularizing the
Plays on Film, TV Video, andDVD, cd., Richard Burt and Lynda E. Boose (New York: Routledge, 2003)
37-55. For comments on Walkow’s adaptation of Dostoevsky, sec Robert Stam, Literature through Film:
Realism, Magic, and the Art ofAdaptation (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005) p?.202-208.

For Aristotle’s reflections on memoiy, sec De Sensu andDe Memoria, cd. and frans. G.R.T. Ross (New
York: Arno Press, 1973) pp.lOl-l 19.
“For other writings on digital memory, sec Florian Brody, “The Medium is the Memory,” The Digital
Dialectic: New Essays on New Media, cd., Peter Lunenfeld (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999) 134-149;
Louise Poissant, “Empreintes et emprunts : mémoire et recyclage dans les arts médiatiques,” Passions du
passé : recyclages de la mémoire et usages de 1 ‘oubli, cd., Marie-Pascale Huglo, Eric Méchoulan, and
Walter Moser (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2000) 137-156; Douwe Draaisma, Metaphors ofMemory: A History of
Ideas about the Mi, trans. Paul Vincent (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Patrick Bazin,
“La mémoire reconfigurée,” Cahiers de médiologie 11(2001): 177-1 $3; Régine Robin, La mémoire saturée
(Paris: Stock, 2003) pp.379-479; and Alice van der Klei, “The Practice ofMemory in Hypertext Wor(l)ds,”
diss. U. de Montréal, 2004.

For a study ofGibson’s Agrippa, sec Peter Schwenger, “Agrzpa, or, the Apocalyptic Book,” Flame Wars:
The Discourse ofCyberculture, cd., Mark Dery (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994) 61-70.
6 For a fascinating study of forgetting in Western literature, sec Harald Weinrich, Lethe. Kunst und Kritik
des Vergessens (Mtinchen: Beck, 1997).
‘ Sec Umberto Eco, “An Ars Oblivionalis? Forget It!” PMLA 103.3 (1988): 12-26.
$ One could even contrast human memory — that uses various “editing” sfrategies that Bemard Stiegler bas
described, referring to film terminology, as a “process ofrevision ofthe rushes, editing, a play ofspecial
effects, siowing down, speeding up, etc.” (“Time” $2) —, to the digital media’s memory that actually
represents the evanescent and ephemeral nature of performance. Speaking ofPeny Hoberman’s The Sub
Division ofthe Electric Light, Peter Lunenfeld also considers CD-ROM art (and memory) as an ephemeral
performance: “Better to think of it [Hoberman’s pieceJ as performance, for performances, unlike
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monuments, don’t leave ruins; they leave memories.” Snap to Grid A User ‘s Guide to Digital Arts, Media
and Cultures (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000) 161.
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Fig. 1. Book Camera Obscura: Théâtre de l’univers (c.1750).
(Los Angeles, Getty Research Institute, Werner Nekes Collection).
<http://chronicle.uchicago.edu/O2O124/devices.shtml>.
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Fig. 2. Stiil from Zoe Beloif, Beyond (New York, 1997).
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Fig. 3. Stiil from Zoe Beloif, Beyond (New York, 1997).
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Fig. 4. Marthe Béraud (aka Eva C.)
<http://www.zoebeloff.com/pages/installations.html>
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Fig. 5. StiIl from Adriene Jenik, Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM Translation
(Los Angeles: Shïfting Horizons Productions, 1997).
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Fig. 6. StilI from Adriene Jenik, Mauve Desert: A CD-ROM Translation
(Los Angeles: Shifting Horizons Productions, 1997).
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Fig. 8. StilI from Jean-Louis Boissier, Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(Genève: Gallimard Multimédia, 2000).
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Fig. 9. StiIl from Jean-Louis Boissier, Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(Genève: Gallimard Multimédia, 2000).
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Fig. 10. StiIl from Jean-Louis Boissier, Moments de Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(Genève: Gallimard Multimédia, 2000).
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Fig. 11. William Gibson, Agrippa (A Book of the Dead)
(NewYork: Kevin Bogos Publishing, 1992).
<http:llwww.vam.ac.uklvastatic/wid/exhibitslbookandbeyond/case4.html>.
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